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Abstract 

 

When performing predictive data mining, the use of ensembles is claimed to 
virtually guarantee increased accuracy compared to the use of single models. 
Unfortunately, the problem of how to maximize ensemble accuracy is far from 
solved. In particular, the relationship between ensemble diversity and accuracy 
is not completely understood, making it hard to efficiently utilize diversity for 
ensemble creation. Furthermore, most high-accuracy predictive models are 
opaque, i.e. it is not possible for a human to follow and understand the logic 
behind a prediction. For some domains, this is unacceptable, since models need 
to be comprehensible. To obtain comprehensibility, accuracy is often sacrificed 
by using simpler but transparent models; a trade-off termed the accuracy vs. 
comprehensibility trade-off. With this trade-off in mind, several researchers have 
suggested rule extraction algorithms, where opaque models are transformed into 
comprehensible models, keeping an acceptable accuracy. 

In this thesis, two novel algorithms based on Genetic Programming are 
suggested. The first algorithm (GEMS) is used for ensemble creation, and the 
second (G-REX) is used for rule extraction from opaque models. The main 
property of GEMS is the ability to combine smaller ensembles and individual 
models in an almost arbitrary way. Moreover, GEMS can use base models of any 
kind and the optimization function is very flexible, easily permitting inclusion of, 
for instance, diversity measures. In the experimentation, GEMS obtained 
accuracies higher than both straightforward design choices and published results 
for Random Forests and AdaBoost. The key quality of G-REX is the inherent 
ability to explicitly control the accuracy vs. comprehensibility trade-off. 
Compared to the standard tree inducers C5.0 and CART, and some well-known 
rule extraction algorithms, rules extracted by G-REX are significantly more 
accurate and compact. Most importantly, G-REX is thoroughly evaluated and 
found to meet all relevant evaluation criteria for rule extraction algorithms, thus 
establishing G-REX as the algorithm to benchmark against. 
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Chapter 1 
_______________________________________________________ 

 

Introduction 

Recent advances in data collection and storage technology has made it possible 
for organizations to accumulate huge amounts of data at moderate cost. While 
most data is not stored with predictive modeling or analysis in mind, the 
collected data could contain potentially valuable information. Exploiting this 
stored data, in order to extract useful and actionable information, is the overall 
goal of the generic activity termed data mining. Although several definitions of 
data mining exist, they are quite similar. In [BL97], the following definition is 
given: 

Data mining is the process of exploration and analysis, by automatic or semi-

automatic means, of large quantities of data in order to discover meaningful 

patterns and rules. (p. 5) 

Since data mining is used in many domains, the exact purpose of an individual 
data mining project can vary a great deal. The information discovered is, 
however, almost always intended as a basis for human decision making.  

At the core of the data mining process is the use of a data mining technique. 
Some data mining techniques directly obtain the information by performing a 
descriptive partitioning of the data. More often, however, data mining 
techniques utilize stored data in order to build predictive models. The purpose of a 
predictive model is to allow the data miner to predict an unknown (often future) 
value of a specific variable; the target variable. If the target value is one of a 
predefined number of discrete (class) labels, the data mining task is called 
classification. If the target variable is a real number, the task is regression. 
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From a general perspective, there is strong agreement among both researchers 
and executives about the criteria that all data mining techniques must meet. 
Most importantly, the techniques should have high performance. This criterion is, 
for predictive modeling, understood to mean that the technique should produce 
models that will generalize well, i.e. models having high accuracy when 
performing predictions based on novel data.  

Two general techniques for predictive modeling available in many data mining 
tools are neural networks and decision trees1. Comparing neural networks and 
decision trees, the prevailing opinion is that neural networks most often will 
obtain more accurate models; see e.g. [SMT91]. As a matter of fact, the key 
quality of neural networks is their robustness; enabling them to produce very 
accurate models on most data sets. Consequently, neural networks have been 
successfully used for predictive modeling in a variety of domains.  

Within the machine learning research community it is, however, also well 
known that it is possible to obtain even higher accuracy, by combining several 
individual models into ensembles; see e.g. [HS90] and [KV95]. A key result, 
derived in [KV95], is that the ensemble error depends not only on the average 
accuracy of the base models but also on their diversity2. Informally, diversity 
means that the base classifiers make their mistakes on different instances. So, the 
overall goal when creating an ensemble is to combine models that are highly 
accurate, but differ in their predictions. Unfortunately, base classifier accuracy 
and diversity is highly correlated, so maximizing diversity would most likely 
reduce the average accuracy. In addition, diversity is, for predictive 
classification, not uniquely defined. Because of this, there are several diversity 
measures, and, to further complicate matters, no specific diversity measure has 
shown high correlation with accuracy on novel data.  

                                                 

1 It should be noted that not everyone would agree to that decision tree techniques should (or 
even could) be used for predictive modeling. In their opinion, the sole purpose of a decision tree 
model is to explain the relationship between variables in the model. In this thesis, however, 
decision tree techniques are primarily regarded as techniques for predictive modeling. The 
obvious motivation is that decision tree techniques often, in practice, are used for predictive 
modeling. Most general purpose textbooks about data mining, see e.g. [TSK06], also share this 
opinion, describing decision trees as a tool for predictive modeling. 

2 Krogh and Vedelsby used the term ambiguity instead of diversity in their paper. In this thesis, 
the more common term diversity is, however, used exclusively. 
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The most renowned ensemble techniques are probably bagging, boosting and 
stacking, all of which can be applied to different types of models and perform 
both regression and classification. Most importantly; bagging, boosting and 
stacking will, almost always, increase predictive performance over a single 
model. Unfortunately, machine learning researchers have struggled to 
understand why these techniques work; see e.g. [WF05]. In addition, it should be 
noted that these general techniques must be regarded as schemes rather than 
actual algorithms since they all require several design choices and parameter 
settings.  

From a high level perspective, any ensemble creation algorithm must both 
generate and combine individual models. It is fair to say that most existing 
algorithms focus on the creation of the base models, rather than the combination. 
As a matter of fact, a majority of algorithms either just average the predictions 
from the individual models, or use some kind of voting scheme.  Sometimes, 
outputs from individual models are weighted, typically based on model 
accuracy. When generating the base models, diversity is either explicitly or 
implicitly targeted. Explicit methods somehow measure and balance diversity 
against accuracy, while implicit methods obtain diversity without actually 
targeting it. One very common procedure, aimed at producing implicit diversity, 
is to generate each model using a different part of the available data. Another, 
frequently used, option is to generate models using different parameters or with 
varied architectures. 

So, due to promising theoretical results and several existing successful 
algorithms for ensemble creation, coupled with the fact that no specific 
algorithm is recognized as superior to all others, there is a constant flow of 
research papers suggesting novel algorithms for constructing ensembles. 
Although most of these algorithms do target diversity, either explicitly or 
implicitly, there is no agreement on which diversity measure to use or how 
diversity should be balanced against accuracy. Instead, most algorithms are 
based on more or less ad hoc methods for obtaining diversity. Furthermore, for 
algorithms generating or searching for ensembles using some kind of 
optimization function, it is far from obvious which measure to optimize. 
Arguably, the most common procedure is to set aside a part of the available data 
and use ensemble accuracy on this holdout set as the optimization function.  

Finally, the actual use of ensembles in applications is surprisingly limited. Two 
possible reasons for this are insufficient knowledge about the benefits of using 
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ensembles and limited support in most data mining tools. In addition, using 
ensembles is far from straightforward, although this is sometimes hidden from 
the data miner by the software.  

Although accuracy is the prioritized criterion for predictive modeling, the 
comprehensibility of the model is often very important. A comprehensible model 
makes it possible for the data miner to understand not only the model itself but 
also why individual predictions are made. Traditionally, most research papers 
focus on high accuracy, although the comprehensibility criterion is often 
emphasized by business representatives; see e.g. [BL00]. CRISP-DM1 points out 
the advantage of having “a verbal description of the generated model (e.g. via 
rules)”, thus acknowledging the importance of comprehensibility. Only with this 
description is it possible to “assess the rules; are they logical, are they feasible, 
are there too many or too few, do they offend common sense?” 

Clearly, comprehensibility is tightly connected to the choice of data mining 
technique. As a matter of fact, the most often cited drawback with neural 
networks is that the models produced are opaque; i.e. they do not permit human 
inspection or understanding. A decision tree model, on the other hand, is 
regarded as comprehensible since it is transparent, making it possible for a 
human to follow and understand the logic behind a prediction. These 
descriptions are, however, too simplified. Comprehensibility is, at least, also 
dependent on the size of the model. For example; the comprehensibility of an 
extremely bushy decision tree is clearly questionable. It should also be noted that 
ensembles in general must be considered incomprehensible; it would be quite 
hard to grasp an ensemble model, even if it consisted of only a few small 
decision trees. 

Since techniques producing opaque models normally will obtain highest 
accuracy, it seems inevitable that the choice of technique is a direct trade-off 
between accuracy and comprehensibility. With this trade-off in mind, several 
researchers have tried to bridge the gap by introducing techniques for 
transforming opaque models into transparent models, keeping an acceptable 

                                                 

1 CRoss-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining was an ESPRIT project that started in the 
mid-1990’s. The purpose of the project was to propose a non-proprietary industry standard 
process model for data mining. For details see www.crisp-dm.org. 
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accuracy. Most significant are the many attempts to extract rules from trained 
neural networks. Several authors have discussed key demands on a reliable rule 
extraction method; see e.g. [ADT95] and [CS99]. The most common criteria are: 
accuracy (the extracted model must perform almost as well as the original on 
unseen data), comprehensibility (the extracted model should be easily 
interpretable) and fidelity (the extracted model should perform similarly to the 
original model). Two other very important criteria are scalability (the method 
should scale to networks with large input spaces and large numbers of weighted 
connections) and generality; i.e. the method should place few restrictions on 
network architectures and training regimes. Some papers (see e.g. [TS93]), also 
mention the criterion consistency. A rule extraction algorithm is consistent if the 
rules extracted from a specific model are similar between runs.  

Although proposed rule extraction algorithms often show good performance in 
reported case studies, there is still no rule extraction method recognized as 
superior to all others. As a matter of fact, the opinion is that no existing method 
meets all criteria; see e.g. [CS99]1. A clear indication of the status of the different 
rule extraction algorithms is the fact that none of the major data mining software 
tools (e.g. Clementine2 and Enterprise Miner3) includes a rule extraction option. 

1.1 Problem statement 

The description in the introduction leads to the following key observations: 

1. When used for predictive modeling, data mining techniques must produce 
highly accurate models. Although single models can, on occasion, be very 
accurate, the use of ensembles all but guarantees increased accuracy. Despite 
the solid theoretical foundation and a large number of existing algorithms for 
ensemble creation, there is currently no agreement on which research 
direction to pursue. The reason for this, and the most important problem 
identified, is the fact that the relationship between diversity and ensemble 
accuracy is not completely understood, especially for classification problems. 

                                                 

1 In their paper, Craven and Shavlik argue that their rule extraction method TREPAN meets most 
criteria. It should be noted, however, that TREPAN is restricted to classification problems, thus 
showing poor generality, and also lacks a method for directly controlling the trade-off between 
accuracy and comprehensibility. 

2 www.spss.com 

3 www.sas.com 
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Because of this, there is no widely accepted diversity measure that can be 
used for designing classifier ensembles. Presently, various researchers instead 
try very different approaches, resulting in many extremely varied algorithms. 
These algorithms are often quite complex and very specialized. More 
specifically; they require homogenous base models of a particular kind and 
they use predefined, fixed combination rules and optimization functions.  

2. Sometimes accuracy is not the only relevant criterion. Often, there is a need 
for comprehensible models. When this is the case, the easiest solution is to 
use a technique directly producing transparent models; most often decision 
trees. This will, however, normally lead to a loss of accuracy; a trade-off 
termed the accuracy vs. comprehensibility trade-off. Because of this trade-off, 
rule extraction, which is the task of transforming opaque models with high 
accuracy to comprehensible models while retaining the level of accuracy, is 
important. There are well-established criteria to evaluate rule extraction 
algorithms against. These criteria are evident, objective and inclusive. 
Although several rule extraction techniques exist, the opinion is that no 
specific technique meets all criteria. 

Based on the key observations, this thesis addresses the following two main 
problems: 

1. How to optimize accuracy when creating ensembles. 

2. How to extract accurate and comprehensible rules from opaque predictive 
models. 

Clearly these problems are beyond the scope of a single thesis, so instead some 
important sub-problems are identified and investigated. The first three sub-
problems relate to optimizing ensemble accuracy and the last five to rule 
extraction from opaque models. 

1.1 What is the relationship between diversity and ensemble accuracy on novel 
data? More specifically; is it beneficial to use a diversity measure as part of 
the optimization function when generating or searching for an ensemble? 

1.2 How strong are straightforward approaches, like averaging a fixed number 
of neural networks, and how important is implicit diversity for such 
approaches?  

1.3 How should available data be used when constructing ensembles? In 
particular; is it advantageous to use ensemble accuracy on a part of the data 
set not used when creating the base models for ranking of ensembles, or as 
part of an optimization function?  
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2.1 How significant is the difference in accuracy between opaque and 
transparent models; i.e. how severe is the accuracy vs. comprehensibility 
trade-off? 

2.2 What are the relevant criteria for evaluating rule extraction algorithms? 

2.3 How well do existing techniques meet the criteria? 

2.4 Is it possible to constantly obtain higher accuracy and comprehensibility by 
using rule extraction, compared to techniques directly inducing decision 
trees from the data set? 

2.5 Can unlabeled data instances be used to increase accuracy when 
performing rule extraction? More specifically; would rules extracted using 
opaque model predictions provide better explanations of the predictions 
made? 

1.2 Main contributions 

In this thesis, two novel algorithms are suggested. The first algorithm, named 
GEMS (Genetic Ensemble Member Selection), is used for ensemble creation, and 
the second, named G-REX (Genetic Rule EXtraction), is used for rule extraction 
from opaque models.  

The most important property of GEMS is generality. More specifically; GEMS 
can work with any kind of base models while permitting extremely flexible and 
complex combination rules. As a matter of fact, GEMS has the inherent ability to 
combine smaller ensembles and individual models in an almost arbitrary way. 
Moreover; the optimization function is easily adaptable, making it 
uncomplicated to include, for instance, diversity measures. Regarding 
performance, GEMS in the experimentation obtains accuracies that compare 
favorably to both straightforward design choices and published results for 
Random Forests and AdaBoost.  

G-REX is also extremely general since it can extract rules in a variety of 
representation languages from arbitrary opaque models. The key quality is, 
however, the inherent ability to explicitly control the trade-off between accuracy 
and comprehensibility. In this thesis, G-REX is thoroughly evaluated using the 
standard criteria. In addition, G-REX performance is systematically compared to 
both standard decision tree inducers and some well-known rule extraction 
algorithms. With the exception of consistency and possibly scalability, G-REX 
clearly meets all criteria. Most importantly, the studies indisputably show that 
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rules extracted by G-REX are both very accurate and very compact. More 
specifically, extracted G-REX rules are significantly more accurate and compact 
than decision trees induced directly from the data sets using C5.0 or CART. 
Moreover, G-REX also obtains significantly higher accuracy than the two well-
known rule extraction algorithms RX and Trepan. Arguing that consistency is 
not vital for a rule extraction algorithm, and that experimentation has shown G-
REX scalability to be at least acceptable, the overall picture is that G-REX meets 
all important criteria. 

In addition to the algorithms, some important insights regarding ensemble 
creation and rule extraction were obtained: 

• All diversity measures evaluated show low or very low correlation with 
ensemble accuracy on novel data. Nevertheless, the inclusion of a 
diversity measure in the optimization function when searching for 
accurate ensembles proved to be beneficial.  

• Implicit diversity, as a result of slightly different architectures or training 
using different parts of the data set, is clearly beneficial for neural 
network ensemble creation. If individual neural networks are accurate 
and at least slightly diverse, even straightforward techniques like 
averaging a fixed number of neural networks, often obtained very high 
accuracy. 

• Several techniques for ensemble creation optimize ensembles based on 
accuracy on a specific validation set. In this thesis it is shown that the 
correlation between accuracy on such validation set, and accuracy on 
another fresh set of data (a test set) often is very low.  

• Experimentation show that the use of unlabeled instances together with 
predictions from the opaque model generally increase rule extraction 
accuracy. The technique suggested means that the same novel data 
instances used for actual prediction also are used by the rule extraction 
algorithm. For problems where predictions are made for sets of instances 
rather than one instance at the time, this is a way of obtaining better 
explanations of predictions made. 

1.3 Thesis outline 

The purpose of the first chapter; Introduction, is to present the two key criteria for 
data mining techniques recognized in this thesis; i.e. accuracy and 
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comprehensibility. The first chapter also includes the problem statement, main 
contributions and this outline. 

The second chapter, Data Mining, gives an overview of data mining as an 
activity. The purpose is to introduce the reader to data mining, including the 
relevant terminology. The chapter gives a fairly detailed description of the 
general tasks predictive regression and predictive classification. In addition, the 
important question how performance of different techniques or algorithms 
should be compared, especially over several data sets, is discussed. 

The third chapter named Data mining techniques, gives a thorough description of 
some important basic data mining techniques. The purpose is to give the reader 
some necessary background theory. Most techniques described here are later 
used in the experimentation. The most important techniques covered are neural 
networks, evolutionary algorithms and decision trees. 

The fourth chapter; Rule extraction, describes the problem of extracting 
knowledge from opaque models, especially neural networks. An established 
taxonomy for rule extraction approaches is presented together with some widely 
accepted criteria for evaluation of rule extraction algorithms. The evaluation 
criteria are used in the experimentation to evaluate the novel algorithm for rule 
extraction presented later. In addition, three existing rule extraction algorithms 
are presented in detail. Although the algorithms are not extensively evaluated, 
some main advantages and drawbacks are identified and discussed. The purpose 
is to familiarize the reader with some typical algorithms for rule extraction and 
lay the foundation for later comparisons. 

Chapter 5 introduces ensembles, both basic theory and related work. The purpose 
of this chapter is to introduce the reader to ensembles in preparation for the 
presentation of a novel technique for ensemble creation. 

Chapter 6 presents a novel rule extraction algorithm named G-REX. The 
algorithm is first described in detail and G-REX is then evaluated based on five 
experiments using public data sets. 

Chapter 7 contains a lengthy case study called The Impact of Advertising. This case 
study, which was undertaken over a period of three years, illustrates the use of 
neural networks and rule extraction in the marketing domain. Results from this 
case study are, among other things, used to evaluate G-REX; especially regarding 
the criterion generality. 
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The eighth chapter; A novel technique for ensemble creation, contains six studies, all 
about ensembles. Here, the novel technique GEMS is introduced and evaluated 
in several experiments. 

The ninth and final chapter; Conclusions and future work, reports the overall 
conclusions of this thesis. Naturally these conclusions are based on the problems 
identified in the problem statement. Finally, several suggestions for future work 
are given, regarding both rule extraction and ensemble creation. 
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Chapter 2 
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Data mining 

The definition of data mining given in chapter 1 (as well as most other 
definitions) emphasizes that data mining is an activity with a clear goal. The 
overall purpose is to support decision making by turning collected data into 
actionable information. Using this perspective, data mining is the key activity in 
a larger process called knowledge discovery in databases (KDD). A generic 
description of KDD is given in Figure 1.  

Data
Data 

Mining
Information

Data 
Preprocessing

Data 
Postprocessing

 

Figure 1: The KDD process. 

Data can come from several different sources and in a variety of formats. The 
purpose of preprocessing is to transform the input into an appropriate form for 
data mining. Preprocessing typically involves steps like fusing data from 
multiple sources, selecting the data relevant for the mining task and cleaning 
data; e.g. handling missing values and outliers. The output of preprocessing is a 
standard data matrix; i.e. a vector of objects (tuples or instances) where each 
instance is a set of attribute values. If there are n instances and each instance has p 
attributes, the standard data matrix thus has n rows and p columns. Data mining 
uses the preprocessed data to produce models, typically used for either 
description or prediction. The purpose of the postprocessing step is to make sure 
that only valid and useful data mining results are actually used. Postprocessing 
often includes activities like hypothesis testing and visualization.  
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The process of transforming data into information is, in practice, always context 
dependent; i.e. KDD is at all times performed in a specific situation and with a 
specific purpose. Although most research focuses on data mining techniques (the 
technical context), it is important to realize that for executives the ultimate goal is 
to add business value. This viewpoint is sometimes referred to as the business 
context of data mining. 

KDD, as described above, is actually part of a larger process called the virtuous 
cycle of data mining [BL97]; see Figure 2. In the virtuous cycle, KDD represents the 
activity transform data into actionable information using data mining techniques. To 
exploit the full potential of the techniques, data mining must be part of a 
company’s strategy; i.e. data mining could typically be considered as part of 
customer relationship management. 

Transform data into 

actionable 

information using 

data mining 

techniques

Identify business 

problems and 

areas where 

analyzing data can 

provide value

Act on the 

information

Measure results of 

efforts to provide 

insight on how to 

exploit the data

 

Figure 2: Virtuous cycle of data mining (adopted from [BL97]). 

Whether the term data mining should be used for the entire virtuous cycle, the 
transform data into actionable information activity or just as one part of the KDD 
process, depends on the abstraction level. In this thesis, data mining mainly 
refers to applying different data mining techniques, but the business context and 
its demands are also recognized. More specifically, the fact that results from data 
mining techniques ultimately should be used by human decision-makers places 
some demands on the data mining models. Since different techniques produce 
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different kinds of models, these demands will in fact often determine which data 
mining technique to use. 

One particular and important demand, introduced in chapter 1 (arguably also 
following from the fact that most business executives still are unfamiliar with 
data mining and data mining techniques) is the fact that transparent models are 
preferred to black-box models. Black-box models are models that do not permit 
human understanding and inspection, while open-box methods produce, at least, 
limited explanations of their inner workings.  

Data mining combines techniques from several disciplines. Many algorithms and 
techniques come from the field of machine learning (ML), i.e. the sub-field of 
artificial intelligence focused on programs capable of learning. In the data 
mining context, learning most often consists of establishing a (general) model 
from examples; i.e. data instances where the value of the target variable is 
known.  

Statistics is the other main contributor to the data mining field. Predictive 
algorithms, sampling methodologies, experimental design and metrics to capture 
the performance of the data mining effort are some important examples.  

Other important subjects are computer technology, decision support systems and 
database technology. Since data mining requires complex calculations to be applied 
to large quantities of stored data, only the recent advances in computer 
technology have made large-scale data mining practical and profitable. Decision 
support systems is a term covering all information technology used by 
companies to make informed and better decisions. In [BL00], the authors point 
out the need for two different databases; one operational system that handles 
transactions, and one decision support system where historical records can be 
studied. A special case of a decision support system database, called a data 
warehouse is a large database fed by several operational systems. When 
incorporated into the warehouse, data is normally cleaned, transformed and 
often even summarized and aggregated. For data mining this is a double-edged 
sword; the data becomes readily available, but sometimes valuable information 
is destroyed in the process. Historically, data warehouses have been used mainly 
for reporting and not mining. The trend during the last decade is, however, that 
increasingly, data warehouses also store non-aggregated data, and that data 
warehouses are built with data mining in mind [BL00]. 
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2.1 A generic description of data mining algorithms 

In [HMS01] the authors describe data mining algorithms in terms of four aspects: 

• Model or patterns structure: determining the underlying structure or 
functional forms from the data.  

• Score function: judging the quality of a fitted model. 

• Optimization and search method: optimizing the score function and 
searching over different model and pattern structures. 

• Data management strategy: handling data access efficiently during the 
search and optimization. 

Model or pattern structures represent the general functional forms, e.g. a neural 
network with certain architecture or a linear regression model with unspecified 
parameter values. A fitted model or pattern has specific values for its 
parameters; e.g. a trained neural network. 

Score functions quantify how well a model or parameter structure fits a given 
data set. Optimally the score function should measure the utility, but usually 
some simple generic score function based on accuracy is used. 

The goal of optimization and search is to find the structure and parameter values 
that maximize the score function. The optimization and search procedure is the 
key element of the data mining algorithm and determines how the algorithm 
actually operates. 

The data management strategy determines how data is stored, indexed and 
accessed. Most data mining algorithms assume that all data tuples can be 
accessed quickly and efficiently in the primary memory, which clearly is an 
oversimplification when using really large data sets. As a matter of fact, many 
algorithms do not even include a data management strategy. Some algorithms, 
like decision trees, scale very poorly when applied directly to data residing in 
secondary storage [HMS01]. 

In the context of this thesis a model is a global summary of a data set; it makes 
statements about every possible point in the input space. A pattern structure, on 
the other hand, makes statements about restricted regions of the input space. 
Model building in data mining is data-driven. The purpose is to capture the 
relationships in the data and create models for, typically, prediction or 
description. The validity of the data mining process thus depends on some basic, 
and most often not explicitly expressed, assumptions. First of all, the past must 
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be a good predictor of the future since most data mining models are built from 
historical data. Second, the necessary data should be readily available. Finally, 
the data must, of course, contain the “relationship” that should be mined.  

The purpose of a data mining effort is normally either to create a descriptive model 
or a predictive model. A descriptive model presents, in concise form, the main 
characteristics of the data set. It is essentially a summary of the data points, 
making it possible to study important aspects of the data set. Typically, a 
descriptive model is found through undirected data mining; i.e. a bottom-up 
approach where the data “speaks for itself”. Undirected data mining finds 
patterns in the data set but leaves the interpretation of the patterns to the data 
miner. The data miner must also determine the usability of the patterns found. 
The most characteristic descriptive modeling task is clustering, i.e. decomposing 
or partitioning a data set into groups. Typically, points inside a group should be 
similar to each other and, at the same time, as different as possible from points in 
other groups. 

Normally, a predictive model is found from directed data mining; i.e. a top-down 
approach where a mapping from a vector input to a scalar output is obtained by 
applying some supervised learning technique on historical (training) data. Most 
supervised learning techniques require that the correct value of the target 
variable is available for every training instance.  

The predictive model is thus created from given known values of variables, 
possibly including previous values of the target variable. The training data 
consists of pairs of measurements, each consisting of an input vector x(i) with a 
corresponding target value y(i). The predictive model is an estimation of the 
function y=f(x;θ) able to predict a value y, given an input vector of measured 
values x and a set of estimated parameters θ for the model f. The process of 
finding the best θ values is the core of the data mining technique. As mentioned 
in the introduction, when the target value is one of a predefined number of 
discrete (class) labels, the data mining task is called classification. If the target 
variable is a real number, the task is called regression. Predictive regression and 
predictive classification are described in detail in chapters 2.3 and 2.4, 
respectively. 

Figure 3 shows how data from both a data warehouse and operational databases is 
fed to the data mining algorithm in use. The data mining algorithm uses a score 
function to produce a model, which is used on novel data (a production set) to 
produce predictions. 
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Figure 3: Predictive modeling. 

It should be noted that the purpose of all predictive modeling is to apply the 
model on novel data (a test or production set). It is therefore absolutely vital that 
the model is general enough to permit this. One particular problem is that of 
overfitting; i.e. when the model is so specialized on the training set that it 
performs poorly on unseen data.  

Naturally, descriptive models and predictive models could (and often should) be 
used together in data mining projects. As an example, it is often useful to first 
search for patterns in the data using undirected techniques. These patterns can 
suggest segments and insights that improve the results of directed modeling. 

Score functions are used to determine the utility of the data mining model. 
Ultimately the purpose of the score function is to rank models based on their 
performance. Most score functions focus on the accuracy of the model. Typically, 
well-defined statistical measurements are used. Both predictive models and 
descriptive models have natural score functions. For predictive models the score 
function clearly should measure the error; i.e. the difference between predictions 
and targets. For descriptive models it is slightly harder to define obvious score 
functions, but they normally capture the discrepancy between the observed data 
and the proposed model. 

Whether to use a score function measuring only goodness-of-fit or also trying to 
capture generalization performance (i.e. how well the model describes or 
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predicts data outside the training set) is a subtle issue. Another, related, question 
is if simpler models should take precedence over more complex; something that 
could be achieved by using a score function penalizing high complexity. A 
straightforward way is to minimize a score function of the form in Figure 4 
below. The penalty function puts a premium on simplicity by measuring the 
complexity of the model. 

score(model)= error(model) + complexity(model) 

Figure 4: A generic score function balancing accuracy and complexity. 

2.2 Data 

Obviously, data is central to all data mining activity. First of all, data must be 
available and in a suitable format. In most real-world, larger scale, applications 
the necessary data is initially stored in several different relational databases and 
data warehouses. For data mining purposes it is, however, often assumed that 
the data has been preprocessed into a standard data matrix.  

Some data sets, however, do not fit well into the table format. One example is a 
time series where consecutive values correspond to measurements taken at 
consecutive times. If a time series is stored as a two-variable matrix the ordered 
aspect of the data is lost, something that would probably lead to a poor model. 

Each attribute (column in the standard data matrix) represents a specific 
property of the objects; i.e. each property is described by the values in that 
column. Obviously it is important to distinguish between different measures. Is, 
for instance, a specific property ordered, i.e. is it natural to say that one value is 
smaller or greater than another?  

Columns with no natural order are normally referred to as categorical or nominal. 
Categorical attributes have a well-defined set of values, usually categorical 
labels. The values are in general represented as strings, but could easily be 
transformed into numbers if so required. The naïve approach to assign a number 
to each value does, however, introduce a spurious ordering not present in the 
original data, which could alter the problem. The binary scale where the measure 
is either 0 or 1, is a special case of categorical data. One general approach to 
eliminating the problem of spurious ordering is to introduce a flag variable for 
each value; i.e. the categorical column is replaced by one binary column for each 
value originally present. This coding is normally referred to as a localist 
representation, or simply 1-of-C. 
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There are different kinds of ordered columns; i.e. the scale types have different 
properties.  

• Ordinal scale. Data elements may be ordered according to their relative 
size or quality. It is possible to rank ordinal data, but not to quantify 
differences between two ordinal values. Operations such as conventional 
addition and subtraction are meaningless. 

• Interval scale. It is possible to quantify the difference between two 
interval scale values but there is no natural zero. Operations such as 
addition and subtraction are meaningful. Since the zero point on the scale 
is arbitrary, ratios between numbers on the scale are not meaningful; i.e. 
operations such as multiplication and division cannot be carried out 
directly. But ratios of differences can be expressed; for example, one 
difference can be twice as large as another. 

• Ratio scale. The numbers assigned to objects have all the features of 
interval measurement and also have meaningful ratios between arbitrary 
pairs of numbers. Operations such as multiplication and division are 
therefore meaningful. The zero value on a ratio scale is non-arbitrary. 
Variables measured at the ratio level are called ratio variables, or often 
simply true numeric. 

If, for some reason, an ordered attribute has to be binary coded, thermometer 

coding is an option. Before the coding, the attribute has to be discretisized into 
intervals. If there are n intervals, thermometer coding would use n-1 binary 
digits. The lowest interval is coded with all zeroes, while the second lowest has 
all but the last digit set to 0, and so forth up to the highest interval, which 
consists of all ones. With this coding, each digit represents a specific interval 
boundary. For an example showing how five intervals are coded using 
thermometer coding; see Table 1 below. 

Interval Thermometer coding 

Lowest 0000 
 0001 
 0011 
 0111 
Highest 1111 

Table 1: Thermometer coding. 

Most data mining techniques require the data to be in some specific format; e.g. 
numbers. Thus, one important step before applying the data mining techniques 
is to understand what the data represents and possibly convert it to a specific 
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format. Two other common problems for the data miner are those of missing data 
and outliers. Missing data is a field without a value, which can occur for several 
reasons and could be handled in different ways. Some techniques, like for 
instance decision trees, do not require any specific handling. For other 
techniques, the best approach could be to insert derived values like the mean 
value or the mode value. An outlier is a data point that lies outside the expected 
values of the data. The outlier is in some way very different from the other data 
points. Since data mining builds models from data sets, outliers could severely 
influence the model, especially if the outlier is in some way incorrect. On the 
other hand, it should be noted that outliers sometimes contain very important 
information. The most common approach to handling outliers is to replace them 
with an “appropriate” value. As described above, data preparation is a key 
process when performing data mining. There are many steps prior to applying 
the data mining technique to the standard data matrix. Gathering relevant data 
from different sources, handling missing values and outliers, preprocessing the 
data to suit the technique etc. are all activities that will ultimately determine the 
success of many data mining projects. As the authors of [BL00] frankly put it: 

Data is always dirty. (p. 181) 

2.2.1 Terminology for the different data sets used during data mining 

When performing data mining, the data set is normally split in several parts. 
Each part is used differently and for different purposes. Unfortunately, the 
names of the data sets are not fully standardized. A first, important, division is to 
separate the parts of the data set used to build the model from the parts used to 
evaluate the model.  

• The training set is the part of the data set used to build the model.  

• The validation set is used for model (or parameter) selection. The purpose 
of the validation set is to enable selection by scoring the model on a part 
of the data set not used for building the model. 

• The test set is used to evaluate the fitted model. The test set is in no way 
used to build the model, but must be kept “hidden” until the model is 
completely finished. One very important property of the test set is that it 
should produce results similar to what can be expected from a fresh data 
set. With this in mind, performance on the test set can also be used to 
estimate data quality.  

• The production set is the data set on which the model is actually used. 
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With these definitions, the test set (but not the production set) is assumed to be 
available when data mining is performed. Specifically, correct target variable are 
on hand. Although this is probably the standard terminology used by data 
miners, it is not the terminology used in most research papers. Researchers 
instead normally report results on a test set, and if a specific holdout set is used 
to somehow rank and select models, this is referred to as a validation set. 
Sometimes multiple holdout sets are used. One holdout set could be used for 
“early stopping” of neural network training, another for the ranking of models 
and a third for evaluation on unseen data. In that case most researchers would 
call the first two holdout sets for validation set 1 and validation set 2, and the 
third for the test set. This is also the terminology used in this thesis; i.e. the 
important results are test set results, which are always on a part of the data set 
not used at all during model building and selection. 

2.3 Predictive regression 

Regression is the task of learning a target function f that maps each instance x to 
a continuous output y. The input variables x1, x2, …, xp are variously referred to 
as features, attributes, explanatory variables and so on. Each attribute can be 
continuous or discrete, but most regressive techniques internally handle all 
attributes as real-valued. 

When using supervised learning to obtain a predictive regression model, the 
purpose is to find a regressive function minimizing an error function over all 
training instances. Here, the assumption is that the target variable is a numeric 
scalar. When using supervised learning, the data miner has access to a training 
set where both input vectors and target values are known. The training set is 
therefore 

{( (1), (1)),..., ( ( ), ( ))}D y N y N= x x    (1) 

where x∈Rp, y is a scalar and N is the size of the training set. The functional 
relationship between x and y can be expressed as: 

( )d f ε= +x      (2) 

where f(x) is some function of vector x and ε is a random variable representing 
noise. The statistical model described by (2) is called a regressive model. In this 
model the function f(x) is defined by 

( ) [ | ]f E y=x x      (3) 
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where E is the statistical expectation operator. The exact functional relationship 
between x and y is usually unknown. The purpose of the supervised learning is 
to build a model representing the function f. This model could then use x to 
predict y. One very natural criterion for optimizing the parameters Θ of the 
model is the minimization of the expected difference between the target value 
and the prediction from the model. Writing the prediction from the model 
as ˆ ( , )y F= Θx , the score function to be minimized becomes the mean square error 

(MSE) between the prediction and the target. 

2 2 2[( ( , )) ] [( ( )) ] [( ( ) ( , )) ]MSE E y F E y f E f F= − Θ = − + − Θx x x x  (4) 

Here, the first term is independent of Θ, making it sufficient to minimize the 
second term. To make the dependence on the training set D explicit, the 
approximating function may be rewritten as F(x, D). The mean-squared error of 
using F(x, D) as an estimator of the regression function f(x) is  

2[( [ | ] ( , )) ]
D

E E y F D−x x     (5) 

where the expectation operator ED represents the average over all training sets D 
of given size N. Taking expectations with respect to D, MSE can be decomposed 
into two terms; bias and variance; see (6). 

2 2

2

[( [ | ] ( , )) ] ( [ ( , )] [ | ])

[( ( , ) [ ( , )]) ]

D D

D D

MSE E E y F D E F D E y

E F D E F D

= − = − +

−

x x x x

x x
 (6) 

The first term is the square of the bias of the approximating function F(x, D), 
measured with respect to the regression function f(x), and the second term 
represents the variance of the approximating function. Very often this bias-
variance decomposition of MSE is written as 

2 2 2ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ[( ) ] ( [ ] ) [( [ ])MSE E y y E y y E y E y= − = − + −   (7) 

or just 

2
MSE bias variance= +     (8) 

The bias term measures how much the average prediction deviates from the 
target value, while the variance term measures how much predictions fluctuate 
around the expected value; see Figure 5 below. The bias term reflects the 
systematic error in the predictive model; i.e. how far the average prediction is 
from the corresponding target. The variance term determines how much the 
prediction will vary across different potential data sets of size N; i.e. it measures 
the sensitivity of the prediction to the particular training set used.  
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Figure 5: Bias and variance. 

To decrease bias, the model should be flexible, but this obviously is at the risk of 
having high variance. If the variance is low, on the other hand, the model may 
not be able to represent the relationships in the data; making the bias high. So, 
there is a potential trade-off between using simple models with few parameters 
(high bias but low variance) and more complex models (low bias but high 
variance.) This dilemma is sometimes referred to as the bias/variance dilemma. 

2.3.1 Prediction of time series 

A special case of predictive regression is time series; i.e. to predict a future value 
in a series where previous values are known. If Y(t) is a time series, to predict at 

horizon H is the problem of finding, at a given instant t0, an estimate  H)(tY 0 +ˆ of 

Y(t0+H). Y(t0+H) depends on previous values of Y, and possibly previous values 
of other variables.  

When it is assumed that Y(t) only depends on previous values of Y, the problem 
is referred to as autoregression, and is typically handled by using a Box-Jenkins 
autoregressive model; see equation (9). 

0 1 2( ) ( 1) ( 2) ... ( ) ( )
p

Y t a a Y t a Y t a Y t p tε= + − + − + + − +  (9) 

where a0, a1, a2, …, ap are regression coefficients and ε(t) represents random noise 
not covered by the model. 

To find coefficient values, a nonlinear least squares method is normally used. 
Most often this is done using an iterative solution technique rather than direct 
computation, see e.g. [BJ76]. 

2.3.2 Score functions for regression 

Score functions used for regression minimize the error; i.e. the difference 
between the prediction ŷ  and the target value y. The most common error 

function is probably MSE, see (10) below.  
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    (10) 

Although MSE is normally the score function during model construction, 
different error functions could be used when evaluating and reporting final 
results. If the error should have the same unit as the predicted entity, either mean 

absolute deviation (MAD) or root mean square error (RMS), could be used; see 
equations (11) and (12). 
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Another option is to report the correlation between the prediction and the actual 
value. One standard formula for measuring linear correlation is the correlation 
coefficient r; see equation (13). 
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The correlation coefficient is a real value r ∈ [-1, 1]. A positive number indicates 
a positive correlation, whereas a negative number indicates a negative 
correlation. The closer r is to 0 the smaller the correlation. A perfect correlation 
exists when r = ±1. 

The coefficient of determination (R2), defined as the square of the correlation 
coefficient, thus is a real value R2∈ [0, 1]. R2 is interpreted as the proportion of 
the variance in the dependent variable explained by the model; see equation (14). 
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2.4 Predictive classification 

Predictive classification is the task of learning a target function f that maps each 
instance x to one of the predefined class labels y. The target attribute y (the class 
label) is a discrete attribute and can only take values from a predefined set {C1, 

C2,…,Cn}. Since a predictive classification model should be able to assign every 
possible input vector to one of the predefined classes, the classes must partition 
the input space; i.e. the classes are non-overlapping and exhaustive.  

As discussed in [KLR+98], there are three basic approaches to the building of 
predictive classification models: 

• Specifying boundaries: The classification is performed by dividing the 
input space into regions, where each region is associated with one class. 
No direct attempt is made to model either the class-conditional or 
posterior class probabilities. Instead the decision boundaries are modeled 
directly; i.e. there is a direct mapping from inputs x to one of N class 
labels C1, C2, …, Cn. Decision trees and support vector machines [Vap95], 
are two examples of techniques using this approach. 

• Using probability distributions: The class-conditional distributions  
P(x|Cj) are modeled explicitly, and along with estimates of P(Cj) are 
inverted via Bayes rule to give P(Cj|x) for each class. When predicting, 
the class with the highest probability is chosen. Classifiers using this 
approach are normally referred to as Bayesian classifiers because of the use 
of Bayes theorem. 

• Using posterior probabilities: The posterior class probabilities P(Cj|x) 
are modeled explicitly, and for prediction the maximum of these 
probabilities is chosen. The standard feed-forward neural network is, 
under certain assumptions, an example of this approach; see 3.3.2. 

All approaches above consist of a two-step process: first an inductive step, where 
a model is constructed from data, and then a second, deductive, step where the 
model is applied to test instances. Learners using this scheme are sometimes 
called eager learners.  

An alternative approach is to omit the model building and directly classify novel 
instances based on available training instances. Such approaches are named lazy 
learners or instance based learners. The most common lazy approach is nearest 
neighbor classification. Given an instance to classify, the algorithm first finds the 
majority class Cm among the k closest (according to some distance measure) data 
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points in the training set. The new instance is then classified as belonging to class 
Cm. The value k is a parameter, and the entire technique is known as k-Nearest 

Neighbor (kNN) classification. 

kNN is a simple and frequently used technique for classification problems. In 
spite of its simplicity, kNN often performs quite well. One purpose of using 
kNN is to get an idea of the classification rate that should, at the very least, be 
achieved by more powerful methods like neural networks and decision trees; see 
e.g. [Bis95]. 

2.4.1 Score functions for classification 

The obvious way to evaluate a classification model is the misclassification (or 
error) rate; i.e. the proportion of instances classified incorrectly; see (15) below.  

1

ˆ( , )
n

i i

i

Number of wrong predictions
Error rate I y y

Total number of predictions=

= =∑  (15) 

where I(x, y) = 1 if x is not equal to y and 0 otherwise. The proportion of 
instances classified correctly is referred to as the accuracy.  

1
Number of correct predictions

Accuracy Error rate
Total number of predictions

= − =  (16) 

There are, however, a couple of subtleties involved. First of all, for many 
problems, some misclassifications are more significant than others. One way to 
handle this is to have different penalties (costs) in the error function for different 
mistakes. Since the purpose of constructing a classifier is to minimize the error 
function used, this will solve the problem, assuming the costs are correctly 
assigned. A special case is when one class dominates the data set, with maybe 
99% of all instances. Obviously a classifier assigning every new instance to the 
majority class will be correct 99% of the time, an error rate probably hard to 
improve. One way of handling this could be to use oversampling; i.e. the 
proportions in the training set are altered by adding copies (possibly slightly 
distorted) of instances from the dominated classes. 

When presenting classification results, the performance metrics normally used 
are either error rate or accuracy, as defined above. One common way to visualize 
classification results is confusion matrices. In a confusion matrix, predictions are 
tabled as rows and the actual as columns; see an example with two classes 
(yes/no) in Figure 6. In the example, 87 of 100 instances are classified correctly. 
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Figure 6: A sample confusion matrix. 

Although accuracy is the most widely used measure for classification, there are 
alternative metrics. These metrics are used particularly when the data set is 
imbalanced. For binary classification, the rare class is often more interesting than 
the majority class. With this in mind, the rare class is referred to as the positive 
class. Based on this, the numbers in a confusion matrix are called: 

• True positive (TP): The number of positive instances correctly predicted 
by the model. 

• False positive (FP): The number of positive instances wrongly predicted 
as negative by the model. 

• False negative (FN): The number of negative instances wrongly predicted 
as positive by the model. 

• True negative (TN): The number of negative instances correctly predicted 
by the model. 

Based on these numbers, some commonly used percentages can be calculated. 
The sensitivity (or the true positive rate) is the proportion of positive examples 
correctly predicted; i.e. TP/(TP+FN). Similarly, the specificity (or true negative rate) 
is the proportion of negative examples correctly predicted; i.e. TN/(TN+FP). The 
false positive rate is FP/(TN+FP) and false negative rate is FN/(TP+FN). Two even 
more common metrics are precision (p) and recall (r); see (17) and (18) below. 

TP
p

TP FP
=

+
     (17) 

TP
r

TP FN
=

+
     (18) 

Precision determines the proportion of instances classified as positive that 
actually are positive. Recall measures the proportion of positive instances that 
are actually classified as positive. 
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A receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is a graphical representation of the 
trade-off between the true positive rate and the false positive rate. In ROC 
curves, the true positive rate is plotted along the y axis and the false positive rate 
is shown on the x axis. Each point on the curve corresponds to a specific model 
generated by the classifier. A good classifier should be located as close to the 
upper left corner as possible. The area under the ROC curve, (AUC) is a measure 
that could be used for comparing different models. If the model is perfect, the 
area will be 1, while a model performing random guessing will have an area of 
0.5. Figure 7 below shows a sample ROC curve where Classifier 1 clearly 
outperforms Classifier 2. 
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Figure 7: A sample ROC curve. 

ROC curves can be generated if a classifier produces a continuous output that 
can be used to sort the predictions, from the least likely instance to be classified 
as positive, to the most likely. Very briefly, the procedure consists of stepping 
through the sorted instances in order, starting with the least likely. At each step, 
all lower ranked instances are assigned to the negative class, while the current 
instance and all higher ranked are assigned to the positive. Using this procedure, 
each step will produce a point on the ROC curve. 

Another situation where ROC curves can be generated is when the classifier uses 
a threshold to determine how to interpret the continuous output. If, as an 
example, a classifier produces a continuous output between zero and one, a 
threshold of 0.5 is often used; i.e. everything above 0.5 is positive and everything 
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below is negative. But, if this threshold is varied, each threshold value would 
produce a point on the ROC curve. 

2.5 Clustering 

Clustering is the activity of segmenting a diverse data set into a number of 
clusters, based on similarity. Clustering is distinguished from classification by 
having no predefined classes. 

Clustering requires that the term similarity must have a meaning for the data set 
at hand; i.e. it must be possible to determine if two data points are “close” or 
“distant”. There are several distance measures that could be used for clustering, 
but the most common is Euclidean distance; see equation (19). 

2

1

( , ) ( ( ) ( ))
p

k k

k

d i j x i x j
=

= −∑     (19) 

Some clustering algorithms measure the distance between single elements, some 
between clusters. Distance between clusters could in turn be measured in several 
different ways; e.g. distance between centroids or the smallest distance between 
a data point in one cluster and a data point in the other (single link). 

Clustering algorithms can be divided into hierarchical and partitional. Hierarchical 
algorithms gradually merge points or divide clusters into subclusters. For 
partitional algorithms the user must first supply the desired number of clusters 
to the algorithm. The set of clusters is then created directly and the algorithm 
iteratively move points to more appropriate clusters. 

Hierarchical algorithms that merge are called agglomerate and algorithms that 
divide are called divisive. Agglomerate algorithms normally start with each data 
point in an individual cluster and then iteratively merge clusters. The 
agglomerate algorithms differ in the way they merge clusters at each level, but 
the purpose is always to merge clusters with similar data points. Divisive 
algorithms, on the other hand, initially place all data points in one cluster and 
then repeatedly split clusters. Obviously the idea is to split clusters where data 
points are not sufficiently close. 

Partitional algorithms use a score function to determine the goodness of a 
proposed clustering. Partitional clustering is thus a search through the space of 
possible assignments of data points into a predetermined number of clusters; i.e. 
a combinatorial optimization problem with the purpose of finding a clustering C 
of n data points into K clusters that maximizes a score function. A typical score 
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function should minimize the within-cluster variation and maximize the between-
cluster variation. As an example, if the within-cluster variation, wc(C), is 
measured as the sum of squares of Euclidean distances from each point to the 
center of the cluster and the between-cluster variation bc(C) is the sum of the 
Euclidean distances between cluster centers, the score function could be 
bc(C)/wc(C). Obviously, for larger data sets the number of possible assignments 
makes exhaustive methods useless. 

K-means clustering [McQ67] is an iterative clustering algorithm in which instances 
are moved between clusters until a desired set of clusters is reached. The 
algorithm assumes that the desired number of clusters, k, is given as input. The 
algorithm iteratively first assigns each instance to the cluster which has the 
closest (according to some distance measurement) mean and then recalculates 
the mean of every cluster. This is repeated until some convergence criterion is 
met. Although K-means has several flaws, including the inability to handle 
categorical data, and exhibits problems with outliers, it is often used as a first 
clustering algorithm.  

2.6 Concept description 

The data mining task concept description, as defined by the CRISP-DM consortium 
[Cri00], aims at generating an understandable description of concepts or classes. 
The purpose is not to generate high performance predictive models, but to gain 
insights. From this it is obvious that concept description is closely related to both 
classification and clustering. One typical example could be to “explain” the 
clusters found by a clustering algorithm. With this viewpoint, conceptual 
clustering techniques perform both clustering and concept description at the 
same time. 

Models produced by classification algorithms can also be regarded as concept 
description as long as they are comprehensible. The results from a concept 
description project would most often be new information, typically presented as 
verbal descriptions or rules. 

According to the CRISP-DM manual one important difference between 
classification and concept description is that the classification model must be 
global (i.e. applicable to all possible instances), while a concept description only 
has to describe important parts of concepts or classes. 
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2.7 Evaluation and comparison of classifiers  

When discussing evaluation and comparison of classifiers, there are three major 
questions: 

• How should the future error rate (i.e. on novel data) of a specific classifier 
be estimated using only results on available data? 

• How should the results of two classifiers or two different algorithms be 
compared against each other on a specific data set? 

• How should the results of two or more classifiers or algorithms be 
compared against each other over several data sets? 

The error rate on the training set, sometimes referred to as the apparent error rate, 
is almost guaranteed to underestimate future misclassification since the 
predictive model is built to fit the training set. So, to estimate future error rate, it 
is necessary to evaluate the model on data not used during construction. 
Typically, two-thirds of the data available for model building is used for training 
and one-third (a validation set) is used for error estimation. The standard 
procedure is to alter specific parameters (like number of hidden units in a neural 
network) and ultimately choose the setting obtaining lowest error on the 
validation set. Naturally, once all parameters have been set, both training and 
validation data is available for the construction of the final model. With this 
approach, it must be noted that the validation set becomes part of the data used 
for building and selecting a specific model. The implication is that if an unbiased 
estimation of the future error rate for the final model is needed, this requires the 
evaluation of that model on yet novel data, a test set. Accuracy on test sets is also 
often used to compare the relative performance of different algorithms on the 
same data set. To iterate, training and validation data is used to build and select 
models. Test data is used to estimate future error rates, making it suitable for 
comparisons.  

When comparing classifiers, either using validation data during construction 
and selection or on test data after final models are chosen, the important point is 
that all classifiers should be applied to the same, previously unused, data. The 
simplest way of achieving this is to directly set aside a part of the available data, 
as described above. This is called the holdout method and the data set used for 
evaluation is often referred to as a holdout set. The holdout method has several 
limitations. First of all, fewer instances are available for actual training. Second, 
the model is highly dependent of how the data is divided into training and 
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holdout sets. A relatively small training set increases the variance of the model, 
while a relatively small holdout set increases the confidence interval of the 
estimated accuracy. In addition, the two sets are no longer independent. Since 
both parts were drawn from the original data set, the fact that one class is 
underrepresented in the training set automatically means that it is 
overrepresented in the holdout set. 

If the holdout method is repeated a number of times, each using a random part 
of the available data as holdout set, the approach is called random subsampling. 
The estimated accuracy is of course the mean accuracy over all repetitions. 
Random subsampling still suffers from some of the problems of the holdout 
method since it does not use all available data for training. In addition, there is 
no control how often a specific instance is chosen for the holdout set, so some 
instances could be chosen more often, something that might affect the result 
slightly. 

Cross-validation uses each of the N instances the same number of times for 
training and exactly once in the holdout set. The available data is first divided in 
k subsets (called folds) and then at each stage one fold is used as the holdout set 
and all others for training. This procedure is repeated k times, and it is ensured 
that each fold is used as holdout set exactly once. Again the overall estimated 
error is the average over all runs. Specifically the leave-one-out method, where k = 
N (i.e. the holdout set consists of only one instance) is the least biased method for 
estimating future performance. The reason is that as much data as possible is 
utilized for all training, and that the holdout sets are mutually exclusive, while 
covering the entire data set. The obvious drawback is that it is very 
computational expensive since the procedure must be repeated N times. The 
most common value for k is instead 10. When k = 10 the entire procedure is 
called 10-fold cross-validation. Although k-fold cross-validation is extremely 
common when comparing classifiers or reporting results, it should be noted that 
there are several inherent problems. First of all, each fold is for many data sets 
rather small, resulting in small holdout sets and therefore large confidence 
intervals for the estimated accuracy. Second, training sets overlap considerably. 
Because of this, results for individual classifiers or algorithms may very well 
depend on the exact folding used. With this in mind, it is sometimes suggested 
that a series of cross-validation tests should be performed, each using different, 
randomized, folding. One typical example would be to run 10-fold cross-
validation ten times on a specific data set; a method referred to as 10x10-fold 
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cross-validation. Naturally, 10x10-fold cross-validation is rather computationally 
intensive.  

As an alternative to cross-validation, training instances can be sampled with 
replacement; i.e. the training set may contain several duplicates of one instance. 
This procedure is called bootstrapping. Instances not chosen for the training set 
become part of the test set. Often, the size of the training set is fixed to the 
original size of the entire data set. This will lead to, on average, approximately 
63% of all instances being present in the training set. Normally this is repeated a 
number of times and then the overall accuracy is obtained by combining the 
accuracies of each bootstrap sample. Specifically, in the widely used .632 
bootstrap, the accuracy is calculated using (20) below. b is the number of 
bootstraps, acci is the accuracy on bootstrap i, and acctot is the apparent accuracy; 
i.e. the accuracy on the original data set when all instances are used for training.  

.632

1

1
0.632 0.368

b

bootstrap i tot

i

Accuracy acc acc
b =

= +∑   (20) 

2.7.1 Statistical techniques for error rate estimation 

When discussing accuracy or error rates of models, it is important to distinguish 
between the sample error and the true error. The sample error of a model, with 
respect to some sample of instances S, drawn from the space of possible 
instances X, is the fraction of S that the model misclassifies. The true error p, is 
the probability that the model misclassifies an instance draw at random from the 
distribution D. The distribution D specifies for each possible instance x∈X the 
probability that, if just one instance is drawn randomly from X, this instance is x.   

When estimating the error rate of a certain classifier, two slightly different 
techniques could be used; either a confidence interval is calculated for the true 
error, or a hypothesis test is carried out to determine if the true error is less than 
or equal to some probability p0. 

If there is just one training set and one holdout set, the only information used is 
the number of errors e on the holdout set of size N. The correctness when 
classifying a novel instance (from the holdout set) can be regarded as a random 
variable with a Bernoulli distribution. The number of errors, Y, on a holdout set of 
size N, thus is a sum of Bernoulli distributed random variables, making Y a 
random variable with a binomial distribution. 
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The sample error Y = e/N, is an unbiased estimator for p. The variance for e is 
Np(1-p), where p has to be substituted with the estimator e/N. Since the 
parameters for the binomial distribution governing the sample error are known, 
a confidence interval for p is established by finding the interval centered around 
the sample error holding an appropriate amount (e.g. 95%) of the total 
probability under this distribution. Normally, this calculation is not performed 
directly; i.e. actually using the binomial distribution. The standard procedure is 
instead to use the normal distribution as an approximation; leading to the 
confidence interval for p given in equation (21). 
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It should be noted that this includes two approximations. First, the standard 
deviation of the sample error is used instead of the (unknown) standard 
deviation of the true error. Second, the normal distribution is used to 
approximate the binomial distribution. Both approximations are very good as 
long as N is sufficiently large (∼30) or Np(1-p) ≥ 5. 

If hypothesis testing should be used, the null hypothesis is normally that the true 
error rate is higher than a specific value, p0. The reason is that if the null 
hypotheses can be rejected, at a certain significance level, this means that the true 
error, at the same significance level, is smaller than p0. The test statistic, if the 
same approximations as above are used, is found in equation (22) below. 
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When using cross-validation over, for instance, ten folds, it is also possible to 
obtain either a confidence interval for the mean error or to perform hypothesis 
testing determining if the error rate is smaller than a value p0, at a specific 
significance level. Since the number of observations (folds) is rather small, the 
Student’s t-distribution is used instead of the normal distribution. More 

specifically, the quantity 
/

X

S k

µ− , will follow a t-distribution with k-1 degrees of 

freedom. X is the average error rate over the folds, µ is the (true) mean error 
rate, S is the sample standard deviation and k is the number of folds.  
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2.7.2 Statistical techniques for comparison of classifiers or algorithms 

When comparing two algorithms on one data set, the standard approach is to 
use k-fold cross-validation and then apply a paired t-test. The difference in error rate 
(or equivalently accuracy) between the two classifiers for fold i is called di. Given 
that both error rates are approximately normal, their difference di is also normal. 

So, if d is the mean difference over all k folds, k d

S

⋅ is t-distributed with k-1 

degrees of freedom. Naturally, the null hypothesis is that this distribution has a 
zero mean; i.e. that there is no difference in error rate between the two classifiers.  

It should be noted, however, that the paired t-test over cross validation folds, 
must be regarded as overly confident. In [Die98], Dietterich warns against using 
t-tests after either repetitive random sampling or cross-validation. The reason is 
that the variance is underestimated and thus the Type I error (i.e. rejecting a true 
null hypothesis) is elevated. Dietterich instead suggests an alternative procedure, 
called the 5x2cv paired t-test that overcomes this problem. When using the 5x2cv 
paired t-test, five replications of two-fold cross-validation is performed. In each 

replication, the data set is divided into two equal-sized sets. If ( )j

i
d is the 

difference in error rate between the two classifiers on fold j and replication i, the 

average on replication i is (1) (2)( ) / 2i i id d d= + and the estimated variance is 
2 (1) 2 (2) 2( ) ( )i i i i is d d d d= − + − . Under the null hypothesis that the two algorithms 

have the same error rate, ( )j

i
d is the difference of two identically distributed 

proportions, and can be treated as approximately normal distributed with zero 
mean and unknown variance. Using the (somewhat questionable) assumptions 

that (1)

id and (2)

id are independent normals, and that each 2

is  is independent, the 

sum of variances is chi-square with five degrees of freedom. So, the t-statistic 
(with five degrees of freedom) for the 5x2cv paired t-test is: 
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Actually, the numerator in equation (23) above is arbitrary; any ( )j

id , j=1, 2; 

i=1,…,5 could be used, leading to ten different statistics. With this in mind, 
Alpaydın [Alp99] suggested an extension combining all ten possible statistics. 
Using this extension, the test variable is F-distributed with (10, 5) degrees of 
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freedom. The test statistic is calculated using equation (24) below. The Alpaydın 
version of the test is more robust, has a lower type I error and higher power. 
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An even more interesting question is how several algorithms should be 
compared using a number of data sets. Despite the need for such comparisons, 
this problem remains unsolved. As a matter of fact, there is no standard 
technique commonly accepted. Instead, several more or less ad hoc, common 
sense procedures are used. Demšar in [Dem06] analyzes and discusses how 
classification algorithms should be compared over a number of data sets. First of 
all, he distinguishes between the case when there are exactly two algorithms and 
the more general case comparing multiple algorithms.  

When comparing exactly two algorithms, Demšar starts by discussing the naïve 
choice of averaging results from several data sets. This approach is, according to 
Demšar, not useful for statistical inference, since results on different data sets are 
normally not comparable. In addition, averages are very susceptible to outliers. 
The use of averages over data sets is consequently very uncommon in research 
papers. On the other hand, the use of paired t-tests, where the paired results are 
results from one data set, is rather frequent. Despite this, Demšar points out that 
this approach suffers from three weaknesses. First of all: the t-test only makes 
sense when the differences over the data sets are commensurate. Second: unless 
the sample size is large enough (~30 data sets), the paired t-test requires that the 
difference between the two random variables compared are distributed 
normally. The nature of the problem does not give any provisions for normality, 
and the number of data sets is usually less than 30. Third: t-tests are, just like 
averages, seriously affected by outliers. With this in mind, Demšar does not 
recommend the use of t-tests over several data sets. 

Demšar instead recommends a non-parametric test called the Wilcoxon Signed-

Ranks Test, which is an alternative to the paired t-test. The main principle is that 
the differences in performance between the two classifiers for each data set is 
ranked, ignoring signs. Then the sums of ranks for positive and negative 
differences are compared. More specifically, let di be the difference in 
performance (e.g. error rate or accuracy) on data set i, i=1, 2,…, N. All differences 
are now ranked according to their absolute values. The smallest difference gets 
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rank 1 etc. In case of ties, average ranks are used. Let R+ be the sum of ranks for 
the data sets on which the second algorithm outperformed the first, and R- the 
sum of ranks for the opposite; see equations (25) and (26) below. Ranks of di=0 
are split evenly among the sums; if there is an odd number of them, one is 
ignored. 
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Now, the test statistic T = min(R+, R-). Most books on general statistics include a 
table of exact critical values for T for N up to 25. Table 2 below shows some 
critical values for two-tailed tests with α=0.05. 

#Data sets 6 8 10 12 15 17 20 22 25 
Critical value 1 4 8 14 25 35 52 66 90 

Table 2: Critical values of the Wilcoxon T statistic, two-tailed test. 

When comparing the Wilcoxon signed ranks test to the t-test, Demšar points out 
that it assumes commensurability but only qualitatively: greater differences still 
count more, but absolute magnitudes are ignored. The Wilcoxon signed ranks 
test is also safer, since it does not assume normal distributions. Finally, the 
outliers have less effect on Wilcoxon than on the t-test. 

When it comes to comparing more than two classifiers, it must be noted that 
none of the tests above was designed for reasoning about the means of multiple 
random variables. Despite this, such usage is very common in research papers. 
One example of a very questionable procedure, given by Demšar, is when seven 
algorithms are compared by conducting all 21 paired t-tests. When so many tests 
are made, a certain proportion of the null hypotheses will be rejected due to pure 
chance. Demšar instead recommends using the non-parametric Friedman test 
[Fri37]. When using the Friedman test to compare k algorithms over N data sets, 
the algorithms are ranked for each data set separately, with the best performing 
algorithm getting rank 1 etc. In case of ties, average ranks are assigned. The test 
then compares the average rank for each algorithm over all data sets. Let Rj be 
the average rank for algorithm j. Under the null hypothesis that all algorithms 

are equivalent, the Friedman statistic is distributed according to 2

Fχ  with k-1 

degrees of freedom, when N and k are big enough (N>10 and k>5). For a smaller 
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number of algorithms and data sets, exact critical values have been computed. 
The Friedman test statistic is given in (27) below. 
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Iman and Davenport [IM80], however, showed that this test is undesirably 
conservative and derived a better statistic given in (28) below. This statistic is 
distributed according to the F-distribution with k-1 and (k-1)(N-1) degrees of 
freedom.  
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If the null hypothesis is rejected, this means that not all algorithms have 
performed equally well. To determine which algorithms that have, in fact, 
statistically different performance, post-hoc tests are used. The Nemenyi test 
[Nem63] is similar to the Tukey test for ANOVA, and is used when all 
algorithms are compared to each other. The performance of two algorithms is 
significantly different if the corresponding average ranks differ by at least the 
critical difference given in (29). 
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Critical values for α=0.05 are given in Table 3 below. 

#Algorithms 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Critical value 1.960 2.343 2.569 2.728 2.850 2.949 3.031 3.102 3.164 

Table 3: Critical values for the two-tailed Nemenyi test. 

When, instead, one specific algorithm is compared with all others, it is better to 
use one of the general procedures for controlling the family-wise error; i.e. the 
probability of making at least one Type I error in any of the comparisons. For the 
test statistic for comparing algorithms i and j using these methods, see (30) 
below. 
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The z value is used to find the corresponding probability from the table of 
normal distribution, which is then compared to an appropriate α. The tests differ 
in the way they adjust the value of α to compensate for multiple comparisons. 
When using the Bonferroni-Dunn test [Dun61], the same equation as for the 
Nemenyi test is used to calculate the CD. The only difference is the critical 
values; see Table 4 below. 

#Algorithms 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Critical value 1.960 2.241 2.394 2.498 2.576 2.638 2.690 2.724 2.773 

Table 4: Critical values for the two-tailed Bonferroni-Dunn test. 

By comparing Table 3 and Table 4, it is obvious that the power of the post-hoc 
test is much greater when one specific algorithm is compared to all others.  

One last interesting observation, made by Demšar, is the fact that the procedure 
of acknowledging only significant differences (where the significance is 
determined by using a statistical test on each data set) when comparing or 
ranking algorithms over several data sets, does in fact make the test less reliable. 
The reason is simply that such procedure draws an arbitrary threshold of p<0.05 
between what counts and what does not.  

So, in summation, Demšar recommends the Wilcoxon signed ranks test for 
comparison of exactly two classifiers, and the Friedman test for comparison of 
multiple classifiers, when the evaluation is performed over many data sets. 
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Chapter 3 
_______________________________________________________ 

 

Basic data mining techniques 

There are many different data mining techniques. Some techniques are tailored 
directly to a specific data mining problem; e.g. market basket analysis. Other 
techniques, like, for instance, neural networks and genetic algorithms are general 
techniques originally used in other areas. 

Most data mining techniques come from either statistics or machine learning. 
Examples of techniques based on statistics are linear regression, multiple linear 
regression and logistic regression, but also Bayesian classification, k-nearest-
neighbor classification, K-means clustering and parametric models for describing 
probability distributions and density functions. Other important techniques from 
the field of statistics, like principal component analysis, independent component 
analysis and wavelet transformations, are mainly used during preprocessing, or 
to gain an initial understanding of the data set. Techniques from machine 
learning include decision trees and neural networks, but also evolutionary 
algorithms. In addition, there are more recent predictive modeling techniques 
like Support Vector Machines [Vap95] and Random Forests [Bre01], which, 
despite very good results in studies, are rarely used in data mining projects.  

From the description above, it is obvious that a data miner must be familiar with 
many techniques from different areas, not only to choose the correct tool for a 
specific project, but also to be able to combine techniques in a useful way. There 
are several software packages created with this in mind, but even so, data 
mining is still a demanding task, requiring knowledge in many fields. 
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3.1 Linear regression 

Statistical regression is a parametric, supervised technique that generalizes a set 
of numeric data by creating a mathematical equation relating the input variables 
to the single output variable. With linear regression the model describes the 
dependent variable as a linear combination of the independent variables. Thus, 
the linear regression equation is of the form: 

cxaxaxaxxxfY nnn ++++== ...)...,,,( 221121   (31) 

where x1, x2, … xn are the independent variables and a1, a2, … an and c are 
constants. Obviously, linear regression is only appropriate if the relationship 
between the dependent and independent variables is nearly linear. 

The simplest form of linear regression uses only a single independent variable as 
the predictor of the dependent variable. This type of regression is actually called 
simple linear regression, but most often the phrase linear regression would mean 
simple linear regression, and the term multiple linear regression is used for 
multiple independent variables. 

The constants of equation (31) are found by minimizing the sum of squared 
errors between the data points in the training set and the corresponding points of 
the estimated regression model, something that all statistical packages have 
built-in functionality for. In a simple regression model, the least-squares 
estimators minimize the sum of squared errors from the estimated regression 
line. In a multiple regression model, the least-squares estimators minimize the 
sum of squared errors from the estimated regression hyperplane. 

Once the regression model is found, it can easily be used to obtain predictions of 
the dependent variable. A single-valued prediction of Y is obtained by inserting 
the input values in the estimated regression equation. 

3.2 Decision trees 

A decision tree is a predictive model most often used for classification. Decision 
trees partition the input space into cells where each cell belongs to one class. The 
partitioning is represented as a sequence of tests. Each interior node in the 
decision tree tests the value of some input variable, and the branches from the 
node are labeled with the possible results of the test. The leaf nodes represent the 
cells and specify the class to return if that leaf node is reached. The classification 
of a specific input instance is thus performed by starting at the root node and, 
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depending on the results of the tests, following the appropriate branches until a 
leaf node is reached.  

The decision tree is created from examples (the training set) with the obvious 
requirement that it should agree with the training set. The basic strategy for 
building the tree is to recursively split the cells of the input space. To choose the 
variable and threshold on which to split, a search over possible input variables 
and thresholds is performed to find the split that leads to the greatest 
improvement of a specified score function. Typically this score function is based 
on some information theory measurement, like information gain or entropy. The 
overall idea is to minimize the depth of the final tree by always choosing splits 
that make the most difference to the classification of an instance. The splitting 
procedure could in principle be repeated until each cell contains instances from 
one class only. At the same time the decision tree must not simply memorize the 
training set, but should be capable of generalizing to unseen data; i.e. the 
decision tree should not overfit. The goal is thus to have a decision tree as simple 
(small) as possible, but still representing the training set well. 

Two basic strategies for avoiding overfitting are to stop growth of the tree when 
some criterion has been met, or to afterwards reduce (prune) a large tree by 
iteratively merging leaf nodes. Obviously, goodness-of-fit could also be balanced 
against model complexity by using a score function based on the generic score 
function in Figure 4. 

A specific technique for increasing accuracy is boosting; i.e. to combine several 
trees. Boosting works by creating multiple training sets from the original training 
set, where each instance has a weight determining how important that instance 
is for the entire classification. Initially, all weights are equal. First a decision tree 
is constructed and evaluated on the training set. Instances classified incorrectly 
are then assigned higher weights and the process is repeated a number of times. 
The final classification is a weighted-majority combination of all trees, each 
weighted according to how well it performed on the training set. It should be 
noted that boosting does not produce one model but several, which hampers 
inspection of the relationships found. 

Actual decision tree algorithms differ in stopping criteria, choice of score 
function, how continuous data is handled, use of pruning etc. 

Regression trees represent an alternative to statistical regression and take the form 
of decision trees where the leaf nodes contain numerical rather than categorical 
values. Regression trees are more accurate than linear regression equations when 
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the data to be modeled is nonlinear. However, complex regression trees are quite 
awkward to interpret. For this reason, regression trees are normally combined 
with linear regression to form what is sometimes called model trees or rule-based 
linear models. With model trees each leaf node represents a linear regression 
equation. 

3.2.1 C4.5 and C5.0/See5 

Arguably the most popular tool for decision trees is C4.5 [Qui93]. C4.5 is based 
on the predecessor ID3 [Qui86] which, however, handled categorical data only. 
Both ID3 and C4.5 produce trees with varying number of branches per node. The 
ID3 approach to splitting favors attributes with many divisions, thus easily 
leading to overfitting. 

C4.5 allows continuous data and also has improved techniques for splitting. 
More specifically, C4.5 uses information gain ratio instead of information gain as 
the score function for splitting, resulting in fewer branches and less bushy trees. 
The gain ratio takes the cardinality of each division into account to eliminate the 
bias towards choosing attributes with many outcomes. Using original 
information gain, attributes with unique values for each instance will always be 
selected.  

More formally, the gain ratio is the ratio between the total information gain due 
to the split and the information gain attributable solely to the number of subsets; 
see equation (32). 
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where Gain(D,S) is the information gain for the split S on the data set D, and H is 
the standard entropy function.  

C4.5 uses two primary strategies for pruning: 

• Subtree replacement works bottom up, by iteratively replacing a subtree 
with a leaf node if the replacement results in an error rate close to that of 
the original tree. 

• Subtree raising replaces a subtree by its most used subtree, meaning that 
this subtree is raised one level in the tree. Error rate is again used as the 
criterion to determine appropriate pruning. 
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C4.5 allows classification via either decision trees or rules generated from the 
trees. C4.5 also uses techniques to simplify complex rules. First, paths of the tree 
are combined in ways that do not change the behavior of tree. After that C4.5 
tries to generalize each rule by removing clauses, comparing the predicted error 
rate with that of the original rule. After this process the rules might not be 
mutually exclusive and some tuples may not be covered by any rule. The second 
problem is handled by the introduction of a default class, assigned to any instance 
not covered by a rule. Finally C4.5 groups the rules for each class and eliminates 
those that do not seem to contribute much to the accuracy of the entire rule set. 
The final, reduced rule set is obviously less complex than the original rule set 
and provides easier inspection. How much accuracy on unseen data (if any) that 
is lost compared to the original decision tree is problem dependent. The question 
of how much accuracy it is reasonable to trade for increased understanding of 
the model must also be answered for each specific problem.  

C5.01 [Qui98] is a commercial version of C4.5 widely used in many data mining 
packages such as Clementine and RuleQuest2. The algorithm for inducing the 
decision tree is very similar to that of C4.5, but the rule generation is different. 
Unlike C4.5, the exact algorithms used by C5.0 have not been revealed. One 
major improvement in C5.0 is boosting, which clearly increases the accuracy, but 
requires training of several models and thus fails to produce a model suitable for 
inspection.  

CUBIST (called the “sister program of C5.0” on the RuleQuest website) is a 
commercial system performing predictive modeling for regression. The 
appearance of CUBIST is very similar to that of C5.0. CUBIST learns a set of 
unordered IF-THEN-ELSE rules with linear models in the conclusion part. There 
is no published work on CUBIST, but the system is essentially a rule-based 
version of MS [Qui92]. CUBIST can deal with both continuous and nominal 
variables and obtains a piecewise linear model of the data. In addition, CUBIST 
can combine prediction of this model with kNN predictions (as MS does). 

                                                 

1 C5.0 is called See5 on the Windows platform. In this thesis the name C5.0 is used regardless of 
the platform actually used. 

2 http://www.rulequest.com 
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3.2.2 CART 

Classification and Regression Trees (CART) [BFO+84] is a technique generating 
binary decision trees. Each internal node in the tree specifies a binary test on a 
single variable, using thresholds on real and integer-valued variables and subset 
membership for categorical variables. Entropy is used as a measure for choosing 
the best splitting attribute and criterion. Unlike C4.5, only two children are 
created at each split, however. The splitting is performed around what is 
determined to be the best split point. At each step, an exhaustive search is used 
to determine the best split. For details about the function used to determine the 
best split, see [BFO+84]. The score function used by CART is misclassification 
rate on an internal validation set.  

CART demands that an ordering of the attributes is used. CART handles missing 
data by ignoring that instance when calculating the goodness of a split on that 
attribute. The tree stops growing when no split will improve the performance. 
CART also contains a pruning strategy which can be found in [KLR+98]. 

3.3 Neural networks 

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are loosely based on the function of the 
human brain. ANNs have proved to be successful in numerous data mining and 
decision-support applications, as well as in many other areas. ANNs are 
considered to be very powerful, general-purpose and readily applicable to 
predictive regression and classification. Some ANNs, however, like self-
organizing maps [Koh82], are used for undirected clustering.  

From a high level perspective, ANNs used for prediction utilize examples to 
establish a functional mapping between input and output. The function is 
realized by the architecture or topology (the number of units used and how they 
are connected) and a set of weights, i.e. how much adjacent units tend to activate 
or deactivate each other. The architecture is normally chosen before 
experimentation starts, but the weights are calculated during learning. For 
obvious reasons, this supervised learning is often called neural network training. 
The purpose of the training is to adjust the weights to minimize the error 
function over the training set. There are many different learning algorithms for 
different architectures. Once the network is fitted to the training set, it may be 
regarded as a function mapping an input pattern to an output and could be used 
on novel data. If the ANN is good at generalization it should produce reasonable 
outputs when presented with previously unseen input patterns. 
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3.3.1 Multilayer perceptrons 

An ANN is often pictured as a graph with neurons as nodes and connections as 
weighted arcs. Figure 8 shows a sample layered ANN with n inputs to the input 
layer, an interior (called hidden) layer with m units, and k output units in the 
output layer. 
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Figure 8: A sample ANN. 

The output zj from one hidden unit is calculated using equation (33) 
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where w is a matrix of weights, x the input vector (augmented with a bias x0 
which always is set to 1.0) and f the activation function. The activation function is 
most often non-linear to make the ANNs capable of handling non-linear 
relationships. The most common activation function is the sigmoid; see equation 
(34). An alternative is the hyperbolic tangent function; see equation (35). 
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The outputs yi of the ANN in Figure 8 above are calculated using equation (36). 
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where f is the activation function for the unit in the output layer. This activation 
function is normally linear (i.e. the output is just the sum in the equation above) 
if the ANN is supposed to learn a regression problem. When performing 
classification, it is often desirable to be able to treat the outputs as posterior 
probabilities, in which case the activation function in the output layer should be 
either sigmoid (for binary problems) or softmax (for multiclass problem); see 3.3.2 
below.  

The example above, which is a layered feed-forward neural network, is the most 
common ANN architecture. This architecture is normally referred to as multilayer 

perceptrons (MLPs). Distinguishing for MLPs is that the signal propagates only in 
the forward direction and that the architecture consists of one input layer, one or 
more hidden layers and one output layer. A feed-forward network represents a 
function of its current inputs since it has no internal state other than the weights 
themselves. 

If each unit is connected to every unit in the next layer the network is said to be 
fully connected. Normally units with a non-linear activation function are used for 
the hidden layers. The output layer could have a non-linear activation function 
or a linear activation function, depending on the range of the desired outputs. In 
theory, two hidden layers are enough to represent any function and a single 
hidden layer is enough to represent any continuous function; for details see 
[Cyb88] and [Cyb89]. Generalized feed-forward nets are a special case of MLPs, in 
which connections can bypass one or more layers. 

It should be noted that when using fully-connected MLPs, the only design 
choices regarding architecture are the number of hidden layers and the number 
of units in each hidden layer. The number of input units is, of course, determined 
by the number of inputs in the data set. Similarly, most regression problems 
naturally have only one output unit. When performing binary classification, the 
standard procedure is to also use just one output unit. If so, all output values 
over a certain threshold level denote one class, while all values under that level 
represent the other class. If the classes are coded as 0/1, which is standard, the 
threshold is normally 0.5. If there are more classes than two, a localist coding is 
normally used, so the number of output units becomes equal to the number of 
classes. Localist coding thus has target patterns in the training set consisting of 
zeroes for every class but the associated class, which is represented with a ‘1’. 
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When predicting, the output unit with the highest output value determines the 
class associated with that input pattern. 

3.3.2 Backpropagation training 

The MLP is the function f that produces outputs values from the equation 
y=f(x;θ). The purpose of the training is consequently to find the best θ values, 
which for MLPs correspond to the architecture and the weights associated with 
the arcs. Since the architecture is often chosen before training starts, the term 
neural network training normally refers to the process of changing the weights 
from observed differences between desired and actual output. The overall 
purpose of supervised MLP training is to minimize an error function over the 
training set. Although there are many different algorithms for MLP learning, the 
most common is still some variation of backpropagation [Wer74], [RHW86]. When 
using backpropagation training, the error is based on the difference between the 
target value and the output for instance t; i.e. rt – yt. Backpropagation is a 
gradient descent algorithm where the error is minimized by moving weights in 
the direction that produces the steepest descent along the error surface; i.e. the 
negative gradient. The overall procedure is that this error is first used to change 
the weights between the hidden layer and the output units. After that, the error 
is backpropagated and weighted by the responsibility of the hidden unit when 
changing the weights between the input layer and the hidden layer. The 
responsibility is given as the weight vh; i.e. the weight between the hidden layer 
and the output. 

Regression 

When using backpropagation to learn a regression function, there is normally 
only one output unit and the error function to minimize is MSE. To simplify the 
derivatives the exact error function is: 

21
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E r y= −∑W, v x     (37) 

To update the weight between the hidden units and the output unit, the 
following equation is used: 

( )t t t

h h

t

v r y zη∆ = −∑     (38) 

and to update the weights between the input layer and the hidden layer: 
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η is a constant, called the learning rate, which will determine the step size for the 
weight change.  

Here, the direction and magnitude of each weight is calculated for every training 
instance before any actual updating is performed. This is called batch learning. A 
complete pass of all training instances is called an epoch. The alternative is to use 
online learning, where the weights are updated after every training instance. If 
online training is used, the learning factor should be smaller and the order of 
instances should be randomized between epochs. 

Binary classification 

When performing binary classification, a single output unit with a sigmoid 
activation function is used.  
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The updates become: 
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which is identical to the ones used for regression. The values are, of course, 
different though. 

Multiclass classification 

Normally, a localist coding is used and each output unit represents one class. To 
make it possible to interpret the outputs as posterior probabilities, it must be 
ensured that the outputs sum to one. In practice this is, for multiclass problems, 
achieved by using a softmax activation function in the output layer. More 
specifically: 
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where yit approximates ( | )t

iP C x . The error function is: 
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and the update equations: 
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Richard and Lippman [RL91] showed that an MLP of enough complexity and 
given sufficient training data will, after suitable training, estimate posterior 
probabilities. 

3.3.3 Alternative training procedures 

Standard gradient descent converges rather slowly, but it is possible to improve 
performance significantly by using momentum or adaptive learning rate.  

The key idea with momentum is to take a running average by incorporating the 
previous update in the current change, as there is a momentum due to the 

previous update. This is achieved by adding a term 1t

i
wα −∆ to the weight update 

equation in use. α is a constant value, often between 0.5 and 1.0. When using an 
adaptive learning rate, η is increased (by a constant factor) if the error over the 
training set decreased and is decreased geometrically if the error increased.  

There are also numerous more sophisticated optimization methods. Bishop 
[Bis95] discusses several conjugate gradient and second-order methods. One, 
often significantly faster, alternative to backpropagation, is the Levenberg-
Marquardt training algorithm [Lev44], [Mar63].  

A totally different approach transforms the weights into a representation 
suitable for genetic algorithms (see 3.4) and treats the task of finding optimal 
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parameters as a standard combinatorial optimization problem, for which genetic 
algorithms are well suited. 

The complexity of neural network learning has been heavily investigated by 
researchers. It should be noted that the general problem of finding weights 
consistent with the training set is NP-complete [Jud90]. Baum and Haussler 
showed that the number of instances in the training set necessary for efficient 
learning grows as O(W log W), where W is the number of weights [BH89]. 

3.3.4 Overfitting 

Since ANNs are so powerful, they are prone to overfitting. An overly complex 
model will memorize the noise in the training data and therefore generalize 
poorly. For an ANN, this will happen frequently if the architecture is too 
complex or if training is continued for too long.  

One straightforward technique used to avoid overfitting is to continuously 
evaluate the network on a validation set during training. The training is stopped 
when the error on the validation set starts to rise, with the motivation that the 
network has started to memorize non-general details in the training set.  

Other methods for avoiding overfitting try to find a network as small as possible, 
since smaller networks are less powerful and thus “must” focus on the general 
patterns to minimize the error function. Obviously, parameters like number of 
hidden layers and units per layer could be chosen from experimenting (“trial-
and-error”) with a validation set. More structured approaches either start with a 
large trained network and removes (prunes) unnecessary connections, or grow a 
larger network from a smaller one. The optimal brain damage algorithm [LJB+89] 
and the tiling algorithm [MN89] are examples of pruning and growing 
algorithms, respectively. 

Regularization is yet another approach to avoid overfitting. It is based on the 
assumption that a network with smaller weights will be smoother and less likely 
to overfit. Training with regularization uses an error function similar to the 
generic score function in Figure 4 above. Here, the MSE is balanced against a 
term (MSW) that consists of the mean of the sum of squares of the network 
weights; see equation (49).  

MSWMSEError )1( γγ −+=     (49) 

γ is a parameter called the performance ratio. One automated way of finding a 
good value for γ is Bayesian regularization [McK92].  
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3.3.5 Tapped-delay neural networks 

Tapped delay neural networks (TDNNs) are MLPs with a buffer (tapped delay 
line) containing the k most recent inputs; see Figure 9. A tapped delay line holds 
k delays through which the input signal passes. The output from the tapped 
delay line is thus a k-dimensional vector containing the input (which of course in 
itself normally is a vector) at the current time, the previous input etc. Since the 
network only uses k-1 previous input values, k is an important parameter (often 
called the window size) and must be chosen with care. A tapped delay line could 
be regarded as a simple short-term memory, and TDNNs have therefore often 
been used for predictive modeling of problems with a temporal aspect; see e.g. 
[WHR92] or [SR87]. 
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Figure 9: A tapped delay neural network with two tapped inputs. 

3.3.6 Recurrent neural networks 

A recurrent network is by definition a network where connections in both 
directions are allowed. A recurrent network in some way feeds outputs or 
signals from hidden layers back into its own inputs. This means that the 
activation levels of the network form a dynamic system. 
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The Elman network [Elm90], often referred to as a simple recurrent network (SRN), 
is normally a three-layer network with feedback from the hidden layer to the 
input layer; see Figure 10. This recurrent connection allows the SRN to detect 
and generate time-varying patterns. Put another way, Elman networks augment 
the input pattern with the condition of the hidden layer at the previous time 
step. Thus the feedback units establish a context for the current input. Elman 
networks are therefore, among other things, capable of handling conflicting 
input patterns since they use the context to discriminate between “identical” 
patterns occurring at different times. 
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Input
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Figure 10: An SRN. 

Normally, the SRN has sigmoid units in the hidden layer and linear units in the 
output layer. The delay from the hidden layer stores information for future use, 
so the network is capable of learning both temporal and spatial patterns. 

Recurrent networks are, for obvious reasons, often used on problems with a 
temporal aspect. One advantage for recurrent networks compared to TDNNs is 
the fact that no window size has to be determined, i.e. the network will “choose” 
the number of previous input values to use. 

3.3.7 Decision trees and ANNs – a short comparison 

Decision trees and ANNs are often used for data mining. Although both 
methods have their origin in the field of machine learning, they have different 
advantages and drawbacks. 

Tree models are easy to understand and explain. They also handle continuous 
and discrete variables with ease. Although most tree algorithms are used for 
classification, there are methods for constructing regression trees or rule-based 
linear models; e.g. CART and CUBIST. 
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ANNs are extremely powerful, normally outperforming tree models. ANNs can 
be used for both classification and regression tasks and there are architectures 
capable of temporal processing. Some preprocessing of the original data is 
normally required when ANNs are used. Two reasons for this are that ANNs 
internally handle all variables as continuous and that each variable preferably 
should be normalized to a specific interval. 

One, often cited, drawback of ANNs is the inability to explain the found 
relationships. This is even more pronounced for domains where the ANN is 
used as part of a decision support system. Data mining obviously falls into this 
category. It is interesting to note that, although ANNs (without explanation 
facilities) are standard in most data mining packages, many research papers 
stress the importance of an explanation facility to obtain full acceptance of ANNs 
as data mining tools; see e.g. [LSL95] and [CS97a]. 

3.4 Genetic algorithms 

Like ANNs, genetic algorithms1 (GAs) [Hol75] are based on a biological 
metaphor; here the underlying theory is that of evolution. When GAs are used 
for problem solving, the solution has three distinct stages: 

1. The individual potential solutions of the problem are encoded into 
representations that support the necessary variation and selection 
operations; often these representations, called chromosomes, are as simple as 
bit strings. 

2. A fitness function judges which solutions are the “best” life forms, that is, 
most appropriate for the eventual solution of the problem. These 
individuals are favored in survival and reproduction, thus shaping the next 
generation. 

3. Mating, (called crossover) and mutation produce a new generation of 
individuals by recombining features of their parents. 

Eventually a generation of individuals will be interpreted back to the original 
problem domain and the most fit individual represents the solution. 

                                                 

1 Genetic Algorithms, Genetic Programming and Evolution Strategies are collectively referred to 
as Evolutionary Algorithms. 
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The basic genetic algorithm is given in pseudocode below: 

Input:  

pc  // Probability for crossover 

pm  // Probability for mutation 

 

Output: 

P  // Population of evolved chromosomes 

 

Algorithm (GA): 

Create a population P consisting of N chromosomes; 

While terminal condition is not met  

  Evaluate the fitness of each chromosome in P; 

  Create a new, empty, population Pnew; 

  While number of chromosomes in Pnew is less than N   

    Select a pair of chromosomes for mating;    

    With the probability pc exchange parts of the two selected 

      chromosomes using crossover to create two offspring; 

    With a probability pm randomly change the gene values in the 

      two offspring chromosomes; 

    Place the resulting chromosomes in Pnew;   

  Replace P with Pnew; 

The exact way of selecting chromosomes for mating differs between 
implementations. Often, though, the probability for a certain chromosome to 
mate is proportional to its fitness. This strategy is called roulette wheel selection. 
Another popular method, called tournament selection, has chromosomes compete 
against each other for an opportunity to mate. 

Normally GAs are used for optimization problems. The fitness function reflects 
the measure that should be optimized and candidate solutions are represented 
like chromosomes. The theoretical foundation for GAs is the schema theorem; 
see [Hol75]. In a nutshell it states that parts of chromosomes that contribute 
positively to the fitness function are more likely to be included in the next 
generation, meaning that the average fitness of a population is likely to rise 
between generations. Because of this, the search is really among different 
schemes (parts of chromosomes) with the effect that short above-average 
schemata receive exponentially increasing trials in subsequent generations. 
These building blocks are then combined (using genetic operators) into 
solutions, which should turn out to be near-optimal. 

3.4.1 Genetic operators in GAs 

Genetic operators are used to produce new chromosomes that combine 
components of their parents. The two basic operators are called crossover and 
mutation. 
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Crossover 

The crossover operator randomly chooses a crossover point where the two 
parent chromosomes “break”, and then exchanges the chromosomes parts after 
that point; see Figure 11 below. If a pair of chromosomes do not crossover, 
cloning takes place; i.e. the offspring chromosomes are exact copies of their 
parents. 

1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

Parent 1

Parent 2

Crossover
point

1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1

Offspring 1

Offspring 2

 

Figure 11: GA (single-point) crossover. 

Mutation 

Mutation takes a single candidate and randomly changes some aspect of it; i.e. a 
single gene value is changed. Mutation is important as a tool for avoiding 
stagnation. Normally mutation is harmful (just as it is in nature), but sometimes 
it leads to significant improvement in fitness. Technically speaking, mutation 
represents a random search and its role is to guarantee that the search algorithm 
is not trapped in a local optimum. 

3.4.2 GAs in data mining 

GAs are normally not used directly on any standard data mining problem. The 
most common application of GAs, in the data mining context, is probably as an 
alternative to standard training algorithms for ANN training. The process is 
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quite simple; the weights of the network are coded as a chromosome, and the 
fitness is inversely proportional to the error function in use over the training set. 

3.5 Genetic programming 

The main idea of genetic programming (GP) [Koz92] is very similar to that of 
GA, with the important difference that the chromosomes to optimize represent a 
computer program. There are several different possible representations; e.g. 
linear structures or graphs (for details see [BNK+98]), but the majority of all GP 
applications use a tree-based representation. More specifically, a genetic program 

is normally a parse tree consisting of functional nodes and terminal leaves. Figure 
12 shows a sample genetic program representing the Boolean expression  
(X1 > 10) ∧ (X2 < 20). 

AND

> <

X1 10 X2 20

Terminals

Functions

 

Figure 12: Genetic program representing a Boolean expression. 

Internally the genetic programs are often written as S-expressions; see Figure 13. 

))20()10(( 21 XXAND <>  

Figure 13: S-expression representing a Boolean expression. 

The choice of available functions (the function set) and terminals ( the terminal set) 
must be made from the problem at hand. Function and terminal sets should be 
as small as possible to reduce the search space, but must also be able to represent 
a solution to the problem. Even more important is the choice of fitness function, 
which obviously must capture the property to be optimized, for the specific 
problem. 

3.5.1 Generating the initial population 

GP starts with a population of randomly generated genetic programs. As 
mentioned above, the available functions are determined from the current 
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problem, but could typically include arithmetical functions, conditional 
operators, relational operators and Boolean operators. The terminals normally 
represent variables and constants. The initial trees vary in shape and size.  

Since the initial population is created more or less randomly, it will contain a 
wide variety of programs. Normally, it is ensured that all programs are 
syntactically correct. Koza [Koz92] describes three basic methods for the actual 
creation: 

• Full: The function in the root is first picked randomly from the function 
set. After that other functions are recursively selected as arguments until 
the prescribed depth of the tree is reached. At that time only terminals are 
chosen as leaves. Each and every time a function is selected, it is chosen 
randomly from the function set. The resulting tree is balanced and all 
branches are of equal length. 

• Grow: The process is similar to Full but here each argument to a function 
could be a function or a terminal. The program is complete when no 
function misses an argument; i.e. when all leaves are terminals. 
Obviously, at max depth only terminals are chosen. Grow normally 
produces short and unbalanced trees having branches of varying length. 

• Ramped half-and-half is a combination of Full and Grow. Ramped half-
and-half creates an equal number of trees having depths from 2 to the 
max depth. All individual trees are created using either Full or Grow, but 
it is ensured that at each depth 50% of the trees are generated each way.  

If, as an example, the max depth is 6 and the initial population should hold 100 
individuals there would be 10 trees created by Grow having depth 2, 10 trees 
created by Full having depth 2, 10 trees created by Grow having depth 3, and so 
forth up to depth 6. 

3.5.2 Evolving a population of genetic programs 

The process of evolving the initial population in GP is extremely similar to that 
of a GA: 

1. Execute each program in the population and calculate its fitness. Designate 
the best-so-far individual as the current result of the run. 

2. Following the assigned probabilities, select a genetic operator to perform 
cloning, crossover or mutation. 
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3. If cloning is chosen, select one program from the current population and 
copy it to the new population. If crossover is chosen, select a pair of 
programs, create a pair of offspring and place them in the new population. 
If mutation is chosen, select one program, perform mutation and place the 
mutant in the new population. All programs are selected with a probability 
based on their fitness. If the probability for being selected is directly 
proportional to the fitness the selection process is termed roulette wheel 
selection. 

4. Repeat step 3 until the size of the new generation is equal to the size of the 
current population. 

5. Replace the current population with the new one. 

6. Go to step 1 and repeat the process until the termination criterion is 
satisfied. 

3.5.3 Genetic operators in GP 

When crossover is to take place, two points (one in each parent) are randomly 
chosen. The sub-trees below those random points are swapped to produce two 
offspring; see Figure 14 below. 
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Figure 14: GP crossover. 

Mutation is performed on a single tree. First a random point in the tree is chosen. 
The sub-tree starting at this point is then replaced by a random tree generated 
according to the process chosen for generating the initial population; see Figure 
15 below. 
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Figure 15: GP mutation. 

Crossover is normally very common; around 85% of each generation is created 
by crossover. Mutation is typically used on less than 2% of each generation. 
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Chapter 4 
_______________________________________________________ 

 

Rule extraction 

For the data mining domain, the lack of explanation facilities seems to be a 
serious drawback for techniques based on ANNs, or, for that matter, any 
technique producing opaque models. Within the field of symbolic AI, the term 
explanation refers to an explicit structure which is used internally for reasoning 
and learning and externally for the explanation of the results to the user. 
Normally, the explanation facility in symbolic AI includes intermediate steps of 
the reasoning process, like trace of rules firing and proof structures. Generally 
speaking, the explanation facilities are capable of answering the “how” and 
“why” questions. The answer to a how-question is an explanation of how the 
result was found. A why-question is supplied by the user during execution of 
the system and the answer specifies why the system performed a certain 
operation; e.g. queried the user. 

Experience from the field of expert systems has shown that an explanation 
capability is a vital function provided by symbolic AI systems. In particular, the 
ability to generate even limited explanations is absolutely crucial for user 
acceptance of such systems [DBS77]. Since the purpose of most data mining 
systems is to support decision making, the need for explanation facilities in these 
systems is apparent. Nevertheless many systems (especially those using ANN 
techniques, but also ensemble methods like boosting) must be regarded as black 
boxes; i.e. they are opaque to the user. 

In [ADT95] the authors Andrews, Diederich and Tickle highlight this deficiency 
of ANNs, and argue for rule extraction; i.e. to create more transparent 
representations from trained ANNs: 
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It is becoming increasingly apparent that the absence of an explanation 

capability in ANN systems limits the realizations of the full potential of such 

systems, and it is this precise deficiency that the rule extraction process seeks 

to reduce. (p. 374) 

Andrews, Diederich and Tickle also list five more reasons for the importance of 
being able to interpret trained ANNs: 

• For ANNs to be used in safety-critical problem domains, the explanation 
facility must be considered mandatory.  

• If ANNs are integrated into larger software systems without an 
explanation facility, the entire systems would be very hard to verify.  

• An explanation facility may provide an experienced user with the 
capability to anticipate or predict a set of circumstances under which the 
ANN is likely to generalize poorly.  

• ANNs may discover previously unknown dependencies, but without an 
explanation facility these dependencies are incomprehensibly encoded in 
the model. 

• Extracted rules from ANNs could be directly added to the knowledge 
base of a symbolic AI system.  

It should be noted that an explanation facility also offers a way to determine data 
quality, since it makes it possible to examine and interpret relationships found. If 
the discovered relationships are deemed doubtful when inspected by a human, 
they are less probable to actually add value. “Nonsense” relationships found 
would, if used on a production set, most likely produce poor results. The task for 
the data miner is thus to identify the complex but general relationships that are 
likely to carry over to production data and the explanation facility makes this 
easier. 

There are basically two methods that can be used to gain understanding of the 
relationship found by a trained ANN; sensitivity analysis and rule extraction. 
Sensitivity analysis does not produce a new model, but is used to gain some 
basic understanding of the relationship between input variables and the output. 
Rule extraction is an activity where the trained ANN is transformed into 
another, more comprehensible model, representing the same relationship. 
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4.1 Sensitivity analysis 

Sensitivity analysis does not provide explicit rules, but is used to find the relative 
importance of the inputs to the output of the neural net. There are some small 
variations in how the analysis is performed, but the overall procedure is to 
record changes in the output following changes in specific input attributes. 
Normally, the average value for each input is chosen as the starting point and 
the changes should vary from small changes all the way up to the extreme 
values. If the difference in output is small even for large changes in a specific 
attribute, this attribute is probably not very important; i.e. the network is 
insensitive to that attribute. Other attributes might have a large effect on the 
output and the network is then said to be sensitive to these attributes.  

Obviously, there could be combinations of features that are very important for 
the network, which would require the sensitivity analysis to be performed on 
two or more attributes at the same time, in order to find these particular 
patterns.  

It is safe to say that sensitivity analysis is a good tool to get some basic 
understanding of the underlying problem, but also that it normally is unable to 
produce explanations. The purpose of performing a sensitivity analysis is thus 
usually not to actually explain the relationship found. Instead sensitivity analysis 
is normally used either as a tool to find and remove unimportant input attributes 
or as a starting point for some more powerful explanation technique. 

4.2 Rule extraction from trained neural networks 

The knowledge acquired by an ANN during training is encoded as the 
architecture and the weights. The task of extracting explanations from the 
network is therefore to interpret, in a comprehensible form, the knowledge 
represented by the architecture and the weights. 

Craven and Shavlik [CS97A] coined the term representation language for the 
language used to describe the network’s learned model. They also used the 
expression extraction strategy for the process of transforming the trained network 
into the new representation language. 

4.2.1 Taxonomy of rule extraction approaches 

In [ADT95] the authors proposed a classification schema for rule extraction 
approaches. The presentation below intentionally follows the one given in the 
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paper closely. In the paper, the method of classification is based on five 
dimensions: 

• The expressive power of the extracted rules; i.e. the chosen representation 
language. 

• The translucency of the view taken within the rule extraction technique of 
the underlying ANN units; i.e. does the technique look inside the trained 
neural net and utilize knowledge about connections and weights or is the 
network treated as an oracle.  

• The extent to which the underlying ANN incorporates specialized 
training regimes. 

• The quality of the extracted rules; i.e. how well the required explanation 
is performed. 

• The algorithmic complexity; i.e. how efficient the underlying rule 
extraction algorithm is. 

Representation languages typically used include (if-then) inference rules, M-of-N 

rules, fuzzy rules, decision trees and finite-state automata. In the translucency 
dimension there are two fundamentally different approaches; decompositional 
(open-box or white-box) and pedagogical (black-box).  

Decompositional approaches focus on extracting rules at the level of individual 
units within the trained ANN; i.e. the view of the underlying ANN is one of 
transparency. According to Andrews, Diederich and Tickle, a basic requirement 
for this category of rule extraction is that the computed output from each unit 
must be mapped into a binary outcome, corresponding to a rule consequent. 
Each unit can be interpreted as a step function, meaning that the problem is 
reduced to finding a set of incoming links whose summed weights guarantee 
that the unit’s bias is exceeded regardless of other incoming links. When such a 
combination of links is found, this is readily translated into a rule where the 
output of that unit is a consequent of the inputs. The rules extracted at the 
individual unit level are then aggregated to form the composite rule set for the 
ANN as a whole.  

Pedagogical approaches treat the trained ANN as a black box; i.e. the view of the 
underlying ANN is opaque. The core idea in the pedagogical approach is to treat 
the ANN as an oracle and view the rule extraction as a learning task, where the 
target concept is the function learnt by the ANN. Hence the rules extracted 
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directly map inputs to outputs. Black-box techniques typically use some 
symbolic learning algorithm, where the ANN is used to generate the training 
examples. The easiest way to understand the process is to regard black-box rule 
extraction as an instance of predictive modeling, where each input-output 
pattern consists of the original input vector and the corresponding prediction 
from the opaque model. From this perspective, black-box rule extraction 
becomes the task of modeling the function from the (original) input variables to 
the opaque model predictions; see Figure 16. 
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Figure 16: Black-box rule extraction. 

The first two dimensions (i.e. expressive power and translucency) are in [ADT95] 
suggested to be the primary classifiers of rule extraction algorithms. 

4.2.2 Evaluation of rule extraction algorithms 

There are several criteria used for evaluating rule extraction algorithms. In 
[CS99] Craven and Shavlik listed five criteria: 

• Comprehensibility: The extent to which extracted representations are 
humanly comprehensible. 

• Fidelity: The extent to which extracted representations accurately model 
the networks from which they where extracted. 

• Accuracy: The ability of extracted representations to make accurate 
predictions on previously unseen cases. 

• Scalability: The ability of the method to scale to networks with large 
input spaces and large numbers of weighted connections. 
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• Generality: The extent to which the method requires special training 
regimes or places restrictions on network architectures.  

Most researchers have evaluated their rule extraction methods using the first 
three criteria but, according to Craven and Shavlik, scalability and generality 
have often been overlooked. In the paper, scalability is defined in the following 
way: 

Scalability refers to how the running time of a rule extraction algorithm and 

the comprehensibility of its extracted models vary as a function of such 

factors as network, feature-set and training-set size. (p. 2) 

Craven and Shavlik argue that methods that scale well in terms of running time, 
but not in terms of comprehensibility will be of little use. The reason is obvious 
from the fact that the overall purpose of rule extraction always is to produce a 
comprehensible model available for human interpretation. If this becomes 
impossible for larger problems it must be considered a serious limitation for a 
proposed method. 

It should be noted that scaling is an inherent problem, regarding both running 
time and comprehensibility, for decompositional methods. The potential size of a 
rule for a unit with n inputs each having k possible values is kn, meaning that a 
straightforward search for possible rules is normally impossible for larger 
networks. This, and the problem with continuous inputs, are normally to some 
extent handled by clustering inputs into disjoint ranges. Craven and Shavlik also 
highlight that the size of rule sets produced by decompositional algorithms tend 
to be proportional to the network size. 

Craven and Shavlik recommend rule extraction researchers to pursue different 
lines of research that have not been explored to a large extent, to try to overcome 
the problem of scalability: 

• Methods for controlling the comprehensibility vs. fidelity trade-off; i.e. 
the possibility to improve the comprehensibility of an extracted rule set 
by compromising on its fidelity and accuracy. 

• Methods for anytime rule extraction; i.e. the ability to interrupt the rule 
extraction at any time and still get a solution. 

Regarding generality, Craven and Shavlik argue that rule extraction algorithms 
must exhibit a high level of generality to have a large impact. In particular, 
algorithms requiring specific training regimes or algorithms limited to narrow 
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architectural classes are deemed less interesting. Craven and Shavlik finally say 
that rule extraction algorithms ideally should be so general that the models they 
are trying to describe must not even be ANNs. Obviously there is also a need to 
explain complex models like ensembles or classifiers using boosting, so it is 
natural to extend the task of rule extraction to operate on these models. A rule 
extraction algorithm capable of coping with different underlying kinds of 
models would therefore be of high value. 

Yet another important criterion, often overlooked but recognized in [TS93], is 
consistency. A rule extraction algorithm is consistent if it extracts similar rules 
every time it is applied to a specific data set. According to Towell and Shavlik, 
consistency is important since it would be very hard to give any significance to a 
specific rule set if the extracted rules vary significantly between runs.  

Craven and Shavlik also pointed out another issue they believe to be a key to the 
success of rule extraction methods, namely software availability; i.e. researchers 
should make their methods available to potential users and fellow researchers to 
receive testing and evaluation. 

An interesting discussion about the purpose of rule extraction is found in 
[Zho04], where Zhou argues that rule extraction really should be seen as two 
very different tasks; rule extraction using neural networks and rule extraction for 
neural networks. The first task prioritizes accuracy while the second focuses on 
fidelity. Rule extraction using neural networks thus is aimed at finding a 
comprehensible model with higher accuracy than a comprehensible model 
created directly from the data set using, for instance, a decision tree algorithm. 
Rule extraction for neural networks, on the other hand, is solely aimed at 
understanding the inner workings of a trained neural network. The claim made 
by Zhou is that it is never important to obtain both high fidelity and high 
accuracy; the goal is always one of them, and, consequently the other should be 
ignored. 

4.3 Related work concerning rule extraction 
Since one key contribution of this thesis is a novel method for rule extraction 
from opaque models, one very important related research area is previously 
presented rule extraction algorithms. In this section some important rule 
extraction algorithms are discussed. 

Below, three specific algorithms for rule extraction are presented. The motivation 
for including RX [LSL95] and TREPAN [CS96] is that they are well-known, 
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general techniques, representing very different approaches. The algorithm based 
on genetic programming [DRS+02] is included since it is similar to the G-REX 
method presented later in the thesis. TREPAN and RX have also been used for 
comparison with the G-REX algorithm. Results from this comparison are 
reported in Chapter 6. 

4.3.1 RX 

With the RX algorithm [LSL95], Lu, Setino and Liu present a decompositional 
rule extraction algorithm producing Boolean rules from feed-forward ANNs. 
The description below is a slight simplification of the presented method; for 
more details see the original paper. Lu, Setino and Liu use an approach 
consisting of three steps to create classification rules: 

1. Network training: A three-layer ANN is trained using standard techniques; 
e.g. backpropagation. The coding used for the classes is localist; i.e. there is 
one output unit per class. To facilitate the following pruning, it is desirable 
to have many weights with values so small that they can be set to zero. This 
is accomplished by adding a penalty function to the error function; for 
details see the original paper. 

2. Network pruning: The fully connected network of step 1 is pruned to 
produce a much smaller net without raising the classification error “too 
much”. More specifically, links with small weights are iteratively removed 
and the smaller network is retrained until the accuracy on the training set 
falls below an acceptable level. 

3. Rule Extraction: Rules are extracted from the pruned network. The rules 
generated are of the form if (a1 θ v1) and (a2 θ v2)… and (an θ vn) then Cj where 
ai’s are the attributes of an input instance, vi’s are constants, Cj is one of the 
class labels and θ is a relational operator. 

The process for the actual rule extraction is given in pseudocode below: 

Input:  

D  // Training data 

N  // Pruned neural network 

 

Output: 

R  // Extracted rules 

 

Algorithm (RX): 

Cluster hidden nodes activation values; 

Generate rules that describe the output values  

  in terms of the discretized hidden activation values; 

Generate rules that describe the discretized hidden output values 

  in terms of input values; 

Combine the two sets of rules;  
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It should be noted that continuous inputs must first be discretized, here by 
dividing their range into subintervals. Normally, continuous inputs are then 
coded using thermometer coding.  

The RX algorithm relies heavily on the success of the pruning since, if a node has 
n input links, there could be as many as 2n distinct input patterns. Another 
problem is the fact that the activation value of a hidden node could be anywhere 
in the range [-1, 1], (assuming a hyperbolic tangent activation function), 
depending on the input instance. For a large training set this makes the 
activation function almost continuous. The RX algorithm handles this by 
discretizing the activation values of hidden nodes into a “manageable” number 
of discrete values. A small set of discrete activation values makes it possible to 
determine the dependencies between hidden node and output node values, as 
well as the dependencies between input and hidden node values. From these 
dependencies, rules can be generated; in the RX algorithm this is done by using 
the X2R rule generator [Liu95].  

Although the RX algorithm is often cited, and even sometimes used as an 
example of typical rule extraction; see e.g. [Dun03], it is not widely used in 
practice. The source code is not publicly available, which makes it hard to 
correctly evaluate the performance. Applying the criteria from section 4.2.2, it is 
obvious that RX most likely will fail regarding scalability. The case study 
reported in the original paper uses a fairly small data set (1000 instances with 
initially 7 attributes each) and the pruning is very successful; only 17 of 386 links 
remain after the pruning, while the accuracy is still over 90%. Although most 
criteria regarding rule quality (comprehensibility, accuracy and fidelity) seem to 
be well met, this is very hard to judge from just one problem.  

Regarding generality, RX is tightly bound to feed-forward ANNs. The demands 
for repeated training during the pruning phase, a tailored error function and the 
many “tricks” to get inputs, outputs and activation values into suitable formats 
also make RX a very specialized algorithm. It should, in addition, be noted that 
RX extracts rules from one network only. If, as often is the case, the predictive 
model consists of an ensemble of networks, RX would have to extract from a less 
accurate model. This is a disadvantage compared to pedagogical methods, which 
would operate directly on the actual predictive model. 

A rule extraction technique based on RX is CaST (Cluster and See Through) 
[LJK04]. The main idea of CaST is to apply a clustering technique similar to the 
one used by RX, but to the activation values of the input nodes; i.e. to the input 
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values directly. This alteration in reality makes CaST a black-box rule extraction 
algorithm because the extracted rules now describe outputs in terms of inputs. 
Naturally, this makes it possible for CaST to extract rules from any opaque 
model, not just single feed-forward ANNs. In the study reported in [LJK04], 
CaST is evaluated against NeuroRule (RX) and C5.0 on three data sets. The main 
result is that CaST and NeuroRule have almost identical accuracy on two 
problems, but the rules found by CaST are significantly more compact. On the 
third problem (Soybean) NeuroRule fails to extract rules since the pruning is not 
effective enough. CaST on the other hand, produces a fairly complex rule set 
having higher accuracy than C5.0.  

4.3.2 TREPAN 

TREPAN [CS96] is a pedagogical rule extraction algorithm for classification 
problems producing decision trees. Each internal node in the extracted tree 
represents a splitting criterion and each leaf represents a predicted class. 
TREPAN uses M-of-N expressions for its splits. M-of-N expressions are Boolean 
expressions in disjunctive normal form, with N conjuncts and the requirement 
that at least M of these should be true for the entire expression to be true.  

TREPAN is a black-box method since it focuses exclusively on the input-output 
relationship, instead of looking inside the neural net. In a way, TREPAN uses the 
network as an oracle; i.e. its results are regarded as ground truth. TREPAN 
grows trees in a best-first fashion, since the node with the greatest potential to 
increase the fidelity of the extracted tree is expanded first.  

The TREPAN algorithm is given in pseudocode below: 

Input:  

D  // Training data 

N  // Trained neural network 

 

Output: 

DT  // Extracted decision tree 

 

Algorithm (TREPAN): 

Initialize the tree as a leaf node; 

While stopping criteria not met 

  Pick the most promising leaf node to expand 

    Draw a sample of instances; 

    Use the network to label the instances; 

    Select splitting test for the node; 

    For each possible outcome of the test make a new leaf node; 

The task of TREPAN is, according to Craven and Shavlik, to induce the function 
represented by the trained ANN; i.e. fidelity is the basis of the score function. 
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Craven and Shavlik [CS99] describe TREPAN as similar to conventional decision 
tree algorithms such as C4.5 with some basic differences. Below is a summary of 
the main properties of TREPAN: 

• TREPAN uses the ANN to label all instances. This also means that 
TREPAN can use the ANN to label new instances and thus learn from 
arbitrarily large samples. 

• In order to decide which node to expand next, TREPAN uses an 
evaluation function to rank all of the leaves in the current tree. The 
evaluation function used for node N is: ( ) ( ) (1 ( ))f N reach N fidelity N= × −  
where reach(N) is the estimated fraction of instances that reach node N 
and fidelity(N) is the estimated fidelity of the tree to the network for those 
instances. 

• TREPAN gets a sample of instances from two sources to find the logical 
test with which to partition the instances that reach the node and to 
determine the class labels for the leaves. First, it uses the ANN’s training 
examples that reach the node. Second, TREPAN constructs a model 
(using the training examples) of the underlying distribution and uses this 
model to draw instances. These instances are randomly drawn but are 
subject to the constraint that they would reach the node being expanded if 
classified by the tree. In both cases TREPAN queries the ANN to get the 
class label. 

• TREPAN uses information gain as the evaluation measure when selecting 
splitting tests. 

TREPAN is publicly available, the authors report several case studies (see 
[Cra96]), and has also been extended in different ways; for instance to return 
fuzzy decision trees [FJK99]. TREPAN performs well, both in reported studies 
and in the experiments conducted in this thesis. The accuracy is normally higher 
than that of models generated directly from the data set; e.g. by C5.0. ANN 
fidelity is naturally high, since this is the purpose of the algorithm. Regarding 
comprehensibility it can be argued that decision trees automatically produce 
good explanation, but for more complex and bushy trees this is questionable. 
TREPAN handles this by extracting the tree in a best-first fashion and allows the 
user the option to stop the growth at any level; an example of anytime extraction.  

Nevertheless there is still a trade-off between accuracy and comprehensibility. 
Actually for some of the extracted trees reported (see e.g. the tree on page 14 of 
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[CS97b]), as well as some found during the research for this thesis, the ease of 
human inspection is questionable. This is arguably partly due to the use of M-of-
N rules, which for most people are tricky to read. 

TREPAN was, according to Craven and Shavlik, designed with scalability and 
generality in mind. The scalability criterion naturally favors black-box 
approaches, since the computational complexity for black-box methods does not 
depend directly on the network architecture. The node expansion itself is of 
polynomial computational complexity in the sample size, the number of features 
and the maximum number of values for a discrete feature. Thus, TREPAN is 
likely to scale up well to larger problems, at least regarding computational 
complexity. Since scalability in comprehensibility requires that growth of the tree 
is stopped early, the accuracy of the extracted tree is obviously very dependent 
on that the evaluation function used constantly finds the best splits first. It 
should be noted that TREPAN in itself does not balance accuracy against 
comprehensibility, but leaves this decision to the user. The user must choose 
when to stop the growth of the tree, or put in another way, which tree of several, 
all with different complexity, to actually use on novel data. 

Regarding generality, TREPAN does not really require the underlying model to 
be an ANN. There are no reports, though, of studies where the original TREPAN 
program is used for rule extraction from anything else than ANNs. In the third-
party implementation later used for experimentation in this thesis, it was, 
however fairly easy to convert TREPAN into a true black-box rule extraction 
algorithm; see 6.5.4. 

4.3.3 Rule extraction using evolutionary algorithms 

Dorado et al. in [DRS+02] present a novel approach to rule extraction based on 
evolutionary algorithms. The approach has many similarities to the G-REX 
method for rule extraction proposed in this thesis. One should note that the two 
methods were developed independently1. 

The algorithm suggested by Dorado et al. is a black-box method where the 
extraction strategy is based on GP. The algorithm can handle different 

                                                 

1 As a matter of fact the two methods were presented almost simultaneously at different 
conferences, (with G-REX just two weeks ahead) in September 2002.  
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representation languages with ease, since the choice of representation language 
corresponds to the choice of function and terminal sets. In the paper, Dorado et 
al. give three examples, two where Boolean rules are extracted for classification 
problems and one where a mathematical function, similar to, but more complex 
than a Box-Jenkins model, is derived for a time series forecasting problem. The 
suggested approach is also compared (with good results) to several existing 
techniques on well-known problems. A key result reported by Dorado et al. is 
the comparison between the rule extraction algorithm and GP applied directly 
on the data set. The accuracy of the rule extraction is slightly higher, supporting 
the claim that the neural net in a sense is a better (more general) representation 
of the data than the data set itself. 

The purpose of the proposed method is to use GP for the search process. More 
specifically, candidate rules (which could be Boolean rules, decision trees, 
regression trees etc.) are continuously evaluated according to how well they 
resemble the ANN. The best rules are kept and combined using genetic 
operators to raise the fitness (performance) over time. After many iterations 
(generations) the most fit program (rule) is chosen as the extracted rule.  

It should be noted that the fitness function is crucial for determining what to 
optimize, and that the choice here is to solely optimize the fidelity of the extracted 
representation to the neural net.  

Dorado et al. do not state the algorithm explicitly, so the description below is 
based on an interpretation of their paper. 

Input:  

D  // Training data 

N  // Trained neural network 

F  // Function set 

T  // Terminal set 

 

Output: 

R  // Extracted representation 

 

Algorithm (Rule extraction using EA): 

Initialize a first generation of candidate rules; 

While number of generations not reached 

  Evaluate all candidate rules using the fitness function (fidelity); 

  Choose a number of candidate rules for reproduction; 

  Combine chosen candidate rules using genetic  

   operators (crossover) to create offspring rules; 

  Replace old candidate rules with offspring rules; 

The reported accuracy for the approach reported by Dorado et al. is high. Since 
GP is a recognized tool for optimization problems and fidelity to the neural net is 
the optimization criteria here, it is no surprise that the fidelity is high. The 
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problem for the algorithm of Dorado et al. is clearly comprehensibility. None of 
the rules reported in the paper (see pages 489, 490 and 492) would enable human 
inspection and understanding. 

Regarding time scalability, the proposed method is likely to perform well. 
Although GP is rather computationally intensive, this applies even more for the 
original training of the neural net, making it unlikely that the rule extraction 
would be the bottle-neck. The computational complexity of a GP approach is 
dependent on parameters like the number of programs in each generation, and 
to a lesser degree, the size of each program. This could potentially be a difficulty 
for very complex problems, where large generations and/or programs are 
needed. This is obviously an issue that should be looked in to.  

How well comprehensibility scales up is a totally different matter. Since Dorado 
et al. do not try to enforce short rules, complex data sets with many variables 
will inevitably produce long and complicated rules.  

The generality of the proposed approach is very high and is actually the most 
appealing property of the method. Dorado et al. apply the rule extraction on 
both feed-forward and recurrent networks and extract rules for both 
classification and regression. It is also obvious that, even if the authors do not 
explicitly point this out, the algorithm does not require the underlying model to 
be a neural net. 
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Chapter 5 
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Ensembles 

This chapter presents some basic techniques for aggregating multiple models 
into a composite model; an ensemble1. Ensemble learning refers to a large collection 
of methods that learn a target function by training a number of individual 
learners and combining their predictions. Figure 17 below shows how N models, 
built using N data sets drawn from the available data, are combined into an 
ensemble. The ensemble prediction, when applied to a novel instance, is a 
function of all included base models. It should be noted that the different data 
sets in practice could be (and often are) overlapping or even identical. 

 

Prediction 

T 

T1 T2 … TN 

(x, ?) Ensemble = F(M1, M2, …, Mn) 

(x, y*) 

Learning 

M1 M2 … Mn 

 

Figure 17: Schematic ensemble. 

                                                 

1 Ensembles are also referred to as, for instance, committees, committee machines or combined models.  
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5.1 Motivation for ensembles 

As expected, the overall purpose of using ensembles is to obtain higher accuracy, 
and there are at least two, intuitive, explanations to why ensemble learning 
should produce more accurate models. 

First of all: if several models are combined by averaging, uncorrelated errors of 
individual classifiers can be eliminated. As an example, adapted from [Die97], if 
40 base classifiers are combined using majority voting, and each base classifier has 
an error rate of 0.3, the probability that an instance will be misclassified by the 
ensemble is as low as 0.002. More generally; the probability that at least r 
classifiers from N misclassify a specific instance, given an identical error rate p 
for each base classifier, can easily be found using the binomial distribution; see 
(50) below. 
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As a matter of fact, for classifiers that are independent in predictions and have 
accuracy better than chance, it is possible to push accuracy arbitrarily high by 
adding more classifiers to the ensemble; see [HS90]. The key assumption is, 
however, that the classifiers are independent in their predictions. This is clearly 
not a very reasonable assumption for a huge majority of all predictive modeling 
problems. Still, there are a large number of case studies where ensembles have 
been very successful, despite the fact that the base models used were correlated. 

Second, there is no such thing as a universal “best” learning technique; a fact that 
is often referred to as the “no free lunch theorem”; see [Wol95]. On the other 
hand, different algorithms have different inductive biases, making them more or 
less suitable for specific problems. In addition, most learners are not general 
function approximators; i.e. they are unable to represent some target functions. 
Often, however, such target functions could be approximated by averaging 
several models. One specific example is decision trees where the decision 
boundaries are hyperplanes parallel to the coordinate axes. By averaging several 
decision tree models it becomes possible to approximate, for instance, a diagonal 
decision boundary to an arbitrary precision; see Figure 18 below. 
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Figure 18: Averaging decision trees to obtain a diagonal decision boundary. 

5.2 Ensemble construction 

There are two major design choices when creating ensembles; how to generate 
the base models and how to integrate them. The two main alternatives regarding 
integration are combination and selection. As the names imply; combination 
combines predictions from all base models, while selection uses only a subset of 
the trained models for prediction. In addition, both combination and selection 
can be either static or dynamic; see Table 5 below. The main motivation for a 
dynamic approach is the assumption that each model is the best in some sub-
areas of the whole data set, where its local error is comparatively less than the 
corresponding errors of the other models. 

 Static Dynamic 

Combination 
All models are combined. If weighting is 
used it is not based on the current test 
instance. 

All models are combined. If weighting is 
used it is based on the current test instance. 

Selection 
A subset of models is selected. The selection 
is not based on the current test instance. 

A subset of models is selected. The 
selection is based on the current test 
instance. 

Table 5: Integration strategies. 

There are many ways to combine individual models, but the most natural for 
regression and classification are averaging and voting, respectively. When using 
averaging, the prediction from the ensemble is, of course, the average of the 
predictions from the individual models. When an ensemble classifies using 
(majority) voting, the class predicted by most individual models constitutes the 
ensemble prediction. Naturally, averaging could also be used for classification if 
the base models produce numeric values; e.g. probabilities or belief values.  

 
Class A 

Class B 
 

 
Class A 

Class B 
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5.2.1 Generation strategies 

Ensembles have been created using virtually all machine learning algorithms; 
e.g. decision trees (ID3, C4.5), instance-based learning (kNN), Bayesian 
classification (Naïve Bayes) and neural networks (MLPs). 

Tan, Steinbach and Kumar [TSK06], describe four main generation strategies: 

• Manipulating the training set. Multiple models are generated by training 
on different data sets obtained by resampling a common training set. Two 
specific techniques using this approach are Bagging (see 5.2.2) and 
Boosting (see 5.2.3). 

• Manipulating the input features. Multiple models are generated by 
training on different representations or different subsets of a common 
input vector. One specific, rather recent technique using this approach is 
Random Forests; see [Bre01]. The basic idea is to create an accurate 
ensemble of decision trees by introducing randomness in both instance 
selection (similar to bagging), and in feature selection. More specifically; 
all splits are restricted to a random subset of inputs available. Despite 
being very simple and fast, the Random Forest technique is robust to 
noise and often obtains accuracy comparable to Boosting. 

• Manipulating the output variables. A multiclass problem is first 
decomposed into a number of binary classification problems. After that, a 
classifier is trained to solve each binary problem and, finally, the 
ensemble consists of the resulting models. More specifically; the class 
labels are randomly partitioned into two disjoint subsets and one 
classifier learns the binary problem of separating these two subsets of 
classes. This procedure is repeated several times to obtain a number of 
base classifiers. When predicting a novel instance, each base classifier 
prediction is in fact a vote for several classes, which is handled as a vote 
for each class belonging to that specific subset of classes. The ensemble 
prediction is, of course, the class receiving most votes altogether. A 
technique using a variation of this generation strategy is error-correcting 
output coding (ECOC); see [DB95]. ECOC is based on a procedure 
originally used for sending messages across noisy channels. The main 
idea is to add redundancy to the message in order to make it possible to 
automatically correct minor errors in the message. ECOC represents each 
class with a bitstring of length n, which is called the codeword for that 
class. During learning, one classifier is trained to predict each bit in the 
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bitstring, resulting in n binary classifiers. The predicted class of a test 
instance is given by the codeword closest (using Hamming distances) to 
the codeword produced by the binary classifiers. Naturally, the design of 
appropriate codewords is very important, and the guiding principle is 
that the codewords must have both their row-wise and column-wise 
distances well separated. A large row-wise separation is needed for the 
error-correcting ability, while the larger column-wise distance ensures 
that the binary classifiers are mutually independent. 

• Modifying parameters of the learning algorithm: A number of classifiers 
are built with different learning parameters; i.e. number of neighbors in 
kNN, different initial weights or different topologies in an ANN, etc.  

Another, relatively uncommon, approach is to use ensembles consisting of 
heterogeneous models. One specific dynamic combination technique, typically 
using heterogeneous models, is stacking [Wol92]. When using stacking, the 
combiner is another learner whose parameters also are trained. In more detail; 
multiple classifiers are first generated by using different learning algorithms on a 
single data set. Then, a meta-level classifier is learned to combine the outputs of 
the base classifiers. To generate the training set for the meta-level classifier, a 
leave-one-out or a cross validation procedure is applied. The meta-level data set 
thus consists of instances where the input vector is the predictions of the base 
classifiers and the target is the correct class of the example at hand. So, stacking 
is a way of estimating and correcting for the biases of the base classifiers; i.e. the 
purpose is to teach the combiner how the base classifiers make their errors. 

Dzeroski and Zenko in [DZ04] empirically evaluate several state-of-the-art 
methods for constructing ensembles of heterogeneous classifiers with stacking. 
The main result is that they perform (at best) comparably to selecting the best 
classifier from the ensemble by cross validation. In the paper, Dzeroski and 
Zenko also propose two, slightly technical, extensions of stacking. In the 
experimentation, these extensions perform better than both previously existing 
stacking approaches and the straightforward choice of selecting the best 
classifier by cross validation; for details see the original paper. 

5.2.2 Bagging 

Bagging, [Bre96], rely on resampling to obtain different training sets for each 
base model. Every training set (called bootstrap) has the same size as the original 
training set, and is created by repeated sampling (according to a uniform 
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distribution) of training instances. Since sampling is done with replacement, 
some instances may appear several times, while others are omitted. On average, 
a bootstrap sample contains approximately 63% of the original training 
instances. After training one individual model on each bootstrap sample, a test 
instance is classified using averaging or voting. Bagging is more common for 
classification, but can also be used for regression. When performing regression, 
the median is often used instead of the average to increase robustness. When 
using Bagging, the overall purpose is to reduce the variance part of the bias-
variance decomposition; see (6). In practice, Bagging will, at least, hardly ever 
increase the error. The Bagging algorithm is summarized below. 

Input:  

D  // Training data having N instances 

 

Output: 

P  // Prediction from ensemble  

 

Algorithm (Bagging): 

for each classifier 

  Generate bootstrap by sampling N instances, with replacement, from D 

  Train a model using the bootstrap  

 

Ensemble prediction is average or majority vote from all models trained 

5.2.3 Boosting 

In Bagging, the base models are generated, at least logically, independently and 
in parallel. Boosting, introduced by Shapire [Sha90], on the other hand, is a 
sequential procedure mainly applied to classification, where the performance of 
a preceding model is used when generating all subsequent models. The main 
principle is that difficult training instances are assigned a higher weight, making 
the base models focus on these instances. More specifically; each training 
instance is initially assigned the same weight but after training one model, the 
instances incorrectly classified have their weights increased, while those 
correctly classified have their weights decreased. Naturally, the idea is to focus 
the base classifiers on portions of data space not previously well predicted. The 
weights are either used as part of the score function or to prioritize instances 
with higher weights when bootstrapping. Most often, the ensemble prediction is 
a weighted majority vote, where each base classifier is weighted according to 
obtained accuracy on a validation set. Below is a generic description of Boosting. 
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Input:  

D  // Training data having N instances 

W  // A weight vector of size N 

M  // Number of times to boost 

 

Output: 

P  // Prediction from ensemble  

 

Algorithm (Boosting): 

set all weights to 1/N 

do M times 

  train a model on D 

  find all instances in D that the model predicts wrong 

  increase the weights of those instances 

  decrease the weights of the others 

 

Ensemble prediction is weighted vote from all models trained 

There are several different boosting schemes, typically differing in how weights 
are updated and how predictions from the base classifiers are combined. The 
most well-known boosting algorithm is probably AdaBoost; for details see [FS96].  

In theory, Boosting is aimed at reducing both the variance and bias terms in the 
decomposed error function (6). In practice, however, boosting is susceptible to 
noise and may sometimes overfit it. 

5.3 Diversity 

Krogh and Vedelsby in [KV95] derived an equation, stating that the 
generalization ability of an ensemble is determined by the average generalization 
ability and the average diversity (ambiguity) of the individual models in the 
ensemble. More specifically; the ensemble error, E, can be found from 

E E A= −      (51) 

where E  is the average error of the base models and A  is the ensemble 
diversity, measured as the weighted average of the squared differences in the 
predictions of the base models and the ensemble. In a regression context and 
using averaging, this is equivalent to: 

2 2 21 1ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( )
ens i i ens

i i

E Y Y Y Y Y Y
M M

= − = − − −∑ ∑   (52) 

From (52) it is obvious that the error of the ensemble is guaranteed to be less 
than or equal to the average error of the base models. The first term is the 
(possibly weighted) average of the individual classifiers and the second is the 
diversity term; i.e. the amount of variability among ensemble members. Since the 
second term (which is always positive) is subtracted from the first to obtain 
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ensemble error, this decomposition proves that the ensemble will always have 
higher accuracy than the average accuracy obtained by the individual classifiers. 
If there is no diversity, the ensemble will have the mean accuracy of the 
individual base models. Naturally, this is a very encouraging result for ensemble 
approaches. But, the overall error depends on both the average error of ensemble 
members and the average diversity, so increasing diversity will decrease the 
ensemble error, as long as it does not result in an increase in average error. The 
problem is, however, that the two terms are highly correlated, making it 
necessary to balance them rather than to just maximize diversity. 

By relating this to the bias-variance decomposition in (6), and assuming that the 
ensemble is a convex combined ensemble (e.g. using averaging), a bias-variance-
covariance decomposition can be obtained for the ensemble MSE; see (53) below. 

22 1 1ˆ( - ) var 1- covensE Y Y bias
M M

 
= = + +  

 
   (53) 

From this it is evident that the error of the ensemble depends critically on the 
amount of correlation between models, quantified in the covariance1 term. 
Ideally, the covariance should be minimized, without causing changes in the bias 
or variance term. 

When discussing ensembles in a classification context, it should be noted that 
unless classification is handled like an instance of regression (i.e. the outputs are 
ordinal and typically represent probabilities), the framework described above 
does not apply. When predictors are only able to output a class label, the outputs 
have no intrinsic ordinality between them, thus making the concept of 
covariance undefined. So, with a zero-one loss function, there is no clear analogy 
to the bias-variance-covariance decomposition. Consequently, the overall goal of 
obtaining an expression where the classification error is decomposed into error 
rates of the individual classifiers and a diversity term is currently beyond the 
state of the art. 

Since diversity is not uniquely defined for classification problems, and the 
relationship between diversity and ensemble accuracy is far from completely 
understood, there are many different heuristic measures used to quantify 

                                                 

1 Covariance can, of course, be negative, while bias and variance are always positive. 
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diversity. Naturally, the goal is to find a diversity measure correlating well with 
majority vote accuracy, with the underlying assumption that such measure could 
be utilized in order to design (or search for) an accurate ensemble. 
Unfortunately, despite extensive experimental work, no such measure has been 
conclusively established; see e.g. [BWH+05].  

In [KW03], Kuncheva and Whitaker studied ten statistics measuring diversity 
among binary classifier outputs; i.e. correct or incorrect vote for the class label. 
The main result was that all diversity measures evaluated showed low or very 
low correlation with test set accuracy, so the study clearly raised some doubts 
about the usefulness of diversity measures when building classifier ensembles. 
The experiments conducted, however, used rather artificial settings. More 
specifically, most experiments did not use “real” data sets or “real” classifiers. 
The measures used in the study are presented in 5.3.1 below, and they are 
further evaluated in the experimentation chapter; see 8.5. 

5.3.1 Diversity measures 

The presentation of the different diversity measures follows [KW03] closely. The 
output of each classifier Di is represented as an N-dimensional binary vector yi, 
where yj,i=1 if Di correctly recognizes instance zj and 0 otherwise. When 
describing the four pairwise measures the notation Nab meaning the number of 
instances for which yj,i=a and yj,k=b, is used. As an example, N11 is the number of 
instances correctly classified by both classifiers. 

The first measure, Yule’s Q statistic [You00] is, for two classifiers, Di and Dk 
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Q varies between -1 and 1. If the classifiers commit their errors on different 
instances, Q will be negative. For an ensemble consisting of L classifiers, the 
averaged Q over all pairs of classifiers is 
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The correlation between yi and yk is 
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For any two classifiers, Q and ρ have the same sign. The disagreement measure is 
the ratio between the number of instances on which one classifier is correct and 
the other incorrect to the total number of instances: 
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    (57) 

The double-fault measure is the proportion of instances misclassified by both 
classifiers 
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For all pairwise measures, the averaged value over the diversity matrix is 
calculated similarly to (55).  

Turning to non-pairwise measures, l(zj) denotes the number of classifiers that 
correctly recognize zj. The entropy measure E, varying between 0 and 1 (highest 
possible diversity), is 
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The Kohavi-Wolpert variance [KW96] can be used to obtain another diversity 
measure KW, which turns out to differ from the averaged disagreement measure 
only by a coefficient; for details see [KW03]. 
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Yet another measure, called interrater agreement (κ) and used in [Die00] is 
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where p  is the averaged individual accuracy. 

The difficulty measure was used in [HS90] by Hanson and Salomon. Let X be a 
random variable taking values in {0/L, 1/L,…, 1}. X is defined as the proportion of 
classifiers that correctly classify an instance x drawn randomly from the data set. 
To estimate X, all L classifiers are run on the data set. The difficulty θ is then 
defined as the variance of X. 
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The generalized diversity measure was proposed by Partridge and Krzanowski in 
[PK97]. 

(2)
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If Y is a random variable expressing the proportion of classifiers that are 
incorrect on a randomly drawn instance then pi is the probability that Y=i/L and 
p(i) is the probability that i randomly chosen classifiers will fail on a randomly 
chosen instance. GD varies between 0 (minimum diversity) and 1. 

The last measure, coincident failure diversity, is a modification of GD also 
presented in [PK97]. 
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5.3.2 Taxonomy of methods for diversity creation 

In the paper [BWH+05], Brown et al. introduce a taxonomy of methods for 
creating diversity. The first obvious distinction made is between explicit 
methods, where some metric of diversity is directly optimized and implicit 
methods, where the method is likely to produce diversity without actually 
targeting it. After that the authors move on to group methods using three 
categories; starting point in hypothesis space, set of accessible hypotheses and traversal 
of hypothesis space, which are further described below. 

Starting point in hypothesis space 

This group, as described by Brown et al., is mostly relevant for ANNs. The most 
obvious method is to simply randomize the starting weights; something that 
must be considered a standard procedure for all ANN training. Alternatively, 
the weights could be placed in different parts of the hypothesis space. 
Unfortunately, experimentation has found (see e.g. [SNS95]) that ANNs often 
converge to the same or very similar optima in spite of starting in different parts 
of the space. Thus, according to Brown et al., varying the initial weights of ANNs 
does not seem to be an effective stand-alone method for generating diversity.  
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There are very few explicit methods using different starting points in hypothesis 
space, but Brown et al. mention two techniques. In the first, called Fast Committee 

Learning [SA98], a single ANN is trained, but M snapshots of the weights are 
taken during training. The ensemble then combines the M different ANN 
snapshots. The reported performance was rather poor, though, so the only 
advantage is the reduced training time compared to training M individual 
ANNs. The second method discussed by Brown et al. is an approach presented 
by Maclin and Shavlik [MS95] where competitive learning is used to create 
ANNs with weights initialized far from the origin. The results reported there 
were significantly better, compared to standard randomized weight 
initialization, but they were based on only two data sets.  

Set of accessible hypotheses 

The two main principles are to either manipulate training data or the 
architecture. Several methods attempt to produce diversity by supplying each 
classifier with a slightly different training set. Regarding resampling, the view is 
that it is more effective to divide training data by feature than by pattern; see 
[DT00]. All standard resampling techniques are by nature implicit. The standard 
technique AdaBoost, on the other hand, explicitly alters the distribution of 
training data fed to each classifier based on how “hard” each pattern is.  

Manipulation of architectures, for ANNs, is most often about number of hidden 
units, which also turns out to be quite unsuccessful. More interesting is that 
hybrid ensembles where, for instance, MLPs and RBF networks are combined, 
seem to be a “productive route”; see [PY96]. Regarding hybrid ensembles, Brown 
et al. [BWH+05] argue that two systems which represent the problem and search 
the space in very different ways probably will specialize on different parts of the 
search space. This implies that when using hybrid ensembles, it would most 
likely be better to select one specific classifier instead of combining outputs. 

Traversal of hypothesis space 

A common solution is to use a penalty term enforcing diversity in the error 
function when training ANNs. A specific, and very interesting example, is 
Negative Correlation learning (NC) [Liu98], where the covariance between 
networks is explicitly minimized. For regression problems it has been shown 
that NC directly controls the covariance term in the bias-variance-covariance 
trade-off; see [Bro04]. For classification problems, however, this still does not 
apply. Finally, Brown et al. discuss evolutionary methods where diversity is a 
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part of a fitness function and some evolutionary algorithm is used to search for 
an accurate ensemble. One example is the ADDEMUP method presented in 
[OM96]. 

5.4 Related work concerning ensemble creation 

In Chapter 8, a novel algorithm for ensemble creation is presented. Since the 
novel algorithm is based on GP, this section describes some existing approaches 
using evolutionary algorithms when creating ensembles. 

Any algorithm aimed at building ensembles must somehow both train 
individual models and combine these into the actual ensemble. The standard 
techniques Bagging and Boosting, as described above, rely on resampling 
techniques to obtain different training sets for each of the classifiers. Both 
Bagging and Boosting can be applied to ANNs, although they are more common 
when using decision trees; see e.g. [OM99]. Another option is to train a number 
of classifiers independently (most often using common data) and then either 
combine all classifiers or select a subset to form the actual ensemble.  

Several approaches create ensembles by somehow using genetic algorithms to 
search for optimal ensembles. Zhou et al. in [ZWJ+01] and [ZWT02] proposed an 
approach named GASEN, where several ANNs are trained before GAs are used 
to select an optimal subset of individual networks. In GASEN, the optimization 
is performed on individual ANNs, and each ANN is coded (in the chromosome) 
as a real number indicating the goodness of including that ANN. The 
optimization criterion (the fitness) boils down to accuracy on a holdout 
(validation) set. The number of ANNs in the ensemble can vary, since all ANNs 
with strength values higher than a specific threshold (which is a pre-set 
parameter) is included in the ensemble.  

Opitz and Shavlik [OM96] suggested a method called ADDEMUP where GAs 
are used to create new ANNs (on the unit, link and weight level) as parts of an 
ensemble. The size of the ensemble is predetermined and fixed. ADDEMUP uses 
a fitness function directly balancing accuracy against diversity, measured on a 
validation set. 

Langdon and Buxton, in a series of papers, suggest evolving ensembles using 
GP; see e.g. [LB01a], [LB01b] and [LB01c]. In the paper [LBB03], Langdon, Barett 
and Buxton create ANN ensembles using GP and evaluate them on a drug 
discovery problem.  
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In the study, the 75 trained ANNs are presented to the GP as 75 problem specific 
functions. Each function returns the classification and an associated confidence 
of the corresponding ANN for the current instance, coded as a single float 
number. Values below 0.5 are treated as class 0, while those above 0.5 are 
regarded as predicting class 1. The magnitude of the difference from 0.5 
indicates the ANN’s confidence. Normally, the output of a neural network is 
converted into a binary classification by testing to see if the value is greater or 
less than 0.5. Here, however, the fixed value 0.5 is replaced by a tunable 
threshold [0 . . . 1]. By making the threshold the argument of the function, the 
choice of suitable operating point is left to the GP. These arguments are treated 
like any other by the GP, and so can be any valid arithmetic operation, including 
the base classifiers themselves. GP thus simultaneously adapts the non-linear 
combination of the base classifiers and their operating points. 

The terminals or leaves of the trees being evolved by the GP are either constants 
or the adjustable threshold. The function set contains the ANNs and the four 
arithmetic operators, but also functions like MIN, MAX, INT and FRAQ. There is 
also a simple if-then-else function. Each individual in the initial population 
contains five random trees. Each tree within an individual returns a signed real 
number. The classification of the individual is the sum of the answers given by 
the five trees. Note that the GP can combine the supplied classifiers in an almost 
totally arbitrary, non-linear way.  

Fitness of each individual is calculated on the training set. The adjustable 
threshold T is set to values 0.1 apart, starting at 0 and increasing to 1. For each 
setting, the evolved program is used to predict each instance in the training set 
and true positive (TP) and false positive (FP) rates are calculated. Each TP, FP 
pair gives a point on an ROC curve. The fitness of the classifier is the area under 
the convex hull of these (plus the fixed points 0, 0 and 1, 1). Using this fitness 
function, the GP is not only rewarded for getting answers right, but also (using 
the threshold parameter) for getting a range of high scores. 
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Chapter 6 
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A novel technique for rule extraction 

In this chapter a novel technique for rule extraction from opaque models is 
presented and evaluated. The technique, named G-REX (Genetic Rule 
EXtraction), is a black-box method where the extraction strategy is based on GP. 
G-REX was initially presented in [JKN03], but has after that been both extended 
in several ways and thoroughly evaluated; see e.g. [JSK+03], [JKN04], [JNK04] 
and [MBG+06]. G-REX is also discussed in a survey of rule extraction algorithms; 
see [HBV06].  

One key property of G-REX is the fact that GP can use a variety of function and 
terminal sets. When rule extracting, this flexibility makes it possible to choose a 
suitable representation language for the problem at hand. Another, equally 
important, feature is the option to directly balance accuracy against 
comprehensibility by using an appropriate fitness function. The most important 
difference between G-REX and the method proposed by Dorado et al. in 
[DRS+02], is the fact that G-REX tries to find accurate and comprehensible rules, 
while Dorado et al. focus solely on the fidelity towards the ANN. Obviously the 
approach taken by Dorado et al. will lead to long and complex rules with 
questionable value for decision makers. 

The outline of this chapter is as follows: 

• Section 6.1 presents the core G-REX technique and the G-REX 
implementation. 

• Section 6.2 describes how different representation languages can be used 
by G-REX. This section also includes two introductory experiments, 
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where G-REX is used on well-know classification problems to extract 
rules in two different formats.  

• Section 6.3 relates G-REX to the criteria presented in 4.2.2. In particular, it 
is discussed how each criterion could be evaluated through 
experimentation. 

• Section 6.4 introduces and discusses the novel approach of using oracle 
data (i.e. original test data inputs together with test data predictions from 
the opaque model) when performing rule extraction. 

• Section 6.5 evaluates G-REX against the criteria using five experiments. 

6.1 The G-REX technique 

An algorithmic description of G-REX is given in pseudocode below. Note that 
the fitness function is considered an input to G-REX, since it can be varied to 
enforce different requirements on the extracted representation. 

Input:  

D  // Training data 

O  // Trained opaque model 

FF  // Fitness function 

F  // Function set 

T  // Terminal set 

pc  // Crossover rate 

pm  // Mutation rate 

N  // Population size 

G  // Number of generations 

 

Output: 

R  // Extracted representation 

 

Algorithm (G-REX): 

Initialize a first generation of N candidate rules P; 

While number of generations not reached 

  Evaluate all candidate rules using the fitness function FF; 

  Create a new, empty, population Pnew; 

  While number of rules in Pnew is less than N 

    Select a pair of rules for reproduction; 

    With the probability pc use crossover to create two 

      offspring rules else perform cloning; 

    With a probability pm perform mutation on offspring rule; 

    Place the resulting rules in Pnew; 

  Replace P with Pnew; 

Set R to the most fit rule over all generations; 

Return R; 

Most of G-REX parameters can easily be varied. For a description of default 
selections and other options see Table 6 below. It should be noted, however, that 
G-REX is still under development, so future development might reveal 
improved default settings. 
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Parameter Default Other options 

Population size 2500 Typical: 1000-10000 
Generations 100 Typical: 50-1000 
Crossover rate 0.8 Typical: 0.5-0.8 
Mutation rate 0.01 Typical: 0.001-0.05 
Creation depth 8 Typical: 4-10 
Selection Roulette wheel Tournament 
Creation method Ramped half-and-half Full, Grow 
Elitism Yes No 
Persistence Not used Typical: 10-50 

Table 6: GP parameters for G-REX. 

Crossover and mutation are performed in a normal fashion; i.e. as described in 
3.5.3. Parameters like crossover and mutation rates, number of individuals in a 
population and number of generations would typically be found from initial 
experimentation on the specific data set at hand. The default values have, 
however, proven quite robust over a large number of data sets and experiments, 
so they represent a very good first setting. 

When using G-REX on a specific problem, fitness function, function set and 
terminal set must be chosen. The function and terminal sets determine the 
representation language, while the fitness function measures the quality of the 
extracted representation. Typically, the fitness function would at least include 
components measuring fidelity and comprehensibility.  

6.1.1 Some details regarding the G-REX implementation 

G-REX was developed as a stand-alone Java application, with a graphical user 
interface (GUI). To be able to perform fully automated experimentation, we have 
also made it possible to interact with G-REX from MatLab1. 

In addition to the standard GP parameters described in Table 6 above, some 
settings directly related to the rule extraction are also needed. First of all, G-REX 
requires the data set to have a specific format; more specifically a tab separated 
text file, where the last column represents the target value. The user has the 
option to divide the data set in three parts; training set, validation set and test 
set. This division is based either on a marker column in the data set text file or 
the percentages input in the GUI. If percentages are used, the appropriate number 
of patterns is always taken from the beginning of the data file, using the order 

                                                 

1 www.mathworks.com 
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training, validation and test. It should be noted that training and validation sets 
are used identically during evolution; i.e. the fitness is calculated based on 
accuracy on both these sets. It is, however, possible to specify different costs for 
misclassified training and validation instances. The purpose of the test set is 
solely to evaluate the final extracted model; i.e. it is not used at all during 
evolution. The intended use of the different sets is thus as follows: 

• The training set should include the instances originally used for 
generating the opaque model. 

• The validation set should typically include instances used either as an 
early stopping validation set or as a holdout set when building the 
original, opaque model. If a G-REX validation set was used as a holdout 
set during the construction of the original model, it could be regarded, to 
some extent, to contain unseen data. If so, it might be a viable option to 
prioritize accuracy on this holdout set, trying to improve the 
generalization capability. 

• The test set must, of course, consist of instances not used at all for the 
construction of the opaque model. 

Another very important parameter accessible in the GUI is the length penalty 
used in the fitness function. Several slightly different fitness functions have been 
tried, but the main property is the ability to balance accuracy against 
comprehensibility by using a penalty for longer rules. The fitness function, 
currently used for classification problems, is very simple; see (65) below.  

T V
fitness CI CI Sα β γ= ⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅     (65) 

CIT is the number of training instances classified correctly, CIV is the number of 
validation instances correctly classified and S is the size of the rule1. α, β, and γ 
are coefficients determining the relative importance of the three components. 
Typical values, if a validation set is used, are α=1, β=2 and γ=0.05. It must be 
noted that, in the rule extraction context, the term correctly classified, for training 

                                                 

1 It should be noted that the size component in the fitness function is based on the internal S-
expression representation used by G-REX. Because of this, the exact definition of size is 
dependent on the representation language used and, normally not equal to the number of nodes 
in the extracted tree. When comparing sizes between trees obtained by different techniques, 
however, measurements like total number of nodes or number of interior nodes, in the trees are used. 
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data in fact means classified identically to the opaque model. For validation data, 
the target value is normally also the output of the opaque model, but the user 
has the option to use true target values instead. 

G-REX also has the ability to use different representation languages; i.e. to 
extract rules in very different formats. To increase flexibility, the user has the 
option to choose representation language by loading an appropriate text file 
containing the relevant BNF grammar1. At the moment, G-REX has access to a 
number of common grammars, but it is also possible for the user to use a novel 
representation language, just by supplying another BNF file. The only restriction 
is that all functions used must already exist in G-REX. The issue of 
representation languages is covered in more detail in 6.2.  

Another setting is batch, with the effect that G-REX will perform several runs on 
the data set and return the single extracted representation having the highest 
fitness from any of these runs. Finally there is an option, called simplify, which is 
used to simplify the extracted rule. The algorithm used for this simplification is 
described in 6.1.2 below. Figure 19 below shows the G-REX GUI. 

 

Figure 19: G-REX GUI. 

                                                 

1 A BNF grammar is a description of a language using the standard Backus-Naur form. 
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6.1.2 G-REX simplification 

Although rules produced by G-REX are often rather compact they still contain 
unnecessary elements on occasions. These elements can be parts of a rule that is 
never executed or simply logical nonsense. The term intron, used in the GP 
community, is defined as “all uncalled subtrees or subtrees that are called and 
whose result is ignored”. Introns are normally described as a beneficial aspect of 
the genetic search that serves at least two important purposes. The first benefit of 
introns is their ability to protect the program which they are a part of from 
destructive crossover. The second benefit is to allow the population as a whole to 
protect and thereby preserve the best building blocks in the population. In some 
studies there are even efforts to insert extra introns into the population as a 
search aid; see e.g. [BNK+98].  

While introns are necessary in the evolutionary process, they only add 
meaningless complexity to the final rule. Obviously, it would be possible to 
(automatically or manually) remove logical nonsense from the extracted rule 
after evolution has finished. A more subtle issue is, however, the fact that rules 
often include perfectly logical and semantically correct parts that either are never 
called or whose value are never needed to determine the prediction. While it is 
certainly possible to design an algorithm for removal of all introns by inspecting 
whether individual nodes are used or not, we decided to use an alternative 
solution in G-REX. 

The simplification algorithm used in G-REX was suggested in [KJN06]. The 
overall idea is to use G-REX also for the simplification. More specifically; when 
trying to simplify an extracted rule, G-REX starts by replacing the original target 
value with the corresponding prediction from the extracted rule. This new data 
set is then used by G-REX to evolve a new population of rules. Here, however, 
the fitness function is altered. A rule that fails to classify all training instances 
exactly as the initial rule is given a very large penalty, making it extremely 
unlikely that a faulty rule is going to survive, even to the next generation. 
Another, much smaller, penalty is used to encourage shorter evolving rules. This 
fitness function all but guaranties that this second round of G-REX will produce 
a shorter rule, 100% faithful to the initial rule.  

To improve the performance and speed of the simplification process the initial 
population is created using the extracted rule. In more detail; the population is 
divided into five equally sized parts, each subjected to different levels of 
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mutation. One part starts with just exact copies of the original rule while the 
remaining parts start with individuals mutated between one and four times. 

It must be noted that using the simplification option should not be seen as an 
alternative to penalizing longer programs in the fitness function. If there is no 
penalty for longer rules, it becomes very easy for G-REX to overfit the training 
data, which almost always leads to poor generalization. Based on 
experimentation, the best use of the simplification option appears to be after 
ordinary G-REX rule extraction; i.e. still including a rather large length penalty 
in the fitness function. With this approach, simplification starts from rather 
compact rules but is still often able to further reduce complexity; for more details 
see [KJN06] and the experimentation chapter. 

6.2 Representation languages 

As described in 3.5, a genetic program is a parse tree consisting of functional 
nodes and terminal leaves. When using GP for rule extraction, the available 
functions and terminals constitute the literals of the representation language. 
Functions will typically be logical or relational operators, while the terminals are 
either input variables or constants. Naturally more complex functions like if-then-
else, 1-of-n or even m-of-n could also be used. 

The function and terminal sets do not, however, fully specify the representation 
language, since it is not always possible to freely combine all functions and 
terminals. Technically, this is called typed GP; i.e. some nodes require child nodes 
to have a specific type. With this in mind, representation languages are 
presented here not only as function and terminal sets, but also using BNF 
grammars. 

When performing binary classification, the easiest representation language to 
use is Boolean trees. When using Boolean trees one class is considered to be the 
default class; i.e. if the Boolean tree evaluates to ‘true’ for a certain instance, that 
instance is classified as belonging to the default class. Naturally, different 
operators and conditional expressions could be used in a Boolean tree, but each 
non-leaf node must be possible to evaluate to a Boolean value. Figure 20 below 
specifies a sample representation language based on Boolean trees. In this 
specific example there are n (continuous) input variables. Each interior node is 
either a Boolean expression (a conjunction or disjunction of Boolean trees) or a 
Relational expression where the value of a specific input variable is compared to 
an initially randomized constant. It should be noted that when using this 
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grammar it is not syntactically correct to compare one input variable to another. 
Whether this operation is useful or not, must be determined from the specific 
problem at hand. 

F = {and, or, <, >} 

T = {i1, i2, …, in, ℜ} 
 

BoolTree  :- BoolExp | RelExp 

BoolExp  :- (BoolOp BoolTree BoolTree) 

RelExp  :- (RelOp Input Constant) 

BoolOp  :- and | or 

RelOp   :- < | > 

Input   :- i1 | i2 | … | in 

Constant  :- ℜ 

Figure 20: Representation language for Boolean trees. (n continuous inputs.) 

Boolean trees are of course restricted to binary problems; multiclass problems 
require different representation languages. Although there are several possible 
choices, one very straightforward is to extract a decision tree; i.e. all paths 
represent a series of tests eventually leading to a specific classification. This 
requires the inclusion of an if-statement node, typically having three children; a 
test (a Boolean tree) and two subtrees. The test determines which of the two 
subtrees to enter, with the convention that if the test is true, the first subtree is 
chosen. So, interior function nodes would be either if statements, Boolean 
expressions or Relational expressions while interior terminal nodes are either input 
variables or random constants. On the other hand, each leaf node must be a 
terminal representing a particular class. Figure 21 below specify a sample 
representation language based on decision trees. In this specific example there 
are n (continuous) input variables and m classes. 

F = {if, or, and, <, >} 

T = {i1, i2, …, in, c1, c2, …, cm, ℜ} 
 

DTree   :- (if BoolTree Dtree Dtree) | Class 

BoolTree  :- BoolExp | RelExp 

BoolExp  :- (BoolOp BoolTree BoolTree) 

RelExp  :- (RelOp Input Constant) 

BoolOp  :- and | or 

RelOp   :- < | > 

Input   :- i1 | i2 | … | in 
Class   :- c1 | c2 | … | cm 

Constant  :- ℜ 

Figure 21: Representation language for decision trees. 

Up to this point, G-REX has used many different representation languages; 
including Boolean trees, decision trees, fuzzy trees and regression trees. As 
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mentioned above, the representation language is internally supplied to G-REX as 
a text file. Figure 22 below shows a sample BNF file representing the grammar 
for decision trees given in Figure 21 above.  

----------BNF--------- 

function;head;if; 

function;if;and,or,greater,less;if,class;if,class; 

function;and;and,or,less,greater;and,or,less,greater; 

function;or;and,or,less,greater;and,or,less,greater; 

terminalfunction;less;var;rnd; 

terminalfunction;greater;var;rnd; 

terminal;var;var; 

terminal;rnd;rnd; 

terminal;class;  

Figure 22: BNF file for decision trees. 

Each file starts with the name head determining the functions available to the 
root node. Each row starting with the name function represents an interior node 
function where the parts (separated by semicolons) give the name of the function 
followed by the functions or terminals allowed in each child node, separated by 
commas. As an example; the function if allows the functions and, or, greater and 
less in the first child node. In the second and third child node the only allowed 
functions and terminals are another if function or a class terminal. A 
terminalfunction is a function where each child node must represent a terminal, 
and, of course, a terminal represents exactly a terminal. The constants rnd and var 
represents random numbers (ℜ) and input variables, respectively. 

Subsection 6.2.1 below demonstrates how G-REX can use different 
representation languages when performing rule extraction. The examples were 
originally presented in [JKN03]. 

6.2.1 Rule extraction using G-REX – two introductory examples 

Problem 1: Wisconsin breast cancer (WBC) 

The breast cancer database was obtained from the University of Wisconsin 
Hospitals, Madison from Dr. William H. Wolberg and has previously been used 
for several ML studies; see e.g. [Zha92]. The problem is to classify breast cancer 
as either benign or malignant, using nine attributes, all with integer values 
between 1 and 10.  
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The input variables are:  

I1: Clump Thickness I2: Uniformity of Cell Size I3: Uniformity of Cell Shape 

I4: Marginal Adhesion  I5: Single Epithelial Cell Size  I6: Bare Nuclei  

I7: Bland Chromatin I8: Normal Nucleoli  I9: Mitoses 

The output classes are: 

C1: Benign  C2: Malignant  

This data set has 683 samples. In this experiment they were randomly divided 
into training and test sets with 513 and 170 samples respectively. Part of the 
training set was used for early stopping. Since this problem is known to be fairly 
easy (i.e. most techniques will produce models with accuracy around 95%) one 
single ANN was deemed sufficient. For the actual rule extraction the grammar 
for Boolean trees, as described in Figure 20 above, was used. With the variables 
at hand the function and terminal sets thus became: 

F = { and, or, <, >} 

T = { Clump Thickness, Uniformity of Cell Size, Uniformity of Cell 

      Shape, Marginal Adhesion, Single Epithelial Cell Size,  

      BareNuclei, Bland Chromatin, Normal Nucleoli, Mitoses } 

The fitness function was based on fidelity with a penalty applied to longer 
programs. The purpose was to prioritize accuracy while still encouraging smaller 
and therefore more readable rules. Since no validation set was used the fitness 
function was very simple; see (66). 

0.02
T

f CI S= − ⋅      (66) 

Table 7 shows test set results for the ANN, C5.0 and G-REX. 

 ANN C5.0 G-REX 

WBC 98% 94% 96% 

Table 7: WBC - percent correct on test set.  

The accuracy obtained by G-REX is close to that of the ANN, and slightly higher 
than C5.0. The main result is, however, that the rather accurate rule extracted is 
very short, and therefore quite comprehensible; see Figure 23.  

(OR  (AND (< I6 3) (AND (< I9 3) (< I2 4))) 

 (AND (< I3 3) (< I1 7))) 

Figure 23: Extracted rule for Benign. 
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The rule has manually simplified constants (for example 3 instead of 2.6) since 
the inputs are discrete. It is interesting to note that only five of nine inputs are 
present in the rule. Figure 24 shows a graphical representation of the evolved 
rule. 

OR

AND

AND AND

Bare Nuclei
< 3

Uniformity of
Cell Shape < 3

Bland
Chromatin < 7

Mitoses < 3
Uniformity of
Cell Size  < 4

 

Figure 24: Graphical representation of extracted rule for Benign. 

Problem 2: Iris 

The Iris data set [Fis36] has been used extensively in ML studies, in particular 
several reports about rule extraction exist; see e.g. [WL02]. The goal is to classify 
three types of Iris plants (Setosa, Versicolour and Virginica) based on continuous 
values representing physical measurements. The input variables are:  

I1: Petal width I2: Petal length I3: Sepal width I4: Sepal length 

The output classes are: 

C1: Setosa  C2: Versicolor C3: Virginica 

One class (Setosa) is linearly separable while the other two (Versicolor and 
Virginica) are not. The Iris data set holds 150 instances, 50 of each class. In this 
experiment they were randomly divided into training and test sets with 113 and 
37 samples respectively. This problem too is known to be fairly easy, so once 
again one single ANN was used. Since Iris is a multiclass problem, the grammar 
described above in Figure 21 was used. With the actual variables, the function 
and terminal sets became: 

F = { if, < , >, and, or} 

T = { Petal width, Petal length, Sepal width, Sepal length, Setosa, 

      Versicolor, Virginica, ℜ } 
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The fitness function was identical to the one used in the WBC experiment.  

The results show a few misclassifications, but overall the accuracy was very 
high; see Table 8. 

 ANN C5.0 G-REX 

Iris 98% 92% 97% 

Table 8: Percent correct on the test set for Iris. 

Figure 25 shows the compact decision tree obtained. The first part establishes a 
specimen as Virginica if the petal width is over 17 mm. The others are classified 
as Versicolor if the petal length is over 27 mm and Setosa if not. 

(If  (> Petal width  17) Virginica  

 (If (> Petal length 27) Versicolor Setosa))  

Figure 25: Extracted decision tree for Iris. 

6.3 Evaluation criteria 

The purpose of this section is to identify and describe each criterion relevant for 
the evaluation of rule extraction algorithms.  

6.3.1 Accuracy 

High accuracy, defined as low error on unseen data, must be considered the 
primary criterion for all predictive modeling.  In the rule extraction domain, this 
criterion means that an extracted model should have high accuracy when used 
for prediction. One specific demand is that the extracted model should have 
higher accuracy than techniques directly creating transparent models from the 
data set. If this is not the case, there is no point in building an opaque model to 
extract rules from in the first place. In addition, a novel rule extraction technique 
must have accuracy comparable to existing techniques. As a matter of fact, if a 
novel technique is constantly outperformed by existing techniques regarding 
accuracy, it could be argued that all other criteria become unimportant. Another, 
more subtle, question is how much accuracy it is acceptable to give up in order 
to obtain comprehensibility. In practice, this is probably problem dependent, but 
it is nevertheless important to get a feel for how significant the accuracy vs. 
comprehensibility trade-off is for different rule extraction techniques. So, the 
accuracy of the extracted model must also be compared to the accuracy of the 
original, opaque model. 

To evaluate the accuracy criterion, G-REX is consequently compared to both 
decision tree algorithms and some typical, existing, rule extraction algorithms. 
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For this comparison, C5.0 and CART were chosen as decision tree algorithms, 
with the obvious motivation that they are the most widespread techniques, 
available in most data mining software packages. Choosing existing rule 
extraction techniques to benchmark against is much harder, since no specific 
technique is regarded as superior to all others. With this in mind, the rule 
extraction algorithm RX is studied as a typical example of an open-box method 
and TREPAN is used as a typical black-box method.  

6.3.2 Comprehensibility 

In this thesis comprehensibility is always measured as the size of the extracted 
representation. This is arguably a simplification, chosen with the motivation that it 
makes comparison between techniques fairly straightforward. Nevertheless, it 
should be noted, that, strictly speaking, there is not a one-to-one relationship 
between size and comprehensibility. As an example, an extracted model, 
designed to produce a sequence of questions, where each question always relates 
to previous answers, would probably be considered quite comprehensible, even 
if the total size is rather large. Naturally, size, in turn, could be calculated in a 
number of ways. Some typical choices (for tree structures) include number of 

questions, total number of tests, number of nodes and number of interior nodes.  

In practice, comprehensibility is not linear, making all measures based on size 
slightly dubious. As a matter of fact, it is questionable if comprehensibility is 
even ordinal, maybe it should be regarded as a binary property; a particular 
model is either comprehensible or not, given the specific situation. Using this 
point of view, it is not really important whether a certain extracted model has 
1000 nodes or only 500; both must be considered incomprehensible. Similarly, a 
model with, for instance, ten nodes, should not really be considered “twice as 
comprehensible” when compared to a model with 20 nodes; they are probably 
both just “clearly comprehensible”. All in all, though, the choice to evaluate 
comprehensibility using the size of the model must be regarded as the most 
accepted. 

For the actual evaluation, G-REX is again compared to both decision trees (C5.0, 
CART) and existing rule extraction techniques (RX, TREPAN). It should be noted 
that although the syntax is not identical for all techniques, most measures 
mentioned above are applicable to them all. Another important observation is 
that G-REX is the only technique directly designed for producing compact 
representations. Nevertheless, both C5.0 and CART have different settings, 
which in practice will prioritize shorter rules. Especially pruning will, of course, 
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reduce the complexity of the trees. When using RX, the network must be heavily 
pruned just to enable rule extraction, but there is no additional technique aimed 
at reducing the extracted rule set. TREPAN, finally, by growing trees in a best-
first fashion, implicitly have the ability to stop extraction before the tree becomes 
too complex. The exact settings for each technique, as well as the exact 
measurements used when calculating the sizes, are given in the description of 
each experiment. 

6.3.3  Fidelity 

Fidelity is a measure that captures how similar the output from the extracted 
model is to the output from the opaque model. For classification problems this is 
easiest expressed as percentage of instances classified identically. For regression 
problems correlation or a standard error measure like MSE could be used. Even 
though accuracy and comprehensibility are the two most important criteria, the 
fidelity must also be high. A low fidelity would mean that the rule extraction 
algorithm does not express the relationship found by the opaque model, but 
instead finds another relationship. Naturally, the risk for this is increased if the 
rule extraction algorithm has access to instances not used when building the 
opaque model. On the other hand, models produced by rule extraction are 
normally much simpler than the opaque models they are extracted from. The 
implication is that extracted models are generally not capable of fully 
representing the complex relationships found by the opaque models. Having 
said that, extracted models must still have fairly high fidelity and, more 
importantly, this property must also transfer to a test set; i.e. the extracted model 
must still perform similarly to the opaque model when applied to novel data.  

When evaluating G-REX fidelity, it is not very interesting to directly compare G-
REX fidelity to RX and TREPAN fidelity. The reason is that fidelity is not an 
entity that necessarily should be maximized; it only has to be sufficiently high. 
Having said that, it is very hard to give a specific level representing “sufficient 
fidelity”, instead this must be determined for each problem. More specifically, 
fidelity should not be independently evaluated; it must always be measured 
while at the same time also considering comprehensibility and accuracy. 

6.3.4 Scalability 

Most often scalability measures how the running time of an algorithm vary 
depending on the input size. For rule extraction algorithms, the term input size is, 
however, rather complex. Factors to consider are, at least, network size, number 
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of instances, number of attributes and number of classes. In addition, it is very 
important to also recognize how the comprehensibility of the extracted models 
varies.  

As described in 4.2.2, for open-box methods, the most important parameter 
when measuring scalability is the size of the network. For G-REX, however, this 
is not the case, since the actual architecture is not used in any way. The factors 
determining the running time when using G-REX are instead number of 
instances and the GP parameters used. Especially the number of generations and 
the population size, but also creation depth and creation method directly 
influence the running time.  

The use of a length penalty makes it possible for G-REX to always produce short 
rules. In fact, G-REX can easily be forced to produce arbitrary small rules, no 
matter the characteristics of the data set. The interesting question is therefore 
how the accuracy of comprehensible rules varies with certain parameters related 
to the data set and the opaque model. With this in mind, the first two obvious 
factors are number of classes and number of attributes; both affecting the GP 
search space. Whether the attributes are continuous or categorical will also affect 
the GP search, since different operators are used. In addition, it is not obvious 
how the level of accuracy obtained by the opaque model will affect the rule 
extraction. 

In the experimentation chapter, there is no experiment explicitly aimed at 
investigating scalability. Instead, scalability is analyzed and conclusions are 
drawn, using the results obtained in other experiments. Nevertheless, data sets 
are selected to guarantee sufficient variation in all properties described above. 

6.3.5 Generality 

Generality is a rather complex criterion. Naturally, the overall intention is that 
the technique should be as flexible as possible, but there is no exact definition. 
Here, generality is therefore treated as a multifaceted issue, requiring evaluation 
of several aspects. Below is a short description of the most important factors that 
are recognized in this thesis and used for evaluating G-REX.  

Applicability to a variety of opaque models 

First of all, a rule extraction technique is very limited if it is only capable of 
extracting rules from a specific kind of opaque model; typically a single MLP. 
Ultimately, a technique should be able to disregard all factors like underlying 
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architecture and training regime to extract rules from any kind of opaque model 
in an identical fashion. Naturally, this criterion is impossible to achieve for open-
box approaches, but it should also be noted that not all black-box techniques aim 
for this kind of generality. Since G-REX only uses the output from the opaque 
model together with original inputs, G-REX is indifferent to the technique used 
when building the opaque model. This criterion must therefore be considered 
conclusively met by G-REX. Nevertheless, G-REX ability to extract rules from 
single ANNs, ANN ensembles and boosted trees are demonstrated in this thesis. 
In addition, G-REX has also been used to extract rules from heterogeneous 
ensembles (see [JNK04] and [JKN05]) and Support Vector Machines [MBG+06]. 

Ability to handle various predictive modeling problems 

Ideally, it should be possible to extract accurate rules from all kinds of predictive 
models. This includes, of course, both regression and classification problems. 
Furthermore, the technique must manage both binary classification and 
multiclass problems. Naturally, the rule extraction technique should also be able 
to handle all kinds of input variables; i.e. continuous, categorical and ordinal.  

It should be noted that this criterion also requires the performance of the rule 
extraction technique to be fairly robust over different problems; i.e. it must not 
constantly perform poorly on a specific group of problems. 

G-REX has almost exclusively been used on classification problems, but has also 
been applied to one regression task in the Impact of Advertising study; see 7.5.3. 
Additionally, G-REX is tested on a number of different problems in the 
experiments presented in 6.5, where, among other things, the robustness of G-
REX is evaluated.   

Capability to extract rules in several representation languages 

There are essentially two different motivations for the ability to use several 
representation languages. First of all, for many problems the characteristics of 
the data set determine the representation language; e.g. categorical variables 
require different operators than continuous. Another example is that binary 
classification problems are probably best handled by using a Boolean tree, while 
multiclass problems require a decision tree. Second, the possibility to choose 
representation language based on the situation may increase subjective 
comprehensibility for decision makers. 
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G-REX ability to extract rules in a multitude of representation languages is 
demonstrated in the experimentation chapter and the Impact of Advertising case 
study; see 6.5 and Chapter 7.  

6.3.6 Consistency 

Consistency tries to measure how much extracted models vary between different 
runs. The motivation is that if extracted models differ greatly, it becomes very 
hard to put a lot of faith in one specific model.  

Consistency could obviously be measured (or compared) in different ways. The 
most natural way is probably to somehow compare actual rules. If, as an 
example, the extracted representation is a decision tree, the first splits could be 
compared to determine if all instances prioritize the same input variables. The 
drawback of this approach is that it is very hard to find a general measurement 
applicable to all possible representations. A more straightforward technique is 
therefore to ignore the actual rules and instead compare predictions from the 
rules. This approach makes it rather easy to find numerical values, and is also 
the technique used in, for instance, [TS93]. Another subtlety is the question of 
whether consistency should be measured between rule extractions from the same 
opaque model or between entire experiments, just using the same data set. 
Towell and Shavlik in [TS93] used the latter approach, which is reasonable since 
their rule extraction approach is deterministic in the sense that it will always 
produce identical rules when using a specific trained ANN. For G-REX, 
however, this is not the case, since there is always a certain amount of 
randomness in all GP search. With this in mind, the most natural way to 
measure consistency for G-REX is by comparing extracted rules from a common 
opaque model. In addition, it is also interesting to compare rules extracted from 
different opaque models, all built for the same problem. 

6.4 Using oracle data for rule extraction 

The normal result when performing rule extraction is another predictive model 
(the extracted model) which in turn, is used for actual prediction; see Figure 16. 
With this perspective, accuracy must be considered the prioritized criterion for 
rule extraction as well. Although this may seem almost obvious, most rule 
extraction techniques instead focus on the criterion fidelity; i.e. how well the 
extracted model mimics the opaque. In this thesis, however, fidelity is mainly a 
way to reach the goal (i.e. high accuracy) and not an end in itself.  
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At the same time, it is important to realize that the opaque model is normally a 
very accurate model of the original relationship between input and target 
variables. Furthermore; access to the opaque model makes it possible to generate 
predictions for novel instances with unknown target values as they become 
available. Naturally, these instances could also be used by the rule extraction 
algorithm. This is a major difference compared to techniques directly building 
transparent models from the data set, where each training instance must have a 
known target value. Nevertheless, all rule extraction algorithms that the author 
is aware of, use only training data (possibly with the addition of artificially 
generated instances) when extracting the transparent model. Here it is argued 
that there are situations where a data miner might benefit from also using test 
data together with predictions from the opaque model when performing rule 
extraction. Below, test data inputs together with test data predictions from the 
opaque model is termed oracle data, with the motivation that the predictions from 
the opaque model (the oracle) are regarded as ground truth during rule 
extraction. Naturally, target values for test data are by definition not available 
when performing rule extraction, but often input values and predictions from 
the opaque model could be. The interesting question is if the use of oracle data 
will increase accuracy when performing rule extraction. The use of oracle data 
was first suggested in [JLK+06a] and further evaluated in [JLK+06e]. 

The hypothesis is that maximizing fidelity, which is the measurement we have 
available for the test set, will in fact also increase accuracy. This is, of course, in 
sharp contrast to the claim made by Zhou in [Zho04] stating that either accuracy 
or fidelity must be the target; and once this is decided the other criterion becomes 
irrelevant.  

Since the use of oracle data means that the same novel data instances used for 
actual prediction also are used by the rule extraction algorithm, the problem 
must be one where predictions are made for sets of instances rather than one 
instance at the time. This is a description matching most data mining problems, 
but not all. In some situations, a sufficiently sized oracle data set is not available. 
One such example is a medical system where diagnosis is based on a predictive 
model built from historical data. In that situation, test set instances (patients) 
would probably be handled one at a time. On the other hand, if, as an example, a 
predictive model is used to determine the recipients of a marketing campaign, 
the oracle data set could easily contain thousands of instances. With access to a 
sufficiently sized oracle data set, the rule extraction algorithm could either use 
only oracle data or augment the training data with oracle instances. 
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6.5 G-REX evaluation using public data sets 

Five different experiments are used to evaluate G-REX against the criteria 
presented earlier. In the first experiment, G-REX is compared to the standard 
techniques C5.0 and CART regarding accuracy. 

The main purpose of the second experiment is to determine if the use of oracle 
data is beneficial when performing rule extraction. In this experiment, G-REX, 
using oracle data, is compared to CART and C5.0. The primary criterion is again 
accuracy. 

In the third experiment, the size of trees extracted by G-REX is compared to the 
size of trees induced by standard decision tree algorithms. The purpose is to 
evaluate the comprehensibility criterion. 

In the fourth experiment, G-REX is compared to existing rule extraction 
techniques; i.e. TREPAN and RX. Accuracy and comprehensibility are again the 
most important criteria. 

In the fifth experiment, the consistency of G-REX is evaluated. This experiment 
consists of two parts: First the predictions from several models extracted from a 
common opaque model are compared. Second, predictions obtained by rule 
extracting from (slightly) different opaque models are compared. Naturally, the 
more similar the predictions are between runs the higher the consistency is.  

The data sets used are all publicly available and were gathered from the UCI 
Repository [BM98]. Below is a very short description of each data set: 

• BUPA liver disorders (BLD): The problem is to predict whether or not a 
male patient has a liver disorder based on blood tests and alcohol 
consumption. 

• Cleveland heart disease (Cleve): Prediction of whether a patient has a 
heart disease or not from medical measurements. 

• Contraceptive Method Choice (CMC): Prediction of contraceptive 
method used (no use, short-term, long-term), by a woman based on her 
demographic and socio-economic characteristics. 

• Credit card applications (Crx): This is a data set where all attribute names 
and values have been changed to meaningless symbols to protect 
confidentiality of the data. The target variable is acceptance or rejection of 
credit card applications. 
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• German: German credit data. The task is to predict whether a credit card 
applicant is “good” or “bad” based on financial and social attributes.  

• Glass: Classification of origin for glass (e.g. building window, vehicle 
window, head lights etc.) using proportion of elements.  The study of 
classification of types of glass is motivated by criminological 
investigations. 

• Johns Hopkins Ionosphere (Iono): The purpose is to predict "Good" 
radar returns; i.e. those showing evidence of some type of structure in the 
ionosphere. 

• Iris: Prediction of class of iris from measurements on plants. 

• Labor: The data includes all collective agreements reached in the business 
and personal services sector for locals with at least 500 members 
(teachers, nurses, university staff, police, etc) in Canada in 1987 and first 
quarter of 1988. The attributes describe the contract and the binary target 
variable is acceptable and unacceptable. 

• Lymph: Lymphography data from Ljubljana Oncology Institute. The task 
is to classify the character of a lymph node based on medical 
observations. 

• PIMA Indians Diabetes (PID): Prediction of whether or not a patient 
shows signs of diabetes based on personal and medical attributes. 

• Sonar: The task is to train a model to discriminate between sonar signals 
bounced off a metal cylinder and those bounced off a roughly cylindrical 
rock. 

• Teaching assistant evaluation (TAE): Prediction of how good evaluation 
a teacher assistant is likely to receive based on teacher and course data. 

• Tic-Tac-Toe: This database encodes the complete set of possible board 
configurations at the end of tic-tac-toe games, where X is assumed to have 
played first. The target concept is Win for X. 

• Wisconsin breast cancer (WBC): Prediction of whether breast cancer is 
malignant or benign from medical observations and measurements. 

• Wine: Recognition of wine based on quantities of 13 constituents found in 
each of the three types. 
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• Zoo database (Zoo): The task is to classify animals into types from their 
different physical attributes. 

For a summary of the characteristics of the data sets, see Table 9 below. 

Data sets Instances Classes Continuous inputs Categorical inputs 

BLD 345 2 6 0 
Cleve 303 2 6 7 
CMC 1473 3 2 7 
Crx 690 2 6 9 
German 1000 2 7 13 
Glass 214 7 9 0 
Iono 351 2 34 0 
Iris 150 3 4 0 
Labor 57 2 8 8 
Lymph 148 4 3 15 
PID 768 2 8 0 
Sonar 208 2 60 0 
TAE 151 3 1 4 
Tic-Tac-Toe 958 2 0 9 
WBC 699 2 9 0 
Wine 178 3 13 0 
Zoo 100 7 0 16 

Table 9: UCI data set characteristics. 

6.5.1 Experiment 1 – comparing G-REX to C5.0 and CART 

Here, G-REX is thoroughly compared to two standard techniques for creating 
transparent predictive models directly from the data set. 

Method 

This experiment uses all the 17 UCI data sets in Table 9. The main experiment 
compares G-REX to CART [BFO+84] and C5.0 [Qui98], using test set accuracy. 
CART and C5.0 results were obtained using the commercial data mining tool 
Clementine1. Naturally, both techniques have many different parameters; but 
Clementine also supply some automated settings for CART and C5.0. More 
specifically; the CART node has an option to set the mode to simple, meaning that 
the values of all parameters are set automatically, based on data set properties. 
Similarly, the C5.0 node has two automated modes called simple mode – favoring 

                                                 

1 In Clementine there is no node named CART. There is, however, a node called C&RT. The 
C&RT algorithm is, according to the manual, “An algorithm for creating a decision tree based on 
minimization of impurity measures. Also known as CART.” With this in mind, the name CART 
is used exclusively in this thesis. 
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accuracy and simple mode – favoring generality. When accuracy is favored this in 
fact means training set accuracy, while the generality mode tries to obtain a 
model more likely to generalize well to test data. In this experiment, both simple 
modes for C5.0 and the simple mode for CART are used.  

For actual experimentation, standard 10-fold cross validation is used to obtain 
the performance for each technique on every data set. For statistical comparison 
of the techniques, the Friedman test, as described in 2.7.2, is used. This is the 
approach recommended by Demšar [Dem06] for comparing more than two 
algorithms over several data sets. 

The opaque models used to rule extract from are ANN ensembles each 
consisting of 20 independently trained ANNs. All ANNs are fully connected 
feed-forward networks and a localist representation was used. Of the 20 ANNs, 
five have no hidden layer, ten have one hidden layer and the remaining five 
have two hidden layers. The exact number of units in each hidden layer is 
slightly randomized, but is based on the number of inputs and classes in the 
current data set. For an ANN with one hidden layer, the number of hidden units 
is determined from (67) below. 

2 ( )h rand v c = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅      (67) 

v is the number of input variables and c is the number of classes. rand is a 
random number in the interval [0, 1]. For ANNs with two hidden layers, the 
number of units in the first hidden layer is h1 determined from (68) below and 
the second hidden layer is h2 from (69) below. v is again the number of input 
variables and c is the number of classes. 

1 ( ) /2 4 ( ( ) / )h v c rand v c c ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅  
= +    (68) 

2 ( ( ) / )h rand v c c c 
  

= ⋅ ⋅ +     (69) 

Regarding ANN training, no early stopping, based on validation set 
performance, was used. In addition, no hold out set was used to try to emulate 
performance on unseen data. Instead all available data was used for the actual 
ANN training. Each ANN was, however, trained using only 70% (randomized 
without replacement) of all instances in an attempt to increase ANN diversity. 

The representation language used by G-REX is similar to decision trees, but 
compound queries in the nodes are allowed; see Figure 26 for the exact BNF 
used. 
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F = {if, or, and, equals, <, >} 

T = {i1, i2, …, in, c1, c2, …, cm, ℜ} 
 

DTree  :- (if BTree Dtree Dtree) | Class 

BTree  :- BExp | RExp 

BExp  :- (BOp BTree BTree) 

RExp  :- (ROp ConInp ConConst) | (equals CatInp CatConst) 

BOp  :- and | or 

ROp  :- < | > 

CatInp  :- Categorical input variable 

ConInp :- Continuous input variable 

Class  :- Class label 

CatConst  :- Categorical attribute value 

ConConst  :- ℜ 

Figure 26: BNF used in Experiment 1. 

The GP settings used for G-REX in this experiment are given in Table 10 below. 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Crossover rate 0.8 Creation depth 8 
Mutation rate 0.001 Creation method Ramped half-and-half 
Population size 2500 Fitness function Fidelity with small length penalty 
Generations 100 Selection Roulette wheel 
Persistence 50 Elitism Yes 

Table 10: GP parameters for Experiment 1. 

Here, a fitness function with a rather small penalty for longer rules was used. 
Because of this, the main component in the fitness function is just fidelity to the 
opaque model, on the training data. More specifically the fitness function used 
is: 

0.01
T

fitness CI S= − ⋅     (70) 

where CIT is the number of training instances classified identically to the opaque 
model, and S is the size of a G-REX individual. 

Results 

Table 11 shows the main results from Experiment 1. All results are mean 
accuracies over the ten folds for each data set. 
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C5.0 
Acc 

C5.0 
Gen 

CART Ensemble G-REX 
Data sets 

Test 
Acc. 

Test 
Acc. 

Test 
Acc. 

Test 
Acc. 

Train 
Fid. 

Test 
Fid. 

Test. 
Acc. 

BLD 0.597 0.629 0.629 0.685 0.791 0.753 0.650 

Cleve 0.740 0.760 0.737 0.800 0.869 0.820 0.793 

CMC 0.530 0.555 0.547 0.550 0.741 0.770 0.565 

Crx 0.871 0.862 0.852 0.848 0.895 0.923 0.849 
German 0.716 0.718 0.719 0.742 0.767 0.815 0.723 

Glass 0.638 0.671 0.652 0.690 0.701 0.729 0.643 
Iono 0.891 0.903 0.857 0.934 0.944 0.906 0.903 

Iris 0.953 0.933 0.967 0.973 0.979 0.980 0.967 

Labor 0.783 0.767 0.883 0.917 0.998 0.850 0.900 

Lymph 0.779 0.771 0.800 0.850 0.855 0.793 0.786 
PID 0.757 0.758 0.739 0.766 0.840 0.836 0.746 
Sonar 0.765 0.755 0.700 0.825 0.836 0.775 0.770 

TAE 0.447 0.393 0.527 0.573 0.782 0.727 0.500 
Tic-Tac-Toe 0.809 0.822 0.822 0.911 0.847 0.874 0.835 

WBC 0.941 0.942 0.929 0.967 0.977 0.977 0.952 

Wine 0.941 0.924 0.900 0.988 0.968 0.947 0.947 

Zoo 0.940 0.940 0.930 0.970 0.926 0.940 0.920 
#Best 2 4 3 N/A N/A N/A 11 

Table 11: Comparing G-REX, C5.0 and CART accuracies. 

First of all it should be noted that the opaque model outperforms the best 
decision tree on 15 of 17 data sets. This is no surprise, but confirms that the use 
of decision tree algorithms in order to obtain transparent models, most often will 
result in a loss of accuracy. When comparing G-REX to CART and C5.0, G-REX 
actually obtained at least as high accuracy as the best tree algorithm (CART or 
C5.0) on a majority (11) of the data sets.  

The Friedman test uses the test statistic: 

2

2

( 1)

( 1)

F
F

F

N
F

N k

χ

χ

−
=

− −
    (71) 

where  

2
2 212 ( 1)

( 1) 4
F j

j

N k k
R

k k
χ

 +
= − 

+  
∑    (72) 

This test statistic is distributed according to the F-distribution with k-1 and  
(k-1)(N-1) degrees of freedom. N (the number of data sets) is 17 and k (the 
number of algorithms) is 4. Rj is the average rank for algorithm j. 

The ranks obtained in this experiment are given in Table 12 below. 
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Data sets C5.0 - Acc C5.0 - Gen CART G-REX 

BLD 4 2 3 1 
Cleve 3 2 4 1 
CMC 4 2 3 1 
Crx 1 2 3 4 
German 4 3 2 1 
Glass 4 1 2 3 
Iono 3 1 4 2 
Iris 3 4 1.5 1.5 
Labor 3 4 2 1 
Lymph 3 4 1 2 
PID 2 1 4 3 
Sonar 2 3 4 1 
TAE 3 4 1 2 
Tic-Tac-Toe 4 2 3 1 
WBC 3 2 4 1 
Wine 2 3 4 1 
Zoo 1.5 1.5 3 4 
Average rank: 2.91 2.44 2.85 1.79 

Table 12: Ranks for techniques producing transparent models. 

Using the average ranks, FF=3.03. The critical value of F(3,48) for α=0.05 is 2.80, 
so the null hypothesis that all four algorithms have performed equivalently is 
rejected. 

Using the post-hoc Bonferroni-Dunn test [Dun61], the performance of G-REX 
and the decision tree algorithms is significantly different if the corresponding 
average ranks differ by at least the critical difference given in (73).  

( 1) 4(4 1)
2.394 1.06

6 6 17

k k
CD q

N
α

+ +
= = ⋅ =

⋅
  (73) 

So, based on the Freiedman test and the Bonferroni-Dunn post-hoc test, G-REX 
in this experiment was significantly more accurate than C5.0-Acc and CART. To 
further evaluate G-REX against C5.0-GEN, a pair-wise comparison, using the 
Wilcoxon signed-ranks test (see 2.7.2), was carried out; see Table 13 below. 
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Data sets C5.0 - Gen G-REX Difference Rank 

BLD 0.629 0.650 0.021 11 
Cleve 0.760 0.793 0.033 14 
CMC 0.555 0.565 0.010 3 
Crx 0.862 0.849 -0.013 6.5 
German 0.718 0.723 0.005 2 
Glass 0.671 0.643 -0.028 13 
Iono 0.903 0.903 0.000 Ignore 
Iris 0.933 0.967 0.034 15 
Labor 0.767 0.900 0.133 17 
Lymph 0.771 0.786 0.015 8.5 
PID 0.758 0.746 -0.012 5 
Sonar 0.755 0.770 0.015 8.5 
TAE 0.393 0.500 0.107 16 
Tic-Tac-Toe 0.822 0.835 0.013 6.5 
WBC 0.942 0.952 0.010 4 
Wine 0.924 0.947 0.023 12 
Zoo 0.940 0.920 -0.020 10 

Table 13: Wilcoxon signed-ranks test between G-REX and C5.0-Gen. 

From this data, the sums R+=117.5 and R-=34.5. The test statistic T=min{R+, R-} 

=34.5. The critical value for a two-tailed test using 17 data sets and α=0.05 is 35; 
see Table 2. So, the difference in accuracy between G-REX and C5.0-Gen turns 
out to be just significant, at this confidence level.  

Conclusions 

In this experiment, the ANN ensemble used outperformed the best decision tree 
algorithm on all but two data sets. This result clearly indicates that the choice of 
a decision tree algorithm, in order to obtain a transparent model, most often will 
result in lower accuracy compared to, for instance, the opaque ANN ensemble. 
With this in mind, we must recognize the trade-off between accuracy and 
comprehensibility, when selecting data mining technique. The ability to reduce 
this trade-off by producing comprehensible yet accurate models is therefore a 
very strong argument for rule extraction in general. 

In addition, the comparison between G-REX and C5.0 and CART showed that G-
REX, in this experiment performed significantly better than the well-known 
decision tree algorithms. 

6.5.2 Experiment 2 – the use of oracle data 

The overall purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the benefit of including 
unlabeled, “oracle” data when performing rule extraction.  
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Method 

The main experiment compares test set accuracy when using oracle data to 
normal rule extraction; i.e. when only training data is used to build the extracted 
model. More specifically, three slightly different approaches are compared; G-
REX using only training data (called original below), G-REX using both training 
data and oracle data (all) and G-REX using only oracle data (oracle). It should be 
noted that, in practice, Experiment 1 was performed as a part of this larger 
experiment. This means that the ANN ensembles used to rule extract from were 
identical and all G-REX settings were the same – the only difference is the 
addition of oracle data. For evaluation, standard 10-fold cross validation 
followed by a Friedman test was again used. 

Results 

Table 14 shows the main results from the experiment with oracle data. All results 
are mean accuracy over the ten folds for each data set. 

C5.0 
Acc 

C5.0 
Gen 

CART Ensemble 
G-REX  
original 

G-REX  
all 

G-REX 
oracle 

Data sets 
Test 
Acc. 

Test 
Acc. 

Test 
Acc. 

Test 
Acc. 

Train 
Fid. 

Test 
Fid. 

Test. 
Acc. 

Train 
Fid. 

Test 
Fid. 

Test 
Acc. 

Test 
Fid. 

Test 
Acc. 

BLD 0.597 0.629 0.629 0.685 0.791 0.753 0.650 0.773 0.826 0.659 0.912 0.656 
Cleve 0.740 0.760 0.737 0.800 0.869 0.820 0.793 0.867 0.897 0.797 0.970 0.810 

CMC 0.530 0.555 0.547 0.550 0.741 0.770 0.565 0.741 0.758 0.544 0.799 0.556 
Crx 0.871 0.862 0.852 0.848 0.895 0.923 0.849 0.890 0.938 0.858 0.974 0.854 
German 0.716 0.718 0.719 0.742 0.767 0.815 0.723 0.766 0.837 0.729 0.895 0.727 
Glass 0.638 0.671 0.652 0.690 0.701 0.729 0.643 0.707 0.757 0.671 0.819 0.652 
Iono 0.891 0.903 0.857 0.934 0.944 0.906 0.903 0.945 0.954 0.934 0.994 0.934 

Iris 0.953 0.933 0.967 0.973 0.979 0.980 0.967 0.979 0.993 0.967 1.000 0.973 

Labor 0.783 0.767 0.883 0.917 0.998 0.850 0.900 0.988 0.983 0.933 1.000 0.917 
Lymph 0.779 0.771 0.800 0.850 0.855 0.793 0.786 0.863 0.893 0.829 0.979 0.843 

PID 0.757 0.758 0.739 0.766 0.840 0.836 0.746 0.839 0.875 0.759 0.914 0.759 

Sonar 0.765 0.755 0.700 0.825 0.836 0.775 0.770 0.832 0.860 0.785 0.995 0.830 

TAE 0.447 0.393 0.527 0.573 0.782 0.727 0.500 0.757 0.793 0.513 0.947 0.560 

Tic-Tac-Toe 0.809 0.822 0.822 0.911 0.847 0.874 0.835 0.824 0.876 0.814 0.893 0.816 
WBC 0.941 0.942 0.929 0.967 0.977 0.977 0.952 0.975 0.983 0.961 1.000 0.967 

Wine 0.941 0.924 0.900 0.988 0.968 0.947 0.947 0.958 0.959 0.971 1.000 0.988 

Zoo 0.940 0.940 0.930 0.970 0.926 0.940 0.920 0.915 0.970 0.940 0.980 0.950 

#Best 1 0 0 N/A N/A N/A 2 N/A N/A 6 N/A 10 

Table 14: Results for experiment with oracle data. 

The overall picture is that the use of oracle data was very successful. When 
comparing all transparent models, the model extracted using oracle data only, 
has the highest accuracy on 10 of 17 data sets. The second highest number of 
wins (6) was obtained by G-REX all. As a matter of fact, the use of oracle data is 
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successful on all data sets except CMC and Tic-Tac-Toe, where G-REX original 
has the highest accuracy.  

On some data sets (Cleve, CMC, German, Labor and Sonar), the extracted model 
even outperformed the opaque. This may appear to be an anomaly, but one 
possible explanation is that these rules generalized so well (better than the 
opaque model) because they only had expressive power to capture the most 
important relationships. Generally though, it is of course vital for rule extraction 
that the opaque model is very accurate to start with.  

Regarding fidelity, it is interesting to note that although the training fidelity is 
normally rather high, it is often far from 100%. This is natural since the extracted 
model is per definition less powerful than the opaque model, especially when 
forced to look for compact rules. On the other hand, it is reassuring that the 
fidelity for G-REX original, overall, drops only marginally between the training 
and the test set. It must, of course, be noted that the term test fidelity for G-REX 
all and G-REX oracle is somewhat misleading, as test set instances were, after all, 
part of the fitness function. 

Since the purpose of the experiment is to compare the techniques extracting or 
inducing transparent models, the decision tree algorithms are compared to all G-
REX variants. Since another Friedman test should be used, the ranks were 
calculated for all algorithms; see Table 15 below. 

Data sets 
C5.0 
Acc 

C5.0 
Gen 

CART 
G-REX 
original 

G-REX 
all 

G-REX 
oracle 

BLD 6 4 5 3 1 2 
Cleve 5 4 6 3 2 1 
CMC 6 3 4 1 5 2 
Crx 1 2 5 6 3 4 
German 6 5 4 3 1 2 
Glass 6 2 4 5 1 3 
Iono 5 3 6 4 1.5 1.5 
Iris 5 6 3 3 3 1 
Labor 5 6 4 3 1 2 
Lymph 5 6 3 4 2 1 
PID 4 3 6 5 1.5 1.5 
Sonar 4 5 6 3 2 1 
TAE 5 6 2 4 3 1 
Tic-Tac-Toe 6 2 3 1 5 4 
WBC 5 4 6 3 2 1 
Wine 4 5 6 3 2 1 
Zoo 3 3 5 6 3 1 
Average rank: 4.76 4.06 4.59 3.53 2.29 1.76 

Table 15: Ranks for techniques producing transparent models. 
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Using the average ranks, FF=12.2. The critical value of F(5,80) for α=0.05 is 2.33, 
so we strongly reject the null hypothesis that all algorithms have identical 
accuracy.  

Using the post-hoc Nemenyi test [Nem63] the performance of two algorithms is 
significantly different if the corresponding average ranks differ by at least the 
critical difference given in (74).  

( 1) 6(6 1)
2.850 1.829

6 6 17

k k
CD q

N
α

+ +
= = ⋅ =

⋅
  (74) 

So, the conclusion is that G-REX oracle has significantly higher accuracy than all 
decision tree approaches. G-REX all, at the same time, has significantly higher 
accuracy than C5.0-Acc and CART. It could also be noted that G-REX oracle is 
fairly close to be significantly more accurate than even G-REX original. 

Conclusions 

The main contribution of this experiment was to show the benefit of using test 
set data instances, together with predictions from the opaque model, when 
performing rule extraction. The technique evaluated means that the same novel 
data instances used for actual prediction also are used by the rule extraction 
algorithm. As demonstrated in the experiments, rules extracted using only oracle 
data were significantly more accurate than both rules extracted by the same rule 
extraction algorithm (using training data only) and standard decision tree 
algorithms. The overall implication is that rules extracted in this way will have 
higher accuracy on the test set; thus explaining the predictions made on the 
novel data better than rules extracted in the standard way; i.e. using training 
data only. 

6.5.3 Experiment 3 – comprehensibility 

In this experiment, the size of the trees extracted by G-REX is compared to the 
size of trees induced by C5.0 and CART. The underlying assumption is of course 
that smaller trees are easier to grasp and therefore provide better explanations. 

Method 

This experiment uses exactly the same trials as Experiment 2. Here, however, the 
variant C5.0-Acc is excluded from the analysis. The reason is that prioritizing 
training set accuracy normally leads to very large trees. 
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First of all, it must be noted that it is not entirely trivial to compare the sizes of 
trees built using different techniques. Although the main characteristics are the 
same, the exact representation languages differ slightly. As described above, G-
REX in this experiment uses a representation language where tests may include 
nested disjunctions and conjunctions. For categorical variables, the operator 
equals is used exclusively. For continuous variables, the tests use the relational 
operators; i.e. ‘<’ and ‘>’. C5.0 and CART tests involving continuous variables 
also use relational operators. For categorical variables, however, C5.0 and CART 
can use both simple tests (e.g. x1=0) and more complex 1-of-N tests; for instance 
x1 in [1, 2, 3].  

With the slightly different representation languages in mind, two different 
measurements of size were used for the comparison. The first measurement, 
called simple size calculates only the number of questions (interior nodes) in the 
tree, thus ignoring the complexity of individual questions. For G-REX this in 
practice means that only the number of if-statements is counted. Consequently, 
the complexity of each if-statement is disregarded. For C5.0 and CART, multi-
splits are only counted as one question. This includes all 1-of-n questions, but 
also questions like the one illustrated in bold in Figure 27 below. The Mode part 
of each test branch shows the majority class for that branch. 

field7 = 1 [ Mode: 3 ]  

 field4 <= 3 [ Mode: 2 ] => 2  

 field4 > 3 [ Mode: 3 ]  

  field8 in [ 1 2 3 ] [ Mode: 2 ] => 2  

  field8 in [ 4 ] [ Mode: 3 ]  

   field1 <= 30 [ Mode: 1 ] => 1  

   field1 > 30 [ Mode: 3 ] => 3  

field7 = 2 [ Mode: 3 ]  

 field5 = 1 [ Mode: 3 ]  

  field4 <= 6 [ Mode: 3 ]  

   field1 <= 35 [ Mode: 3 ] => 3  

   field1 > 35 [ Mode: 1 ] => 1  

  field4 > 6 [ Mode: 1 ] => 1  

 field5 = 0 [ Mode: 1 ] => 1  

field7 = 3 [ Mode: 3 ]  

 field1 <= 23 [ Mode: 1 ] => 1  

 field1 > 23 [ Mode: 3 ] => 3  

field7 = 4 [ Mode: 3 ] => 3    

Figure 27: Illustrating a multi-split test in C5.0. 
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The reason behind measuring simple size is that it constitutes the total number of 
questions that need to be answered in order to obtain a class label for every 
possible instance. 

The second measurement, called complex size, tries to capture the total number of 
individual tests in a tree. For G-REX, this means that every single test is counted, 
which translates to calculating the total number of operators (‘<’, ‘>’, ‘=’) in the 
extracted tree. For C5.0 and CART, each test on continuous variables is counted 
once. For multi-split questions the principle employed is to calculate the smallest 
number of individual tests needed, in the worst case, to determine the answer to 
the question. As an example, the question in Figure 28 only counts as 1, since it is 
practice is equivalent to if field8 = 4 then class 3 else class 1.  

field8 in [ 1 2 3 ] [ Mode: 1 ] => 1  

field8 in [ 4 ] [ Mode: 3 ] => 3 

Figure 28: A 1-of-n test in C5.0 with complex size 1. 

Accordingly, the question highlighted in Figure 29, has a complex size of 4, since 
it is equivalent to: if (field12 = 0 or field12 = 1) then class 1 else if (field12 = 4 or 
field12 = 5) then class 2 else … thus requiring four individual tests to determine the 
answer to the question. 

field12 in [ 0 1 ] [ Mode: 1 ] => 1  

field12 in [ 2 3 ] [ Mode: 1 ] 

 field1 <= 61 [ Mode: 2 ]  

  field1 <= 55.500 [ Mode: 1 ] => 1  

  field1 > 55.500 [ Mode: 2 ] => 2  

 field1 > 61 [ Mode: 1 ] => 1 

field12 in [ 4 5 ] [ Mode: 2 ] => 2 

Figure 29: A 1-of-n test in C5.0 with complex size 4. 

Consequently, the multi-split question in Figure 27 above has a complex size of 3, 
since it translates to if field7 = 1 then … else if field7 = 2 then … else if filed7 = 3 then 

… else class 3; i.e. requiring three tests to answer the question.  

Results 

Table 16 shows the results from the experiment measuring simple size. All 
results are mean values over the ten folds for each data set. 
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G-REX Original G-REX All G-REX Oracle 
Data sets C5 CART 

Raw Simplified Raw Simplified Raw Simplified 

BLD 11.0 21.5 5.5 4.6 5.2 5.1 2.0 1.9 
Cleve 4.6 17.8 4.2 4.0 5.2 4.7 2.2 2.1 
CMC 34.1 18.9 8.8 7.1 9.0 6.6 6.2 4.8 
Crx 5.2 13.9 4.6 4.2 4.1 3.4 2.1 2.1 
German 15.4 17.4 4.3 4.3 7.0 6.2 4.5 3.8 
Glass 8.4 21.0 4.0 4.0 5.7 5.2 2.7 2.7 
Iono 6.7 8.0 3.2 3.2 4.9 4.4 1.9 1.9 
Iris 2.6 4.9 3.1 3.0 2.8 2.8 2.0 2.0 
Labor 1.7 5.1 3.5 3.3 3.6 3.5 1.1 1.1 
Lymph 6.5 12.6 3.3 3.2 5.1 4.7 1.6 1.6 
PID 10.4 18.6 4.6 4.0 4.3 3.7 2.5 2.5 
Sonar 7.8 12.0 5.9 5.4 5.2 5.0 2.3 2.3 
TAE 1.8 26.2 9.3 9.0 6.7 6.4 2.9 2.9 
Tic-Tac-Toe 16.7 32.8 5.6 5.2 4.9 4.9 2.4 2.4 
WBC 5.7 7.2 3.3 3.3 3.6 3.4 1.5 1.5 
Wine 3.7 5.9 4.6 4.3 3.7 3.5 2.2 2.1 
Zoo 6.1 8.1 6.2 5.7 5.9 5.4 3.1 3.1 
Mean: 8.7 14.8 4.9 4.6 5.1 4.6 2.5 2.4 

Table 16: Complexity measured as number of questions. 

First of all, it must be noted that while G-REX explicitly targets finding compact 
rules, this is not the case for C5.0 and CART. Nevertheless, it is very encouraging 
for the G-REX approach that the extracted trees most often are smaller than 
corresponding trees induced by C5.0 or CART. It is not surprising that the trees 
extracted using only oracle data are the most compact, since there are fewer 
instances to model. On the other hand, it is obvious that G-REX oracle is capable 
of producing extremely small, yet very accurate explanations of the predictions 
made by the opaque model.  

Even though the trees extracted by G-REX are rather compact, the simplification 
process most often succeeds in further reducing the size. Since simplification is 
an integral part of G-REX, the most interesting comparison is between C5.0 and 
G-REX original simplified since they use an identical number of instances when 
building the model. Table 17 below shows the data for a pair-wise comparison, 
again using the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test (see 2.7.2), between G-REX original 
simplified and C5.0. 
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Data sets C5.0 G-REX Difference Rank 

BLD 11.0 4.6 -6.4 12.5 
Cleve 4.6 4.0 -0.6 3.5 
CMC 34.1 7.1 -27.0 17 
Crx 5.2 4.2 -1.0 5 
German 15.4 4.3 -11.1 15 
Glass 8.4 4.0 -4.4 11 
Iono 6.7 3.2 -3.5 10 
Iris 2.6 3.0 0.4 1.5 
Labor 1.7 3.3 1.6 6 
Lymph 6.5 3.2 -3.3 9 
PID 10.4 4.0 -6.4 12.5 
Sonar 7.8 5.4 -2.4 7,5 
TAE 1.8 9.0 7.2 14 
Tic-Tac-Toe 16.7 5.2 -11.5 16 
WBC 5.7 3.3 -2.4 7,5 
Wine 3.7 4.3 0.6 3.5 
Zoo 6.1 5.7 -0.4 1.5 

Table 17: Wilcoxon signed-ranks test between G-REX and C5.0. Size. 

Here R+=25 and R-=128. The test statistic T=min{R+, R-} =25. Comparing this to 
the critical value 35 (two-tailed test using 17 data sets and α=0.05) the difference 
is statistically significant. 

Table 18 below shows the results when measuring size as number of tests. 

G-REX original G-REX all G-REX oracle 
Data sets C5 CART 

Raw Simplified Raw Simplified Raw Simplified 

BLD 11.0 21.5 9.7 7.8 8.3 7.8 3.0 2.9 
Cleve 9.0 18.4 7.6 7.3 10.5 9.5 3.2 3.2 
CMC 40.9 21.0 14.7 11.1 14.3 10.7 10.4 8.1 
Crx 9.4 26.8 7.7 6.6 7.1 5.8 3.6 3.5 
German 25.3 28.9 7.3 7.1 12.2 10.5 5.9 5.2 
Glass 8.4 21.0 6.4 5.8 8.7 7.4 3.0 3.0 
Iono 6.7 8.0 5.9 5.2 6.4 5.7 2.7 2.7 
Iris 2.6 4.9 3.4 3.2 3.3 3.1 2.0 2.0 
Labor 3.3 5.4 5.7 5.4 5.1 5.0 1.1 1.1 
Lymph 8.9 13.9 6.7 6.3 8.1 7.3 2.2 2.2 
PID 10.4 18.6 6.2 5.0 6.7 5.7 3.3 3.3 
Sonar 7.8 12.0 7.9 7.2 8.5 7.7 2.9 2.9 
TAE 11.3 57.3 13.0 12.4 10.7 10.4 4.1 4.1 
Tic-Tac-Toe 33.4 32.8 14.6 13.5 13.2 12.4 6.2 6.1 
WBC 5.7 7.2 6.9 6.4 7.0 6.5 2.6 2.6 
Wine 3.7 5.9 6.3 5.3 5.0 4.4 2.4 2.3 
Zoo 6.2 8.1 9.1 7.5 7.1 6.4 3.1 3.1 
Mean: 12.0 18.3 8.2 7.2 8.4 7.4 3.6 3.4 

Table 18: Complexity measured as number of tests. 

The overall picture is almost identical; G-REX in general produces more compact 
trees than both C5.0 and CART. For illustration, Figure 30 below shows a G-REX 
rule from the BLD data set having complex size 7, which is close to the average 
size over all data sets. 
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if X2 > 65.5 

 |T: if X6 > 1.99 Or X2 < 68.4 And X6 < 16.1 

 |   |T: if X2 < 39.8 Or X2 < 68.4 

 |   |   |T: [0] {4/1} 

 |   |   |F: [1] {7/2} 

 |   |F: if X2 < 76.3 

 |   |   |T: [1] {2/1} 

 |   |   |F: [0] {4/1} 

 |F: [1] {9/4} 

Figure 30: Sample G-REX tree with complex size 7. 

If this data is used to perform another pair-wise comparison between G-REX 
original simplified and C5.0, the sums in the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test become 
R+=29.5 and R-=123.5. R+ is again smaller than the critical value 35, thus making 
the difference statistically significant. 

Conclusions 

The main result of this experiment was that G-REX produces rather compact 
(and thus comprehensible) rules. It was also shown that the extracted trees were 
significantly smaller than corresponding trees induced by C5.0. In this 
experiment, a large majority of all trees extracted by G-REX have complex sizes 

smaller than 10; i.e. the tree contains fewer than 10 tests altogether.  

For a data miner, the fact that trees extracted using only oracle data are both 
extremely compact, and very accurate, should be an interesting observation. 
With this approach, it is clearly feasible to obtain a both accurate and 
comprehensible model of production instances. Whether the transparent model 
should be used for actual prediction or only as an explanation facility, must be 
determined for each specific project.  

6.5.4 Experiment 4 – comparing rule extraction algorithms 

The purpose of this experiment is to compare G-REX to the two well-know rule 
extraction algorithms RX and Trepan.  

Method 

The Trepan version used in this experiment is based on the publicly available 
MatLab implementation produced at Centre for Molecular Design, University of 
Portsmouth; see [HWF+03]. To enable a fair comparison with G-REX, the 
implementation was slightly modified. More specifically, the modified version 
makes it possible to extract rules from arbitrary models; e.g. ANN ensembles. 
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Although the Portsmouth implementation (just like Craven’s) store the ANN on 
a unit and link level, Trepan uses the ANN as a black-box oracle; i.e. the inner 
workings are irrelevant. Because of this, the only requirement is, in fact, that the 
opaque model must be implemented as a MatLab function. Using the modified 
version, it is straightforward to extract rules from, for instance, an ANN 
ensemble; whenever Trepan needs an oracle prediction, this is produced by the 
ANN ensemble. Unfortunately, the implementation does not support multiclass 
problems, so the comparison with G-REX is restricted to binary problems.  

The most important Trepan parameters, and the values used in this experiment, 
are given in Table 19 below. For an exact description of the Trepan 
implementation from University of Portsmouth, see the documentation 
accompanying the MatLab scripts1. All values used are the default values 
suggested in the documentation. The parameter max_tree_size determines the 
maximum number of nodes in the tree. max_mofn_n is the maximum number of 
binary splits in an m-of-n rule. With the value used here, the m-of-n rules are 
equivalent to logical ANDs and ORs. min_sample_size is the minimum number of 
generated instances that must reach each node. The beam_width is the number of 
steps used in the beam search when searching for optimal splits. Nodes reached 
by less than min_objects training instances are not expanded. max_splits 
determines how many of the possible splits that are considered at each node. 
More specifically, the candidate splits at each node are ordered using 
information gain, and only the top max_splits are used during beam search. 
Finally, mofn_alpha is the significance level used when comparing m-of-n tests 
during beam search, and dist_alpha is the significance level used when 
comparing distributions to see if they differ. 

Parameter Value 

max_tree_size 21 
max_mofn_n 2 
min_sample_size 1000 
beam_width 2 
min_objects 20 
max_splits 100 
mofn_alpha 0.05 
dist_alpha 0.1 

Table 19: Trepan parameters. 

                                                 

1 http://www.cmd.port.ac.uk/cmd/software.shtml 
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The RX algorithm was implemented in MatLab, based on the description given 
in 4.3.1. Most of the relevant parameters actually concern the training of the 
ANN and the pruning before RX. It should be noted that ANN training and 
pruning is carried out simultaneously. More specifically, a number of ANNs are 
first trained, and the single net having highest accuracy on training and 
validation data is selected. This net is now pruned by removing links with small 
weights. After that, units with no remaining links are also removed. It is made 
sure that the performance of the pruned net is not severely affected by the 
pruning. Finally, a new group of ANNs, with architecture based on the resulting 
net, are trained. This procedure is repeated until the resulting ANN is small 
enough. 

Five parameters control how training and pruning are performed. First of all, 
maxInput is the highest acceptable number of remaining inputs after the pruning; 
i.e. it determines when the pruning is aborted. lossAcc determines how much 
accuracy it is acceptable to sacrifice during each pruning step. If lossAcc is set to 
0.98, the accuracy after pruning must be no lower than 98% of the accuracy 
obtained by the current ANN. 1. So, if lossAcc is 0.98 and the current ANN has an 
accuracy of 0.8, the pruned ANN must have an accuracy of at least 0.784. Finally, 
the three parameters noOfAnns, hidden, and hiddenInc determine the number of 
ANNs and their number of hidden units. The training-pruning phase is 
described in more detail below: 

1. The initial number of hidden units is determined as hidden v c= ⋅  where v 
is the number of input variables and c is the number of classes.  

2. A pool of ANNs are trained. The number of ANNs and the exact number of 
hidden units are determined by nrOfAnns and hiddenInc. If, as an example, 
noOfAnns=4 and hiddenInc=3, the pool would consist of 12 ANNs; four with 
hidden+1 hidden units, four with hidden+2 hidden units and four with 
hidden+3 hidden units. 

3. All ANNs in the pool are evaluated on the training and validation data. The 
single most accurate ANN is selected. This ANN is called the current ANN. 

4. The current ANN is pruned. The pruning tries to set individual weights to 
zero without affecting the behavior of the ANN. Inactive links and units 
having no active links are removed. It should be noted that the ANN is 
pruned as much as possible, but the resulting accuracy must not be worse 
than lossAcc% of the accuracy obtained by the current ANN.  
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5. If the number of (active) inputs is not larger than maxInputs, pruning is 
terminated and the resulting pruned net is used by RX.  Otherwise, the 
architecture of the pruned net is used as a basis for the next iteration. More 
specifically, all pruned inputs are no longer considered, and hidden is set to 
the number of hidden units in the pruned net.  

Steps 2-5 are repeated until a sufficiently pruned ANN is returned.   

For the actual rule extraction, the RX algorithm, as described in 4.3.1, is used. 
Here, the final parameter rxAcc determines the minimum accuracy required by 
the ANN using discretized activation values. If, as an example, rxAcc=0.99, the 
resulting accuracy must be at least 99% of the accuracy obtained by the pruned 
ANN, measured on training and validation data. The default parameter values 
used for RX in the experimentation are given in Table 20 below. Using these 
parameter values, RX did produce rule sets from all data sets except Tic-Tac-Toe, 
where the pruning was unsuccessful. Extensive experimentation, gradually 
lowering lossAcc, finally produced a rule set when lossAcc was set to 0.92.   

Parameter Value 

max_input 10 
noOfAnns 2 
hiddenInc 3 
lossAcc 0.98 
rxAcc 0.99 

Table 20: RX parameters. 

G-REX, in this experiment, used exactly the same settings as in Experiment 1; i.e. 
no oracle data was used. G-REX and Trepan extracted rules from a common 
ensemble, while RX used the technique described above to obtain one ANN to 
extract from. For the actual evaluation, standard 10-fold cross validation was 
used. The sizes reported are number of splits for G-REX and Trepan, and 
number of rules for RX; i.e. the measure previously referred to as simple size.  

Results 

Table 21 below shows the results from the comparison between G-REX and 
Trepan. Regarding test set accuracy, G-REX outperforms Trepan on nine out of 
ten data sets. A Wilcoxon signed-ranks test shows that the difference in accuracy 
is statistically significant. In this experiment, both G-REX and Trepan produced 
very compact trees. As a matter of fact, all extracted trees must be considered 
comprehensible. 
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Ensemble G-REX Trepan 
Data sets Train 

Acc. 
Test 
Acc. 

Train 
Fid. 

Train 
Acc. 

Test 
Fid. 

Test 
Acc. 

Size 
Train 
Fid. 

Train 
Acc. 

Test 
Fid. 

Test 
Acc. 

Size 

BLD 0.938 0.706 0.763 0.716 0.756 0.662 4.5 0.752 0.706 0.762 0.656 8.6 
Cleve 0.999 0.812 0.866 0.866 0.803 0.787 6.5 0.830 0.829 0.830 0.760 10.2 
Crx 0.986 0.843 0.892 0.879 0.923 0.859 5.6 0.882 0.869 0.929 0.848 6.6 
German 0.996 0.731 0.749 0.746 0.825 0.726 3.4 0.736 0.732 0.839 0.718 9.4 
Iono 1.000 0.926 0.940 0.940 0.909 0.914 4.3 0.867 0.867 0.860 0.843 9.0 
Labor 1.000 0.920 0.992 0.992 0.880 0.880 3.1 0.733 0.733 0.840 0.760 2.6 
PID 0.920 0.745 0.837 0.770 0.845 0.742 5.5 0.841 0.776 0.868 0.750 9.7 
Sonar 1.000 0.805 0.806 0.806 0.775 0.750 5.0 0.711 0.711 0.675 0.670 4.1 
Tic-Tac-Toe 0.993 0.910 0.846 0.842 0.872 0.834 5.4 0.832 0.829 0.802 0.794 6.1 
WBC 0.999 0.965 0.978 0.977 0.970 0.955 5.2 0.959 0.958 0.968 0.954 7.2 

Table 21: Results G-REX and Trepan. 

Table 22 below shows the results for the comparison between G-REX and RX.  
The G-REX results reported here are, for binary problems, taken from Table 21. 
Similarly, G-REX results on the multiclass problems are taken from Table 11. 

G-REX obtains higher test set accuracy than RX on 13 of 17 data sets. Another 
Wilcoxon signed-ranks test shows that the difference is statistically significant. 
One reason for this is that RX extracts rules from one ANN while G-REX uses an 
ensemble. As seen in Table 22, the ensemble is most often considerably more 
accurate than the ANN used by RX.  

RX ANN Ensemble G-REX RX 
Data sets Train 

Acc. 
Test 
Acc. 

Train 
Acc. 

Test 
Acc. 

Train 
Fid. 

Train 
Acc. 

Test 
Fid. 

Test 
Acc. 

Size 
Train 
Fid. 

Train 
Acc. 

Test 
Fid. 

Test 
Acc. 

Size 

BLD 0.723 0.653 0.938 0.706 0.763 0.716 0.756 0.662 4.5 0.978 0.726 0.982 0.647 6.3 
Cleve 0.894 0.820 0.999 0.812 0.866 0.866 0.803 0.787 6.5 0.982 0.892 0.953 0.780 8.5 
CMC 0.562 0.526 0.717 0.550 0.741 0.561 0.770 0.565 7.1 0.934 0.560 0.920 0.526 8.2 
Crx 0.868 0.848 0.986 0.843 0.892 0.879 0.923 0.859 5.6 0.991 0.867 0.991 0.846 3.1 
German 0.768 0.719 0.996 0.731 0.749 0.746 0.825 0.726 3.4 0.972 0.763 0.966 0.715 12.1 
Glass 0.708 0.629 0.971 0.690 0.701 0.686 0.729 0.643 4.0 0.984 0.705 0.967 0.624 10.8 
Iono 0.943 0.877 0.926 0.940 0.940 0.940 0.909 0.914 4.3 0.987 0.940 0.957 0.863 9.3 
Iris 0.973 0.953 1.000 0.973 0.979 0.979 0.980 0.967 3.0 0.997 0.972 0.973 0.940 3.1 
Labor 0.988 0.840 0.920 0.992 0.992 0.992 0.880 0.880 3.1 0.994 0.990 0.940 0.860 3.0 
Lymph 0.887 0.786 1.000 0.850 0.855 0.855 0.793 0.786 3.2 0.978 0.883 0.936 0.793 5.5 
PID 0.787 0.767 0.745 0.837 0.837 0.770 0.845 0.742 5.5 0.982 0.787 0.970 0.763 5.4 
Sonar 0.918 0.765 0.805 0.806 0.806 0.806 0.775 0.750 5.0 0.985 0.913 0.915 0.750 13.4 
TAE 0.579 0.373 0.790 0.573 0.782 0.616 0.727 0.500 9.0 0.981 0.581 0.953 0.387 4.5 
TicTacToe 0.866 0.832 0.910 0.846 0.846 0.842 0.872 0.834 5.4 0.968 0.862 0.954 0.842 21.4 
WBC 0.967 0.952 0.965 0.978 0.978 0.977 0.970 0.955 5.2 0.993 0.964 0.984 0.951 4.1 
Wine 0.976 0.947 1.000 0.988 0.968 0.968 0.947 0.947 4.3 0.992 0.975 0.959 0.929 4.7 
Zoo 0.955 0.910 1.000 0.970 0.926 0.926 0.940 0.920 5.7 0.974 0.947 0.940 0.900 7.0 

Table 22: Results G-REX and RX. 

At the same time, it is interesting to observe that RX, in general, has much higher 
fidelity, on both training and test sets. Regarding comprehensibility, most RX 
rule sets are quite small. On some individual folds, however, the number of rules 
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can be 30 or more. Sometimes, these rules are also rather complex. Overall, 
however, the difference in size between G-REX and RX rule sets must be 
considered unimportant. 

Conclusions 

The main result from this experiment is that G-REX was significantly more 
accurate than both Trepan and RX. Another important result was that all three 
algorithms, with the parameter settings used, produced compact and therefore 
comprehensible rule sets.  

When comparing G-REX and Trepan, both algorithms used a common ensemble 
to rule extract from, so the difference in performance must be credited to the 
algorithms used, and possibly the parameter settings. Having said that, it is 
important to be aware of that the Trepan implementation used was not the 
original one, and that all parameters were set to their default values.    

The comparison between RX and G-REX is slightly harder. From the very high 
fidelity, it is obvious that RX succeeds remarkably well in explaining the 
underlying ANN. Despite this, the models extracted by G-REX turned out to be 
significantly more accurate when applied to a test set. Finally, it should be 
mentioned that the RX implementation used sometimes had quite severe scaling 
problems. Individual folds, handled in minutes by G-REX, could take several 
hours for RX.   

6.5.5 Experiment 5 – consistency 

The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the consistency of G-REX. More 
specifically; the algorithm is run several times to extract a number of trees. The 
trees are then compared in order to determine whether they are similar or not. 
Part of this experiment was reported in [JKN07]. 

In this experiment, similarity is measured only based on the predictions made by 
different extracted trees. This means that the meaning of the rules is ignored. The 
actual evaluation is divided in two parts; intra-model and inter-model. Intra-model 
compares trees extracted from a common opaque model, while inter-model 
compares trees extracted from different opaque models.  

The measure used is the proportion of data instances classified identically by the 
two extracted representations. Note that this measure is blind to whether the 
rules are correct or not; it is only concerned with if the rules make identical 
predictions. 
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Method 

In this experiment, nine data sets of the available 17 were used. For each data set, 
the available data was randomly divided in four equal-sized parts. During 
experimentation, each part was used as test set once; i.e. the effective size of the 
test set was always 25%, while the remaining 75% was used for training. The 
ensembles used to rule extract from were created identically to Experiment 1. 
The parameters for G-REX were also the same as in Experiment 1. No oracle data 
was used. 

When evaluating intra-model consistency, G-REX was run five times, each time 
extracting from the same model. When evaluating inter-model consistency, a 
new ensemble was trained every time, before G-REX started to extract rules. In 
both cases, each of the five rule sets found was then used on the test set; resulting 
in five different predictions for each test set instance. The five rule sets were then 
pair-wise compared to determine the proportion of all data points identically 
classified by the two rule sets. Separate scores were kept for training and test 
sets. Finally, this was repeated for each of the four folds on every data set. 

Results 

Table 23 below shows the intra-model results for one fold from the Zoo problem. 
In this fold, the average consistency is 0.910 for the training set and 0.892 for the 
test set. The interpretation is that a pair of extracted trees, on average, agree on 
91.0% of all training set instances, and on 89.2% of all test instances.  

TRAIN R2 R3 R4 R5 TEST R2 R3 R4 R5 
R1 0.920 0.920 0.960 0.907 R1 0.880 0.880 0.960 0.880 
R2 0.907 0.880 0.920 R2 0.920 0.880 0.880 
R3 0.893 0.907 R3 0.880 0.880 
R4    0.880 R4    0.880 

Table 23: Intra-model consistency. One fold Zoo problem. 

Similarly, Table 24 shows the inter-model results for one PID fold. Here the 
average consistency is 0.910 for the training set and 0.874 for the test set.  

TRAIN R2 R3 R4 R5 TEST R2 R3 R4 R5 
R1 0.899 0.891 0.905 0.908 R1 0.885 0.859 0.880 0.901 
R2 0.943 0.922 0.915 R2 0.901 0.911 0.870 
R3 0.917 0.896 R3 0.854 0.844 
R4    0.903 R4    0.833 

Table 24: Inter-model consistency. One fold PID problem. 
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Table 25 below shows the overall results. On average, two extracted rule sets 
agree on approximately 85% of all instances. Somewhat surprising, this holds for 
both training and test sets, as well as intra-model and inter-model.  

Intra-model Inter-model 
Data sets 

TRAIN TEST TRAIN TEST 

BLD 0.805 0.751 0.829 0.793 
Cleve 0.893 0.845 0.912 0.886 
CMC 0.863 0.855 0.853 0.849 
Glass 0.822 0.797 0.789 0.755 
PID 0.908 0.893 0.904 0.881 
TAE 0.809 0.788 0.681 0.653 
Tic-Tac-Toe  0.854 0.840 0.876 0.876 
WBC 0.986 0.971 0.987 0.967 
Zoo 0.897 0.903 0.911 0.858 
Mean: 0.868 0.850 0.860 0.835 

Table 25: Average consistency over all pairs and all folds for each data set. 

Conclusions 

Consistency is a hard criterion to assess. Although it must be considered 
important to have at least fairly high consistency, it is not obvious exactly what 
level this translates to. As comparison; C5.0 and CART will produce identical 
trees every time, so their consistency would be 100%. With this in mind, the level 
obtained by G-REX clearly raises some questions. As an example, on some data 
sets, more than 20% of all instances are, on average, classified differently by two 
G-REX runs. Is it really possible to put faith in one specific extracted rule when 
another run might produce a different rule, disagreeing on 20% of all instances? 
The answer to this question is not obvious. Intuitively, most data miners would 
probably want one accurate and comprehensible model. On the other hand, most 
individual G-REX runs do produce exactly that; i.e. a compact yet accurate tree. 
As seen in the previous experiments, any single G-REX tree is most often both 
more compact and more accurate compared to a tree induced by C5.0 or CART. 
So maybe, the apparently low consistency should not be considered a major 
problem in practice. In addition, it could be argued that if several trees are 
extracted by G-REX, they each provide some information; i.e. they describe the 
relationship between input and output slightly differently. This could potentially 
be used by a data miner. 

Finally, since the difference between intra-rule and inter-rule is rather small it is 
primarily the evolutionary approach that leads to the rather low consistency. 
This is also pointed out in [HBV06] as the most serious inherent drawback of rule 
extraction algorithms based on evolutionary algorithms. 
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Chapter 7 
_______________________________________________________ 

 

Impact of advertising case study 

The purpose of this chapter is to report several empirical studies conducted, all 
related to the problem called Impact of Advertising. Very briefly, the Impact of 
Advertising is a predictive modeling problem, where measurable effects of 
advertising are predicted based on commercial investments in different media. It 
should be noted that this problem was extensively investigated in several studies 
during a rather long period of time; i.e. several years. Consequently, some design 
choices, especially in the earlier studies may, in hindsight, appear rather naïve. 
The entire project was carried out in co-operation with Nordisk Media Analys 
AB (NMA). Initially, the sole purpose was to build models as accurate as 
possible, but after a while the focus shifted to also recognize the importance of 
comprehensibility. Although the studies presented in this chapter do not directly 
address the main issues in the thesis statement, work carried out on this case 
study was the driving force behind initial development of G-REX. In addition, it 
is likely that some problems encountered along the way are of general interest, 
and hence identified considerations and proposed solutions could be useful for 
the data mining and marketing communities. 

The organization of the chapter follows the chronological order of the studies, all 
reported in various papers. More specifically, each section presents one study, 
with focus on purpose, method, results and conclusions. Important 
considerations and requirements that were identified, either during the study or 
afterwards, are described and discussed, at the end of each section. The first 
paragraph of each section summarizes the section, briefly describing the purpose 
of the study, the method and the main results.  
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7.1 High accuracy prediction in the marketing domain 

This section is based on the paper “Predicting the Impact of Advertising: a 
Neural Network Approach” [JN01].  

7.1.1 Summary 

The purpose of the study was to evaluate if ANNs, by using the temporal 
structure of the domain, can improve accuracy when predicting the outcome of 
investments in advertising, compared to the traditional methods used. The focus 
was to investigate if commercial impact can be predicted from historical outcome 
and planned future media investments. The domain was car sales in Sweden. 

The study was comparative between both different ANN architectures and 
traditional approaches based on multiple linear regression. The main result was 
to conclusively show that sequential and recurrent approaches exploit the time 
series dependencies and yield a performance superior to traditional approaches. 

7.1.2 Background 

The ability to predict effects of investments in advertising is important for all 
companies using advertising to attract customers. Ideally, a function mapping 
invested money to customers’ desire to buy a product should exist. Intuitively 
though, other important factors affect the decision what make of car to actually 
buy. However, some other effects, typically measuring how advertising is 
received by the public, may be predictable. 

In the media analysis domain, the focus has traditionally been to, most often in 
retrospect, explain effects of marketing investments. The methods used are often 
based on linear models and have low predictive power. The underlying domain 
of the time series and, especially the somewhat weak connection between input 
and output, make predicting hard. It is also obvious that many more factors than 
money invested affect the impact of advertising. Examples of this include that 
most people are biased towards the brand that they currently own a car from, 
and that Swedish and German cars have a very good reputation in Sweden. 
Another aspect is that a change of marketing strategy (e.g. using a new 
marketing company or changing the media mix) would significantly affect the 
outcome, making it very hard to build predictive models from historical data.  

However, it is also important to identify differences between expected outcome 
and actual outcome. In cases where there is a substantial difference, efforts have 
to be made to identify the cause. This is the reason why it is important to 
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generate models that show good predictive performance on typical data. It is 
thus assumed that historical data for a brand contains information about its 
individual situation (e.g., how well its marketing campaigns are perceived) and 
that this could be used to build a predictive model. 

The domain 

Every week a number of individuals are interviewed (by NMA) to find out if 
they have seen and remember adverts in different areas (here the focus is on car 
adverts). From these interviews the following percentages are produced for each 
brand:  

• Top Of Mind (TOM). The make is the first mentioned by the respondent.  

• In Mind (IM). The respondent mentions the make. 

• Preference (PREF). The make is the preferred choice; i.e. the respondent’s 
favorite car. 

• Possibility (POSS). The make is a possible choice of purchase for the 
respondent. 

This first study focused on TOM and IM. The hypothesis was that TOM and IM 
are easier to predict since they mainly rely on the short-term effects of 
advertising, not the long-term brand building effects. Nevertheless, this problem 
is far from trivial. As an example, Figure 31 shows the relationship between total 
investments and TOM over 100 weeks for Volvo. Note that the percentages have 
been scaled to hide the actual values. The relationship is clearly not linear and 
there is no obvious pattern. The correlation (r-value) is as small as 0.22. 
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Figure 31: TOM against total investment for Volvo. 

In Figure 32 and Figure 33 the same relationship is displayed over a period of 
100 weeks. These figures show that a large investment will produce a higher 
TOM, but that the effect is not immediate (see for instance the large investment 
in week 12 and its effect in week 15). This suggests that there is a temporal aspect 
of the problem and, consequently, that previous investments must be included in 
a predictive model. 
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Figure 32: Total investment over 100 weeks. 
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Figure 33: The TOM as a result of the investments. 

The overall purpose was to supply companies with useful information about the 
outcome of their planned media investment strategy. This predictive modeling 
task is normally divided into two sub-tasks: a monthly prediction (with updates 
every week) and a longtime forecast covering approximately one year.  

7.1.3 The data set 

The data set contains 157 weeks of information (i.e. investments and effects) 
from the car industry on the Swedish market. As a first step, all data was 
preprocessed using moving averages over periods of four weeks, see equation 
(75). 

4

321 −−− +++
= nnnn

n

xxxx
x      (75) 

The reason for using the moving average was to define a smoothing function on 
the data, since the effect in one week depends not only on the investment in that 
particular week. Obviously the investment is likely to have a longer duration 
than one week. The data was also normalized by dividing each value with 3 
times the max value (in the training set) for that particular variable. The 
motivation for this was to allow generalization outside the borders of the 
training data (i.e. to extrapolate up to an output activation of 1.0), which often is 
necessary in real-world problems. In the marketing domain the trend is that 
companies spend more and more money on advertising. 
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The data set includes altogether 37 makes, covering the entire Swedish market. 
Some makes had to be removed due to lack of data or the fact that their 
investments and effects were so small that forecasting was deemed impossible. 
Of the remaining 17 makes, the following nine makes were randomly chosen for 
this initial study: Audi, Citroën, Ford, Hyundai, Mitsubishi, Opel, Toyota, Volvo 
and Volkswagen. 

The input consisted of investments in different media categories; TV, radio, 
cinema, morning press, evening press, popular press, special interest press and outdoor. 
A parameter called share of voice (SoV) was also used, but only for short-term 
forecasts. SoV is defined as the total investment for a specific make, divided by 
the total investment for all 37 makes; see equation (76).  

i

i
Make

j

j

Total Investment Make
SoV

Total Investment Make
=
∑

   (76) 

The motivation for including SoV, in short-term forecasts only, is that it is 
reasonable to assume that a certain company has information about other 
companies marketing investments, but only on a very short horizon.  

7.1.4 Linear models 

A multiple linear regression analysis was performed. The results are given in 
Table 26. R2 is the multiple coefficient of determination, i.e. the proportion of the 
variance in the dependent variable that is explained by the combination of the 
independent variables in the multiple regression model. 

Company TOM IM POSS PREF 

Audi 0.43 0.30 0.00 0.02 
Citroën 0.69 0.52 0.19 0.12 
Ford 0.10 0.11 0.01 0.04 
Hyundai 0.11 0.08 0.00 0.08 
Mitsubishi 0.11 0.16 0.04 0.03 
Opel 0.03 0.12 0.04 0.03 
Toyota 0.27 0.32 0.08 0.22 
Volvo 0.25 0.18 0.05 0.01 
Volkswagen 0.25 0.14 0.04 0.06 
Mean: 0.25 0.21 0.05 0.07 

Table 26: R2 values for multiple linear regression weeks 1-100. 

From Table 26, it is obvious that the variability in TOM and IM is not very well 
explained using linear models. For POSS and PREF this is even more apparent. 
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The measurement used when comparing predictions from the different methods 
is also the standard coefficient of determination (R2), but here between predicted 
values and actual values. The reason for using this measurement is the fact that it 
is scale-independent and also often used when determining the performance of 
the traditional methods. For future comparison the linear models created using 
data from week 1-100, were also used to produce long-term forecasts of TOM 
and IM. Table 27 shows the R2 values between the forecast and the correct values 
for weeks 101-157.  

Company TOM IM 

Audi 0.18 0.25 
Citroën 0.36 0.26 
Ford 0.26 0.30 
Hyundai 0.09 0.16 
Mitsubishi 0.45 0.22 
Opel 0.61 0.59 
Toyota 0.26 0.61 
Volvo 0.26 0.28 
Volkswagen 0.03 0.14 
Mean: 0.28 0.31 

Table 27: Long-term forecast using multiple linear regression. 

Multiple linear regression was also used to produce models for weekly 
forecasting, where the models are updated every week. Table 28 shows results 
for predicting week 101-157. 

Company TOM IM 

Audi 0.30 0.44 
Citroën 0.32 0.22 
Ford 0.34 0.43 
Hyundai 0.17 0.14 
Mitsubishi 0.52 0.23 
Opel 0.76 0.58 
Toyota 0.51 0.69 
Volvo 0.35 0.40 
Volkswagen 0.19 0.33 
Mean: 0.38 0.38 

Table 28: Short-term forecast using multiple linear regression. 

Many traditional forecasting methods in use are based on multiple linear 
regression, making comparison between these models and ANNs applied to the 
same task interesting, see e.g. [UR99]. 
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7.1.5 Architectures 

Two kinds of ANNs were used, Simple Recurrent Nets (SRN) [Elm90] and 
TDNNs. Recurrent architectures with their inherent short-term memory are well 
suited to prediction tasks; see e.g. [Yas99]. Figure 34 shows the SRN architecture 
for this problem. 

Media 

Investments

Top Of Mind

 

Figure 34: SRN with input and output (in italics) for this problem. 

As noted in, for instance [Dor96], the technique with tapped delay lines can be 
seen as an extension of auto-regressive time series modeling where the output is 
assumed to be a linear combination of a fixed number of previous series values. 
ANNs on the other hand, will typically produce non-linear models. 

Different sizes of the tapped buffers and number of hidden neurons were tested. 
For each network configuration, five independent ANNs were trained, all 
starting from different sets of initial random weights. The actual prediction is the 
average prediction from these five ANNs. The standard technique to combine 
several ANNs into an ensemble is very robust, resulting in models likely to 
generalize well; see e.g. [Bis95].  

For long-term forecasts, the ANNs were trained using weeks 1-100 and tested on 
weeks 101-157. For weekly predictions, the ANNs were trained using weeks 1-n 
when predicting week n+1. This was repeated for n between 100 and 153, and for 
horizons between 1 and 4 weeks. The training algorithm was backpropagation 
with momentum and variable learning rate. The standard techniques of early 
stopping and automated regularization using a Bayesian framework [McK92], 
were employed to improve generalization. 

To establish the fact that the temporal aspect of the problem must be utilized for 
increased performance, comparison with standard feed-forward networks was 
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also conducted. Table 29 shows the results for feed-forward nets with 10 hidden 
units. 

Company TOM IM 

Audi 0.04 0.17 
Citroën 0.33 0.17 
Ford 0.16 0.24 
Hyundai 0.11 0.15 
Mitsubishi 0.42 0.19 
Opel 0.15 0.01 
Toyota 0.32 0.60 
Volvo 0.35 0.39 
Volkswagen 0.11 0.23 
Mean: 0.22 0.24 

 Table 29: R2 values for long-term forecast using a feed-forward net. 

As seen in Table 29, for this specific task, a multi-layer net (potentially exploiting 
any non-linearity) turned out to be a less accurate model than the linear 
regression model. 

7.1.6 Results 

Multiple linear regression analysis showed that the variability in TOM and IM is 
not very well explained by a linear model. This analysis also showed that PREF 
and POSS are impossible to accurately predict with linear models. 

Long-term predictions 

The overall picture is that TOM and IM are predictable to some degree, and that 
ANNs using a temporal structure is a good tool for this prediction. Typical R2 
values for TOM and IM, on the test set, are around 0.4. Figure 35 shows a sample 
long-term prediction. The test set is week 101-157. 
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Figure 35: SRN long-term prediction of Ford TOM. 

Table 30 shows the results for the test set (week 101-157) for the two different 
architectures; SRN with 15 hidden units and TDNN with 10 hidden units and 5 
tapped inputs. Since the parameter SoV would not be accessible during the test 
period, it is not part of the model. 

SRN TDNN 
Company 

TOM IM TOM IM 

Audi 0.15 0.22 0.19 0.26 
Citroën 0.47 0.27 0.37 0.14 
Ford 0.55 0.39 0.68 0.39 
Hyundai 0.46 0.36 0.44 0.29 
Mitsubishi 0.46 0.28 0.40 0.27 
Opel 0.55 0.40 0.38 0.52 
Toyota 0.40 0.72 0.53 0.51 
Volvo 0.51 0.58 0.51 0.56 
Volkswagen 0.11 0.49 0.22 0.36 
Mean: 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.36 

Table 30: R2 values for long-term forecast. 

Corresponding R2 results for POSS and PREF are typically smaller than 0.1 for 
long-term forecasting. 

Short-term Predictions 

For weekly predictions, the R2 values are naturally much higher. A main result 
from this first study is that it is possible to rather accurately predict expected 
TOM and IM in the next month, using previous outcome and an investment 
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plan. Figure 36 shows a sample short-term prediction (one week ahead) for 
Volvo. Note that the figure shows only the 57 test weeks. 
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Figure 36: TDNN short-term prediction of Volvo TOM.  

Only TDNN results are presented in Table 31 below, since TDNNs for this task 
clearly outperformed SRNs. The TDNNs used had 15 hidden units and 10 
tapped inputs. 

Target TOM IM 

Horizon 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

Audi 0.66 0.67 0.67 0.58 0.63 0.68 0.63 0.64 
Citroën 0.57 0.66 0.68 0.60 0.57 0.66 0.68 0.60 
Ford 0.78 0.76 0.74 0.66 0.78 0.76 0.74 0.66 
Hyundai 0.68 0.62 0.56 0.51 0.68 0.62 0.56 0.51 
Mitsubishi 0.70 0.70 0.75 0.72 0.70 0.70 0.75 0.72 
Opel 0.74 0.77 0.78 0.68 0.74 0.72 0.64 0.57 
Toyota 0.64 0.66 0.62 0.59 0.65 0.66 0.64 0.59 
Volvo 0.89 0.86 0.82 0.73 0.89 0.86 0.82 0.73 
Volkswagen 0.68 0.73 0.71 0.58 0.64 0.59 0.54 0.38 
Mean: 0.70 0.71 0.70 0.63 0.70 0.69 0.67 0.60 

Table 31: R2 values for forecast, one to four weeks ahead, using TDNNs. 

7.1.7 Conclusions 

The results show that ANNs can exploit the temporal structure of the media 
investment domain in order to increase predictive accuracy. Here, the higher 
accuracy, compared to linear models traditionally used, was more dependent on 
the use of the temporal structure than on the non-linearity in the models. 

The long-term predictions were more accurate than the standard methods based 
on linear regression. Whether or not the accuracy would be deemed high enough 
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to act upon, and exactly how the found model could be used, must be 
determined separately for each brand. 

The results also show that high predictive accuracy can be achieved for short-
term predictions (1-4 weeks), and that TDNNs, in this study, performed this task 
better than SRNs. The high performance, when predicting on a short horizon, is 
mostly due to the possibility to retrain networks every week, as new data 
becomes available, but the inclusion of the variable SoV was also important.  

7.1.8 Considerations 

The main purpose of the first study was to examine the usefulness of ANNs as 
predictors in the media domain. The performance was deemed good enough to 
continue the line of work. A couple of issues were identified, however: 

• Some understanding or explanation of the model was desirable if a 
system based on ANNs should be used by decision-makers. 

• The measurements used for the study were not necessarily suitable for 
the domain. More specifically; when predicting a media effect, it is not 
vital to pin-point the exact week. For media analysts it is much more 
important to predict total effect of an investment strategy. 

It was also noted that the two tasks long-term and short-term predictions 
probably should be treated separately, although both are interesting for decision-
makers. The purpose of a long-term forecast is strategic and a predictive model 
would probably mostly be used to compare different long-term media strategies. 
If an accurate, general and comprehensible model was found, that model would 
also be of great value as an explanation tool for how marketing efforts of a 
specific company are received. The purpose of a short-term forecast is more 
tactical; to actually predict an outcome based on an existing marketing strategy, 
or to alter a strategy slightly, based on recent information and knowledge about 
how competitors act. The main purpose of such model is therefore to function as 
a simulation tool to evaluate different media strategies. With this in mind, it may 
be more natural to represent a short-term forecast as a classification task. If so, 
predictions should be whether the impact is higher than a certain level or not. 
Here too, however, a comprehensible model could be used to understand the 
underlying relationships. 
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7.2 Increased performance and basic understanding 

This section is based on the paper “Increased Performance with Neural Nets - An 
Example from the Marketing Domain” [JN02a]. 

7.2.1 Summary 

One purpose of the second study was to look into different techniques for 
preprocessing. The ambition was to both increase predictive accuracy and to 
establish a fundamental understanding of the models. Another purpose was to 
try to find measurements closer to what is actually targeted by media analysts. 

This study was comparative between different network architectures and 
different preprocessing techniques. The performance was also evaluated against 
the results from the first study. The same data sets were used, with the addition 
of several more car makes. In this study, the focus was solely on long-term 
forecasts. 

One main result was the need to somehow change either the problem or the 
score function to get better resemblance with approaches taken by media 
analysts. Here, this problem was handled by using original data for training and 
then post-processing the prediction and the target. Another key result was the 
successful use of sensitivity analysis to determine the most important input 
categories. In addition, the discarding of non-important categories, as identified 
by the sensitivity analysis, made the model more robust and increased the 
accuracy. Obviously, the sensitivity analysis also provided some problem 
specific insights for the marketing analysts. 

7.2.2 Background 

In order to perform predictions of this nature, it was assumed that much 
experimentation would be needed. Central questions were for instance, “how 
fast is the effect of a marketing campaign?”, “for how long does the effect of an 
advertisement last and how does that affect the effect of future advertisements?” 
and “how do competitors’ advertisements interfere with each other?” Answers 
to questions like these will determine how predictive models (from money 
invested to impact) should be designed. The assumption here was not only that 
historical data can be used to predict the outcome of future media investments, 
but also that different media categories affect the outcome to different degrees 
and at different speeds. Finally, it was also assumed that data for a particular 
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product reflects how it is affected by the continuous advertising by its 
competitors. 

In the media analysis domain, the focus has traditionally been on explaining the 
effects of previous investments, i.e. to present an interpretable function. Since the 
methods are often based on linear models, they have shown low predictive 
power in the marketing domain; i.e. their performance on novel data is poor. 
This is actually an instance of the accuracy vs. comprehensibility trade-off. 
Linear models are used since they are simple and relatively easy to interpret. 
Accurate predictions from these models are, however, normally not possible. 
ANNs, on the other hand, would probably produce much more accurate 
predictions but suffer from the inability to present explanations. 

7.2.3 Method 

The focus of this study was on TOM and IM only. Several different setups, 
varying the number of hidden units and the learning algorithms were tried. The 
performance was not very sensitive to the exact parameters. For the experiments 
presented below, the SRNs had 25 hidden units and the TDNNs had 10 hidden 
units and five tapped weeks. The training algorithm was backpropagation with 
momentum and variable learning rate. For each make, five nets were trained and 
combined into an ensemble. The ensemble prediction was the average of the 
predictions from the ANNs. For the forecasting, the nets were trained using 
weeks 1-100 and tested on weeks 101-157. 

In this study, an effort was made to include all makes with sufficient data 
available. The main reasons for the exclusion of as many as 20 makes were that 
for these makes, historical data was missing for certain periods, or that the 
makes had extremely small and spread investments, resulting in effects close to 
zero. The cumulative TOM for makes included is, in most weeks, well over 
99.5%. 

The coefficient of determination (R2) was used to correlate the predicted value 
and the target value. This is, as mentioned before, not particularly suitable for 
the problem at hand, but was chosen since it is standard in the media analysis 
domain. As noted in the first study, the actual goal is rather to predict an average 
effect over a period than to isolate a certain level of effect to a specific week. This, 
together with the fact that investments are cumulative, led to the use of various 
moving averages. Two basic formats of input and output combinations of data 
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were used for training; the raw data and the moving average (MA1) based on week 
n and its three preceding weeks; as used in the previous study, see equation (75). 

Media analysts stress the importance of predicting the “total” outcome of media 
investments. It is not vital to pin-point the exact week when an effect takes place. 
As an example, in Figure 37 the overall prediction is pretty good; i.e. the total 
area predicted is close to the actual. However, the performance when measured 
as MSE or correlation coefficient is rather poor, since these measures only 
compare the prediction and the target on a week-by-week basis. 
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Figure 37: The problem with using R2 as quality measure. 

Since the ambition was to compare results with traditional methods and the 
previous study, R2 was kept as measure. The problem with good “area 
predictions” having low R2 values therefore had to be handled by a compromise. 
When the ANNs after training were used for predictions, the results (and the 
actual values of the targeted effect) were post-processed. More specifically, both 
the predictions and the desired values were averaged over a period of time. Here 
the period was five weeks; see equation (77). This average is called MA2. The use 
of an average like MA2 is also a standard technique applied by media analysts, 
thus facilitating comparison between methods. 

5
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In the experiments, the predictions were evaluated both with (MA2) and without 
(No) the post-processing. It should be noted that it would be misleading to 
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compare results (accuracies) obtained with and without post-processing since 
averaged values are normally easier to predict. The purpose of introducing MA2 
thus was not to get higher R2 values but, as mentioned above, to avoid the 
problem illustrated in Figure 37. 

7.2.4 Results 

As seen in Table 32, the use of the post-processing MA2 gives higher R2 values. 
This should be expected, since it is based on a five weeks moving average. More 
importantly, this measurement is actually more informative, since it is closer to 
the “area” target emphasized by media analysts. The results presented in Table 
32 also show that it, in this case, works just as well to use raw input and output, 
compared to using MA1 input and output, when post-processing with MA2. 

raw-No raw-MA2 MA1-No MA1-MA2 
Company 

TOM IM TOM IM TOM IM TOM IM 

Audi 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.19 0.19 0.26 0.33 0.03 
BMW 0.04 0.00 0.10 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 
Citroen 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.37 0.14 0.34 0.13 
Ford 0.30 0.28 0.73 0.65 0.68 0.39 0.82 0.74 
Honda 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Hyundai 0.13 0.06 0.53 0.29 0.44 0.29 0.55 0.18 
Mazda 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.07 0.05 0.42 0.12 0.66 
Mercedes 0.05 0.13 0.11 0.27 0.10 0.19 0.12 0.22 
Mitsubishi 0.11 0.07 0.20 0.26 0.40 0.27 0.33 0.34 
Nissan 0.20 0.18 0.19 0.42 0.14 0.03 0.10 0.05 
Opel 0.08 0.23 0.33 0.52 0.38 0.52 0.17 0.37 
Peugeot 0.25 0.14 0.51 0.37 0.27 0.19 0.26 0.27 
Renault 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.14 0.01 0.20 0.02 0.27 
Saab 0.06 0.20 0.23 0.41 0.01 0.16 0.02 0.22 
Toyota 0.13 0.15 0.49 0.46 0.53 0.51 0.78 0.61 
VW 0.04 0.08 0.31 0.16 0.51 0.56 0.07 0.25 
Volvo 0.29 0.50 0.49 0.72 0.22 0.36 0.50 0.73 
Mean: 0.10 0.12 0.25 0.32 0.25 0.26 0.27 0.30 

Table 32: R2 values for the TDNN architecture. 

The experiment reported in the third column (MA1-No) has the same parameters 
that were used in the first study, see Table 30. The reason for the worse mean 
result is the fact that most of the added car makes have poor results. Table 33 
shows the results for the SRN. As can be seen, the results for the SRN are here 
slightly better than those for the TDNN. 
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raw-No raw-MA2 MA1-No MA1-MA2 
Company 

TOM IM TOM IM TOM IM TOM IM 

Audi 0.06 0.06 0.26 0.32 0.15 0.22 0.31 0.53 
BMW 0.11 0.05 0.08 0.21 0.08 0.00 0.11 0.00 
Citroen 0.03 0.00 0.28 0.01 0.47 0.27 0.50 0.32 
Ford 0.24 0.31 0.62 0.58 0.55 0.39 0.72 0.60 
Honda 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Hyundai 0.16 0.09 0.61 0.40 0.46 0.36 0.54 0.43 
Mazda 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.37 0.05 0.55 
Mercedes 0.13 0.06 0.10 0.03 0.15 0.22 0.14 0.19 
Mitsubishi 0.25 0.13 0.59 0.40 0.46 0.28 0.47 0.26 
Nissan 0.17 0.18 0.31 0.56 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.13 
Opel 0.13 0.25 0.59 0.61 0.35 0.40 0.41 0.50 
Peugeot 0.36 0.21 0.45 0.45 0.26 0.20 0.21 0.30 
Renault 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.32 0.03 0.23 0.04 0.38 
Saab 0.11 0.20 0.28 0.48 0.28 0.31 0.29 0.35 
Toyota 0.28 0.27 0.43 0.49 0.40 0.72 0.55 0.62 
VW 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.11 0.49 0.19 0.05 0.22 
Volvo 0.43 0.53 0.62 0.83 0.51 0.58 0.58 0.74 
Mean: 0.15 0.14 0.31 0.34 0.28 0.28 0.30 0.36 

Table 33: R2 values for the SRN architecture. 

7.2.5 Sensitivity analysis 

A limited sensitivity analysis was performed. The purpose of this analysis was to 
find out the relative importance of the media categories. Obviously, this 
knowledge is interesting in itself, but the hypothesis was that it also could be 
used to increase the predictive power of the model by removing unimportant 
categories. The sensitivity analysis was conducted in a very simple way that, 
however, was judged sufficient for the purpose. Here, only IM was studied since 
the TOM for several makes is so small that single responses could significantly 
change the result. IM is also, intuitively, the effect that is most strongly 
correlated with marketing investments.  

For every make, one investment in a specific week and a specific category was 
increased with 20%. The entire input sequence (with the single change) was then 
fed to the net and compared to the result when the original sequence was used. 
Each time five different nets were used. This process was then repeated for every 
different media category and for each week in a period between week 50 and 
120. The result was then averaged over all weeks to get a single number for 
every media category and brand, representing the strength of that category.  

These results were then used to remove some media categories from the input of 
certain brands. The exact method for which categories to remove and which to 
keep was to a large extent ad hoc, but turned out to be efficient. First of all, only 
categories with at least 15 entries in the period were kept. After that categories 
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with an averaged result smaller than one third of the category with the highest 
value were removed.  

The sensitive analysis showed that several categories were unimportant for 
different makes. As a matter of fact, the model found their contribution to be 
negative. Or, to put it in another way, an increased investment in that category 
resulted in a decreased effect. Obviously money put into a specific media 
category can only add to the effect, not reduce it, so this points at a flaw in the 
model. Hopefully ANNs forced to build models without those categories would 
find different, more correct models. Overall, the picture was that the most 
effective media were TV and morning papers. For some brands, evening papers 
or specialist papers were the most effective. Radio, movie and outdoor 
advertisements were in general ineffective. 

The reduction resulted in that input vectors for different makes now consisted of 
between one and four media categories. The categories kept are shown in Table 
34. 

Company TV Outdoor Morning press Evening press Popular press Special press 

Audi X  X X   
BMW   X    
Citroën X  X   X 
Ford X      
Honda X  X    
Hyundai X      
Mazda   X X   
Mercedes   X  X  
Mitsubishi   X  X X 
Nissan X      
Opel X  X X  X 
Peugeot    X   
Renault  X X    
Saab X  X    
Toyota X      
VW X      
Volvo X      

Table 34: Media categories found to be important. 

For media analysts, Table 34 turned out to be extremely interesting. Using the 
interpretation that media categories kept are the categories effective for a specific 
brand, several remarkable observations were made. As an example, for some 
brands, the results must be considered good news since they invest mostly in the 
media categories found effective. On the other hand, for some companies, the 
opposite was true. As an example, a specific brand had a marketing strategy 
where 75% of all investments were spent on advertisements in morning press. 
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For this specific brand, morning press, however, turned out to be a rather 
ineffective medium. In contrast, when the company did run one of its rather 
infrequent TV commercials, this had a very large impact.  

7.2.6 Experiments with reduced input 

This new, reduced, input set was then used for another series of predictions, 
both with and without the use of moving averages. When categories were 
removed from the input, according to the principle above, and the ANNs were 
retrained, the accuracy for most makes improved (see Table 35 below). This is a 
good sign for the model itself, since a different result would mean that the model 
had to rely on the ability to assign negative values to certain categories, which, as 
mentioned before, for this particular application must be wrong. 

IM 

Training without MA1 Training with MA1 Company 

Original New Original New 

Audi 0.19 0.52 0.03 0.52 
BMW 0.24 0.31 0.00 0.13 
Citroën 0.11 0.39 0.13 0.36 
Ford 0.65 0.58 0.74 0.64 
Honda 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Hyundai 0.29 0.60 0.18 0.60 
Mazda 0.07 0.25 0.66 0.28 
Mercedes 0.27 0.21 0.22 0.03 
Mitsubishi 0.26 0.49 0.34 0.37 
Nissan 0.42 0.57 0.05 0.59 
Opel 0.52 0.60 0.37 0.60 
Peugeot 0.37 0.00 0.27 0.00 
Renault 0.14 0.36 0.27 0.49 
Saab 0.41 0.35 0.22 0.43 
Toyota 0.46 0.63 0.61 0.68 
VW 0.16 0.23 0.25 0.34 
Volvo 0.72 0.70 0.73 0.65 
Mean 0.32 0.40 0.30 0.39 

Table 35: Results for reduced data set using MA2 post-processing. 

For the brands where the results were worse than the original, this could be due 
to several reasons. Honda has poor results both before and after, so for that 
brand it appears that the relationship between investments and effect is not 
strong enough. Honda also has a small IM with an average around 1.5%. BMW is 
a special case, since they changed their marketing strategy in the test period. 
During the training period BMW never used the TV category, but in the test 
period they invested heavily in TV. This is impossible for the model to capture, 
so the performance when predicting effects for BMW should be poor. Mercedes 
is also special, in the way that during the training period a notorious accident 
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where their new model turned over happened. This introduced an error in the 
model since Mercedes appeared to get an extremely high impact for their money 
spent during that period. 

For the brands with very high performance (e.g. Ford and Volvo) where some 
categories with positive contribution were removed, the decrease in performance 
might come from the fact that the model without these categories is slightly 
worse. It could also be that the original performance is “too good” and that the 
model used categories with negative contribution in a way that happens to give 
good performance in the test period. Peugeot is the only make that has a 
significantly lower performance after the removal of categories. The reason for 
this sharp drop in performance has not been identified. 

7.2.7 Conclusions 

The results reported again support the claim that ANNs can exploit the temporal 
structure of the media investment domain, in order to increase the predictive 
capacity. It is, however, very important to design the predictive modeling in a 
way where the desired entity is in fact targeted. Here, total effect (impact) was 
the desired target, which to some degree was handled by using the post-
processing moving average. 

The technique of using sensitivity analysis to determine which input categories 
to discard made the model more robust and added to the predictive 
performance. This is also an important contribution to the media domain. 
Techniques like this might shed some light on which combinations of media 
categories that should be used for greatest effect, for the individual makes.  

It is also interesting to note that for some brands the most important categories 
(as found by the sensitivity analysis) were the categories with the highest 
investments. This should be reassuring for those companies. For other brands, 
the opposite was true; i.e. categories with mostly small investments were found 
most important. Exactly how this information should be interpreted and used 
must be left to the companies. Major changes in the media mix would probably 
change the problem to an extent where the models built would perform very 
poorly. As always, extrapolating a model is risky, and that would be the case 
here. Nevertheless the information in itself should be taken seriously by the 
affected companies. 
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7.2.8 Considerations 

Even though the performance of the predictive models increased, it is still 
doubtful if strategic decisions could be based on predictions with this level of 
accuracy. On the other hand, it should be noted that these decisions have to be 
made and that even the models found in the first study have higher performance 
than the standard methods.  

The need to include application of the methods to data from other domains was 
highlighted. It might be that the car domain (expensive products) has an impact 
on the results. Analysis on a domain with less expensive products could find a 
difference in how the advertising actually also effect our attitude towards 
possibility and preference.  

The sensitivity analysis should ultimately also be extended to rule extraction 
from trained ANNs. Extracted rules could, for example, describe the relative 
importance between media categories, the length of the delay from investment to 
effect and the duration of an effect. These rules would most certainly be specific 
for each make but could still provide an explanation of the relationships found. 

7.3 Initial rule extraction in the marketing domain 

This section is based on the papers “Neural Networks - from Prediction to 
Explanation” [JN02b] and “Rule Extraction from Trained Neural Networks 
Using Genetic Programming” [JKN03]. 

7.3.1 Summary 

The purpose of this study was to evaluate if ANNs, when used in the marketing 
domain, can be used not only for prediction, but also for explanation. The focus 
was to investigate if the powerful, but opaque, ANNs can be transformed into a 
representation comprehensive enough to act upon, while keeping high accuracy. 

This is the study where G-REX was introduced, so one main objective was to 
estimate the performance to expect from G-REX. Important comparisons were 
made against a technique directly producing transparent models (C5.0) and 
existing rule extraction algorithms (TREPAN and RX). Naturally, the most 
important criteria to compare were accuracy and comprehensibility, but fidelity 
was also measured. 

In this study, the focus was on short-term forecasts and the original regression 
problems were transformed into corresponding classification problems. The 
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reason for this change was the fact that the two existing rule extraction 
techniques used for comparison with G-REX perform classification only. 

The ANNs were first trained to identify weeks with high impact of advertising. 
The trained networks were then used for “rule extraction” i.e. the knowledge 
learned by the ANN was transformed into a more comprehensive 
representation; here decision trees.  

The study showed that decision trees generated from the trained network have 
higher accuracy than decision trees created directly form the data set. In 
addition, G-REX obtained slightly higher accuracy than TREPAN and RX on 
most makes.  

7.3.2 Background 

The ANNs used in the previous studies are clearly capable of building a model 
where the impact of advertising is a function of sequences of investments in 
different media categories. The trained networks could be used for both short-
term (1-4 weeks) and long-term (1 year) predictions with, what was deemed to 
be, good results. Typical use of these models would be to evaluate planned 
investment strategies by comparing the predictions produced. 

Often though, something more than a simulation tool is needed since business 
executives would like to have a comprehensive and transparent model to act 
upon. Trained ANNs must, however, be regarded as black boxes; i.e. their 
representation of the underlying problem does not allow human inspection or 
understanding. As explained in 4.2, this is a serious drawback for ANNs when 
used for data mining. The process to derive more transparent formulations from 
trained ANNs called rule extraction (or sometimes knowledge extraction) is 
therefore rightly recognized as an important task to further establish ANNs as a 
tool for data mining.  

The process of creating action rules from trained networks may use different 
extraction strategies and representation languages, but all methods must fulfill 
certain common demands. Although Craven and Shavlik in [CS99] also discuss 
scalability and generality, the most important criteria from [ADT95] are 
accuracy, comprehensibility and fidelity. With this in mind, the overall aim is to 
extract clear rules with high accuracy. This is obviously a trade-off, since more 
complex rules can express more complicated relationships. From the constraint 
that rule extraction must produce comprehensible rules to provide explanation, 
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the focus for this study was to investigate if short and clear rules still could be 
expected to have acceptable accuracy. 

7.3.3 Method 

In the study, trained ANNs were used as a starting point for the task of finding a 
model comprehensible enough to enable decision-making. The focus was on 
short-term forecasts, so the two variables SoV and previous effect were assumed 
to be available and therefore included in the model. SoV for a specific make and 
week is, as mentioned before, the total investment for that make in relation to the 
total investment for all makes. Previous effect (PE) is the targeted effect in the 
previous week. Only a subset of all available makes was used in this study. More 
specifically, seven makes with good performance in previous studies were 
selected. 

The sensitivity analysis in the previous study was performed for long-term 
forecasts. Now, a similar sensitivity analysis was performed for short-term 
forecasting. One key result was that the newly introduced variables SoV and PE 
were found to be very important. Table 36 presents the brands and categories 
used. 

Company Categories 

Volvo TV, Share-of-voice, Previous effect 
Ford TV, Share-of-voice, Previous effect 
Toyota TV, Share-of-voice, Previous effect 
Volkswagen TV, Share-of-voice, Previous effect 
Saab TV, Share-of-voice, Previous effect 
BMW Morning Press, Share-of-voice, Previous effect 
Opel TV, Morning Press, Share-of-voice, Previous effect 

Table 36: Companies and media categories used. 

Since TREPAN and RX perform classification only, the original problem had to 
be reformulated. The regression task at hand was to produce weekly forecasts of 
the real-valued effect (e.g. IM) on different horizons. This was changed into 
predicting if the effect for a certain week exceeds a specific limit. The limit 
chosen (with the motivation that it represents a week with high impact) was the 
66-percentile of the training set. For the experiments, as mentioned above, only 
some brands were used and in addition only IM was targeted. The reason for 
this is that brands with very low effects are extremely sensitive to small changes 
in the number of respondents who mention the brand. When the task is altered 
from a regression task to a classification task, this is even more apparent since 
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many data points just around the limit may cause poor results, even if the 
original prediction is rather good.  

To get compact rules, the number of inputs was kept to a minimum. Just two 
previous weeks were lagged. For a brand where only one media category (e.g. 
TV) was used, the total number of inputs was as small as 9. This is not explicitly 
required by the rule extraction algorithms, but the results from the previous 
study implied that fewer inputs were not only sufficient, but even advantageous 
for the performance. 

A single TDNN was trained for each make to classify whether the next week will 
have high impact or not. The reason for not using an ensemble or retraining 
ANNs every week is that both RX and the TREPAN implementation used here1 
require the actual network representation; i.e. connections and weights.  

It should be noted that there are several approaches not based on a sensitivity 
analysis to find and remove inputs not vital for a neural net. In [CS97b] the 
results are improved by use of “clearning” [WZN96] before the rule extraction, 
and most decompositional methods rely on some form of pruning. As 
comparison, decision trees generated directly from the data set using C5.0 were 
applied on the test set. Below are some details for RX and G-REX. 

RX 

When using RX the following steps were performed: 

1. Each input was split in eight intervals of equal length. These intervals were 
used to convert the continuous input to discrete values. With the localist 
coding used, each original continuous input resulted in eight binary inputs. 

2. An ANN was trained for classification using the binary inputs. 

3. Repeated pruning and retraining were performed on the resulting network, 
until no further pruning was possible without significantly reducing the 
accuracy. 

4. The actual rule set was built by merging the rule sets found for hidden 
layer to output and input to hidden layer. 

                                                 

1 The original TREPAN implementation found at http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~craven/trepan.sh 
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G-REX 

In this study the function and terminal sets were:  

F = {and, or, >} 

T = {Input1, Input2, … , Inputn, ℜ} 

The data sets were of course identical to the ones used by the other techniques, 
but for G-REX the training set was divided into one training set and one 
validation set. The comparison between techniques is still fair though, since the 
test set is intact. The training set consisted of 75 patterns, the validation set 25 
and the test set 50. 

The fitness functions 

Obviously there is a direct connection between how the fitness function is 
formulated and the rule sets evolved. This is a nice property for the task of rule 
extraction, since the exact choice of what to optimize in the rule set is transferred 
into the formulation of the fitness function. This function could, for example, 
include how faithful the rules are to the ANN (fidelity), how compact the rules 
are (comprehensibility), and how well they perform on a validation set 
(accuracy). In this study, three different fitness functions were evaluated:  

The first fitness function (Fidelity) measured whether the rule set performed 
similarly to the ANN on the training set; i.e. each instance classified in the same 
way as the network increased the fitness value by one. The second fitness 
function (Accuracy) used the training set in the same way, but also considered 
the validation set; i.e. the set of instances used to stop the training but not to 
adjust the weights in the network. Each validation pattern classified correctly 
increased the fitness value by one. The third fitness function (Comprehensibility) 
was an extension of the second with the addition of a penalty applied to longer 
programs. The purpose was to encourage smaller and therefore more readable 
rules. 

Syntax 

Internally, G-REX rules are represented as S-expressions. Figure 38 shows a 
sample program for the Impact of Advertising problem. Note that the 
representation language is Boolean trees and that the default class is high impact. 

(OR (> TV2 10515)  

    (OR  (OR (> PE3 10592)(> PE1 12026))  

         (AND(> TV0 10036)(> PE3 10292))))  

Figure 38: A sample rule for Impact of Advertising. 
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7.3.4 Results 

Table 37 shows the results for the different makes and different techniques.  

Company ANN C5.0 TREPAN RX 
G-REX 
(Fid.) 

G-REX 
(Acc.) 

G-REX 
(Comp.) 

Ford 92% 84% 88% 80% 86% 84% 84% 
Toyota 92% 76% 86% 74% 84% 86% 86% 
VW 94% 80% 82% 76% 88% 90% 88% 
Saab 96% 96% 86% 100% 94% 94% 96% 
BMW 86% 80% 88% * 84% 86% 82% 
Opel 84% 80% 84% 74% 88% 86% 90% 
Volvo 94% 90% 92% 100% 96% 94% 96% 
Mean 91% 84% 87% * 89% 89% 89% 

Table 37: Percent correct on the test set for Impact of Advertising. 

The ANNs were usually the most accurate. The only exception was for SAAB, 
which on the other hand is a bit special, since the test period did not contain one 
single week with high impact. Both TREPAN and G-REX showed higher 
accuracy than C5.0. G-REX slightly outperformed TREPAN on most makes. RX 
had perfect accuracy for some makes, but performed poorly on others. RX failed 
to produce rules for BMW, since the pruning was not able to reduce the net to a 
size possible to extract rules from. The experiment had to be aborted after several 
days of execution time.  

To evaluate comprehensibility, the complexity of all trees (here measured as 
number of interior nodes) is presented in Table 38 below. To enable this 
comparison, TREPAN was here forced to use binary tests on single variables in 
each node. 

Company C5.0 RX TREPAN 
G-REX 
(Fid.) 

G-REX 
(Acc.) 

G-REX 
(Comp.) 

Ford 12 5 28 48 44 9 
Toyota 14 600 31 54 50 9 
VW 12 62 20 44 44 7 
Saab 9 23 20 40 43 7 
BMW 15 * 17 26 22 9 
Opel 14 409 18 32 50 11 
Volvo 8 4 12 33 36 5 
Mean 12 * 21 40 41 8 

Table 38: Complexity measured as interior nodes. 

It is obvious that G-REX, using the fitness function Comp. produced very 
compact rules. It should also be noted that TREPAN generally created more 
complex trees than C5.0. RX mixed very compact rule sets with extremely 
complex. Figure 39 shows a sample rule (for Volkswagen) extracted by G-REX. 
This could be compared to the M-of-N tree extracted by TREPAN in Figure 40, 
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but note that the normalization is different. The variables are written as category 
followed by lag; i.e. PE0 stands for IM the previous week and TV0 denotes 
money invested in TV commercials the present week. 

(OR  (OR (> TV0 12267) (> PE2 11142))  

 (AND(> PE1 9568)  (> PE3 10620)))  

Figure 39: G-REX rule for High Impact for Volkswagen. 

IF 4 of {SOV2 > -0.0069, TV0 > 0.0697,  

         PE0 > -0.0193, PE1 > -0.0193, TV0 > 0.1666,  

         PE1 > 0.1488, PE0 > 0.0305} THEN HIGH 

ELSE IF PE0 > 0.1169 THEN HIGH 

     ELSE LOW 

Figure 40: TREPAN rule for High Impact for Volkswagen. 

From the extracted sample rule, it follows that for Volkswagen the most 
important category is Previous Effect. This implies that media investments do not 
change the effect rapidly, but rather build the effect over a longer time. 

7.3.5 Conclusions 

The classification problem turned out to be easier than expected. This is due to 
the fact that the variables previous week and share-of-voice were extremely 
important. Access to these values when predicting on a shorter horizon therefore 
changed the problem radically. ANNs are inherently very powerful, so it is not 
surprising that they outperformed C5.0 in this case study. The interesting part is 
to choose an adequate tool when transformation to a clearer model is needed.  

Both TREPAN and G-REX performed well in this study; extracted trees were 
more accurate than corresponding trees generated directly from the data by C5.0. 
The study therefore supports the claim that ANNs is a tool for generalization; i.e. 
rules extracted from the model realized by the trained network have higher 
accuracy than rules created directly from the data set. 

The possibility to tailor the fitness function directly to the demands on extracted 
rules is especially appealing, and a key argument for the G-REX method. In 
[ADT95] the criteria comprehensibility is emphasized: 

…the end product is explanation not obfuscation. (p. 13) 

In this study, the rules extracted without a penalty for long programs were often 
quite complex. The usability of such rules is questionable; they could very well 
fall into the category “obfuscation”. For the problems at hand, however, the 
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suggested approach using a fitness function enforcing shorter programs found 
rather compact rules, without sacrificing much accuracy. This could obviously be 
problem-dependent, but is still an important result. 

In the experiments conducted, the use of a validation set in the fitness function 
did not improve performance. The most important reason for this is probably 
that the same validation set was originally used to stop ANN training. 
Nevertheless, for other problems this could still be an option. 

For the classification problem at hand, it should be noted that C5.0 had an 
accuracy that probably would be regarded as “good enough” to act upon; so the 
advantage of using ANNs and rule extraction was not evident. Even so, the 
difference in performance between ANNs and C5.0 was significant. So, based on 
these results, the task of transforming the accurate but opaque ANN into a 
transparent model faithful to the net was assigned high priority. 

7.3.6 Considerations 

TREPAN is one tool for rule extraction and has some appealing properties, 
especially the simplicity of the chosen representation language. The choice of 
representation language is vital and decision trees or some kind of if-then rules 
are arguably the easiest to interpret for a user. Comprehensibility is, however, 
also closely related to the length of the extracted rules. Shorter rules are likely to 
be easier to interpret. There is obviously a trade-off between powerful, but 
complex representation, and smaller but less accurate. Loosely put, the 
representations should have high accuracy, but still be “clear enough” to make 
them possible to act upon. If extracted representations fail to be comprehensible, 
there is no reason not to use the original ANN with its documented high 
performance. Nevertheless, some papers still present rule extraction strategies 
where the rules are very long and could not in any way be regarded as 
explanations; see e.g. [DRS+02]. 

Ideally, an algorithm for rule extraction should in itself enforce both accurate 
and clear rules. For most problems this would again require a trade-off between 
accuracy and comprehensibility. TREPAN to a large extent leaves this decision to 
the user, who may interrupt the extraction process at any time. When 
interrupted, TREPAN returns the current decision tree, and, since the 
exploration is performed in a “best-first” fashion, this tree is likely to be rather 
accurate. Nevertheless the trade-off is not explicitly handled; i.e. there is no 
mechanical way to try to search for a tree representing an optimal trade-off.  
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It should also be noted that TREPAN extraction strategy focuses on maximizing 
the fidelity towards the ANN. Although this is perhaps the most obvious 
requirement when performing rule extraction, accuracy and comprehensibility 
are more important for practical use. 

G-REX, on the other hand, is designed to automatically handle the accuracy vs. 
comprehensibility trade-off by incorporating a penalty function for longer rules. 
In addition, when comparing G-REX to TREPAN, the possibility to easily change 
representation language is a major advantage for G-REX. This, original version 
of TREPAN, is also restricted to extracting rules from single ANNs. This is in 
sharp contrast to G-REX, which, as a true black-box rule extraction technique, 
can extract rules from any opaque model. 

7.4 Rule extraction in another marketing domain 

This section is based on the paper “Neural Networks and Rule Extraction for 
Prediction and Explanation in the Marketing Domain” [JSK+03]. 

7.4.1 Summary  

The purpose of this study was to further evaluate the G-REX method and, at the 
same time, extend the studies in the marketing domain to another, very different, 
line of business. In this case study, ANNs were again used for prediction and 
explanation in the marketing domain. Here the underlying product was package 
holidays. Initially, ANNs were used for regression and classification to predict 
the impact of advertising from money invested in different media categories. 
Rule extraction was then performed on trained ANNs, using the G-REX method. 
Results show that both the ANNs and the extracted rules outperform the 
standard tool C5.0. In this study, G-REX accomplished the goal of combining 
high accuracy with keeping rules short and comprehensible. The study also 
showed that G-REX obtained high fidelity on both training and test sets. 

7.4.2 Background 

Typical questions when determining a marketing strategy include how the 
investments should be spread over time and what media categories to choose to 
maximize the impact. The overall goal is to have an accurate and transparent 
model for how investments determine the effect. Such models could be used 
both as simulation tools and for explanation.  

In this case study, the experiences from the previous studies was put to use on a 
very different product; i.e. companies selling package holidays. From previous 
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studies, several key demands on the prediction tool had been established for the 
results to be useful to decision-makers. Most importantly, the accuracy must be 
high and the model comprehensible enough to enable explanation of the 
relationships found.  

The ANN technology is mature with established high performance in many 
diverse problem domains. Nevertheless, previous studies in the marketing 
domain showed that the exact formulation of the required performance is 
important and must be carefully chosen. More specifically, standard 
measurements like MSE and correlation coefficients turned out to be unsuitable, 
if applied directly. As an example, predictions with higher MSE could 
sometimes, by a media analyst, be deemed better than those with lower errors, if 
they capture the “important part” of the prediction; i.e. the correct area of the 
targeted effect over time.  

Regarding the demand for an explanation facility, this initially seemed to rule 
out a neural network approach. ANNs are often regarded as black boxes, since 
the internal representation of the model is not comprehensible for humans. As a 
matter of fact, many introductory AI books (see e.g. [RN03] and [BL98]), where 
different techniques are presented and compared, state this as a well-known fact 
and a serious drawback for ANNs. The implication is that ANNs generally are 
not considered able to provide any conceptual explanation of the underlying 
problem. 

The overall ambition is that rule extraction (and more specifically G-REX) should 
bridge this gap, so that ANNs with their high performance could be used more 
frequently on data mining problems. Using ANNs followed by rule extraction 
provides both predictive power and an explanation facility. 

As a further step in evaluating G-REX, the fidelity of the extracted 
representations to the original ANNs was investigated. Even though accuracy 
and comprehensibility are the two most important criteria, fidelity must also be 
high. A low fidelity would mean that G-REX does not express the relationship 
found by the ANN, but instead finds another relationship. Typically, that would 
also lead to lower accuracy on the test set, since one of the main purposes of 
using an ANN in the first place is to guarantee good generalization.  

It should always be remembered that rule extraction produces simpler (and less 
powerful) models. The implication is that overly simplified models may not be 
capable of representing the underlying relationship. Fidelity, measured on 
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training and validation sets, together with accuracy on a validation sets are good 
indicators to avoid this. 

Initial considerations 

The purpose of exploring a different domain was to demonstrate the robustness 
of the neural network approach. At the same time, it is apparent that the travel 
business is very different from the car sales business. One major difference is that 
in the Swedish travel domain, the four leading companies have most weeks a 
combined TOM of over 99%. These four companies also dominate the 
advertising completely. For the car sales domain, many more brands have 
measurable TOM and IM. 

The travel companies also vary their marketing more often and more radically. 
Furthermore, it could be argued that a specific car (the product) is much more 
tightly bound to the car make than a specific journey is to the travel company. A 
potential customer watching a commercial for a travel destination could easily 
miss the actual company since many companies offer (almost) the same 
products. As a matter of fact, the majority of the travel companies just recently 
realized this danger and now most commercials do focus on the brand. This 
adjustment is one of several radical changes in marketing strategies during the 
time period covered in this study. 

The hope of performing long-term predictions of high quality was therefore 
rather low. Consequently, the focus was on short-term predictions, in this case 
just the following week. To maximize performance for short-term forecasts, the 
ANNs could be retrained every week as new data becomes available. This 
approach was used in [JN01] with good results, and should probably be the 
preferred option if the sole purpose is prediction. The drawback of this method 
is that it does not produce one model, but a different model every week. With 
the ambition to also use the model for explanation, the approach chosen was to 
train each network only once. When performing short-term forecasts, the two 
variables SoV and PE were assumed to be known and therefore included in the 
model. 

The data set and preprocessing 

The data set used was from Sweden and the travel business. The total data set 
includes 150 weeks. The data set contains, as input, weekly investments in 
different media categories for the four dominating travel companies on the 
Swedish market. The media categories were TV, radio, cinema, morning press, 
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evening press, popular press, weekly press, special interest press and outdoor 
posters. 

A measure that enables comparison between different methods was needed. For 
this study, a compromise was again made; the main measure used was still 
correlation coefficient, but moving averages (identical to the ones in section 7.2.3) 
were applied to get a smoother relationship. The purpose of using MA1 was to 
get a more stable model for the networks to train on. It is natural that the 
duration of impacts resulting from investments could be longer than one week. 
With this in mind, the purpose of MA2 was to focus more on the total effect from 
an investment.  

Since most companies do not use all media categories, it is apparent that a 
reduction of the number of input variables could take place. Another reason for 
this is the ultimate goal of producing short and clear rules from the trained 
ANNs. Inspection of the data sets and a sensitivity analysis led to a decision to 
reduce the data sets to 6 inputs. These inputs were TV, Morning Press, Other 
Press, Other Investments, Share-of-Voice and Previous Effect. Other Press is the 
sum of all investments in press other than morning press. Other Investments is 
radio, outdoor posters and movies. 

It can be argued that certain results are more interesting to predict than others. 
Especially, it would be appealing to be able to predict weeks with high effects. 
With the explanation capability in mind, this is even more attractive. Ultimately 
a clear model (like if-then rules) should exist for the decision-makers to act upon. 
Because of this perspective, the study focused on classification (instead of 
regression) by dividing the targeted effect into separate levels (e.g. high, medium 
and low) and using these as target values for ANN training. 

7.4.3 Method 

Several experiments were conducted using data from the four dominating travel 
companies. Each experiment covered both TOM and IM.  

• A long-term prediction, without the variables SoV and PE. 

• A short-term prediction, without retraining the networks every week but 
using SoV and PE. 

• Classification where the levels are just high and low (really ‘not high’). 
The high level is the upper third of the training samples. This is to detect 
weeks with high impact. 
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• Classification with three levels: high, normal and low. The limits are 
determined by dividing the sorted training set in three parts, each 
containing one third of all instances. 

• C5.0 was used as a comparison for the classification. 

• G-REX extracted rules from the ANNs trained for classification. 

ANN architecture and training algorithm were found from initial testing, using a 
4-fold cross-validation scheme. The training data (100 weeks) was divided into a 
training set (75 patterns) and a validation set (25 patterns), before training 
started. This was repeated for all four combinations of training and validation 
sets. The architectures with the best average result over the validation sets were 
chosen. The test sets (the last 50 weeks) were, of course, not part of the training 
but kept hidden until the evaluation. 

Different ways of coding the classes were tested; i.e. localist coding and 
thermometer coding. Thermometer coding is often used when there is an ordinal 
relationship between the classes. As an example, in the experiment with three 
classes a target in the low class was coded as 00, a target in the medium class as 
01 and a target in the high class as 11.  

For the regression tasks, TDNNs with 5 tapped weeks and a single hidden layer 
with 10 units were used. The training algorithm was backpropagation with 
momentum and adaptive learning rate. 

For the classification task, TDNNs with 3 tapped weeks were used. The exact 
architecture varied slightly with different codings, companies and targeted 
effects. For ANN training, resilient backpropagation [RB93] was used. 

As usual, the function and terminal sets used by G-REX depended on the 
number of classes. The experiments with binary output extracted Boolean trees, 
while the experiments with three classes extracted decision trees.  

The main advantage of G-REX is that the requirements imposed on the extracted 
representation, i.e. comprehensibility, accuracy and fidelity, are all handled by 
choosing an appropriate fitness function. In these experiments, the fitness was 
determined from the number of training patterns classified the same way as the 
ANN (fidelity), the number of correct classification on the validation set 
(accuracy) and a penalty for longer rules (comprehensibility). 
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7.4.4 Results 

The results from the long-term prediction experiments were extremely varying 
(see Table 39). Only Apollo reached a level of accuracy comparable to most car 
brands in previous studies. 

Company TOM IM 

Always 0.23 0.11 
Apollo 0.50 0.55 
Fritidsresor 0.00 0.01 
Ving 0.01 0.01 
Mean 0.18 0.17 

Table 39: Results for long-term predictions given as R2 values.  

Specifically, the predictions for Fritidsresor and Ving were very poor. Further 
investigation, however, showed that the companies had changed both their 
marketing strategy and their media mix radically almost exactly at the point 
between the training set and the test set (week 100). A picture of this is given in 
Figure 41, where TOM divided with money spent for Fritidsresor is plotted for 
all 150 weeks (note the striking difference in levels.) 
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Figure 41: TOM/Total investment for Fritidsresor. 

Short-term predictions, using the variables share-of-voice and previous result, 
were much better (with the exception of Fritidsresor), see Table 40 and a sample 
prediction in Figure 42. 
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Company TOM IM 

Always 0.83 0.83 
Apollo 0.76 0.85 
Fritidsresor 0.01 0.02 
Ving 0.48 0.58 
Mean 0.53 0.57 

Table 40: Results for short-term predictions given as R2 values. 
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Figure 42: Short-term prediction of IM for Apollo. 

The results from the classification experiments show that the ANN almost 
always has the highest performance; see Table 41 and Table 42. The difference 
between the two different codings turned out to be very small, hence, only the 
best (thermometer coding) is reported. 

TOM IM 
Company 

ANN C5.0 G-REX ANN C5.0 G-REX 

Always 90% 86% 86% 92% 82% 92% 
Apollo 94% 94% 96% 96% 92% 96% 
Fritidsresor 100% 100% 100% 100% 78% 100% 
Ving 100% 70% 98% 100% 88% 100% 
Mean 96% 88% 95% 97% 85% 97% 

Table 41: Binary classification. Percent correct on test set.  

TOM IM 
Company 

ANN C5.0 G-REX ANN C5.0 G-REX 

Always 78% 76% 70% 88% 86% 84% 
Apollo 84% 84% 76% 86% 62% 84% 
Fritidsresor 100% 98% 100% 98% 96% 98% 
Ving 94% 48% 82% 86% 86% 92% 
Mean 89% 77% 82% 90% 83% 90% 

Table 42: Classification with three classes. Percent correct on test set. 
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The reason for some poor results, especially on TOM, is the fact that the intervals 
turned out to be very small. The medium interval could, for some companies, 
have a range of only 1-2%, with many data points around the limits.

It is very interesting to note that rules extracted with G-REX generally 
outperform C5.0, even with the restriction that they must be kept short. Figure 43 
and Figure 44 show two sample rules. 

(OR  (AND (> MP2 9644 ) (> PE0 10590 ))  

 (AND (> PE1 8731 ) (> Sov0 11495))) 

Figure 43: Extracted rule for High TOM for Apollo. 

(if (> Sov0 12273 ) High  

 (if (> PE0 9845 ) High  

  (if (> PE0 8771) Medium Low))) 

Figure 44: Extracted tree for IM for Always with three classes. 

Table 43 and Table 44 show the fidelity accomplished by G-REX.  

TOM IM 
Company 

Train Validation Test Train Validation Test 

Always 98% 98% 96% 96% 96% 100% 
Apollo 98% 96% 98% 96% 100% 100% 
Fritidsresor 100% 98% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Ving 96% 96% 94% 98% 98% 100% 
Mean 98% 97% 97% 98% 99% 100% 

Table 43: G-REX fidelity on the binary classification problem. 

TOM IM 
Company 

Train Validation Test Train Validation Test 

Always 96% 94% 90% 92% 96% 94% 
Apollo 94% 92% 90% 96% 100% 98% 
Fritidsresor 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Ving 96% 94% 90% 94% 92% 92% 
Mean 97% 95% 93% 96% 97% 96% 

Table 44: G-REX fidelity on the classification problem with 3 classes. 

The level of fidelity was high and rather constant over training, validation and 
test sets. This is despite the fact that the class distribution for some companies 
differs greatly between the sets. Figure 45 to Figure 48 show sample confusion 
matrixes. Remember that the levels were chosen so that one third of all data 
points (in the training set) were “high” in the experiments with two classes, and 
that each class had one third of the data points in experiments with three classes. 
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Figure 45: Confusion matrix for Ving IM (test set).  
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Figure 46: Confusion matrix for Apollo TOM (test set). 
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Figure 47: Confusion matrix for Always IM (test set). 
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Figure 48: Confusion matrix for Apollo TOM (test set). 

7.4.5 Conclusions 

When working on “real” problems it is vital that the measurements used capture 
the most relevant aspects. Here, this point was handled in part by the different 
averages to get the prediction task “closer” to what is considered important, but 
also by the addition of the classification experiments. Many tasks originally 
formulated as regression tasks would probably benefit from transformation to 
classification problems. Often, in the data mining context, the classification task 
is closer to the problem formulations used by executives. 
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It is well known that ANNs are good tools for prediction. Often the drawback 
has been the lack of an explanation capability, something which is inherently 
present in, for instance, decision trees. When trained ANNs are used for rule 
extraction, this drawback is overcome. As the study implies, the extracted rules 
can have both high accuracy and comprehensibility. The experiments also show 
that G-REX fidelity was very high. Furthermore, the G-REX approach to rule 
extraction makes it possible to determine the properties that should be optimized 
through the fitness function. 

7.5 Extending G-REX 

This section is based on the paper “The Truth is in There -  
Rule Extraction from Opaque Models Using Genetic Programming” [JKN04]. 

7.5.1 Summary 

The purpose of this study was to evaluate G-REX against the criteria proposed 
by Craven and Shavlik in [CS99]; i.e. accuracy, comprehensibility, fidelity, 
scalability and generality. To demonstrate the high generality possessed by G-
REX, rule extraction was extended to regression problems. In addition, new 
representation languages, here regression trees and fuzzy rules, were used. 
Lastly, G-REX was also applied to another kind of opaque models, here boosted 
decision trees. 

Several experiments, covering both regression and classification tasks, were 
conducted. Results show that G-REX, in general, was capable of extracting both 
accurate and comprehensible representations, thus allowing high performance 
also in domains where comprehensibility is of essence.  

When evaluating G-REX against the criteria, it is apparent that G-REX offers a 
way to control the accuracy vs. comprehensibility trade-off. In addition, G-REX 
stands out regarding generality. All demands for generality, given by Craven 
and Shavlik, are well met by G-REX. 

7.5.2 Background 

There are potentially several different reasons for performing rule extraction 
from opaque models. The most obvious is the desire to obtain an accurate and 
comprehensible predictive model. Normally this involves a trade-off, however, 
since extracted representations must sacrifice some predictive power for 
increased comprehensibility. If this trade-off is acceptable, the extracted model 
could be used for the actual predictions; i.e. the rule extraction technique is more 
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or less embedded in the data mining process. Another, slightly different scenario 
is where a powerful but opaque predictive model exists to start with and even a 
small loss in accuracy is unacceptable. Nevertheless, an explanation capability 
might be of value. Although the opaque technique would still be used for the 
predictions, the extracted representation could be seen as a rough guide to how 
the predictions are made. This knowledge could potentially lead to a better 
understanding of the problem and, for some problems, even the ability to create 
better predictive models. In a way, this is similar to an advanced sensitivity 
analysis. 

Obviously, high accuracy is the overall goal of any predictive data mining 
technique. The decrease in accuracy from using a comprehensible model should 
be minimized, although normally some loss is inevitable. In G-REX, this trade-off 
is explicitly handled by the choice of fitness function. Normally, longer rules are 
penalized to increase understanding. If this penalty is not present, G-REX will 
produce quite complex rules. Still these rules are transparent and could, in 
principle, be interpreted by a human. At least some understanding of the 
problem (or the behavior of the predictive model) could be gathered from, for 
instance, inspecting the first splits in an extracted decision tree.  

Craven and Shavlik in [CS99] argue that generality is very important. In 
particular, the ability to handle different underlying models and representation 
languages is stressed. This study therefore evaluated G-REX using the criteria 
proposed by Craven and Shavlik, but focusing on generality. Both classification 
and regression problems were used, forcing G-REX to extract rules using a 
variety of representation languages.  

7.5.3 Method 

The overall purpose of this study was to evaluate G-REX on new tasks and using 
new representation languages. More specifically G-REX was extended to handle: 

• Regression problems producing regression trees. 

• Classification problems producing fuzzy rules. 

In addition, G-REX used not only single ANNs to extract from, but also two 
other opaque models; i.e. ANN ensembles and boosted decision trees. 

The study was comparative since results from G-REX were compared both to the 
original results (from the opaque model) and to results from standard 
techniques. The standard techniques were the default selections for the 
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respective problem category in the data mining tool Clementine. For 
classification tasks this is (boosted) decision trees using the C5.0 algorithm. For 
regression tasks the technique is CART. 

The problems and data used 

Two variations of the Impact of Advertising problem were used. In both 
experiments, TOM and IM were predicted from investments in different media 
categories. 100 weeks were used for training and 50 for testing. To reduce the 
number of input variables, only four aggregate variables were used: 

• TV: money spent on TV-commercials. 

• MP: money spent on advertising in morning press. 

• OP: money spent on advertising in other press; i.e. evening press, popular 
press and special interest press. 

• OI: money spent in other media; i.e. radio, outdoor, movie. 

The two main experiments were: 

• A long-term (one year) regression forecast. This is very similar to the 
original experiments used in [JN01]. The main difference is the 
aggregation of input variables. 

• A short-term (one month) prediction using classification. This is similar to 
the experiments in [JSK+03], but here the horizon was one month instead 
of just one week. This is an important difference since some variables, 
shown to be very important (e.g. share-of-voice), are not available.  

Only four car brands (Volvo, Ford, Hyundai and Toyota) were used in the 
experiments. Previous studies had produced good results on these data sets.  

Long-term regression forecast 

The purpose of this experiment was to produce a long-term forecast covering 
approximately one year. Each input instance consisted of investments during the 
current week and also from four lagged weeks. The overall problem is thus to 
predict effects of advertising from sequences of investments. Three approaches 
were evaluated: 

ANNs. The ANNs were standard MLPs with one hidden layer. Initial 
experimentation, using a validation set, found 8 hidden neurons to be sufficient. 
For each effect (e.g. TOM for Ford) an ensemble of five independently trained 
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ANNs were used. To produce the ensemble output, the outputs from the five 
ANNs were averaged. 

CART in Clementine. Here the standard method for producing regression trees 
in Clementine was used. It should be noted that, as previously mentioned, the 
technique termed C&R-Trees, according to the documentation, is a 
“comprehensive implementation of the methods described as CART©” [BFO+84]. 

G-REX. To enable a fair comparison with CART, G-REX used a functional set 
consisting only of relational operators and an if-statement. The terminal set 
consisted of the input variables and random constants in a suitable range. 

Figure 49 below shows the BNF for the representation language used when 
extracting regression trees. 

F = {if, <, >} 

T = {i1, i2, …, in, ℜ} 
 

RTree  :- (if RelExp RTree RTree) | Output 

RelExp  :- (RelOp Input Constant) 

RelOp  :- < | > 

Input  :- i1 | i2 | … | in 

Output  :- ℜ 

Constant  :- ℜ 

Figure 49: Representation language for regression trees. 

Using these function and terminal sets, the feasible expressions were exactly the 
same for G-REX and CART. G-REX used the results of the trained ANN 
ensemble as fitness cases; i.e. the fitness was based on fidelity. In addition a 
small penalty term was applied to longer representations, thus enforcing more 
compact trees. 

Short-term prediction using classification 

The purpose of this experiment was to produce a short-term prediction using a 
four week horizon. The original regression problem was transformed into a 
binary classification problem, where the task is to predict if the effect (TOM or 
IM) will be higher than the 66-percentile (a week with high impact). In addition 
to the input variables used in the long-term forecast, the variable previous effect 
(PE) was used. PE is an important indicator for trends; i.e. detecting when the 
ratio between investments and effects changes. The task here was to predict an 
effect four weeks ahead using the investments between now and that week, 
together with previous effects from between the current week and two weeks 
back. In this experiment five different approaches were evaluated: 
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ANNs. The ANNs were standard MLPs with one hidden layer. Initial 
experimentation using a validation set found 5 hidden units to be sufficient. 
There was just one output unit and the two classes were coded as –1 and +1. An 
output over 0 from the ANN represents a predicted class of HIGH. For each 
effect, eleven ANNs were trained and combined into an ensemble.  

C5.0. Both single decision trees and boosted trees created by C5.0 were 
evaluated. All parameters for C5.0 and the boosting were set to default values. 

G-REX extracting Boolean trees from ANNs. The function set consisted of 
relational operators and logical operators (AND, OR). The terminal set contained 
input variables and random constants. An extracted representation is thus a 
Boolean tree. The fitness function was based on fidelity towards the ANN and a 
small penalty term to enforce short rules. 

G-REX extracting Boolean rules from boosted decision trees. The only 
difference from the previous experiment was that the fitness used fidelity 
towards the boosted trees. 

G-REX extracting fuzzy rules from ANNs. In this experiment, fuzzy rules were 
extracted. Each input variable was fuzzified, having two possible fuzzy values, 
labeled Low and High. Figure 50 shows how the fuzzification was performed. The 
constants a and b were, for each variable, chosen as the 20-percentile and the 80-
percentile of the training data. 

Membership

1

0

Low High

Variable

a b  

Figure 50: Fuzzification of input variables. 

The terminal set contained the input variables and the names of the fuzzy sets. 
The function set contained logical operators, hedges (very and rather) and the 
function is. If µA is the membership mapping function for the fuzzy set A and µB 
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is the membership mapping function for the fuzzy set B, then the logical 
operators, working on fuzzy variables, are defined like: 

µA AND B(x) = µA(x) ∧ µB(x) =  min {µA(x) , µB(x)} 

µA OR B(x)   = µA(x) ∨ µB(x)  =  max {µA(x) , µB(x)} 

Hedges serve as modifiers of fuzzy values. In this experiment, the two hedges 
very and rather, as defined below, were used. 

very: 2
AA )()(' xx µµ =                                          rather: )()(' AA xx µµ =  

Figure 51 below shows the BNF for the representation language used when 
extracting fuzzy trees. To produce a prediction, the output from the fuzzy rule 
was compared to a threshold value, which was also evolved for each candidate 
rule. 

F = {is, and, or, rather, very} 

T = {i1, i2, …, in, low, high} 

 

FuzzyTree  :- FuzzyRule | FuzzyExp 

FuzzyRule  :- (FuzzyOp FuzzyTree FuzzyTree) 

FuzzyExp :- (Input is FuzzyConstant) 

FuzzyConstant :- FuzzySet | Hedge FuzzySet 

FuzzyOp  :- and | or 

Hedge   :- rather | very 

FuzzySet  :- low | high 

Input   :- i1 | i2 | … | in 

Figure 51: Representation language for fuzzy trees. 

7.5.4 Results 

Table 45 shows the results for the regression task. The results are given as 
coefficient of determination, (R2), between predicted values and target values on 
the test set. 

TOM IM 
Company 

ANN CART G-REX ANN CART G-REX 

Volvo 0.78 0.37 0.60 0.81 0.60 0.80 
Ford 0.75 0.48 0.60 0.62 0.44 0.61 
Toyota 0.73 0.35 0.58 0.75 0.44 0.61 
Hyundai 0.64 0.66 0.65 0.67 0.64 0.67 
Mean 0.73 0.47 0.61 0.71 0.53 0.67 

Table 45: Results for the regression task. 

Figure 52 and Figure 53 show predictions from the ANN and G-REX, plotted 
against the target values. 
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Figure 52: ANN prediction for Ford IM. Training and test set.  
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Figure 53: G-REX prediction for Ford IM. Test set only. 

A sample evolved S-expression is shown in Figure 54 below: 
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(if (< TV0 17)  

 (if (< TV2 36)  

  (if (> OI1 40) 82 72)   

  (if (< TV2 97) 83 97)) 

 (if (> OP1 216)  

  (if (< TV2 97) 85 112)  

  (if (< TV2 40) 85 112)))  

Figure 54: Evolved regression tree for Ford IM. 

Table 46 and Table 47 show the results from the classification experiments as 
percent correct on the test set. 

Company ANN C5.0 
C5.0 
boost 

G-REX 
ANN 

G-REX 
C5.0 boost 

G-REX 
fuzzy 

Volvo 92% 66% 72% 92% 72% 92% 
Ford 80% 82% 78% 80% 78% 82% 
Toyota 80% 66% 72% 72% 72% 76% 
Hyundai 74% 34% 46% 94% 50% 90% 
Mean 82% 62% 67% 85% 68% 85% 

Table 46: Results for the classification task (TOM). 

Company ANN C5.0 
C5.0 
boost 

G-REX 
ANN 

G-REX 
C5.0 boost 

G-REX 
fuzzy 

Volvo 90% 74% 74% 90% 72% 88% 
Ford 78% 72% 76% 80% 70% 82% 
Toyota 84% 72% 82% 80% 78% 82% 
Hyundai 84% 62% 74% 84% 72% 84% 
Mean 84% 70% 77% 84% 73% 84% 

Table 47: Results for the classification task (IM).  

Most of the extracted rules were both accurate and very compact. Figure 55 and 
Figure 56 show sample Boolean and fuzzy rules extracted by G-REX.  

(AND(OR (> PE0 10558)(> TV0 10596))  

    (AND(> TV1 9320 )(> TV0 933  )))  

Figure 55: Evolved Boolean rule for Toyota High IM. 

(AND(TV0 is rather high)(PE0 is very high)) 

Figure 56: Evolved fuzzy rule for Ford High IM. 

7.5.5 Discussion 

In this section, the results obtained in this study are used to evaluate G-REX 
against the criteria proposed by Craven and Shavlik. 
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Accuracy: G-REX performed well in this study. Most importantly, the accuracy 
on test sets was normally almost as good as that of the underlying opaque 
model. In addition G-REX outperformed the standard tools C5.0 and CART. 

Comprehensibility: Craven and Shavlik emphasize “methods for controlling the 
comprehensibility/fidelity trade-off” as an important part of rule extraction 
algorithms. The possibility to dictate this trade-off by the choice of fitness 
function is, consequently, a key property of G-REX. At the same time, the 
experiments showed that, for the data sets investigated, G-REX is often capable 
of producing short and accurate rules. As a matter of fact, for most problems 
studied, G-REX performed just as well when forced to look for short rules. 
Another important aspect of the G-REX algorithm is the possibility to use 
different representation languages, to facilitate interpretation of the rules. In this 
study Boolean rules, fuzzy rules and regression trees were created just by 
changing the function and terminal sets. 

Fidelity: Although this is not the main purpose of the G-REX algorithm, the 
study showed that extracted representations had similar accuracy to the opaque 
models, both on training and test sets. Obviously G-REX, especially when forced 
to look for short rules, is not capable of representing all the complexity of, for 
instance, an ANN ensemble. With this in mind, it is a fair assumption that G-
REX is capable of finding the general relationship between input and output, 
represented by the opaque model. 

Scalability: Scalability was not evaluated in this study but it is obvious that 
black-box approaches in general have an advantage compared to open-box 
methods. Black-box approaches are obviously independent of the exact 
architecture of the opaque model, which is in sharp contrast to open-box 
methods. Thus the size of the input space and the number of data points are the 
interesting parameters when considering scalability of black-box approaches. 
Although G-REX has not yet been tested on really large data sets, there is no 
reason to believe that G-REX will not perform well on larger data sets, but it 
remains to be verified. GP also inherently has the ability of “anytime rule 
extraction”, since evolution can be aborted at any time to produce the best rule 
found up to that point. 

Generality: G-REX is very general, since it operates on the mapping found by 
the opaque model, disregarding things like architecture, training regimes etc. As 
seen in this study, G-REX does not even require the opaque model to be a neural 
network. G-REX can be used equally well on, for instance, boosted decision trees 
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and ANN ensembles. G-REX in addition proved feasible not only on 
classification tasks, but also on regression tasks.  

7.5.6 Conclusions 

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the versatility of the genetic 
programming rule extraction algorithm G-REX against the criteria identified by 
Craven and Shavlik. The results showed that G-REX not only exhibits a high 
degree of accuracy, but also that this accuracy is not necessarily obtained at the 
expense of comprehensibility.  

Regarding generality, G-REX is very versatile since it acts on opaque models in 
general and not underlying architectures. G-REX can be applied to many 
different types of models and generate a multitude of representations. This was 
clearly demonstrated is this study where G-REX produced regression trees and 
fuzzy rules, in addition to Boolean and decision trees. 
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Chapter 8 
_______________________________________________________ 

 

A novel technique for ensemble creation 

In this chapter, six studies related to ensemble creation are presented. The 
overall goal was to suggest a novel technique for ensemble creation, constantly 
producing accurate ensembles on most data sets. The basic approach used is to 
first create a number of models (here ANNs) and then use evolutionary 
algorithms to select and combine these models into an ensemble. 

In the first study, which was originally reported in [JLN05], a simple algorithm 
based on GAs was evaluated against several straightforward ways of combining 
ANNs into ensembles. The suggested approach used GAs to search among all 
possible combinations of the available ANNs. The resulting ensemble is 
therefore just a subset of the available ANNs, here combined using averaging. 
The fitness function was based on ensemble accuracy on training and/or 
validation sets.  

The second study, originally published in [JLK+06b], introduced a novel 
technique for ensemble creation. The technique, named GEMS (Genetic 
Ensemble Member Selection), first trains a large number of ANNs (between 10 
and 50) and then uses genetic programming to build the ensemble by combining 
available ANNs. The use of genetic programming makes it possible for GEMS to 
not only consider ensembles of very different sizes, but also to use ensembles as 
intermediate building blocks, which could be further combined into larger 
ensembles. The fitness function was again ensemble accuracy on training and 
validation sets. In this study, GEMS was only evaluated on four data sets, and 
the results were slightly discouraging. The main problem was that GEMS 
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obtained extremely high accuracy on the parts of the data set used during 
evolution, but sometimes failed to generalize to test data.  

The third study, originally presented in [JLN06], looked into the question 
whether it is beneficial or not to set aside a part of the data set when training 
ANNs and later use this validation set when selecting ensemble members. Many 
approaches, for instance GASEN and ADDEMUP, do exactly this; see 5.4. In both 
cases, the ensemble is in fact optimized based on validation accuracy; i.e. 
accuracy on instances not used for ANN training. Naturally, the goal is, 
however, still to obtain high accuracy on data not used at all during model 
building and selection. This procedure therefore relies on that the correlation 
between validation accuracy and test accuracy is fairly high. This study, though, 
clearly showed that this is generally not the case. 

The fourth study, originally reported as two separate papers, [JLK+06c] and 
[JLK+06d], tried to address the problem with GEMS overfitting the training data, 
by changing either the representation language or the training regime. Here, 
GEMS was compared to both straightforward ways of combining ANNs into 
ensembles and the GA approach tried in the first study. A limited comparison 
with results published for the standard techniques Random Forests and 
AdaBoost in [Bre01] was also conducted. The most important result was that 
GEMS now outperformed most other approaches, indicating that the measures 
taken to reduce overfitting were successful. Regarding the comparison with 
Random Forests and AdaBoost, the results were, however, inconclusive.  

The fifth study, reported in [JLN07], empirically evaluated the diversity 
measures described in 5.3.1. The main result was that all diversity measures 
evaluated, show low or very low correlation with test set accuracy. Having said 
that, two measures; double fault and difficulty exhibited slightly higher 
correlations than the other measures. The experiments furthermore showed that 
the correlation between accuracy measured on training or validation data and 
test set accuracy again was rather low, thus confirming the results from the third 
study.  

The sixth and final study, introduced a slightly different and more technical 
version of GEMS. Here, GEMS uses a fitness function explicitly prioritizing 
ensembles where the ANNs are diverse. The ensemble diversity was calculated 
by averaging pairwise double fault measures over all ANNs included in the 
ensemble. In addition, a procedure similar to G-REX use of oracle data was 
introduced. More specifically, the fitness function rewarded ensembles 
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predicting test instances identically to the ensemble averaging the predictions 
from all available ANNs. In this study, the results obtained by GEMS were 
thoroughly compared to results published for the standard techniques Random 
Forests and AdaBoost in [Bre01]. The main result was that this version of GEMS 
is significantly more accurate than AdaBoost and Random Forest. 

In these studies, altogether 28 publicly available data sets were used. The 
following 11 data sets were added to the ones used when evaluating G-REX: 

• Ecoli: A biological data set where the purpose is to predict the 
localization site of a protein. 

• Hepatitis Domain (Hepatitis): Prediction of whether a patient will 
survive or not based on several medical measurements. 

• Horse colic database (Horse): Prediction of whether a horse was operated 
on or not based on medical measurements. 

• Image: The instances were drawn randomly from a database of 7 outdoor 
images. The images were handsegmented to create a classification for 
every pixel. Each instance is a 3x3 region, and the classes are brickface, 
sky, foliage, cement, window, path and grass. 

• LED Display (Led7): This problem contains 7 Boolean attributes (a led 
segment on or off) and 10 classes, representing the set of decimal digits. 
The problem would be easy if not for the introduction of noise. 

• Satellite Image (Satellite): The database consists of the multi-spectral 
values of pixels in 3x3 neighborhoods in a satellite image, and the 
classification associated with the central pixel in each neighborhood. The 
aim is to predict this classification, given the multi-spectral values. 

• Sick: Prediction whether a patient is hyperthyroid or not based on 
medical measurements. 

• Thyroid: This data set is very similar to Sick, and the target variable is 
again whether a patient is hyperthyroid or not. The Sick data set has more 
attributes but fewer instances, though.       

• Waveform: This is an artificial three-class problem, based on three 
waveforms. Each class consists of a random convex combination of two 
waveforms sampled at the integers with noise added. A description for 
generating the data is given in [BFO+84].  
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• StatLog vehicle silhouette (Vehicle): This data set originated from the 
Turing Institute, Glasgow, Scotland. The problem is to classify a given 
silhouette as one of four types of vehicle, using a set of features extracted 
from the silhouette. The four vehicles are double decker bus, Chevrolet 
van, Saab 9000 and Opel Manta 400.  

• Votes: The task consists of classifying US Congressmen as democrat or 
republican based on their voting record on 16 key votes. 

For a summary of the characteristics of these data sets, see Table 48 below. 

Data sets Instances Classes Continuous inputs Categorical inputs 

Ecoli 336 8 7 0 
Hepatitis 155 2 6 13 
Horse 368 2 7 14 
Image 2310 7 19 0 
Led7 3200 10 0 7 
Satellite 6435 6 36 0 
Sick 2800 2 7 22 
Thyroid 3163 2 7 18 
Waveform 5000 3 21 0 
Vehicle 846 4 18 0 
Votes 435 2 0 16 

Table 48: UCI data set characteristics. 

8.1 Study 1 – Building ensembles using GAs 

The overall purpose of this study was to introduce a simple, GA-based, 
technique for creating ensembles, and compare this to several straightforward 
alternatives. More specifically, altogether 18 alternatives, categorized in six 
groups, were evaluated. 

8.1.1 Method 

When conducting the experiments, each data set was divided in three parts; 
training, validation and test. The training set was used to train individual ANNs. 
The validation set was, as usual, not utilized during training, but was intended 
to give an indication of the generalization capability. In this study, validation 
sets were used in different ways to rank and select ensembles. Setups not using 
any kind of selection used all data except the test set for training. Naturally, test 
sets were only used for the actual evaluation of each ensemble.  

10-fold cross validation was employed and accordingly 10% of each fold was 
always used for testing. When using a validation set, ¼ of the remaining data 
was used for validation and ¾ for training. Accordingly, a validation set would 
hold 22.5% and the training set 67.5% of the entire data set. In all experiments ¼ 
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of the training set was also used for early stopping, regardless of whether 
another validation set was used or not. The validation set was randomized 
before the training of each network, so each network was trained on slightly 
different data.  

In this study, the output from an ensemble was always the average of the output 
from all members. For all problems, a localist coding was used, so there was one 
output unit per class, and the unit with the highest (averaged) output 
determined the predicted class.  

Ensemble setups 

The six groups of ensemble setups used in the study were named 3-layered, 4-
layered, Mixed, Selected, GA and All.  

In the 3-layered group, all ANNs had exactly one hidden layer. Three different 
setups were evaluated; a single ANN, five ANNs and ten ANNs. In this group 
all ANNs in an ensemble had identical topologies. The exact architecture was 
based on data set characteristics. More specifically the number of hidden units in 
the first layer was 

( )h v c = ⋅       (78) 

where v is the number of input variables and c is the number of classes. The 4-
layered group was identical to the 3-layered, with the obvious exception that 
ANNs used here had two hidden layers. The number of hidden units is found 
below 
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where c again is the number of classes and h is calculated using (78). The first 
two groups represent frequently used choices when identical networks are used 
to form the ensemble. 

In the mixed group, two different setups were evaluated. Here either five (M5) 
or ten (M10) ANNs, with randomized topologies, were combined to make up the 
ensemble. The randomized topology was based on the heuristics described 
above. Each ANN in the ensemble could have either one or two hidden layers. 
The number of hidden units in networks with one layer was 
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3M h h rand h= + ⋅       (81) 

where M3 stands for Mixed3-layer, rand is a uniform random number in the range 
[0, 1] and h is, as before, calculated using (78). The numbers of hidden nodes in 
networks with two hidden layers were, for the first layer  

4 1M ( / )h h rand h c= + ⋅       (82) 

and for the second layer 

4 2M ( / )h rand h c c= ⋅ +       (83) 

respectively. This group is potentially interesting since it represents a rather 
uncommon choice. The extra work needed, compared to the two previous 
groups is, however, quite marginal. 

In the selected group, 50 ANNs (25 with one hidden layer and 25 with two 
hidden layers) were trained. The exact architecture for each ANN was 
randomized according to the procedure described in (81)-(83). After training, the 
ANNs were sorted on validation set accuracy. The selected ensembles consisted 
of the single best (S1), the best five (S5) and the best ten (S10) ANNs. This setup 
is clearly more costly, since many more ANNs are trained. Although the 
approach is very straightforward, it appears to be extremely uncommon.  

The last evaluated setup not based on GAs simply used all 50 trained ANNs in 
the ensemble. For a summary of the evaluated setups not using GAs, see Table 
49.  

Name #ANNs #Hidden layers Identical topology Selection 

3-one 1 1 - - 
3-five 5 1 Yes All 
3-ten 10 1 Yes All 
4-one 1 2 - - 
4-five 5 2 Yes All 
4-ten 10 2 Yes All 
M5 5 1-2 No All 
M10 10 1-2 No All 
S1 1 1-2 - Best from 50 
S5 5 1-2 No Best 5 from 50 
S10 10 1-2 No Best 10 from 50 
All 50 1-2 No All 

Table 49: Properties for setups not using GAs. 

The GA group, which is a novel approach to the creation of ensembles, contained 
six slightly different setups. Each setup used the same pool of 50 ANNs as the 
selected group. Here, however, the selection of members for the ensemble was 
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based on GAs. More specifically, a possible combination of ANNs was 
represented as a chromosome with 50 genes, each gene denoting a specific ANN. 
Each chromosome was represented as a sequence of zeroes and ones (a bitstring) 
where individual genes correspond to a specific ANN. As expected a “1” would 
indicate that the specific ANN should be included in the ensemble. All settings, 
except fitness function, were identical for all five setups. In each experiment 
stochastic uniform selection was used, the crossover and mutation rates were 0.8 
and 0.05 respectively. The maximum number of generations was set to 200, but 
evolution was aborted if there was no change in fitness (for the most fit 
individual) over 30 consecutive generations. The populations consisted of 1000 
individuals. 

The first setup, called GA/Val, used accuracy on the validation set as fitness 
function. The second setup (GA/TrV) used accuracy on the training and 
validation sets as fitness function. 

The third setup (GA/TaV) used accuracy on the training and validation sets as 
fitness function. During evolution the best individual (ensemble) from each 
generation is saved and after completion the “generation winner” with highest 
accuracy on the validation set was returned. 

The fourth and fifth setups (GA/Tr3V and GA/Tr6V) are very similar to 
GA/TrV. All three used the training and validation sets to calculate the fitness. 
In GA/TrV a correctly classified instance from the validation set was only worth 
exactly as much as a correct prediction on the training set. But in GA/Tr3V and 
GA/Tr6V a correctly classified validation set instance was weighted with a 
factor 3 or 6, respectively. The obvious motivation for this approach was to 
prioritize accuracy on data not used for training, while still using as much data 
as possible when calculating the fitness. 

The sixth and final GA setup (GA/Test) used accuracy on the test set as fitness 
function. It must, of course, be noted that target values for a production set are 
by definition not available during construction of a model. Therefore this setup 
is not useful as a construction strategy but serves only as a demonstration of 
what level of accuracy a combination of the available ANNs could achieve. Table 
50 summarizes the evaluated setups using GAs. 
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Name Fitness based on Set used for selection 

GA/Val Validation - 
GA/TrV Train/Validation - 
GA/TaV Train/Validation Validation 
GA/Tr3V Train/3*Validation - 
GA/Tr6V Train/6*Validation - 
GA/Test Test - 

Table 50: Properties for setups using GAs. 

8.1.2 Results 

The three tables below show the results from the experiments. Tabulated values 
represent average accuracy (on the test set) over all ten folds of each data set. 
Some of the 23 data sets used here were also used by Lim, Loh and Shih in 
[LLS00]. The column named LLS lists the best results obtained by any algorithm 
in the LLS study, where altogether 33 different algorithms were evaluated. To 
calculate the normalized value (Norm.) the following procedure was used: 

• For each single run the accuracy obtained by a specific setup was divided 
by the result obtained by GA/Test on the same run. This value presents 
the accuracy obtained as a percentage of ”optimal” accuracy, represented 
by GA/Test. 

• The calculated percentages from each run were averaged to produce a 
single, mean, value for each setup and data set. 

• The values produced for each data set were again averaged to produce 
the single, tabulated, value for each setup. 

The row average rank shows the average rank for the setup over all data sets and 
the row #Best shows the number of data sets where the setup produced the best 
result of all setups. It should be noted that ranks were calculated using more 
than the three tabulated decimals. 
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Data sets 3-one 3-five 3-ten 4-one 4-five 4-ten LLS 

BLD 0.703 0.683 0.700 0.661 0.692 0.686 0.72 
Cleve 0.755 0.810 0.803 0.768 0.823 0.803 - 
CMC 0.527 0.531 0.546 0.436 0.528 0.542 0.57 
Crx 0.739 0.843 0.854 0.664 0.824 0.823 - 
German 0.691 0.716 0.709 0.654 0.708 0.698 - 
Glass 0.555 0.618 0.673 0.418 0.659 0.659 - 
Hepatitis 0.777 0.812 0.818 0.794 0.806 0.806 - 
Horse 0.745 0.824 0.840 0.734 0.784 0.795 - 
Iono 0.854 0.941 0.924 0.724 0.908 0.941 - 
Iris 0.920 0.940 0.960 0.947 0.947 0.960 - 
Labor 0.800 0.850 0.850 0.775 0.825 0.838 - 
Led7 0.639 0.732 0.736 0.612 0.732 0.735 0.73 
Lymph 0.612 0.765 0.777 0.647 0.741 0.782 - 
PID 0.738 0.749 0.763 0.710 0.748 0.753 0.78 
Satellite 0.808 0.839 0.838 0.776 0.851 0.856 0.90 
Sonar 0.746 0.814 0.832 0.746 0.786 0.823 - 
TAE 0.418 0.494 0.553 0.441 0.494 0.529 0.67 
Tic-Tac-Toe 0.719 0.744 0.780 0.816 0.797 0.792 - 
Waveform 0.870 0.869 0.870 0.830 0.869 0.869 0.85 
WBC 0.900 0.974 0.967 0.865 0.965 0.969 0.97 
Vehicle 0.672 0.824 0.831 0.644 0.828 0.842 0.85 
Wine 0.867 0.939 0.978 0.928 0.961 0.978 - 
Zoo 0.673 0.909 0.936 0.718 0.927 0.900 - 
Norm. 0.819 0.891 0.907 0.797 0.890 0.899 - 

Average rank 15.26 10.78 7.50 16.13 11.47 9.54  

#Best 1 1 2 0 0 1 - 

Table 51: Results for uniform ensembles. 

The most interesting observations from Table 51 are: 

• There was a large difference in accuracy between single ANNs and 
ensembles. 

• An ensemble with only five members seems to be too small when using 
identical ANNs, although the difference was much less significant 
between the two ensembles than between the smaller ensemble and the 
single network.  

• The best results for both Waveform and WBC were better than the best 
results achieved by LLS, while results for TAE were much worse. It 
should be noted, however, that ANNs in general always perform very 
poorly on the TAE data set, compared to, for instance decision trees. 
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Data sets M5 M10 S1 S5 S10 All LLS 

BLD 0.667 0.708 0.700 0.711 0.711 0.706 0.72 
Cleve 0.816 0.800 0.781 0.813 0.819 0.829 - 
CMC 0.539 0.537 0.524 0.546 0.557 0.548 0.57 
Crx 0.853 0.851 0.849 0.846 0.853 0.857 - 
German 0.717 0.709 0.690 0.711 0.714 0.707 - 
Glass 0.555 0.641 0.600 0.686 0.686 0.668 - 
Hepatitis 0.818 0.812 0.829 0.853 0.824 0.818 - 
Horse 0.818 0.816 0.816 0.845 0.845 0.853 - 
Iono 0.916 0.949 0.914 0.938 0.938 0.935 - 
Iris 0.940 0.947 0.940 0.947 0.967 0.960 - 
Labor 0.800 0.838 0.838 0.863 0.863 0.850 - 
Led7 0.726 0.736 0.731 0.733 0.734 0.732 0.73 
Lymph 0.729 0.800 0.729 0.788 0.782 0.806 - 
PID 0.733 0.756 0.752 0.754 0.761 0.758 0.78 
Satellite 0.850 0.846 0.865 0.865 0.865 0.848 0.90 
Sonar 0.800 0.809 0.791 0.805 0.818 0.827 - 
TAE 0.447 0.488 0.465 0.524 0.512 0.471 0.67 
Tic-Tac-Toe 0.774 0.772 0.833 0.861 0.862 0.805 - 
Waveform 0.866 0.868 0.864 0.868 0.867 0.865 0.85 
WBC 0.957 0.964 0.967 0.969 0.972 0.965 0.97 
Vehicle 0.806 0.807 0.784 0.841 0.842 0.831 0.85 
Wine 0.978 0.983 0.956 0.978 0.978 0.983 - 
Zoo 0.855 0.873 0.909 0.918 0.946 0.927 - 
Norm. 0.878 0.896 0.886 0.913 0.915 0.907 - 

Average rank 12.58 9.87 12.59 6.93 5.57 7.60  

#Best 0 1 0 1 2 5 - 

Table 52: Results for mixed and selected ensembles. 

There are several interesting results in Table 52: 

• Ensembles built from selected networks were very accurate. S5 and S10 
overall performed remarkably well, obtaining high accuracy on most data 
sets. 

• In this study the concept of using mixed architectures did not pay off. For 
example, both M5 and M10 had worse accuracy than 3-ten. 

• Using a very large ensemble (all) did produce rather high accuracy, 
although not quite as high as S5 and S10. The large ensemble, however, 
achieved the highest accuracy overall on as many data sets as five.  

• The results on the LLS data sets were overall rather good, again with the 
exception of TAE.  
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Data sets Val TrV TaV Tr3V Tr6V Test LLS 

BLD 0.703 0.686 0.703 0.708 0.720 0.811 0.72 
Cleve 0.819 0.816 0.819 0.823 0.797 0.926 - 
CMC 0.556 0.555 0.560 0.558 0.560 0.638 0.57 
Crx 0.850 0.853 0.850 0.856 0.843 0.919 - 
German 0.713 0.731 0.724 0.734 0.727 0.803 - 
Glass 0.664 0.668 0.664 0.659 0.691 0.845 - 
Hepatitis 0.824 0.841 0.847 0.841 0.847 0.888 - 
Horse 0.832 0.824 0.821 0.824 0.824 0.895 - 
Iono 0.941 0.943 0.943 0.941 0.951 0.973 - 
Iris 0.967 0.967 0.967 0.960 0.973 1.000 - 
Labor 0.888 0.863 0.875 0.888 0.875 0.938 - 
Led7 0.736 0.737 0.736 0.737 0.736 0.762 0.73 
Lymph 0.782 0.794 0.788 0.806 0.806 0.912 - 
PID 0.751 0.765 0.760 0.756 0.748 0.830 0.78 
Satellite 0.866 0.867 0.867 0.866 0.865 0.881 0.90 
Sonar 0.827 0.832 0.841 0.836 0.832 0.936 - 
TAE 0.524 0.512 0.535 0.518 0.541 0.694 0.67 
Tic-Tac-Toe 0.868 0.879 0.879 0.873 0.878 0.920 - 
Waveform 0.867 0.867 0.869 0.867 0.867 0.884 0.85 
WBC 0.964 0.968 0.968 0.964 0.961 0.983 0.97 
Vehicle 0.833 0.835 0.826 0.838 0.836 0.928 0.85 
Wine 0.983 0.978 0.983 0.983 0.972 1.000 - 
Zoo 0.927 0.909 0.946 0.927 0.936 1.000 - 
Norm. 0.914 0.914 0.918 0.918 0.919 1.000 - 

Average rank 6.56 5.70 4.48 4.91 5.65   

#Best 2 4 6 5 5 - - 

Table 53: Results for setups using GAs. 

The main results in Table 53 are: 

• Using the Norm. value, all GA setups had, at least, as high accuracy as 
any other setup evaluated. Looking at average ranks, all GA approaches 
outperformed all other setups, with the exception of S10, which had a 
lower average rank than Val. 

• Leaving the TAE data set out, the results are comparable to the best 
results achieved in LLS. 

To determine if there are statistically significant differences between the setups 
evaluated, a Friedman test was performed. As seen in Figure 57 below, this test 
showed no significant differences between any of the GA approaches, S5, S10, 
All, 3-ten, 4-ten and M10.  
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Figure 57: Friedman test Study 1. 

8.1.3 Results 

The purpose of this study was to compare different ways of creating accurate 
ANN ensembles. The most important conclusion is that the option to somehow 
actively select the members of an ensemble appears to be a strong approach. The 
study showed that the simple procedure of selecting a fixed number of networks, 
based on validation set accuracy, from a large pool of ANNs, results in increased 
accuracy. For the practicing data miner this is a basic yet very effective approach. 

The GA approaches did produce the most accurate ensembles, although the 
difference was quite small. On the other hand, the GA setups, especially when 
emphasizing the validation set, outperformed the non-GA setups on most data 
sets. It should be noted that the most straightforward GA-approach; i.e. to use 
only the validation set when calculating the fitness, was not very successful. The 
reason is probably that the GA is too powerful, leading to overfitting and poor 
generalization. The idea to actively search for the best members of an ensemble is 
very appealing. The GA-approach proposed here is easier to grasp and more 
intuitive than most similar methods, the reason being that the fitness is based 
directly on accuracy and applied to ensembles instead of single networks. In 
addition, it is an implicit advantage that ensembles of different sizes are 
continuously evaluated and compared.  
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The fact that the statistical test showed few significant differences is partly due to 
the procedure used; i.e. comparing so many approaches against each other. 
Having said that, the main picture, looking at the average ranks, is that the GA-
approaches, S5, S10 and All were most successful. Somewhat surprising, the very 
simple method 3-ten also performed pretty well. 

A very interesting observation from the experimentation is that the ensemble 
selected by the GA has much higher accuracy on the “fitness set” than any setup 
not using GA. Unfortunately, this quite often failed to carry over to the test set. 

8.2 Study 2 – Introducing GEMS 

The main purpose of this study was to suggest a novel technique for automatic 
creation of accurate ensembles. The technique proposed, named GEMS, uses 
genetic programming to build the ensemble by combining available ANNs. As a 
matter of fact, the GP-framework built for G-REX is also used by GEMS. The 
only modification needed is the addition of some new functions and terminals, 
of course also resulting in new grammars. To evaluate performance, GEMS was 
compared to different ensembles where networks are selected based on 
individual validation set accuracy.  

8.2.1 Method 

This section first introduces the novel technique GEMS for creation of ANN 
ensembles. The second part describes the details regarding the experiments 
conducted. Since GEMS consists of two steps, each requiring several design 
choices and parameters, this section starts with a brief description of the main 
characteristics.  

In the first step of GEMS, a number of ANNs are trained and stored in a pool. 
Since each ANN uses a localist representation, the number of output units is 
equal to the number of classes. The activation level of the output units for a 
specific ANN is termed its result vector. In the second step, GP is used to create 
the actual ensemble. When using GP, the ensembles are coded as genetic 
programs, where each individual represents a possible combination of the 
available ANNs. More specifically; each ensemble is represented as a tree, where 
the internal nodes contain operators while the leaves must be either ANNs from 
the pool or (random) constants. Here, GEMS has only two operators; FACT and 
AVG. FACT is used to multiply a result vector with a constant and AVG 
averages the result vectors from its children. 
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It should be noted that this in fact means that GEMS builds ensembles using a 
mix of smaller ensembles and single ANNs as building blocks. Figure 58 shows a 
GEMS ensemble coded in the tree format described above. This very small, 
sample, ensemble uses only three ANNs and the result is the average of ANN3 
(multiplied with a factor 0.8) and the average of ANN1 and ANN2. 
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Figure 58: A sample GEMS ensemble. 

GEMS settings 

This study consisted of two experiments. The number of available ANNs was 50 
and 20, respectively. In both experiments, half of the ANNs had one hidden 
layer, while the other half had two hidden layers. Each ANN was a fully 
connected MLP, with slightly randomized architecture. For an ANN with only 
one hidden layer, the number of hidden units was determined from (84) below. 

( ) ( )h v c rand v c = ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅      (84) 

where v is the number of input variables and c is the number of classes. rand is a 
random number in the interval [0, 1]. For ANNs with two hidden layers the 
number of units in each hidden layer is determined from (85) and (86) below. 
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where c again is the number of classes and h is calculated using (84). All ANNs 
were trained with the Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation algorithm. 

When performing GP, the two most important parameters are the representation 
language used and the fitness function. In this study, both were kept as simple as 
possible. With this in mind the function and terminal sets were: 
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F = {AVG, FACT} 

T = {ANN1, ANN2, …, ANNn, ℜ} 

where ℜ is a random number in the interval [0, 1]. ℜ was used as a scaling factor 
together with the FACT operator. The representation language used is described 
in Figure 59 below: 

ENSEMBLE  :-  AVERAGE | SCALE | NETWORK 

AVERAGE :-  (AVG ENSEMBLE ENSEMBLE) 

SCALE  :- (FACT FACTOR ENSEMBLE) 

NETWORK :- ANN0 | ANN1 | … | ANN9 

FACTOR  :- ℜ 

Figure 59: Representation language for GEMS. 

The fitness function was based on three components. The first component added 
a constant value to the fitness for each pattern in the training set that was 
correctly classified. The second component was identical to the first with the 
exception that it used the validation set. The third component was a penalty for 
longer programs that added a negative constant value to the fitness for each part 
of the program.  

The fitness was based on both validation and training accuracy, since that 
strategy proved to be slightly more successful in the first ensemble study. It is, 
however, far from trivial exactly how accuracy on validation samples should be 
balanced against accuracy on training samples. If a penalty for larger ensembles 
should be used and, if so, the appropriate magnitude, is another tricky question. 
The motivation for using a length penalty was that prioritizing smaller 
ensembles might avoid very large ensembles overfitting the training data. 

Obviously, the constants used in the fitness function will significantly affect the 
behavior of the GP. In this initial GEMS study, the constants were set to 1, 3 and 
0.01 respectively; resulting in the fitness function given in (87). 

1
# 3 #

100
train valf correct correct size= + ⋅ −    (87) 

Crossover and mutation were performed as usual; with the addition that it is 
ensured that an offspring always is a correct program. With the representation 
language chosen, this means that the FACT node must have exactly one 
(random) constant child node. The other child could be a single ANN (a leaf 
node) or an AVG node. For an AVG node, both children could be single ANN 
terminals, another AVG node or a FACT node.  
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With this representation language, GEMS has the ability to combine the available 
ANNs in a huge number of ways. During evolution, GEMS is actually using 
genetic blocks representing ensembles to create new ensembles. This extreme 
flexibility is a key property of the GEMS technique. Naturally, the GP itself also 
has several parameters. The most important are given in Table 54 below. 

Parameter Value 

Crossover rate 0.8 
Mutation rate 0.001 
Population size 1000 
Generations 500 
Creation depth 8 
Creation method Ramped half-and-half 
Elitism Yes 

Table 54: GP parameters for GEMS. 

Experiments  

The four data sets used in this study were CMC, TAE, Tic-Tac-Toe and Vehicle. 
For each data set 40 runs were performed. Before each run, the data set was 
randomly divided into four parts; a training set (50% of the patterns) used to 
train the ANNs, a validation set (10%) used for early stopping, another 
validation set (20%) used to select ensembles and a test set (20%). The test set 
was of course a holdout set used exclusively to measure performance. For 
comparison against GEMS, four alternative fixed ensembles were constructed on 
each run. Each competing ensemble consisted of a fixed number of ANNs, based 
on validation set accuracy; i.e. an ensemble consisting of five ANNs included the 
best five individual ANNs, measured on the validation set. The exact number of 
ANNs in the fixed ensembles is given in Table 55 below.  

Ensemble 
#ANNs in first experiment 

(total 50 ANNs) 
#ANNs in second experiment 

(total 20 ANNs) 

Quarter 13 5 
Half 25 10 
Three-quarter 39 15 
All 50 20 

Table 55: Number of ANNs in fixed ensembles. 

In this study, the output from a fixed ensemble was always the average of the 
output from all members. Since localist coding was used, the unit (or rather, 
index in the result vector) with the highest (averaged) output determined the 
predicted class.  
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8.2.2 Results 

Table 56 below shows the results from the experiment using 50 ANNs in the 
pool. The values tabulated are mean test set accuracies over all 40 runs. 

Quarter Half Three-quarter All GEMS 
Data sets 

Val Test Val Test Val Test Val Test Val Test 

CMC 0.569 0.551 0.564 0.552 0.556 0.550 0.551 0.550 0.589 0.552 
TAE 0.609 0.503 0.580 0.503 0.548 0.508 0.524 0.513 0.724 0.536 
Tic-Tac-Toe 0.890 0.864 0.875 0.852 0.860 0.838 0.847 0.833 0.932 0.884 
Vehicle 0.863 0.847 0.859 0.847 0.854 0.845 0.846 0.845 0.897 0.846 

Table 56: Results using 50 ANNs. 

From Table 56 it is very clear that GEMS is capable of achieving high accuracy on 
the validation set, which of course is a part of the data set used for GP evolution. 
On all data sets, GEMS clearly outperformed all other ensembles on the 
validation set. This is despite the fact that the validation set was also used by the 
other approaches to rank and select ANNs. Unfortunately, this advantage did 
not transfer to the test set for all data sets. More specifically, GEMS had 
significantly higher test set accuracy than all other ensembles on TAE and Tic-
Tac-Toe, but there was virtually no difference on Vehicle and CMC. Figure 60 
below shows test set accuracy vs. validation set accuracy for Tic-Tac-Toe.  
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Figure 60: Test accuracy vs. validation accuracy for Tic-Tac-Toe. 

The picture is very promising for GEMS; the fact that GEMS markers tend to be 
further to the top right shows that both validation and test accuracy are higher 
for GEMS. Figure 61 below, on the other hand gives a totally different picture. 
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Here, the advantage for GEMS on the validation set does not carry over to the 
test set. 
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Figure 61: Test accuracy vs. validation accuracy for Vehicle. 

The results for the experiment using only 20 ANNs are very similar, see Table 57 
below. Again GEMS had significantly higher test set accuracy on Tic-Tac-Toe 
and TAE, while there were no significant differences on CMC and Vehicle. 

Quarter Half Three-quarter All GEMS 
Data sets 

Val Test Val Test Val Test Val Test Val Test 

CMC 0.574 0.552 0.569 0.555 0.563 0.555 0.553 0.552 0.605 0.554 
TAE 0.622 0.519 0.603 0.526 0.582 0.528 0.552 0.529 0.702 0.548 
Tic-Tac-Toe 0.868 0.856 0.861 0.850 0.851 0.844 0.839 0.839 0.906 0.865 
Vehicle 0.866 0.837 0.864 0.845 0.857 0.845 0.852 0.845 0.892 0.845 

Table 57: Results using 20 ANNs. 

A comparison of the results from the two experiments shows that there is no 
significant difference between using 20 or 50 ANNs, and that this holds for both 
the fixed ensembles and for GEMS. The ensembles constructed by GEMS were 
extremely varied in both size and shape. The length penalty does, however, put a 
substantial pressure on the evolution, often resulting in remarkably small 
ensembles. As a matter of fact, ensembles using less than 5 ANNs are not 
uncommon. Below are sample ensembles (shown in the internal format used by 
GEMS) from two different runs. The first ensemble, shown in Figure 62 is rather 
small and the second (shown in Figure 63) is of about average size.  
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(avg(avg(ann2)(ann3))(avg(ann37)(ann8))) 

Figure 62: Small GEMS ensemble. 

(avg(avg(avg(*(0.898)(avg(ann7)(ann18)))(*(0.874)(avg(a

nn15)(ann14))))(avg(*(0.227)(avg(ann15)(ann18)))(*(0.71

7)(avg(ann15)(ann4)))))(*(0.574)(avg(avg(ann6)(ann1))(*

(0.186)(ann13))))) 

Figure 63: Averaged-size GEMS ensemble. 

The possibility of using a specific ANN more than once in an ensemble was often 
utilized. The ensemble in Figure 63 is one example, since it uses ann15 three 
times. 

8.2.3 Conclusions and discussion 

From the results, it is obvious that the GEMS technique should be further 
evaluated. Arguably the most important ability of GEMS is the possibility to use 
any combination of the available ANNs; including the option to use specific 
ANNs several times in one ensemble. Perhaps it is more correct to describe 
GEMS as a Meta ensemble builder, since its building blocks in fact are 
ensembles. In addition, the versatile nature of GP makes it very easy to include 
new operators; e.g. a majority vote node. 

When assessing the results obtained by GEMS, it is important to realize that 
GEMS in this study was only compared to other ensembles. Very often novel 
ensemble techniques are instead compared to single models; typically “the best 
ANN available to the ensemble”. It must, however, by now be evident that the 
use of an ensemble is clearly superior to single models, so therefore such 
comparisons were left out. The most important observation is instead the fact 
that although GEMS consistently had much higher accuracy on the validation set 
(compared to the other ensembles) this property was not always preserved in the 
test set. Even though the fitness function used all available data (i.e. both 
training and validation data) and a length penalty was used to encourage 
smaller ensembles, the most probable explanation is that the GP overfitted the 
validation data. Just to iterate this important point; GEMS had very high 
accuracy on the part of the data set covered by the fitness function, but this did 
not necessarily carry over to the test set. How to deal with this problem was 
identified as the top priority for future studies.  

With this in mind, one key question was if the use of a holdout (validation) set 
for optimization really is beneficial. Since the overall goal is to achieve high 
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accuracy on unseen data, the best possible test seems to be to measure exactly 
that, accuracy on unseen data. This reasoning, however, has a devious 
shortcoming; the real issue is how a model chosen from accuracy on a validation 
set would perform on yet novel data. If a validation set is used to somehow choose 
one model over another, the underlying assumption must be that there is a high 
correlation between accuracy on that validation set and accuracy on another set 
of unseen data; i.e. the test set. If this assumption does not hold, there is 
obviously little to gain from using a validation set as a basis for ensemble 
construction. 

Regarding the GEMS technique, several possible modifications were identified. 
The first is the very straightforward choice to dispose of the validation set 
altogether. The best use of the data set might be to use all available data for both 
ANN training and GP evolution. One micro technique to enforce some diversity 
among the networks could be to train each ANN using only part of the available 
training data (e.g. 70%) and randomize the exact patterns for each network.  

Another strategy is to change the GP training regime to avoid overspecialization 
on a specific part of the data. One option is to use something similar to standard 
boosting and another is to constantly alter the fitness set by randomly adding 
and removing data patterns between generations. Using either of these regimes 
should favor more general ensembles, something that hopefully could carry over 
to the test set. 

Finally, the possibility to introduce some locality was identified. If the first levels 
of the GP-tree could contain splits (similar to standard decision trees) where the 
questions are expressed in original variables, different ensembles could 
specialize on different parts of the input space. 

8.3 Study 3 – Evaluating the use of a validation set 

A very important part of all algorithms building ensembles is how the 
evaluation of possible ensembles is performed. It is fair to say that a very 
common procedure is to evaluate the performance of either single base classifiers 
or ensembles by applying them to a holdout part of the data set not used for 
training of the individual classifiers; a validation set. As described in the related 
work section (see 5.4), GASEN and ADDEMUP are two examples where GAs are 
used to search for ensembles using fitness functions based on validation set 
accuracy. With the results of the previous study in mind, together with the fact 
that several existing techniques use validation set accuracy to select ensemble 
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members, the purpose of this study was to look into the importance of validation 
set accuracy. Naturally, the evaluation boils down to if the correlation between 
validation set accuracy and test set accuracy is high enough to motivate its use as 
selection criterion. The overall purpose of this study - to investigate if use of a 
validation set really is beneficial to a data miner - translates into two questions: 

1. Is the correlation between accuracy on one holdout set and another high 
enough to motivate the use of validation sets for selecting models? 

2. Does a model selected on validation accuracy normally outperform a model 
chosen on training accuracy, when applied to test data? 

8.3.1 Method 

The main experiments measure the correlation between accuracy on validation 
sets and test sets for either ANN ensembles or single ANNs. In all four 
experiments, 11 data sets from the UCI Repository were used. Instead of using 
ten-fold cross validation, a procedure where, on each data set, the data points are 
randomly divided into a training set (40%), an early stopping validation set 
(20%), another validation set (20%) and a test set (20%) before each run was used.  

In the first experiment ensembles were evaluated. The following schedule was 
used: First 20 3-layered ANNs (with slightly randomized number of hidden 
units) were independently trained, using the training set for weight adjusting 
and the first validation set for early stopping. The number of hidden nodes was 
based on the following heuristic, where c is the number of classes and v the 
number of inputs: 

 ( )h v c = ⋅      (88) 

The actual number of hidden nodes for each network was then randomly 
distributed in the range [h, 2h]. Binary problems used a single output unit, while 
multiclass problems used the localist representation, having as many output 
units as classes. After completed training, the five ANNs with lowest accuracy 
on the validation set were immediately discarded to avoid any extremely poor 
ANNs being used in the ensembles. From the remaining 15 ANNs all possible 
ensembles consisting of exactly 10 ANNs were created. The total number of 
ensembles evaluated in each run thus was 3003. The output from the ensemble 
was the average output from all ensemble members. In total 25 runs on each data 
set were performed.  
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The quantity measured was correlation between accuracy for ensembles on the 
second validation set and accuracy on the test set. Naturally, a high correlation 
would indicate that ensembles performing comparatively well on the validation 
set also perform better on the test set. Or, put in another way, that it is generally 
beneficial to choose an ensemble with high accuracy on the validation set if the 
goal is to obtain high accuracy on the test set.  

The second experiment used single ANNs instead of ensembles. The data sets 
were divided in the same way, but here each run used 200 individual ANNs and 
20 runs were performed on each data set. In this experiment, it was the 
correlation between validation set accuracy and test set accuracy for individual 
ANNs that were measured.  

The third and fourth experiments evaluated the performance (accuracy on the 
test set) for ensembles, based on how available data was used for training and 
selection. Three different model sets were created and evaluated. In these 
experiments too, 20% of the total data set was used as a test set. Both 
experiments were run 20 times each, on every data set.  

The first model set (A) used 60% of the data for ANN training (40% training, 20% 
early stopping) while 20% was used as a validation set. The second model set (B) 
did not use a validation set but instead utilized all data except the test set for 
training (¾ training and ¼ early stopping). The final model set (C) also used all 
available data for training, but without early stopping validation. 

In the third experiment, 15 ANNs were trained in each model set. All possible 
ensembles of size 10 were evaluated and the accuracy on the test set, the 
validation set and all data but the test set (henceforth called all available data) 
were calculated for each ensemble and each model set. 

For the evaluation, the ensembles from each model set were sorted on accuracy 
on all available data. The ensembles from the (A) model set were also sorted on 
validation set accuracy. Finally, the mean test set accuracy from the top 5% 
ensembles from each sorted list was calculated. 

The only difference between the third and fourth experiment is that in the fourth 
experiment 20 ANNs were trained and 10000 random ensembles were evaluated. 
The number of ANNs in each ensemble varied between 2 and 20.  

It should be noted that all experiments used the assumption that all models are 
powerful enough to learn the specific problem. Accordingly, most individual 
ANNs had, after training, at least fairly good performance. 
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8.3.2 Results 

Table 58 shows the results for experiment 1; i.e. the correlation between 
validation set accuracy and test set accuracy for each ensemble per run and data 
set. Obviously, the main result is that there is virtually no correlation. 
Consequently, there is no support for the assumption that an ensemble with 
higher accuracy on the validation set also performs better on novel data. 

Data sets Mean Std. dev. 

BLD 0.05 0.27 
Cleve -0.01 0.19 
CMC 0.09 0.12 
Crx 0.02 0.20 
German -0.01 0.16 
Glass 0.05 0.19 
PID -0.08 0.19 
TAE 0.09 0.31 
Tic-Tac-Toe 0.27 0.18 
Waveform 0.02 0.14 
Vehicle 0.04 0.12 

Table 58: Correlation between validation and test accuracy: Ensembles. 

To further illustrate the point that ranking of models based on validation set 
accuracy seems to be futile, Figure 64 shows a plot where the ensembles are 
sorted on validation set accuracy; i.e. the leftmost ensemble (with number 1) had 
the lowest accuracy on the test set, while the rightmost (number 3003) had the 
highest.  
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Figure 64: Ensembles sorted on validation accuracy. r=0.24. 
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The plot shows two important facts. First of all there is very little difference, in 
general, between ensembles in the right hand part and the left hand part, despite 
the fact that this is one of the single runs showing relatively high correlation. 
This again suggests that there is little to gain by choosing ensembles based on 
validation set accuracy. Second, it must be noted that this does not imply that all 
ensembles have more or less identical accuracy on the test set. As seen in the 
plot, the difference between the worst and best ensemble is more than 10%. At 
the same time it must be noted that this difference corresponds to just 6 
instances. The worst ensemble gets 44 of 59 test instances correct and the best 50.  

Finally, the ensembles were divided in three parts based on validation set 
accuracy (for each run) and an ANOVA analysis was performed on test set 
accuracy. This analysis helped to determine if selecting an ensemble in the best 
third (measured as validation set accuracy) would result in a statistically 
significant advantage (on the test set) compared to using an ensemble from one 
of the lower two-thirds. Table 59 shows the results from this ANOVA analysis. 
The three numbers in each cell represent the number of runs where the lowest 
ranked third was significantly better, the number of runs where the highest 
ranked third was significantly better and the number of runs with no significant 
difference, respectively. As seen in the table, there is little to gain from selecting 
an ensemble in the best third. On a couple of data sets it is even more 
advantageous to constantly select one from the worst third! 

1 vs. 2 2 vs. 3 1 vs. 3 
Data sets 

Low High No Low High No Low High No 

BLD 6 4 15 6 4 15 6 4 15 
Cleve 10 6 9 10 6 9 10 6 9 
CMC 6 9 10 6 9 10 6 9 10 
Crx 8 9 8 8 9 8 8 9 8 
German 2 7 16 2 7 16 2 7 16 
Glass 3 14 8 3 14 8 3 14 8 
PID 0 10 15 0 10 15 0 10 15 
TAE 5 14 6 5 14 6 5 14 6 
Tic-Tac-Toe 6 9 10 6 9 10 6 9 10 
Waveform 10 6 9 10 6 9 10 6 9 
Vehicle 7 11 7 7 11 7 7 11 7 
Mean: 5.7 9.0 10.3 7.8 11.5 5.6 5.5 9.1 10.5 

Table 59: ANOVA results for ensembles. 

Turning to the experiment with single ANNs, Table 60 shows the correlation 
between validation set and test set accuracy.  
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Data sets Mean Std. dev. 

BLD 0.38 0.27 
Cleve 0.07 0.15 
CMC 0.31 0.14 
Crx 0.05 0.16 
German 0.07 0.10 
Glass 0.44 0.18 
PID 0.10 0.21 
TAE 0.26 0.20 
Tic-Tac-Toe 0.45 0.14 
Waveform 0.36 0.42 
Vehicle 0.67 0.13 

Table 60: Correlation between validation and test accuracy: ANNs. 

Again the correlation was very low, although the mean correlation for every data 
set is here at least positive. On many runs, however, the correlation was 
extremely small, or even negative. Therefore, even for single ANNs, it seems 
doubtful if there is a lot to gain from using the validation set to rank and select 
models. It must also be noted that sometimes the correlation coefficient is rather 
high because some ANNs perform extremely poorly on both validation set and 
test set; see one example in Figure 65. This phenomenon did not occur for the 
more robust ensembles. A more typical plot is shown in Figure 66 below. 
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Figure 65: Test accuracy vs. validation accuracy for Vehicle. r=0.77. 
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Figure 66: Test accuracy vs. validation accuracy for Waveform. r=0.13. 

Similarly to the ensemble analysis, the ANNs from each run were sorted on 
validation set accuracy and an ANOVA analysis was performed. The result from 
the ANOVA is shown in Table 61.  

1 vs. 2 2 vs. 3 1 vs. 3 
Data sets 

Low High No Low High No Low High No 

BLD 0 1 19 0 1 19 0 0 20 
Cleve 0 0 20 0 1 19 0 0 20 
CMC 0 1 19 1 1 18 0 0 20 
Crx 0 1 19 0 2 18 1 0 19 
German 0 2 18 0 1 19 0 0 20 
Glass 0 0 20 0 2 18 0 0 20 
PID 0 0 20 0 0 20 0 0 20 
TAE 1 3 16 0 1 19 0 1 19 
Tic-Tac-Toe 1 1 18 0 1 19 0 1 19 
Waveform 0 0 20 0 0 20 0 0 20 
Vehicle 0 3 17 0 2 18 0 0 20 
Mean: 0.2 1.1 18.7 0.1 1.1 18.8 0.1 0.2 19.7 

Table 61: ANOVA results for ANNs. 

In a huge majority of all runs there was no significant advantage in selecting 
ANNs from any specific part. Figure 67 below, where the ANNs are sorted on 
validation set accuracy, further highlights why there is no benefit in selecting an 
ANN based on validation set accuracy. 
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Figure 67: ANNs sorted on validation accuracy. r=0.13. 

Table 62 below shows the results for experiment 3. Using only 11 data sets, the 
differences are far from statistically significant, the critical distance is 1.27. 
Nevertheless, the results support using all data for actual training instead of 
setting aside a holdout set for selection. 

Model set A A B C 

Sets train, early stop, val. train, early stop, val. train, early stop train 

Selection val. all all all 

BLD 0.701 0.703 0.709 0.723 
Cleve 0.831 0.832 0.830 0.823 
CMC 0.557 0.557 0.560 0.561 
Crx 0.843 0.843 0.845 0.846 
German 0.730 0.729 0.728 0.722 
Glass 0.682 0.680 0.706 0.703 
PID 0.764 0.764 0.760 0.757 
TAE 0.525 0.522 0.558 0.575 
Tic-Tac-Toe 0.804 0.809 0.820 0.868 
Waveform 0.868 0.867 0.866 0.861 
Vehicle 0.827 0.829 0.839 0.856 
Mean rank 2.77 2.77 2.27 2.18 

Table 62: Mean test set accuracy for top 5% ensembles, size 10. 

Table 63 below shows the results for experiment 4. The overall picture is almost 
identical; i.e. it seems to be better to use all data for actual training. Using a 
Friedman test, the difference between Model A all and Model B turns out to be 
significant. 
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Model set A A B C 

Sets train, early stop, val. train, early stop, val. train, early stop train 

Selection val. all all all 

BLD 0.692 0.690 0.704 0.710 
Cleve 0.834 0.835 0.839 0.827 
CMC 0.548 0.547 0.555 0.553 
Crx 0.849 0.848 0.850 0.853 
German 0.726 0.726 0.725 0.721 
Glass 0.646 0.643 0.661 0.682 
PID 0.778 0.777 0.778 0.768 
TAE 0.539 0.548 0.591 0.614 
Tic-Tac-Toe 0.800 0.803 0.826 0.872 
Waveform 0.863 0.862 0.866 0.856 
Vehicle 0.820 0.820 0.834 0.852 
Mean rank 2.86 3.18 1.77 2.18 

Table 63: Mean test set accuracy for top 5% ensembles, random size.  

Figure 68 plots the mean test accuracy over all 20 runs, for the top 500 ensembles, 
ranked on either validation set accuracy or accuracy on all available data. The 
data set is Tic-Tac-Toe. Here, it is quite clear that it is more beneficial to use all 
available data for training. The almost non-existent difference between 
ensembles from model set A shown here is quite typical. The difference between 
selection based on Validation and All is generally very small. The main point is, 
however, that Model sets C and B outperform Model set A, something that holds 
for most data sets. 
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Figure 68: Comparison of model sets. 
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For this particular data set, it is much better to train without early stopping 
validation (Model set C), but for several other data sets the opposite is true. No 
simple rule establishing when use of early stopping is successful or not was 
established.  

The results of experiments 3 and 4, suggest that we in the long run should expect 
higher accuracy if we always select ensembles based on accuracy on all available 
data. Nevertheless, how well a selected ensemble will perform on test data still 
depends, to a large degree, on chance. 

8.3.3 Conclusions 

The main result in this study was that correlation between validation set 
accuracy and test set accuracy often is very low, making selection based on 
validation set accuracy very doubtful. As a matter of fact, in the experiments 
there was, in general, absolutely nothing to gain from using an ensemble with 
high validation set accuracy compared to a random ensemble. It should be noted 
that the fact that most ensembles get very similar results does not weaken this 
conclusion. So, one obvious conclusion is that methods using validation set 
accuracy as a key criterion when selecting ensemble members must be 
considered dubious; the results from this study indicate that such selection 
procedures do not add value, compared to using a “random” ensemble. 

It is slightly harder to draw any general conclusions from the experiment with 
individual ANNs. The main result is that it is far from certain that a specific 
ANN outperforming another ANN on the validation set will keep this edge on a 
test set. Consequently, even for simple ANNs, accuracy measured on one 
holdout set (here the validation set), is a rather poor predictor for accuracy on 
another holdout set (the test set). 

The main conclusion from experiments 3 and 4 is that the best use of available 
data most often is to use it all, both for actual training and for ranking of models. 

8.4 Study 4 – Two GEMS variants 

The main purpose of this study was to further evaluate GEMS. Here, several 
more data sets were used and GEMS was compared to both the best setups from 
Study 1 and the straightforward option to combine all available ANNs. The 
major problem in the first GEMS study was that GEMS sometimes got very high 
accuracy on training and validation sets but failed to generalize to the test set. 
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With this in mind, a key target in this study was to somehow try to prevent the 
effects of overtraining. 

8.4.1 Method 

In this study, two different extensions to GEMS were tested. The first approach 
changed the training regime and the second used a different representation 
language. Both approaches trained the ANNs without using a validation set for 
early stopping. In addition, no holdout set was used to try to emulate 
performance on unseen data. Instead all available data was used for actual ANN 
training. Each ANN was, however, trained using only 70% (randomized without 
replacement) of all instances, in an attempt to introduce some diversity. It should 
be noted that this is a major difference from the earlier studies where early 
stopping validation was used for ANN training, and a holdout set was used 
when evaluating the ensembles. The results in Study 3 indicate that it might be 
better for GEMS to use ANNs trained on all data instead of using early stopping 
and holdout sets, but this remains to be verified through extensive testing. The 
architecture for each ANNs was again slightly randomized. For ANNs with 
hidden layers, the architecture was determined using the same equations as in 
the original GEMS study; see (84) - (86). Both approaches also use the same 
fitness function; see (89).  

1
#

100
train

f correct size= −     (89) 

In this study, 23 data sets were used. For evaluation, GEMS was compared to 
both the best setups from Study 1, and ensembles consisting of all ANNs 
available to GEMS. To enable this comparison, the folding used was identical to 
the one used in Study 1. GEMS results were also compared to results for 
Random Forests and AdaBoost obtained in [Bre01]. 

Tombola training 

In the first approach, two procedures aimed at decreasing the risk of 
overtraining were used. First of all, a length penalty was used in the fitness 
function to prioritize smaller ensembles. Second, a training method called 
Tombola training was introduced and used for evolution. When using Tombola 
training, subsets are repeatedly drawn (with replacement) from the data set in 
order to create several partitions, called training groups. Each GEMS ensemble 
was then evaluated on every training group; i.e. every ensemble will have one 
fitness value per training group. Tombola training has a couple of important 
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parameters, which will affect the progress of the evolution. First of all, the 
number of training groups and what proportion of the entire data set each group 
should hold must be determined. Two other design choices are how often a 
redraw should occur and exactly how the fitness values from each training 
group should be combined. At least three obvious combination possibilities were 
identified, and they were named mean, median and worst. When mean 
combination is used, an ensemble will have the average fitness from the training 
groups. If median combination is used, the median value is used instead. Finally, 
if worst combination is used, the ensemble will have a fitness value equal to the 
worst fitness from the training groups. It should be noted that worst is a 
somewhat misleading word here; best-worst is probably more to the point. 

The actual fitness (calculated for each ensemble on each training group) was 
based on accuracy on that training group and a small penalty for every node in 
the genetic program (ensemble). The settings used for Tombola training will 
probably have a significant effect on how evolution progresses, but the 
parameters were not evaluated extensively. The settings used in this study are 
given in Table 64 below. 

Parameter Value 

#groups 3 
Percent of all data per group 70% 
Number of generations between redraws 5 
Combination Worst 

Table 64: Tombola training parameters. 

The number of ANNs in the pool was 20, five with no hidden layer, ten with one 
hidden layer and ten with two hidden layers. The GP settings are given in Table 
65 below. 

Parameter Value 

Crossover rate 0.8 
Mutation rate 0.01 
Population size 1000 
Generations 100 
Persistence 15 
Creation depth 8 

Table 65: GP parameters for Tombola training. 

Ensemble trees 

In the second approach, the representation language was changed. More 
specifically, the first levels of the GEMS tree could now contain splits (the 
conditions are expressed in original variables) similar to standard decision trees. 
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Naturally, the purpose was to make it possible for different (sub)ensembles to 
specialize on different parts of the input space. Function and terminal sets 
together with the exact grammar for the representation language are given in 
Figure 69. 

 

F = {if, equals, <, >, avg, *} 

T = {i1, i2, …, in, a1, a2, …, ak, C1, C2, …,Cm, ℜ} 
 

DTree :- (if RExp Dtree Dtree) | BaseEns 

BaseEns :- Avg | Ann 

Ens :- Avg | Fact | Ann 

Avg :- (avg Ens Ens) 

Fact :- (* ConConst Ens) 

Ann :- ANN result vector 

RExp :- (ROp Conlnp ConConst) | ( equals CatInp CatConst) 

ROp :- < | > 

Catlnp :- Categorical input variable 

Conlnp :- Continuous input variable 

CatConst :- Categorical attribute value 

ConConst :- ℜ 

Figure 69: Grammar for GEMS ensemble trees. 

Using this grammar, GEMS becomes extremely flexible. Now, it is possible to 
mix tests partitioning the data with ensembles built using either individual 
ANNs or other ensembles. Figure 70 below shows a sample program in the 
syntax used internally by GEMS. 

(if (equals X2 1)  

    (avg ann7 ann5)  

    (avg (* 0.383 ann8) (avg ann2 ann6))) 

Figure 70: Sample ensemble tree in GEMS syntax. 

Most GP parameters were identical to the ones used for the Tombola training 
experiment; see Table 65. Here, however, the evolution started with less complex 
programs since the creation depth was six instead of eight. In addition, the ANN 
pool now contained 10 ANNs instead of 20.  

8.4.2 Results 

Table 66 below shows the main results. The results for 3-ten, S10, All_50 and 
Tr6V were taken from Study 1. All_20 is the ensemble consisting of all 20 ANNs 
available to GEMS when using Tombola training. Similarly, All_10 is the 
ensemble averaging all 10 ANNs available to GEMS ensemble tree. 
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Study 1 Tombola Ensemble tree 
Data sets 

3-ten S10 All_50 Tr6V All_20 GEMS All_10 GEMS 
LLS 

BLD 0.700 0.711 0.706 0.720 0.717 0.729 0.737 0.737 0.72 
Cleve 0.803 0.819 0.829 0.797 0.818 0.826 0.809 0.809 - 
CMC 0.546 0.557 0.548 0.560 0.541 0.553 0.543 0.544 0.57 
Crx 0.854 0.853 0.857 0.843 0.844 0.848 0.848 0.849 - 
German 0.709 0.714 0.707 0.727 0.724 0.731 0.729 0.732 - 
Glass 0.673 0.686 0.668 0.691 0.660 0.696 0.664 0.708 - 
Hepatitis 0.818 0.824 0.818 0.847 0.827 0.875 0.836 0.845 - 
Horse 0.840 0.845 0.853 0.824 0.826 0.830 0.831 0.834 - 
Iono 0.924 0.938 0.935 0.951 0.939 0.944 0.926 0.937 - 
Iris 0.960 0.967 0.960 0.973 0.960 0.973 0.960 0.973 - 
Labor 0.850 0.863 0.850 0.875 0.933 0.967 0.960 0.980 - 
Led7 0.736 0.734 0.732 0.736 0.735 0.735 0.738 0.734 0.73 
Lymph 0.777 0.782 0.806 0.806 0.831 0.853 0.869 0.869 - 
PID 0.763 0.761 0.758 0.748 0.764 0.765 0.765 0.767 0.78 
Satellite 0.838 0.865 0.848 0.865 0.907 0.908 0.897 0.905 0.90 
Sonar 0.832 0.818 0.827 0.832 0.811 0.843 0.811 0.853 - 
TAE 0.553 0.512 0.471 0.541 0.544 0.606 0.531 0.581 0.67 
Tic-Tac-Toe 0.780 0.862 0.805 0.878 0.882 0.892 0.888 0.915 - 
Waveform 0.870 0.867 0.865 0.867 0.860 0.857 0.866 0.855 0.85 
WBC 0.967 0.972 0.965 0.961 0.964 0.961 0.967 0.961 0.97 
Vehicle 0.831 0.842 0.831 0.836 0.841 0.845 0.841 0.851 0.85 
Wine 0.978 0.978 0.983 0.972 0.988 0.994 0.994 0.994 - 
Zoo 0.936 0.946 0.927 0.936 0.973 0.973 0.964 0.964 - 
Average rank 5.59 4.70 5.76 4.83 4.93 2.86 4.22 3.11  

#Best 1 1 3 3 1 6 4 11 - 

Table 66: Results for Study 4. 

The overall results for the two GEMS approaches were very good. It is 
interesting to note that although the ensemble tree wins almost half of the data 
sets, the Tombola training approach still has the best average rank. Using a 
standard Friedman test, the CD = 2.42; i.e. the only statistically significant 
difference (at α= 0.05) is that both GEMS approaches perform better than 3-ten 
and All_50; see Figure 71.  
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Figure 71: Friedman test Study 4. 

If, however, a Bonferroni-Dunn test is used instead, comparing GEMS using 
Tombola training to all others, the CD instead becomes 1.94. So, using that test, 
GEMS with Tombola training has significantly higher accuracy than 3-ten, 
All_50, Tr6V and All_20. Also, the difference to S10 is close to being significant at 
α= 0.05 and is significant at α= 0.1. 

Although it is slightly problematic to directly compare results obtained 
independently, even if the data sets are identical, it is still interesting to at least 
compare the level of performance. With this in mind, Table 67 below compare 
results for GEMS and the two standard techniques Random Forest and 
AdaBoost. The results for Random Forest and AdaBoost were taken from Table 3 
in [Bre01], and were in most cases also obtained using 10-fold cross-validation. 
For the exact details, as well as all parameters, see the original paper. As seen in 
the table, 10 of the 19 data sets Breiman used in his study were also used in this 
GEMS study. 
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Data sets 
GEMS  

Tombola 
GEMS 

Ensemble Tree 
RF AdaBoost 

BLD 0.729 0.737 0.727 0.693 
German 0.731 0.732 0.772 0.765 
Glass 0.696 0.708 0.756 0.780 

Iono 0.944 0.937 0.945 0.936 
PID 0.765 0.767 0.770 0.734 
Satellite 0.908 0.905 0.909 0.912 

Sonar 0.843 0.853 0.864 0.844 
Waveform 0.857 0.855 0.840 0.822 
WBC 0.961 0.961 0.969 0.968 
Vehicle 0.845 0.851 0.769 0.768 

Table 67: Result summary for GEMS, AdaBoost and Random Forest. 

When comparing the best result obtained by GEMS to Random Forest, Random 
Forest was clearly more accurate on two data sets (German and Glass) and 
slightly more accurate on another two data sets (Sonar and WBC). GEMS, on the 
other hand, clearly outperformed Random Forest on BLD, Vehicle and 
Waveform. On the last three data sets (Iono, PID and Satellite) the difference in 
accuracy was very small. 

Comparing GEMS to AdaBoost, the picture is a little different. AdaBoost was 
much more accurate on Glass and German, and slightly more accurate on WBC. 
Here, however, GEMS was clearly more accurate on not only BLD, Waveform 
and Vehicle but also on PID. In addition, GEMS slightly outperformed AdaBoost 
on Iono and Sonar. These comparisons are summarized in Table 68 below. The 
interpretation is: GEMS clearly more accurate (++), GEMS slightly more accurate 
(+), Very small difference (0), GEMS slightly less accurate (-) and GEMS clearly 
less accurate (--). 

Data sets GEMS vs. RF GEMS vs. AdaBoost 

BLD ++ ++ 
German -- -- 
Glass -- -- 
Iono 0 + 
PID 0 ++ 
Satellite 0 0 
Sonar - + 
Waveform ++ ++ 
WBC - - 
Vehicle ++ ++ 

Table 68: Comparison with AdaBoost and Random Forest. 

8.4.3 Conclusions 

As seen in the experiments, both variants of GEMS are quite successful; 
obtaining significantly higher accuracy than several approaches evaluated in 
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previous experiments. It is important to recognize, however, that this is partly 
due to the fact that the ANNs in the pool now are more accurate to start with. 
This, in turn, is probably caused by the fact that all data is used to train the 
ANNs instead of holding out data to emulate performance on novel data. At the 
same time, both setups used appear to have reduced the risk of overfitting.  

Regarding the comparison with AdaBoost and RF, the main result is that GEMS 
overall obtains accuracy comparable to the two well-known techniques. 
Nevertheless, on a couple of data sets, GEMS is clearly outperformed, so the 
picture is a bit mixed.  

8.5 Study 5 – Evaluating diversity measures 

When designing ensembles, the prevailing opinion is that base classifier 
diversity is vital for how well the ensemble will generalize to new observations. 
Unfortunately, there is no clear definition of the key term diversity, leading to 
several diversity measures and many, more or less ad hoc, methods for diversity 
creation in ensembles. In addition, no specific diversity measure has shown high 
correlation with test set accuracy. The purpose of this study, was to empirically 
evaluate ten different diversity measures, using ANN ensembles. 

8.5.1 Method 

The most important purpose of this study was to evaluate the ten diversity 
measures, described in 5.3.1, that were initially used in [KW03]. Here, however, 
ANN ensembles and publicly available real data sets were used. The empirical 
study is divided in two main experiments, each consisting of two parts. In the 
first experiment, 15 ANNs were trained and all 3003 possible ensembles 
consisting of exactly 10 ANNs were formed. In the second experiment, a total of 
50 ANNs were trained and 10000 randomized ensembles were formed. Both 
experiments were divided in two parts, the difference being whether an extra 
validation set was used or not. If no validation set was used, diversity was 
measured on the training set, and results were correlations between diversity 
measures obtained using training data and test set accuracy. When a validation 
set was used, this set was not used at all during ANN training. Now, however, 
all diversity measures were obtained using the validation set, and consequently, 
the results are correlations between those measures and test set accuracy. For 
actual experimentation, 4-fold cross-validation was used. The experiments are 
summarized in Table 69 below. 
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Experiment #Ensembles Train Val. Test Evaluation 

1a 3003 75% - 25% Train vs. Test 
1b 3003 50% 25% 25% Val. vs. Test 
2a 10000 75% - 25% Train vs. Test 
2b 10000 50% 25% 25% Val. vs. Test 

Table 69: Experiments in ensemble Study 5. 

All ANNs used in the experiments were fully connected MLPs. In each 
experiment, ¼ of all ANNs had no hidden layer, ½ had one hidden layer and the 
remaining ¼ had two hidden layers. The exact number of units in each hidden 
layer was slightly randomized, but was based on the number of inputs and 
classes in the current data set. For an ANN with one hidden layer the number of 
hidden units was determined from (90) below. 

2h rand v c = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅      (90) 

Here, v is the number of input variables and c is the number of classes. rand is a 
random number in the interval [0, 1]. For ANNs with two hidden layers, the 
number of units in the first and second hidden layers was h1 and h2, respectively.  

1 / 2 4 /h v c rand v c c = ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅     (91) 

2 /h rand v c c c = ⋅ ⋅ +      (92) 

Diversity was accomplished by using ANNs with different architectures and by 
training each network on slightly different data. More specifically, each ANN 
used a training set obtained by randomly picking instances with replacement 
from the available data until the number of training instances was equal to the 
size of the available training set. This results in that approximately 63% of 
available training instances are actually used. Furthermore, only 70% of the 
features (randomly selected) are used during training of each net. Majority 
voting is used to obtain the ensemble classification.  

In the first experiment, all possible ensembles of size 10 out of 15 were evaluated. 
In the second experiment, 10000 randomly selected ensembles were evaluated. It 
was ensured that no duplicates and no ensembles with less than 10 ANNs were 
evaluated. Consequently, the ensembles in the second experiment consisted of 
between 10 and 50 ANNs. Both experiments used 11 data sets. 

Table 70 below summarizes the ten measurements used in [KW03]. The arrow 
specifies whether diversity is greater if the measure is lower (↓) or higher (↑). For 
a description of each measure, see 5.3.1. In addition to the ten diversity 
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measures, the correlations between training and validation accuracy and test 
accuracy were also measured. 

Name Abbreviation ↑/↓ 

Q-statistic Q (↓) 
Correlation coefficient Ρ (↓) 
Disagreement D (↑) 
Double fault DF (↓) 
Kohavi-Wolpert KW (↑) 
Interrater agreement κ (↓) 
Entropy E (↑) 
Difficulty θ (↓) 
Generalized diversity GD (↑) 
Coincident failure diversity CFD (↑) 

Table 70: Diversity measures. 

8.5.2 Results 

The main results from the first experiment are shown in Table 71 and Table 72 
below. The values tabulated in the first 11 columns are the correlation between 
the specific measure and test set accuracy. Acc is accuracy on either training or 
validation data. It must be noted that, in order to make the tables more readable, 
all correlations reported are (even for measures where lower values indicate 
higher diversity) between high diversity and high accuracy. The final three 
columns show the minimum, maximum and mean test set accuracies obtained 
by any ensemble. 

Data sets Acc Q P DIS DF E KW κ θ GD CFD Min Max Avg 

Crx .08 -.10 -.10 -.15 .07 -.14 -.15 -.13 -.10 -.09 .00 .80 .89 .85 
German -.09 .55 .60 .57 .17 .59 .57 .57 .57 .55 .17 .70 .78 .74 
Image .61 -.03 .13 -.22 .58 -.24 -.22 -.03 .61 .07 -.02 .94 .97 .96 
Led7 .19 -.02 .02 .01 .26 -.01 .01 .02 .03 .06 .11 .71 .75 .73 
PID -.11 .22 .26 .23 .26 .24 .23 .25 .27 .27 .24 .73 .81 .77 
Satellite .75 -.28 .11 -.38 .92 -.55 -.38 .20 .89 .36 .69 .88 .90 .89 
Sick .64 .33 .37 .36 .23 .36 .36 .39 .36 .39 .29 .94 .97 .96 
Thyroid .79 .36 .58 .40 .35 .38 .40 .53 .65 .55 .44 .97 .99 .98 
Tic-Tac-Toe .79 .78 .84 .67 .90 .66 .67 .84 .88 .90 .81 .72 .85 .79 
WBC .17 .18 .19 .12 -.04 .12 .12 .10 .13 .07 -.08 .95 .98 .96 
Vehicle .26 .23 .29 .11 .44 .14 .11 .25 .37 .37 .21 .76 .84 .80 
Mean: .37 .20 .30 .16 .38 .14 .16 .27 .42 .32 .26 .83 .88 .86 

Table 71: Measures on training set. Enumerated ensembles. 
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Data sets Acc Q P DIS DF E KW κ θ GD CFD Min Max Avg 

Crx .23 -.11 -.13 -.13 .21 -.17 -.13 -.10 -.07 -.07 .22 .79 .88 .84 
German .12 -.27 -.28 -.31 .12 -.32 -.31 -.27 -.24 -.20 .18 .68 .77 .73 
Image .36 .09 .18 .02 .17 .02 .02 .07 .19 .09 .02 .93 .96 .95 
Led7 .14 .00 .04 .03 .01 .00 .03 .03 .04 .04 .10 .72 .75 .74 
PID -.08 -.14 -.17 -.16 -.12 -.16 -.16 -.17 -.18 -.17 -.17 .73 .80 .77 
Satellite .51 -.07 .20 -.08 .66 -.26 -.08 .24 .65 .34 .48 .87 .90 .89 
Sick .62 -.07 -.02 -.11 .66 -.12 -.11 .06 .39 .31 .34 .91 .96 .95 
Thyroid .19 .11 .21 .11 -.05 .11 .11 .12 .24 .05 -.03 .97 .98 .98 
Tic-Tac-Toe .45 .31 .38 .29 .56 .31 .29 .38 .42 .47 .51 .68 .79 .74 
WBC .06 -.13 -.17 -.18 .25 -.18 -.18 -.16 -.01 -.15 -.03 .95 .98 .96 
Vehicle .09 .20 .18 .14 .19 .11 .14 .18 .21 .22 .24 .73 .82 .77 
Mean: .24 -.01 .04 -.03 .24 -.06 -.03 .03 .15 .08 .17 .82 .87 .85 

Table 72: Measures on validation set. Enumerated ensembles. 

In the first experiment, the mean correlations were remarkably low. In addition, 
no measure showed a positive correlation with test set accuracy on all data sets. 
With this in mind, it is very hard to recommend a specific measure based on the 
results. Another observation is that correlations between accuracy on training or 
validation and test set accuracy were not very high either. This supports the 
results found in Study 3, and of course makes it doubtful to optimize an 
ensemble based on training or test set accuracy. The results from the experiment 
with randomized ensembles are shown in Table 73 and Table 74 below. 

Data sets Acc Q P DIS DF E KW κ θ GD CFD Min Max Avg 

Crx .28 -.09 -.07 -.11 .33 -.12 .00 -.03 .24 .12 .12 .75 .90 .86 
German -.08 .52 .59 .57 -.02 .50 .59 .55 .55 .49 -.27 .71 .82 .77 
Image .64 .01 .26 -.12 .68 -.12 -.09 .19 .71 .29 .21 .92 .97 .95 
Led7 .52 .00 .04 .02 .20 .05 .13 .04 .20 .08 .22 .65 .74 .73 
PID -.08 .09 .16 .12 .15 .13 .15 .13 .18 .15 .07 .72 .81 .77 
Satellite .86 -.10 .19 -.14 .88 -.24 -.09 .13 .84 .24 .22 .83 .90 .89 
Sick .65 .21 .35 .22 .13 .21 .24 .30 .47 .36 .04 .92 .97 .96 
Thyroid .55 .21 .32 .21 .04 .20 .23 .29 .46 .32 .06 .94 .99 .98 
Tic-Tac-Toe .82 .72 .82 .71 .85 .57 .64 .83 .78 .87 .71 .68 .87 .77 
WBC .04 .04 .10 .04 .02 .02 .05 .06 .15 .09 -.02 .92 .98 .96 
Vehicle .41 .24 .33 .15 .41 .20 .26 .29 .51 .41 .31 .75 .87 .81 
Mean: .42 .17 .28 .15 .33 .13 .19 .25 .46 .31 .15 .80 .89 .86 

Table 73: Measures on training set. Randomized ensembles. 
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Data sets Acc Q P DIS DF E KW κ θ GD CFD Min Max Avg 

Crx .42 -.15 -.16 -.20 .39 -.23 -.11 -.12 .12 .05 .20 .73 .90 .86 
German .17 -.05 -.05 -.07 .08 -.01 .06 -.05 .13 -.02 .16 .68 .80 .75 
Image .59 .20 .38 .05 .48 .04 .10 .33 .63 .42 .36 .92 .97 .95 
Led7 .40 .00 .02 .00 .15 .04 .13 .02 .20 .07 .20 .66 .74 .72 
PID .10 -.02 -.04 -.05 .07 -.03 .01 -.03 .05 -.01 .12 .68 .77 .72 
Satellite .80 .08 .45 .08 .80 -.03 .17 .43 .83 .51 .43 .85 .90 .89 
Sick .67 .14 .23 .12 .27 .12 .13 .21 .35 .27 .05 .89 .97 .95 
Thyroid .43 .20 .25 .19 -.05 .19 .20 .23 .27 .21 -.03 .93 .99 .98 
Tic-Tac-Toe .62 .48 .55 .46 .64 .37 .46 .54 .56 .61 .33 .65 .83 .73 
WBC .38 .08 .10 .05 .07 .02 .06 .11 .24 .17 .02 .77 .99 .97 
Vehicle .18 -.08 -.05 -.08 .12 -.02 .04 -.05 .13 .01 .14 .70 .83 .78 
Mean: .43 .08 .15 .05 .28 .04 .11 .15 .32 .21 .18 .77 .88 .85 

Table 74: Measures on validation set. Randomized ensembles. 

The overall results are quite similar to the first experiment. Here though, the 
correlation between accuracy on the training and validation data and test set 
accuracy was slightly higher. The major reason for this is the fact that some 
ensembles in this experiment turned out to have very low accuracy. In the first 
experiment, all ensembles had acceptable accuracy. 

Regarding the different diversity measures, most correlations were still very low. 
It could, however, be noted that Double fault and Difficulty overall showed 
slightly higher correlations than the rest. On individual folds, the correlation 
between a diversity measure and test set accuracy was sometimes rather high. 
Figure 72 below shows an example where more diverse ensembles also were 
more accurate. The diversity measure used is double fault. 
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Figure 72: A sample fold with very strong correlation (-0.85). 
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Unfortunately, the picture is completely different on most folds. In Figure 73 
below the correlation between double fault and test set accuracy is a more typical  
-0.27. 
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Figure 73: A sample fold with typical correlation (-0.27). 

It could be argued that correlation over the entire data set is not really the most 
important criterion. After all, we would eventually have to choose one ensemble 
to apply on unseen data. So, an interesting question is whether it is beneficial or 
not to select an ensemble with higher diversity on the training data, compared to 
picking a random ensemble. To emulate this, the mean test set accuracy was 
calculated for the 1% most diverse ensembles; i.e. 30 ensembles in the 
enumerated experiment and 100 ensembles in the randomized experiment. 
Diversity was measured on the training set using double fault and difficulty. Test 
set accuracies are presented in Table 75 below. 
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Enumerated ensembles Randomized ensembles 
Data sets 

All DF θ All DF θ 

Crx 0.848 0.848 0.848 0.855 0.845 0.853 
German 0.737 0.738 0.732 0.770 0.738 0.761 
Image 0.957 0.962 0.964 0.952 0.956 0.958 

Led7 0.732 0.734 0.732 0.726 0.724 0.720 
PID 0.773 0.766 0.762 0.774 0.754 0.763 
Satellite 0.891 0.897 0.897 0.885 0.890 0.892 

Sick 0.956 0.960 0.960 0.957 0.950 0.955 
Thyroid 0.978 0.982 0.983 0.978 0.974 0.977 
Tic-Tac-Toe 0.788 0.831 0.830 0.768 0.810 0.819 

WBC 0.964 0.966 0.964 0.962 0.954 0.962 

Vehicle 0.800 0.807 0.805 0.810 0.815 0.818 

Mean: 0.857 0.863 0.861 0.858 0.855 0.862 

Table 75: Comparing the top 1% diverse ensembles with all. 

In the experiment with enumerated ensembles, where all ensembles consist of 
exactly 10 ANNs, it is clearly beneficial to select an ensemble with high diversity. 
When using randomized ensembles, it is, on the other hand, better on most data 
sets to pick a random ensemble instead of a more diverse. It should be noted, 
however, that especially the double fault measure is sensitive to the number of 
classifiers in the ensemble. 

8.5.3 Conclusions 

The results in the study support the claim that there is no diversity measure 
strongly correlated with test set accuracy. The study also showed that the 
correlation between accuracy measured on training or validation data and test 
set accuracy is rather low. These results clearly challenge ensemble design 
techniques where diversity is explicitly maximized or where ensemble accuracy 
on a holdout set is used for optimization. 

Based on this, it appears to be quite a challenge to come up with an algorithm for 
ensemble design that would constantly outperform straightforward design 
choices. A typical example would be the basic technique used in this study; i.e. 
simply combining a sufficient number of ANNs; each trained using varied 
architectures, instances and features in order to obtain implicit diversity.  

8.6 Study 6 – A unified GEMS 

The main purpose of this study was to increase GEMS accuracy and compare the 
performance to AdaBoost and Random Forest. To achieve higher accuracy, three 
modifications were introduced: 
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• Different recoding schemes were evaluated and used on both continuous 
and categorical input variables, in order to increase ANN accuracy. 

• Predictions from fixed ensembles on test set instances were used to guide 
the GEMS search. This is similar to G-REX using oracle data. 

• A diversity measure (double fault) was used as a part of the fitness 
function. 

In addition, all data sets used were now stratified. This is in contrast to previous 
G-REX and GEMS studies, where the folding used was completely randomized; 
i.e. without stratification.  

8.6.1 Method 

To enable a fair comparison with AdaBoost and Random Forest, the 
experimentation included 13 of the 14 UCI data sets used in [Bre01]. Many of 
these UCI data sets were also used by Bing, Hsu and Ma in [BHM98], who 
applied the shuffling utility in C4.5 to stratify the data sets. Since the stratified 
data sets are available at the research group web page1, these pre-stratified 
versions were used in this study. For the data sets where stratified versions were 
not available, the built-in functionality to stratify data sets in the data mining 
workbench Weka2 was used to obtain stratified data sets. 

Initial experimentation was performed on all data sets to determine whether it 
would be beneficial to recode the inputs. More specifically, categorical variables 
without an ordering were recoded using a localist representation; i.e. one input 
unit per value. Both continuous variables and ordered categorical variables were 
recoded using thermometer coding and by dividing each input in ten equally 
sized intervals; i.e. equal width discretization. All in all, five different recoding 
schemes were evaluated for each data set: 

• Org: No recoding is used. 

• Cat: Only categorical variables are recoded. The recoding uses either the 
localist coding or thermometer coding depending on whether the variable 
is ordered or not. 

                                                 

1 http://www.comp.nus.edu.sg/~dm2/p_download.html 

2 www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka 
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• Con: Only continuous variables are recoded using thermometer coding. 

• CatCon: Both categorical and continuous variables are recoded as 
described above. 

• All: All input variables are recoded but the original variables are also 
kept. 

Table 76 below shows the coding found to be most successful for the data sets 
used in this experiment.  

Data sets Coding 

BLD Org. 
Ecoli Org. 
German All 
Glass All 
Image Org. 
Iono All 
PID Org. 
Satellite All 
Sonar All 
Waveform Org. 
WBC All 
Vehicle Org. 
Votes Org. 

Table 76: Codings used in Study 6. 

In this experiment, the pool consisted of 20 ANNs. Five ANNs had no hidden 
layer, 10 had one hidden layer and five had two hidden layers. The number of 
hidden units was randomized using the heuristics described in Study 5. ANN 
training, including the use of available training data was also performed 
identically to Study 5.  

Since previous experimentation has shown fixed ensembles to be very robust, 
almost always producing high accuracy, a technique similar to G-REX using 
oracle data was tried. More specifically, a term was introduced in the fitness 
function increasing GEMS fitness for all test instances predicted identically to the 
All ensemble; i.e. the ensemble averaging the predictions from all 20 ANNs in 
the pool. In addition, another term was added to the fitness function, increasing 
fitness for higher diversity; measured using the double fault measure. The exact 
fitness function used is shown in Figure 74 below. The coefficients were found 
from very limited initial experimentation, so they should not be considered 
optimized.    
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# 0.5 # 0.1
train test

f correct predicted identically to All DF= + ⋅ − ⋅
 

(93) 

Figure 74: Fitness function used in Study 6. 

With the exception of the fitness function, GEMS used standard settings; see 
Table 54. For evaluation, 10-fold cross validation was used, except for Satellite 
and Waveform, where supplied training and test sets were used. 

8.6.2 Results 

Table 77 below shows the main results. All is the ensemble consisting of all 20 
ANNs. Top is an ensemble created in the following way: first all ANNs are 
sorted on training accuracy, then 19 different ensembles are created by adding 
one ANN at a time, starting with the most accurate ANN. So, the first ensemble 
consists of the two most accurate ANNs, the second ensemble of the three most 
accurate ANNs, and so on until the last ensemble consisting of all 20 ANNs. 
Finally, after all 19 ensembles are created the most accurate of them is selected as 
the Top ensemble. 

Top All GEMS AdaBoost RF 
Data sets 

Acc. Rank Acc. Rank Acc. Rank Acc. Rank Acc. Rank 

BLD 0.688 5 0.729 2 0.735 1 0.693 4 0.727 3 
Ecoli 0.858 4 0.873 1.5 0.873 1.5 0.852 5 0.871 3 
German 0.771 4 0.777 2 0.779 1 0.765 5 0.772 3 
Glass 0.810 2 0.810 2 0.810 2 0.780 4 0.756 5 
Image 0.979 3 0.977 4 0.980 2 0.984 1.5 0.984 1.5 
Iono 0.937 4.5 0.937 4.5 0.943 2 0.936 3 0.945 1 
PID 0.771 3 0.783 2 0.786 1 0.734 5 0.770 4 
Satellite 0.904 3.5 0.905 2 0.904 3.5 0.912 1 0.903 5 
Sonar 0.865 2 0.850 4 0.870 1 0.844 5 0.864 3 
Waveform 0.852 3 0.867 1 0.862 2 0.822 5 0.840 4 
WBC 0.968 4 0.968 4 0.970 1 0.968 4 0.969 2 
Vehicle 0.839 2 0.836 3 0.846 1 0.768 5 0.769 4 
Votes 0.968 2 0.965 3 0.972 1 0.952 5 0.959 4 
Mean: 0.862 3.23 0.867 2.69 0.872 1.54 0.847 4.04 0.856 3.27 

Table 77: Results Study 6. 

Using a Friedman test followed by a Bonferroni-Dunn test to compare GEMS 
against the other algorithms, the CD (for α=0.05) is 1.55. So, the result is that 
GEMS was significantly more accurate than all other algorithms except All. At 
the same time, it should be noted that GEMS outperformed All on 9 of 13 data 
sets. 
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8.6.3 Conclusions 

First of all, recoding of input variables, together with the fact that the data sets 
were stratified, clearly raised ANN accuracy. Second, the use of oracle data, here 
the predictions from the All ensemble, appears to have limited GEMS 
overtraining. Finally, the inclusion of a diversity measure in the fitness function 
seems to improve GEMS ability to generalize. In particular, it is interesting to 
note that GEMS on a large majority of all single folds outperforms the All 
approach. Typically, the difference in accuracy is very small, but GEMS almost 
always has the edge. Additional experiments, not presented in detail, showed 
that without the diversity measure in the fitness function, GEMS very often had 
identical accuracy to All. All in all, the most important result is that, taken 
together, these measures were sufficient for obtaining accuracy significantly 
higher than both AdaBoost and Random Forest.  
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Chapter 9 
_______________________________________________________ 

 

Conclusions and future work 

In this chapter, the main conclusions are presented together with suggestions for 
future work. 

9.1 Conclusions 

The conclusion section consists of four separate subsections. The first subsection 
presents the main conclusions regarding ensembles and ensemble creation. This 
subsection thus relates to questions 1.1-1.3 in the thesis problem statement.  

The second subsection presents the main conclusions concerning rule extraction 
and the accuracy vs. comprehensibility trade-off. This subsection thus relates to 
questions 2.1-2.5.  

The third and fourth subsections present conclusions from the evaluation of the 
GEMS and G-REX algorithms, respectively. 

9.1.1 Ensembles and ensemble creation 

The first question addressed in this thesis was (question 1.1 from the problem 
statement): 

What is the relationship between diversity and ensemble accuracy on novel data? More 

specifically; is it beneficial to use a diversity measure as part of the optimization function 

when generating or searching for an ensemble? 

Below are the main conclusions related to this question:  

• As described in 5.3, it is very hard to use the theoretical results about 
diversity to design an algorithm for ensemble creation. As a matter of 
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fact, when using a zero-one loss function, there is no clear analogy to the 
bias-variance-covariance decomposition used for regression problems. So, 
decomposing the classification error into error rates of the individual 
classifiers and a diversity term is currently not possible. 

• Because of this, there is no clear definition of the key term diversity, 
leading to several diversity measures which are often used in more or less 
ad hoc methods for diversity creation. Most importantly, as discussed in 
5.3, no specific diversity measure has shown high correlation with test set 
accuracy.  In the study reported in 8.5, ten different diversity measures 
were empirically evaluated, using ANN ensembles. The main result was 
that all diversity measures, in this study too, showed low or very low 
correlation with test set accuracy. Nevertheless, two measures; double fault 
and difficulty had slightly higher correlations compared to the other 
measures. 

• Despite the discouraging result in 8.5, the inclusion of the measure double 
fault in the GEMS optimization function turned out to be beneficial; see 
8.6.  

• Most algorithms for ensemble creation do not explicitly target diversity. 
Instead different techniques are used to introduce implicit diversity. As 
described in 5.2, implicit methods typically manipulate either the training 
data or some learning parameter. For ANN ensembles, some diversity is 
introduced just by normal randomization of the weights. In addition, 
ANN diversity is often produced by supplying each ANN with a slightly 
different training set, or by using different architectures for each ANN.  

The second question addressed in this thesis was (question 1.2 from the problem 
statement): 

How strong are straightforward approaches, like averaging a fixed number of neural 

networks, and how important is implicit diversity for such approaches?  

The main conclusion related to this question is:  

• Even if diversity is not explicitly targeted, implicit diversity as a result of 
slightly different architectures or training using different parts of the data 
set, is clearly beneficial. As seen in 8.4, even straightforward techniques, 
like averaging a fixed number of ANNs, can result in very high accuracy. 
The requirement is, as demonstrated in 8.1, that the individual ANNs 
should be accurate and at least slightly diverse. Although this is not a 
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very surprising result, it should be reassuring for practitioning data 
miners. As a matter of fact, even if more complex techniques like GEMS 
do obtain significantly higher accuracy, the difference measured in, for 
instance, extra instances correctly classified, is actually quite small.  

The third question addressed in this thesis was (question 1.3 from the problem 
statement): 

How should available data be used when constructing ensembles? In particular; is it 

advantageous to use ensemble accuracy on a part of the data set not used when creating 

the base models for ranking of ensembles, or as part of an optimization function? 

The main conclusions related to this question are:  

• Several techniques set aside a part of the available data and use accuracy 
on this holdout set for optimization. As clearly shown in 8.3 and 8.5, the 
correlation between accuracy on such a holdout set and another fresh set 
of data (a test set) is most often very low. The experiments also show that 
there is, in general, very little to gain in test set accuracy from choosing an 
ensemble with high validation accuracy. Because of these results, 
techniques using accuracy on a validation set to rank either ensembles or 
ensemble members must be considered doubtful. 

• The results in 8.3 show that it is most often beneficial to use all available 
data for ANN training. This does not mean that every ANN must train on 
all data, but rather that no data should be wasted on emulating 
performance on unseen data.  

• As seen in 8.6, the input coding used is very important for ANN accuracy. 
Unfortunately, there is no simple heuristic based on, for instance, data set 
characteristics determining when to use a specific coding. Instead, initial 
experimentation is needed.  

9.1.2 Rule extraction 

The fourth question addressed in this thesis was (question 2.1 from the problem 
statement): 

How significant is the difference in accuracy between opaque and transparent models; i.e. 

how severe is the accuracy vs. comprehensibility trade-off? 

The main conclusion related to this question is:  
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• ANNs, and especially ANN ensembles, obtain very high accuracy in all 
studies reported. This holds both for experiments using a large number of 
publicly available data sets and the Impact of Advertising case study. 
Specifically, ANN ensembles clearly outperform standard methods 
producing transparent models like multiple linear regression and 
decision trees. This result is perhaps most obvious in the study presented 
in 6.5.1, where the opaque ANN ensemble model outperforms the best 
decision tree on 15 of the 17 data sets used. These observations support 
the claim that the accuracy vs. comprehensibility trade-off exist; i.e. that 
the use of techniques producing transparent models all but guarantees a 
loss of accuracy. 

The fifth question addressed in this thesis was (question 2.2 from the problem 
statement): 

What are the relevant criteria for evaluating rule extraction algorithms? 

Below are the main conclusions related to this question:  

• The six identified criteria normally used to evaluate rule extraction 
algorithms are accuracy, comprehensibility, fidelity, scalability, generality 
and consistency. These criteria are discussed in 4.2.2 and 6.3. 

• In the experiment reported in 6.5.3, the size of the extracted model was 
used to measure comprehensibility. More specifically, two different 
measures; number of questions and number of tests were used. This is a 
common simplification which is used to produce numeric measures. In 
practice, however, comprehensibility is a much more complex criterion; 
see 6.3.2.  

• In this thesis, it is argued that fidelity very rarely should be maximized; 
see 6.3.3. An extracted model with extremely high fidelity could very well 
indicate overfitting. This is obviously the case in the experiment where 
RX is compared to G-REX; see 6.5.4. Despite the fact that RX almost 
always has significantly higher fidelity, G-REX is more accurate on a large 
majority of the data sets. So, based on this, fidelity should always be 
evaluated together with accuracy and comprehensibility.  

• Generality is a complex criterion, lacking a clear definition. In 6.3.5, it is 
suggested that a rule extraction algorithm showing high generality 
should be applicable to a variety of opaque models, should be able to 
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handle various predictive modeling problems and should have the ability 
to extract rules in several representation languages. 

• The subtle question how consistency should be measured is discussed in 
6.3.6. The approach opted for in the experimentation was to compare 
predictions from extracted models. An important distinction between the 
two measures intra-rule and inter-rule consistency was introduced in 6.5.5. 
Intra-rule consistency measures the similarity between models extracted 
from a common opaque model, while inter-rule consistency measures the 
similarity of models extracted from different opaque models built for the 
same problem. Naturally, intra-rule consistency only makes sense for 
non-deterministic rule extraction techniques. 

• It is very questionable if consistency, as currently defined, should be 
recognized as a criterion for evaluating rule extraction algorithms. As 
argued in 6.5.5, the relevant demand regarding consistency is instead that 
all models produced should have high and similar accuracy. If this is 
possible, and the extracted models are still different, the implication is 
that there are several, equally accurate, ways of describing the 
relationship found. Clearly, it should not be considered a drawback for a 
rule extraction algorithm to be able to find more than one accurate model. 

The sixth question addressed in this thesis was (question 2.3 from the problem 
statement): 

How well do existing techniques meet the criteria? 

The main conclusions related to this question are:  

• As discussed in section 4.2.2, all open-box methods for rule extraction will 
have severe problems regarding scalability and generality. The problems 
with scalability come from the fact that open-box methods must consider 
an exponential number (measured as incoming arcs) of possible 
combinations for each node. The problem with generality is even more 
apparent, since open-box techniques typically are specialized on a specific 
architecture (normally MLPs) and restricted to one representation 
language. From this it follows that all open-box method must fail to meet 
at least the scalability and the generality criteria. In this thesis, the rule 
extraction algorithm RX is studied as a typical example of an open-box 
method; see 4.3.1. Regarding scalability, RX relies heavily on successful 
pruning. If pruning is unsuccessful, RX will not terminate in a reasonable 
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time. If a more severe pruning is forced, this will often lead to 
significantly worse accuracy; see 6.5.4. Regarding generality; RX extracts 
rules exclusively from single MLPs, which must be considered a critical 
limitation, since actual predictive models rarely consist of a single MLP. 
Finally, RX does not prioritize compact representations, which inevitably 
will lead to rather large rule sets and therefore poor comprehensibility. 

• In this thesis, TREPAN is used as a typical example of a black-box method 
(for a discussion see 7.3.3). In the Impact of Advertising study, the 
original TREPAN implementation produces trees with generally higher 
accuracy than C5.0. The decision trees extracted by TREPAN are, 
however, rather complex; i.e. comprehensibility is limited. In the 
experiment where the second, third-party, implementation of TREPAN is 
used, the picture is slightly different; see 6.5.4. Here, TREPAN is often 
outperformed by either C5.0 or CART. This could arguably be caused by 
poor choices regarding parameter settings, but is nevertheless worth 
noting. The generality, at least for the original publicly available source 
code, is questionable. Not only is original TREPAN restricted to 
classification problems, but also requires the underlying model to be a 
single MLP. The modification of the third-party reimplementation of 
TREPAN used is, on the other hand, a true black-box approach; i.e. it 
supports rule extraction from any opaque model. Unfortunately it is 
currently restricted to binary classification problems. Finally, it should 
also be noted that the trade-off between accuracy and comprehensibility 
is not handled explicitly by TREPAN, but to a large degree left to the user. 
TREPAN and RX are further evaluated and compared to G-REX in 9.1.4 
below. 

The seventh question addressed in this thesis was (question 2.4 from the 
problem statement): 

Is it possible to constantly obtain higher accuracy and comprehensibility by using rule 

extraction, compared to techniques directly inducing decision trees from the data set? 

The main conclusion related to this question is:  

• A very important experimental result, clearly shown in 6.5.1 and 6.5.2, is 
that rules extracted by G-REX using opaque models almost always have 
higher accuracy than techniques producing transparent models directly 
from the data set; i.e. decision trees. In the experiments, using 23 data 
sets, G-REX has significantly higher accuracy than both C5.0 and CART. 
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An equally important result from the same experiments is that the rules 
extracted by G-REX also are significantly more compact than C5.0 and 
CART rules. Based on these two results, it follows that there is no reason 
to choose a less accurate technique just to obtain transparent models. The 
conclusion is that a model created by a high accuracy technique followed 
by G-REX rule extraction normally will have higher performance 
(measured as accuracy and comprehensibility) than transparent models 
induced directly from the data set. 

The eighth and final question addressed in this thesis was (question 2.5 from the 
problem statement): 

Can unlabeled data instances be used to increase accuracy when performing rule 

extraction? More specifically; would rules extracted using opaque model predictions 

provide better explanations of the predictions made? 

The main conclusion related to this question is:  

• As shown in 6.5.2, the use of test set data instances together with 
predictions from the opaque model (“oracle data”) when performing rule 
extraction, was very successful. The addition of oracle data increased the 
accuracy on 15 of 17 data sets. The technique suggested means that the 
same novel data instances used for actual prediction also are used by the 
rule extraction algorithm. Naturally, this requires the problem to be one 
where predictions are made for sets of instances rather than one instance 
at the time. The overall implication of the very high accuracy obtained 
using oracle data is that rules extracted in this way will explain the 
predictions made on the novel data better than rules extracted using 
training data only. 

9.1.3 GEMS evaluation 

• The results obtained in the studies reported in 8.4 and 8.6 make the GEMS 
concept; i.e. to use GP to construct ensembles by combining ANNs, 
interesting. Since GEMS is really using smaller ensembles as building 
material, the most correct description is that GEMS combine smaller 
ensembles into larger. The experiments nevertheless show that it is very 
important for GEMS to have accurate ANNs to start with.  

• As seen in 8.4 and 8.6, the accuracy for GEMS is most often higher than all 
straightforward techniques like averaging all available ANNs or 
averaging the k best. 
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• The main problem for GEMS is overfitting. As demonstrated in 8.4, this 
problem can be reduced by using Tombola training or using trees with 
splits. 

• Another problem for GEMS is consistency. Two runs may obtain similar 
training accuracy but very different test accuracy. One way of increasing 
robustness is to use the predictions from individual base models as a 
guide. This technique, which is similar to G-REX using oracle data, 
obtained very good results in 8.6.  

• With the last approach, called unified GEMS, the obtained accuracy is 
significantly higher than the results reported for AdaBoost and Random 
Forest by Breiman; see 8.6. 

9.1.4 G-REX evaluation 

From the evaluation of G-REX against the criteria proposed by Craven and 
Shavlik, it is obvious that all demands except consistency are met to a reasonable 
degree (see 6.5 but also 7.5.5).  

• The accuracy of G-REX is, especially when oracle data is used, normally 
only slightly worse than that of the underlying opaque model. 
Specifically, G-REX obtains higher accuracy than both techniques directly 
inducing transparent models from the data set and other rule extraction 
algorithms.  

• Regarding comprehensibility, G-REX often finds very compact 
representations. The extracted rules are, as shown in the experiments, 
significantly more compact than rules induced by CART and C5.0. Even 
more importantly, it is extremely rare that a specific extracted rule is too 
complex to allow human inspection and understanding.   

• Fidelity is not the prime target for G-REX, but as seen in 6.5.1 and 7.4.4, the 
fidelity is still rather high. More importantly though, fidelity is on the 
same level for both training and test sets.  

• The scalability of G-REX, as a black-box method, is only dependent of the 
size of the data set, not factors concerning the underlying representation. 
It should be noted, that scalability has not been explicitly targeted during 
experimentation. Nevertheless, regarding time scalability, no specific G-
REX run in this thesis did take more than minutes. As a matter of fact, the 
ANN training, especially when using ensembles, normally takes longer 
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time than the actual rule extraction. When it comes to how well G-REX 
performance scales up to data sets with several classes and many input 
variables, the picture is a bit mixed. The impression is, though, that G-
REX normally performs better when the input variables are continuous 
rather than categorical.  Using the length punishment, G-REX also has 
some problems when there are many classes. Despite this, the results 
obtained by G-REX, together with the fact that the data sets used are 
varying in size and difficulty, show that G-REX has an acceptable 
scalability. 

• Concerning generality, G-REX is very versatile since it acts on data sets 
and ignores the actual underlying architectures. G-REX can be applied to 
many different types of models and generate a multitude of 
representations, something clearly demonstrated in all case studies.  

• Finally, consistency appears to be the major drawback for G-REX. As seen 
in 6.5.5, both intra-model and inter-model consistency is normally less 
than 90%. It is, however, also important to realize that it is not entirely 
obvious that perfect consistency is something to strive for. The author’s 
opinion is that consistency as an isolated entity could very well be 
deceptive. Why should it be considered better to always obtain exactly 
one rule, if it is in fact possible to obtain several others, every one more 
accurate? This issue is discussed further in 6.5.5 and in the future work 
section below; see 9.2.1. 

To summarize, several key results have been identified during the construction 
and evaluation of G-REX. The key arguments for G-REX are:  

• The possibility to tailor the fitness function directly based on demands on 
the extracted rules; i.e. in terms of accuracy, fidelity and 
comprehensibility, making it possible to explicitly control the trade-off 
between accuracy and comprehensibility. 

• The option to extract rules from arbitrary opaque models, including 
ensembles. 

• The many different representation languages available, something 
achieved by just changing the function and terminal sets.  

• The fact that G-REX can handle both classification and regression 
problems. 
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G-REX compared to RX and TREPAN 

An outright quantitative comparison between the three methods has been 
performed in one study using several UCI data sets (see 6.5.4) and one 
experiment in the Impact of Advertising case study; see 7.4.4. From results 
obtained, and the basic construction of the algorithms, it is possible to draw 
some general conclusions.  

• Regarding accuracy, G-REX was significantly more accurate than both 
TREPAN and RX.  

• All techniques supply transparent models, but RX, lacking the ability to 
prioritize compact representations, generally found longer, less 
comprehensible rules. Although TREPAN produced significantly less 
compact rules than G-REX, this difference is less interesting in practice. 
The overall conclusion is instead that both TREPAN and G-REX normally 
will obtain quite comprehensible rules. 

• RX will most often have the highest fidelity. This is no surprise since RX 
explicitly targets only fidelity. The difference between TREPAN and G-
REX is often small, but overall G-REX shows slightly higher fidelity. This 
is somewhat surprising since G-REX balances fidelity against rule size. 
Whether this would hold in a larger study or is, at least partly, due to the 
parameter settings chosen for TREPAN remains to be verified. At the 
same time, it must be noted, that fidelity should be regarded mainly as a 
tool, for both G-REX and TREPAN, to obtain high accuracy.  

• Scalability is obviously the Achilles heel of open-box methods, including 
RX. If the network is not extensively pruned, rule extraction is not even 
possible, as seen in the experimentation. TREPAN and G-REX do not 
have this problem. Regarding computational efficiency, RX is clearly 
outperformed by the black-box methods. With the experimentation setup 
used, RX required at least several minutes (often hours and sometimes 
days) for a problem handled within seconds by G-REX or TREPAN. 
Although both G-REX and TREPAN are quite computationally intensive, 
it is fair to say that the training of the opaque model, especially if it is an 
ANN ensemble, most often will take much longer time than the actual 
rule extraction. Having said that, no really large data set has been used 
for experimentation in this thesis. In addition, exactly how well G-REX 
will scale up to really large input spaces, possibly having hundreds of 
features, remains to be verified.  
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• Regarding generality, only G-REX is capable of handling both 
classification and regression problems. In addition, both RX and original 
TREPAN operate on MLPs only, while G-REX can extract from any 
opaque model. G-REX ability to use a variety of representation languages 
also increases the generality. With the modified third-party 
implementation of TREPAN, generality is vastly improved, but TREPAN 
is still much less general than G-REX, especially when it comes to 
representation languages.  

• Consistency, finally, is the only criterion where G-REX is clearly inferior 
to TREPAN and RX. Both RX and TREPAN will always have perfect 
consistency since the algorithms are totally deterministic. If, on the other 
hand, G-REX extracts rules several times from the same opaque model, 
this will typically result in a number of quite different rule sets; see 6.5.5.  

Table 78 summarizes the advantages and drawbacks of each algorithm. The scale 
used is: Very good (++), Good (+), Acceptable (0), Poor (-) and Very Poor (--).   

Criteria RX TREPAN G-REX 

Accuracy + + ++ 
Comprehensibility 0 + ++ 
Fidelity ++ + + 
Scalability -- 0 0 
Generality -- 0 ++ 
Consistency ++ ++ - 

Table 78: Comparison of the different algorithms for rule extraction. 

The most interesting observations are: 

• G-REX meets all criteria but fidelity and consistency at least as well as 
both RX and TREPAN. 

• G-REX clearly meets the criteria accuracy, comprehensibility and 
generality better than both RX and TREPAN. 

9.2 Future work 

In this section, future work that has been identified but not considered during 
the course of writing this thesis is presented. 

9.2.1 Future work regarding rule extraction and G-REX 

This subsection is divided in several parts, each focusing on a specific aspect. 
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Representation languages  

In the study [JKN04] (see 7.5), G-REX was used on regression problems. The 
representation language was, however, chosen with the purpose of comparing 
G-REX to CART. For regression, there are several other, potentially more 
expressive, representation languages that should be evaluated. One example is 
model trees; i.e. regression trees with linear expressions in the leaves. 

Regarding representation languages for classification, several functions have 
been implemented in G-REX, but without any extensive evaluation; e.g. 1-of-N 

rules, M-of-N rules and fuzzy rules. A related question is which kind of tests that 
should be allowed. Normally, G-REX uses only tests where an input variable is 
compared to a constant value. A straightforward option is, however, to also 
allow comparisons between input variables; i.e. tests like (< X1 X2). For most 
data sets, such tests make little sense, but for some problems, typically where the 
input variables are related, it could be very powerful. For an artificial example, 
see Figure 75 below, where the G-REX test (< X1 X2) separates the two classes 
perfectly. Here, it would be very hard to express the decision line without the 
possibility to compare X1 against X2. 
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Figure 75: A decision line requiring tests between input variables. 

Although comparisons between inputs could, in theory, solve the previous 
problem, it would fail on the similar problem given in Figure 76 below. Here the 
decision line requires the use of arithmetic operators. The simplest way of 
expressing the decision line using G-REX syntax is (< (+ X1 X2) 1.00).  
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Figure 76: A decision line requiring arithmetic operators. 

At the same time, it should be noted that the inclusion of more functions makes 
the task for G-REX much harder, since the search space increases. In addition, 
the quality of the rules obtained would be difficult to assess. A rule with high 
accuracy could be very hard to interpret if the tests compare seemingly unrelated 
variables. Most such rules are probably the result of nonsense relations in the 
training data, and would consequently generalize poorly to novel data1.  

From the observations above, it is obvious that the choice of representation 
language for a specific problem is very important. Consequently, it is interesting 
to not only evaluate several more representation languages, but also to find a 
strategy for which representation language to use given a specific problem. 
Finally, the relationship between choice of representation language and 
experienced clarity should be investigated. 

The G-REX algorithm and the use of oracle data  

From the experiments using publicly available data sets, the use of oracle data 
seems to be very successful; the extracted rules were both very accurate and very 
compact. Nevertheless, this result should be further verified, preferably by using 
the technique on several more problems from different domains. Future projects 
would again compare the accuracy obtained by G-REX, with and without the use 
of oracle data, to standard techniques like C5.0 and CART.  

                                                 

1 The rule could of course also represent a valuable but previously unknown relationship.      
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Although G-REX has been used in many studies, the most basic elements of the 
algorithm have not been thoroughly investigated. This includes parameters like 
number of generations, length penalty and population size, but also exactly how 
selection, crossover and mutation are performed. From the results obtained in 
the studies, it is obvious that G-REX performance is rather good, but this does 
not mean that there is no room for improvement.  

The fact that G-REX can extract rules from ensembles could potentially be 
exploited further. One specific possibility identified is to somehow use the fact 
that the ensemble members each make one prediction. Currently this is not 
utilized at all by G-REX; just the overall ensemble prediction is used. One 
possible study is therefore to determine whether or not the use of predictions 
from individual classifiers in an ensemble could be used to increase G-REX 
accuracy. 

The consequences of inconsistency 

Consistency is probably the least investigated criteria for rule extraction 
algorithms. With this in mind, one obvious task is to establish a standard way of 
measuring consistency. In this thesis, consistency was measured by comparing 
the predictions from several extracted models. A more natural procedure is 
probably to somehow directly compare actual rules. For rules represented as 
trees, the comparison would most likely prioritize splits close to the root. Even 
harder is, of course, to suggest a procedure for comparison of rules in different 
representation languages, especially if the comparison still should be based on 
syntax or semantics. 

An even more interesting question is if the fact that G-REX has rather poor 
consistency also could be regarded as an asset. More specifically, at least two 
questions should be studied: 

• Is it possible to obtain an even more accurate and/or comprehensible G-
REX tree by somehow fusing several extracted trees? It must be noted that 
although it most likely would be possible to obtain higher accuracy just 
by combining the predictions from the extracted trees, the result would be 
an opaque ensemble model. Naturally, that is not acceptable, since the 
demand for a comprehensible model was the motivation for using rule 
extraction in the first place. So clearly, the most obvious result of the 
fusion must be one comprehensible model. The most straightforward 
approach is therefore probably to start with one extracted tree and in 
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some way incorporate additional information from the other trees. 
Another, very different approach is to somehow try to visualize all 
models simultaneously, in order to get a feeling for where the different 
models agree and disagree. 

• Access to several extracted rules makes it possible to express more or less 
belief in a certain prediction. Typically an instance where most extracted 
trees agree would result in a stronger belief in that prediction. One way of 
using this is to let G-REX signal that certain predictions are less certain 
than others. G-REX could even have the option to refuse to classify 
instances where the belief is very low. It should be noted that a similar 
belief measure is possible to obtain from a single tree just by analyzing 
the distribution of instances in the leaf node. Therefore, a first study could 
be to investigate if the belief in a certain prediction for one instance is 
better estimated using several trees instead of just one. 

Rule extraction as a tool for concept description 

One data mining task in which compact and accurate models are especially 
important is concept description, where the aim is to generate understandable 
descriptions of concepts or classes [Cri00]. With this in mind, a technique 
suitable for concept description must produce accurate and comprehensible 
models. Clearly this makes rule extraction a possible tool for concept description, 
which we also suggested in [SJ07]. The reasons for choosing rule extraction 
instead of techniques directly producing comprehensible models are the same as 
always, the extracted models should be more accurate and/or more 
comprehensible. One should note that when performing concept description, 
accuracy is important not as a measure of the model’s predictive power, but 
rather as a measure of how correct the model’s explanations are.  

In [JSN04], we applied predictive modeling techniques to concept description in 
the marketing domain, on a problem concerning product testing. More 
specifically, the aim was to explain a subjective product score in terms of 
objective testing data. The results were quite encouraging, with both decision 
trees and G-REX producing accurate and comprehensible models. Later, the 
same approach was used on a very different problem where the purpose was to 
automatically find and describe successful poker strategies. In [JSN06], G-REX 
and decision tree techniques were used to mine data gathered from online poker 
in order to explain what signifies successful play. The overall result was that the 
rules induced were rather compact and had very high accuracy, thus providing 
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good explanations of successful play. It is of course quite hard to assess the 
quality of the rules; i.e. if they provide something novel and non-trivial. The 
main picture was, however, that obtained rules were consistent with established 
poker theory. Because of this, the suggested techniques could, in future studies, 
where substantially more data is available, produce clear and accurate 
descriptions of what constitutes the difference between winning and losing in 
poker.  

Because of promising initial results, this line of research should be continued: 

• Rule extraction should be applied to several more suitable problems, in 
order to get rule extraction accepted as a tool for concept description. 
From results obtained, it appears that rule extraction producing accurate 
and comprehensible models is tailor-made for concept description. 
Nevertheless, a lot more experimentation, preferably in a variety of 
domains, remains. A natural first study would be to compare the 
performance of G-REX rule extraction to standard techniques used for 
concept description. Naturally, this study should use several typical 
concept description problems. 

Software availability 

Currently G-REX is a stand-alone Java application with a GUI. In addition, we 
have made it possible to call G-REX from both MatLab and Weka. Currently, 
however, the MatLab scripts and the Weka implementation would be very hard 
to use for someone unfamiliar to G-REX. Unfortunately, this also holds, to a 
lesser degree, for the Java application. In addition, all parts of G-REX are still 
under development, so it would not be correct to say that the current version is 
final. One prioritized project is therefore to settle for a stable version of G-REX 
and make it publicly available. Optimally, the Java application should include 
wizards and other tools making it easier for users. In addition, the MatLab 
scripts and the Weka implementation should be rewritten with the same 
purpose; i.e. making it possible for someone else to use them. Furthermore, some 
specific details should be observed. Currently, it is not possible for a user to use a 
function set including a function not already implemented in G-REX. Naturally 
it would add to the flexibility if a user could specify a completely new 
representation language, even using functions not currently implemented in G-
REX. When this functionality is realized, a user simply has to supply a new 
grammar-file together with the necessary function implementations. Regarding 
G-REX in Weka, it should be noted that G-REX can be used both as a rule 
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inducer and a rule extractor. Currently, however, it is only capable of extracting 
rules from another Weka model. This is a drawback since especially the ANNs in 
Weka are rather primitive. Having said that, one ambitious project is to make it 
possible to create MatLab ANNs from within Weka, and then let G-REX rule 
extract from them. 

9.2.2 Future work regarding ensemble creation and GEMS 

There are several more or less straightforward enhancements that should be 
evaluated for GEMS.  

• If several different parallel populations are used during evolution, each 
population could specialize on part of the problem. Prediction could use 
averaging, majority vote or some more complex combination strategy.  

• GEMS could use much less powerful ANNs and apply something similar 
to boosting during evolution. More specifically, the fitness function 
should change on-line and instances misclassified should be given a 
higher weight. 

• GP could use several more operators during evolution; e.g. arithmetic 
operators. This would be similar to the approach taken by Langdon et al.; 
see e.g. [LB01a]. 

• The last study showed that explicitly targeting diversity by including a 
diversity measure in the fitness function could be beneficial. This should 
be further evaluated while testing  several more diversity measures. 

• Heterogeneous GEMS ensembles should be tested by, for instance, 
including RBF neural networks. 

• Different measures like precision, recall and the area under a ROC-curve 
should be evaluated as part of a fitness function. 

• The ensemble tree approach could be further developed. As an example, 
GEMS could use only full trees and let the k first levels contain splits. The 
purpose of the first k levels is just to determine which ensemble that 
should do the prediction. This would, however, require a more restricted 
crossover operation.  
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